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Important trends in valve design
MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LIMITED have pleasure in

introducing a new series of advertisements which will describe

important trends in the design of receiving valves.

Special
emphasis will be laid upon television, and forthcoming announce-

ments will deal with basic developments from the Mullard
laboratories. In this connection it is undoubtedly correct to say
that the successful penetration of world markets by British Television Manufacturers is largely dependent upon valve and tube
technique.

Mullard have borne this vital factor in mind in their development programmes, and are already able to offer setmakers valves
specifically designed for efficient television reception under all
conditions and by any system. This, coupled with the established
Mullard network of overseas distribution, will enable exporters
to attack new markets with considerable advantage.
Once again, Mullard invite readers of the " Wireless World" to
apply for reprints of this important series of advertisements, the
first of which will appear in the September issue. Requests should
be made to the address below.

Mullard

VALVES AND TUBES FOR
RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LIMITED, Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2
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Long-playing Records
THE release in this country last month of

long-playing (microgroove) records, was
an event of very considerable importance
and one which is likely to have as significent an
influence on the trend of sound reproduction as
the advent of electrical recording.
Long playing time is naturally the chief attraction to the public, but to the technically minded
the introduction of a new moulding material
with lower surface noise and better wearing qualities than shellac will be recognized as the basic
development. The reduction of surface noise is
so considerable that even after reducing maximum
amplitudes to the limitations imposed by 240 or
more grooves per inch, there is still room to
accommodate an increased dynamic range, corn pared with shellac pressings, before noise level is
reached. There is little doubt, too, that with
equal care in the choice of pickups and reproducing styli, and in keeping the grooves free from
dust, the increase of surface noise with successive
playings is much less in the new materials.
To the unaccustomed eye the turntable speed of
331 r.p.m. seems unconscionably slow and has
given rise to predictions of high -note loss at the
low linear speeds near the centre of the record.
Such misgivings are quite unfounded. Normal
tracing distortion is, in fact, less than with
standard 78 r.p.m. records, because both lateral
velocity and stylus tip radius have been reduced
to a greater extent than the linear speed.
The new records have a different recording
characteristic and will require separate treatment
in the matter of frequency compensation, the
weight on the stylus must be reduced to 8 gm or
less, and there is also the question of adequate
turntable performance at 331 r.p.m. None of
these matters should present any insuperable
difficulty.
British long- playing records have been exported
to America now for some time and have already

established a high reputation for quality. It is
unlikely that in this country they will immediately
supersede the 78 r.p.m. shellac record, for it will
be many years before a comparable library of
subjects can be built up in microgroove. Not all
subjects call for the long playing time and other
qualities of the new system, and can be produced
more cheaply on shellac.

Television Isolationism
remember a story, current on the continent of Europe many years ago, that
was supposed to epitomize the alleged British
traits of insularity and self- satisfied complacency.
During a\ season of heavy winter gales, so the
story ran, a leading London newspaper came out
with the headline ' GREAT STORM RAGING IN
`VE

`

CHANNEL

:

CONTINENT CUT OFF."

.

Unless wiser counsels prevail, there seems some
risk that, in the sphere of television, the continent
may, as the story put it, be cut off from Great
Britain. To avoid charges of being insular ourselves, perhaps we had better hasten to reverse
that last sentence, but we admit to being complacent enough to think that the continent as well as
Great Britain will lose something unless the
easy interchange of programmes is facilitated by
the adoption of common standards.
Two or three continental readers have accused
Wireless World of being " isolationist " in continuing to advocate the general adoption of the
British 405 -line standard. " Now that the continent has expressed its preference for 625 lines,"
they say, " why not urge your home authorities
to change over at once to that definition."
To give way thus to a majority vote is no doubt
in keeping with the principles of international
democracy, but, before Britain is asked seriously
to do so, we feel a valid explanation of why the
625 -line standard is preferred is due to us.
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Hearing Aid Design
Some Essential Qualities of a Good

Instrument and Their Practical Realization
A.

POLIAKOFF

(Mnititone Electric Company)

MANY technical people regard hearing aids and

everything and everyone connected with
them with considerable suspicion. They
think that a three-valve amplifier with a crystal
microphone, no matter how much miniaturized,
remains a three -valve amplifier by whatever name
you call it, and irrespective of what you charge for it.
And what about all the theories and systems of
response curve compensation for various types of deafness which have been put forward and then declared
untenable by official reports? This I believe to be
a very general state of mind among men who are
extremely well informed in most other branches of
electro- acoustics.
That there is room for more than one point of
view may be judged from the fact that when we
entered the hearing -aid field in 1933 we firmly believed in drastic tone control (many readers will
remember our tone control transformer), and in low
Now, after
prices for all kinds of hearing aids.
seventeen years' work we make an instrument, our
latest, with no tone control other than a choice of
three earpieces, and charge for it more than any
other British manufacturer, 39 gns.
A medium -sized manufacturer cannot, as a rule,
engaged in large-scale basic research; he can, however, draw conclusions from his continuous practical
work, which, if carefully conducted, becomes almost
equivalent to pure research.
A hearing-aid manufacturer who is also a direct
supplier on a large scale has the great advantage of
being able to submit thousands of cases that pass
through his hands every year to any reasonable test
and to experiment with them to his heart's content.
Most hard -of- hearing people are anxious to cooperate and will undergo many tedious tests. The
tests themselves may be tedious, but the subject is
fascinating and of very great complexity. This may
appear puzzling in view of the fact that the Medical
Research Council in their report* laid down a response
curve which they proved to be the best for most
deaf people. Where, then, are the complications?
Why the continuous need for experimentation?
Surely everything has been settled now? The
answer is that the response curve is just one variable
among many an important one, but probably not
the most important.
In addition there is a large number of other things
to consider. Most people have two ears with sufficient hearing to work on. Receivers in parallel and
with the same characteristics can be used on both
;

No.

2111,

"Hearinb Aids and Audiometers," published by H.M.

Stationery Office.

ears or one at a time. Alternatively, receivers with
different characteristics can be used. Binaural listening, that is, by using two distinct amplifiers and
microphones, is another alternative. Bone- conduction can be used singly, or mixed with air -conduction.
Another variable is that one can work for maximum
intelligibility in quiet surroundings, " dead " rooms,
noisy surroundings or in resonant rooms, and so on.
Even when all technical requirements are satisfied
we are left with the partly psychological problem of
size, appearance and weight. No user wants to look
like a military radio -set operator, and, whatever is
visible he prefers shall have the appearance of a
personal article such as a cigarette case, rather than
a severely technical -looking object.
I would list the attributes of a good aid in the
following order of importance:
1. Giving the patient his optimum volume in all
In most cases this
reasonable conditions of use.
cannot be achieved without automatic volume
control.
2. Avoidance of pronounced peaks.
3. Low case noise.
4 (and last). A nice -looking response curve.
This order of priority must not be taken as a
reflection on the conclusions of the Medical Research
Council's Report, which states in any case " Startling
changes of the overall articulation efficiency do not
result from minor departures from the optimum
response curve."
I shall now endeavour to demonstrate the importance of the other attributes.

-

Optimum Volume
Everyone, whether of normal or sub - normal hearing, has a preferred volume of listening which
generally, but not always, corresponds to the highest
score in a speech intelligibility test. If the level of
speech falls far below this optimum, the percentage
intelligibility rapidly declines, and it also goes down

if the optimum is much exceeded. With many deaf
people the effect is very marked. For them a small
increase of stimulus produces a large increase in
sensation. The phenomenon is known by the term
" recruitment," and is not detectable by the normal
audiogram taken at threshold. Thus, if the patient
has a men loss of 4odb at threshold and it is
desired to make him hear speech of normal strength
(6odb), at its right level, it would be wrong to conclude that in the majority of cases the level from
the hearing aid should be 6o +4o= loodb. On the
contrary, one is more likely to find that the patient
WIRELESS WORLD, AUGUST 1950
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prefers to listen at some very low level such as 75 db.
To determine the patient's volume requirements there
are three quantities to measure : the optimum
volume, the maximum tolerable, and the minimum
giving sufficient intelligibility.
For some time now we have been using a very
simple device which we have called an " Optimeter "
for ascertaining these volume levels. This is simply
a valve voltmeter with the meter scale calibrated
directly in decibels above threshold.
The " Optimeter " is connected in parallel with the earpiece of
the hearing aid being demonstrated to the patient,
and normal conversational voice is used for testing.
The results recorded are then the true volume in
his ear, subject only to the small correction of variation between earpieces.
The minimum, optimum
and maximum readings are then noted. The results
thus obtained, although less accurate than with an
elaborate speech audiometer, have the great advantage of being a measurement under actual
working conditions. The speech audiometer, if
properly designed, has an entirely flat response,
whereas the hearing aid is certainly bound to be more
" peaky " and to have a far less low -note response.
What is required are the limits with the hearing aid
to be used and not purely theoretical limits.
We have been measuring, systematically, a very
large number of cases that have passed through our
various offices in the last twelve months. The curve
(Fig. I) represents the result of these measurements
on a sample of 500 cases. Considering the optimum
volume only, the following percentages may be given
to save unnecessary integration
:

Percentage of cases tested
13.0

49.5
84.5
92.0

-

Multitone " Optimeter " for measuring
volume levels in
association with the
patient's own hearing aid.

separately the degree of compression, the amplification of the instrument for weak signals and the efficiency of the earpiece, we believe that we are now
able to meet any requirements, even extremely freak
ones.
Since automatic volume control no longer
properly described what we were doing, and, anyway, is apt to give the idea of complete levelling up,
we have now introduced the expression " Contrast
Control. " In our new instrument, the " Selector,"
we are able to obtain as mach compression as a range
of from zo db input to 6 db output and to decrease
this compression by successive stages to completely
linear amplification.
For the majority of cases of deafness, absence of
pronounced peaks is quite important. In manufacturing on a large scale this is one of the most difficult
things to achieve, especially as response curves of

Optimum volume
75 db or under
85 db
95 db
98 db

This appears to us to be a very interesting result.
Nearly half of all the cases tested have an optimum
volume not exceeding 85 db, that is to say, needing
an amplification for normal speech of only 25 db.
These measurements also disclose a large number
of cases with exceedingly narrow ranges between the
minimum and the maximum (Fig. z). There are
other cases, the easy ones, which have an enormous
range between minimum and maximum or whose
maximum is outside the range of normal instruments.
It has been clear to us for some time, long before
we made systematic measurements of the volume
requirements of all cases, that automatic volume
control was an absolute essential for some cases and
was very useful for most. Our first instrument incorporating automatic volume control was of the box
type, called the " Reactor," and was made in 1936.
Further development of automatic volume control
suffered a setback by the need to make subsequent
models of hearing aids wearable, with the consequent restriction of space available for additional
components. It was not until 1948 that we incorporated it in our " Monostat " instrument (described
in the Wireless World, October, 1948).
Our work with the " Optimeter " showed us the
need for extremely wide control over volume compression to fulfil all the conditions.
By varying

.
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both microphones and earpieces vary considerably
with temperature. Case resonance often varies even
from case to case, and, lastly and most important
of all, the ear cavity and the seal vary from patient
to patient to a very large degree. It is very disheartening for a manufacturer, after exerting himself
to the utmost to Ievel out peaks, to find some users
who will not give up their original quite " peaky "
instruments. There are many people who seem to
need, or who have become accustomed to a hearing
aid giving them a " kick," without which they feel
We believe, however, that
it is not functioning.
these exceptions are not sufficiently numerous to
justify any diminution of effort in this direction.
Case Noise
Practically everyone nowadays wears the hearing
The effect of the
aid somewhere on the person.
smoothest response curve and of the best automatic
volume control can be completely ruined by the
noises and cracklings which the user hears as he
moves or breathes if the instrument has bad case
Insulation of the microphone by rubber
noise.
mounting is not in itself sufficient to avoid the case
noise. The case has to be acoustically " dead " and
its surface exceedingly smooth. On the " Selector,"
access to the battery compartment is given without
the use of hinges by means of a special slide action
which has enabled the case to be constructed in a
manner combining great rigidity with comparatively
low weight. This has been found to give acoustically
superior results to the more conventional types of
construction. There are no surface decorations ; the
grille is recessed and the whole is covered with
lacquer which is fired on to give the smoothest
possible surface.

Response Curve
Our practice now is to modify the response curve
in suitable cases by means of earpieces and not by
anything done to the amplifier. In addition to the
normal earpiece, there is a choice of an earpiece with
reduced high -note response and a less efficient earpiece with a continuously rising response curve. The
first is required for people who dislike an appreciable
output in the high notes, while the second, coupled
In the latest Multitone " Selector " hearing aid,
special attention has been given to the mechanical
design and surface finish to minimize " case noise."

There has been no change in the position with
regard to the withdrawal of overtime working
by a section of the printing industry. A slight
reduction in the number of pages in " Wireless

World"

still unavoidable. All journals printed
similarly affected, to a greater
or lesser extent, but journals printed in the
provinces are not affected. It is greatly regretted
that publication of our last issue was delayed.
is

in London are

with the control set to maximum compression, enables us to deal with cases of deafness which have
usually been considered to be outside instrumental
help.
I have now described the methods which have
evolved gradually as a result of continuous practical
work.
All this is applied, however, to monaural
aids, and there is no doubt in our minds that every
effort should be made to produce sufficient simple
binaural aids for similar cases. The advantage of
a binaural aid in a resonant building is tremendous.
It is really a question of simplifying the apparatus
sufficiently and educating the public to the great
advantages of the binaural instrument. We have so
far done only experimental work, but hope that in
the not -too- distant future to make something available to the general public. Meanwhile, the hearing
problem in theatres, cinemas and other auditoria
remains very difficult. With a monaural aid the best
solution is undoubtedly an inductive pick-up from a
loop under the carpet, which we introduced in 5937
under the name " Telesonic. " The user is provided
with a coil to plug- or switch -in instead of the microphone or the theatre, cinema or hall lends him a
special receiver for use while he is there.
It is a curious fact that every two years or so a
controversy breaks out in the Press around the prices
of commercial hearing aids.
Comparisons are invariably made with wireless sets, and suggestions
made with a varying amount of delicacy that hearing aid manufacturers must be in a very good occupation
indeed. I have already mentioned that we entered
this field believing in very low prices and that our
latest instrument, the " Selector," costs 39 guineas.
Can such prices be justified? If hearing aids were
sold on the same basis as radio sets they could, of
course, not bear scrutiny. Most hearing -aid manufacturers and suppliers, however, give service and
facilities to their clients which have no parallel in
Further, the quantities are small and
commerce.
changes of design frequent. The continuous miniaturization of the hearing aid will undoubtedly continue at the present, or even a greater, rate and is
an exceedingly expensive business. Most manufacturers and suppliers have quite cheap models as well
as their more refined ones, and before the advent of
the Government aid were used to providing instruments through hospitals at prices as low as 6 guineas,
complete, before the war and 9 guineas after the war.
For a long time the fitting of hearing aids has
been more of an art than a science. Knowledge and
understanding of the subject are accumulating every
day, but a great deal of fundamental research remains
to be done before the fitting of instruments can
become completely systematized.
;
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Liverpool Harbour

Coiuiuunieations
New Ship -to -Shore V.H.F. System

Pilotage

and

Docking

for

Operations

NOW that the marine radio system at Liverpool
has completed initial trials and has been
handed over to the Mersey Dock and Harbour
Board, we are able to supplement the preliminary
information given in our August, 1949, issue.
It will be recalled; that to keep pilots in touch with
the latest radar information regarding shipping in the
approach channel, and to enable shipmasters to get
advance information of berthing arrangements, the
harbour authorities gave a contract to British Tele-

Aerial arrays at Port Radar (Gladstone Dock). Above
the 32-element beam aerial for Channel r are seen
the Channel z Yagi aerial for distances up to the Bar
Lightship and two Yagi aerials pointing to dock
stations up river.

Fig. 1. Plan of area covered by Liverpool harbour
communications.
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communications Research for an installation comprising io shore stations and 15o portable radio- telephone
transmitter- receivers.
Research into the problem
involved in giving reliable service over the large area
covered by the docks and approaches (Fig. I) was
carried out by B.T.R., and the manufacture of the
equipment was undertaken by the Radio Gramophone
Development Company, who also contributed to the
design of the portable transmitter -receivers.
These portables, which weigh 2o1b are powered by
a 4 -volt accumulator and use a vibrator h.t. supply.
They are hermetically sealed against total immersion,
and now form an essential part of the harbour pilots'
kit. The performance of the portable is the keystone
of the whole communication system the receiver
sensitivity of 15µV determines the power required at
the shore transmitters, and the portable transmitter
power of 25omW the height and gain of the aerials
and fixed receiver sensitivity necessary for reliable
service at the stipulated maximum range of 23 miles.
Figures derived from a paper by T. L. Eckersley
(J.I.E.E. Vol. 8o, March, 1937, p. 286) produced the
curves of Fig. 2, from which it was calculated that
for an aerial power of 25omW, the signal strength at
the land station receiver terminals from a simple
dipole would be of the order of o.3 /V.
This level of signal is well down into the noise
region, and below a manageable signal strength at the
shore station. To this, aerial feeder losses must be
added, and to facilitate calculations, these losses were
fixed at 3db.
This indicated that a high -gain beam aerial should
be employed. It had been ascertained that a signal
of 3µV was required at the shore receiver terminals.
and this called for an aerial gain of some 2odb, not
including feeder losses.
Consideration was then given to the transmitter
power required at the shore station, utilizing an aerial
with a gain of 2odb, to produce the required field
strength at the portable equipment.
As a I5 -µV signal at the input terminals of the
portable was considered reasonable for a good signal /
noise ratio, it was found that the transmitter power
required would be approximately 35 watts.
In practice, somewhat higher aerial powers (45
watts) at the land station were obtainable than were
originally thought to be possible, and the portable
set's sensitivity was also improved (i.e., IoµV for
This produced a slight uniodb signal -to- noise).
balance in signal levels biased in favour of shore -toship, but this was considered to be an advantage
when operating in bad weather and high winds.
It was decided that the aerial to be employed
should be a 32-element centre -fed beam with a
meshed metal reflector, which came as near as was
practicable to giving the required gain (i.e., 18dh)
with a theoretical beam width of ± 15°. The overall
size of this aerial is approximately Soft long and I2ft
wide.
It is mounted on an 8o -ft tower situated
approximately Soft from Port Radar control room.
Channel 2 at Port Radar, which requires an opera
tional range of 14 sea miles, employs a Yagi type
aerial with one driven element and four directors,
This aerial is
giving a forward gain of 5 or 6db.
mounted on a metal pole extending loft above the
beam aerial on the same tower. At this height (i.e.,
Iooft + sea wall) it is visual distance to the Bar Lightship, thus eliminating the requirement for a high -gain
aerial array.
There are six channels in all, two for navigational
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Fig.2. Field strength
over water at 15o
Mc's with 250 mW
in a single dipole
aerial at heights (H)
of o, loo and !soft
above sea level.

Six -channel crystal -

controlled portable
transmitter - receiver, Type HPSi, for
harbour
use
by
pilots.

Operations room at
Port Radar showing
Channel ! and Channel 2 shore station
equipment.
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aid and harbour supervision, and four for docking
communications. The land transmission frequencies
are from 163.1 to 163.6Mc/s and the mobile transmission frequencies from 158.6 to r59.rMc /s. " The
channels are separated, rookc / s apart and the go "
and " return " frequencies are spaced 4.5Mc /s apart
(at the receiver intermediate frequency). The two
frequencies used for navigational and harbour supervision are Channel r and Channel 2 and the shore
station equipment for these channels is located at
Port Radar. The other four frequencies (Channels
3 -6) are shared between nine dock stations, each of
which has individual shore station equipment. The
division is so arranged that dccks the farthest distance apart share channels, and a code calling system
is used, employing a r000 -c /s note, which permits
the portable sets to call the required shore station.
At four-hourly intervals, day and night, the radar
equipment is switched on and the positions of all
vessels in the seaward direction, both under way and
at anchor, are transmitted over Channel r for the
benefit of any shipmaster who may wish to plot the
information. This is then followed by similar information given over Channel z to vessels which may
be needing it in the river area. After the shipping, a
statement of local weather conditions is transmitted
over both channels, together with any local navigation warnings.
At all times between these regular transmissions,
communications may be established over both
Channels r and z with vessels entering or departing
from the Port. The portable sets are taken aboard
ships by the pilots at their boarding stations which,
inward bound, are off Point Lynas, or at the Bar
As soon as inward -bound ships arrive
Lightship.
within the Port communications area they call up the

operation room at Port Radar over Channel r and
give their name, draught and expected time of arrival
at, say, the mouth of the river, or at the Princes
Landing Stage, whichever may be appropriate. This
information is passed by landline to the departments
concerned. When the vessels come within range of
the Dock Station equipment the pilot can then com,
municate direct with the Dock Master for information
as to the particular berth the ship is to occupy. This
will enable the shipmaster to prepare to rig derricks
and remove appropriate hatch covers in advance and
so save valuable time in unloading.
Under adverse weather conditions the combined
radio and radar equipment operates to enable vessels
to enter and traverse the Crosby Channel and proceed
to anchorages in the river or directly into dock, as
may be required. Likewise, vessels leaving port may
seek and obtain information which will give them safe
passage to the Irish Sea. In circumstances of particularly heavy traffic on Channel r, vessels within
the shorter range of Channel z may be requested to
use this channel to free the longer range channel for
communications with vessels farther away from the
Shore Station.
At the official hand -over ceremony, which took
place on 1st June on board S.S. Galatea near the
Crosby Light Float, all aspects of the service were
convincingly demonstrated on the return passage to
the Gladstone Dock under shore radar and radio
control. As an example of what can be achieved in
the economical planning of an installation to serve
local geographical and organizational requirements,
the Liverpool communication system is a happy
augury for the successful extension of v.h.f. radiotelephone service to other large ports in this country
and overseas.

Flyback E.H.T.
Characteristics of Pulse Systems

1.

By W. T. COCKING, M.l.E.E.

IT

is now the standard practice in television
receivers to derive the e.h.t. supply for the
cathode -ray tube from the voltage pulse developed
in the line -scanning circuits during flyback. The
system works exceedingly well it is inexpensive
and, because of the small reservoir capacitance needed,
it is a safe one. Its only major disadvantage lies in
its rather poor voltage regulation.
The regulation is important because it affects both
picture size and focus. If V,r is the final anode voltage
of the c.r. tube, the picture width and height for
constant deflecting current are inversely proportional
to VV,. Also the current in the focus coil, or the
field strength needed for optimum focus, is proportional to VV,. For small changes of voltage the
percentage change of picture size is very nearly
thus,
one -half the percentage change of voltage
a fall of 10% in voltage means an increase of 5%
in the linear dimensions of the picture.
On a picture ro in wide this is an increase of
0.5 in and is quite a lot. Changes of this order do
frequently occur between a near -black raster and a
;

;

near -white one. Their effect is very obvious when the
brightness control is operated. Fortunately, such
large changes of picture brightness do not often
occur in a normal programme. The mean brightness
level is remarkably constant and it is rare for it to
change sufficiently for noticeable alterations of picture
size to occur, even when the regulation of the e.h.t.
supply is far from good, except after a break in the
programme when the announcer is faded-in following
a near-black interval.
The effect of e.h.t. regulation on focus is much more
difficult to assess and it obviously depends to a large
degree on the depth of focus of the scanning beam.
The modern tendency in tube design is to shorten
the tube, which not only increases the deflection
angle but increases the angle of beam convergence
and so shortens the depth of focus. The effect of
e.h.t. regulation on focus is, therefore, likely to
increase in the future.
Since it is not easy to measure degrees of focus,
it is hard to give any figures for the effect of e.h.t.
regulation. It has been observed experimentally in
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a particular case that if the raster is focused with a
current of 120 pA at 4.35 kV there is noticeable
defocusing when the voltage rises to 4.8 kV, which,
in this case, occurred at a current of 45 pA.
Most c.r. tubes are rated for a peak current of
about 150 pA but, because of the line and frame flyback intervals, the maximum mean current on a
peak -white raster does not exceed 120 pA. On a
black raster the current is zero so that in theory
it is necessary to consider current changes of 120 µA.
However, if the raster is black one cannot see it and
it does not much matter what happens to it. In general, it seems reasonable to consider a mean current
of 6o µA for an average picture and to assume that
normal mean-current changes are restricted to
± 40 µA about this figure. Changes of ± 6o µA
are likely to occur so infrequently that some distortion of the picture when they do occur may well be
tolerable.
It should be understood that the currents referred
to are all mean currents corresponding to the mean
picture brightness. The instantaneous currents
corresponding to the picture detail are supplied by
the reservoir capacitance and do not enter into the
present discussion.
One cannot lay down any definite figures for an
acceptable standard of e.h.t. regulation, but it is
suggested that for current changes of ± 40 irA a
change of picture size of ± 2.5% would not be
objectionable. With constant deflector-coil current
this is ro% regulation for 8o pA change of current.
This corresponds to a source impedance at 5 kV
of 500/80 = 6.25 Yin and is of the order obtained
with the Wireless World Television Receiver. Experience with this set indicates that neither the change
of picture size nor the change of focus is sufficient
to be objectionable. Indeed, neither is noticeable
on normal programmes. The change of picture
size usually becomes evident only on a change from
one programme to another, for which the mean level
of brightness may be appreciably different. It only
becomes obvious when a programme is faded -in from
a near -black raster.
In this article, therefore, we shall take the foregoing
figures as representing an acceptable standard of
performance but it is, of course, plain that a higher
standard is desirable if it can be obtained with reasonable economy.

system upon the regulation of the e.h.t. supply it is
necessary to analyse such a system in conjunction
with an ideal rectifier. So far as the writer is aware
no such analysis has previously been published.
It is carried out fully in the Appendix* and a design
procedure is derived from the results.
The analysis is straightforward but its interpretation is difficult because certain equations cannot
be brought into suitable form to permit substitution
in others. This has made it necessary to present the
results in graphical form and involved some rather
laborious computation.
Practical line-scanning circuits vary greatly in
detail but most arrangements are substantially alike
in their fly -back conditions. The deflector coil with
the shunt and leakage inductances of the transformer is equivalent to a simple inductance, and the
various circuit capacitances to a capacitance in shunt
with it. The only variations from this are brought
about by some stray capacitances and leakage inductances which cannot always be exactly represented
by this simple arrangement. They are often of negligible importance, however.
Power lost to the circuit in various ways is best
allowed for by a resistance in shunt with the LC
circuit, This is not exact when the damping circuit
comprises a series resistor and capacitor across the
deflector coil ; it is still less exact when a resistor,
a capacitor and an inductor, all in series, are used for
damping. It is very near reality, however, when
damping is provided mainly by iron losses plus, possibly, a shunt resistor, This includes the case of a
damping diode, for such a diode is inoperative throughout fly -back.
It is important to realize that the valves associated
with the circuit are all cut-off during the entire flyback period, except, of course, the e.h.t. rectifier.
The type of output valve used and the presence or
absence of a damping diode thus make no difference
to the present discussion.
The basic circuit, shorn of damping arrangements,
is given in Fig. 1. In practice, the transformer primary
+H.1

Line -Scan Circuit
The voltage regulation of a fly-back e.h.t. system
depends upon the scanning circuit itself on the one
hand and upon the rectifier system on the other.
A joint analysis of the two together is impracticably
complex. In general, the regulation of the rectifier
system alone is, or can be, much better than that
of the scanning system. For the present, therefore,
only the latter will be considered and it will be
assumed to work into an ideal rectifier. That is to
say, all rectifier diodes will be assumed to be " ideal "
with zero forward and infinite back resistance, and
the reservoir capacitance will be assumed large
enough to absorb or supply current without the voltage across it changing by any appreciable amount.
The voltage across it will be assumed to be capable
of changing only over intervals of time which are
lengthy compared with the duration of a scanning

+(.H.1.

Equivalent
circuit of e.h.t. sys-

Fig. 1. Basic circuit
of typical line -scan
stage with e.h.t. rectifier.

Fig. 2.

C

tern.

line.

In order to determine the effect of the scanning

*

This will be included with the second half of the article.
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Fig. 3. Variations of voltage and current in an undamped circuit, ;solid line) with the e.h.t. rectifier disconnected, (dotted line) with the rectifier connected.
The dash -line curve shows the current through the
rectifier.

Fig. 4. Variations of voltage and current in a circuit
of Q =1.58 (solid line) with e.h.t. rectifier disconnected.
The dash -line curve shows the current through the
rectifier and the dotted line the current in L when the
rectifier is connected. The curve beyond B is not
shown.

is often used as a step-up auto -transformer between
V1 and V2, but this is immaterial at present. The

energy in L has disappeared, being partly dissipated
in R and partly stored in C.
If R were infinite, so that there were no dissipation
of energy, all the initial energy from L would have been
transfered to C. The voltage across C would then
have its maximum value Vm and we could write
Li02/2 = CVm2 /2, whence Vm = ioV/L /C. This is the
maximum possible value of Vm. In practice it is always less because there is always some dissipation
a
of energy.
After the maximum voltage on C has been reached,
C starts to discharge and supplies current to R and
L. The current in L is zero but is changing at its
maximum rate when the voltage on C is a maximum.
When C discharges, therefore, the current in L
reverses, passing through zero to increase in the
negative direction. As the voltage falls R takes less
and less current, the current in L increases negatively,
and its rate of change falls off. Eventually C is fully
discharged, R draws no current, there is a maximum
negative current in L and zero rate of change of
current. The energy stored in C at the time of
maximum voltage has, less that dissipated in R,
then been transferred back to the magnetic field of

equivalent circuit has the form shown in Fig. 2.
When the valves are cut off at the end of the scan to
initiate fly -back there is a current in L which is the
peak value of current reached during the scan ;
this is designated i0. The energy in the magnetic
field of the coil is then Li02 /2.
Because the scan current varies with time there is a
back e.m.f. across L during the scan and so a charge
on C. At the instant of fly -back the voltage across
C is LI /r1 where I is the peak -to -peak scanning
current in L and T is the scan period. The energy
stored in C is Cv212 = CL2I2/2r12.
The relation between i0 and I depends on the
circuit damping, as will be shown later but I can
never be less than i0 or greater than 2i0. For a given
value of I the inductive energy is a minimum when
i0 = I/2 and taking this value it becomes LI2 /8.
The ratio of magnetic to electric energy is thus
T 12/4LC. It will be seen later that under this condition
LC T 22//r2 where T2 is the fly -back period ; and so the
energy ratio becomes (7rr1 /22)2 and for the B.B.C.
transmissions this has the value 76.5.
The energy stored in C at the end of the scan is
thus very small compared with that stored in L and
we are justified in neglecting it in comparison. It is
to be noted, too, that we have computed the ratio
for the worst case of I = 2i0 ; had we taken the other
limit of I = i0 the ratio would have been 306 I.
The effect of neglecting the initial charge on C is
considerably to simplify the analysis but to make the
calculated value of the peak voltage on fly -back in
matter of 150error by the initial voltage on C
;

:

250 V in

3

-6 kV.

-a

Taking for simplicity, therefore, an initial condition

of a current i0 in L, C being uncharged, the current
in L continues to flow in its initial direction and it
flows into C. The voltage across C therefore rises and

as it does R draws current. This continues until the

L.

If the circuit were left to itself the whole process
would repeat until all the energy had been dissipated
in R. If R were infinite it would go on for ever and the
current and voltage would oscillate continuously.
With finite damping the oscillations become negligible
after a number of cycles which depends on the degree
of damping.
In the television application the end of fly -back
and the start of the following scan are taken as
occurring at, or very shortly after, the first half cycle of oscillation when the current is at, or just
beyond, its first negative maximum. When a damping
diode is not used this negative current maximum
most 10 -15% of the initial
can only be very small
current. When diode damping is employed the nega-

-at
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tive current maximum can advantageously he made
as large as possible, for subsequent oscillation is
inhibited by the diode.
In all cases we are interested only in this first half cycle and its duration must coincide with, or be less
than, the time allotted in the transmissions for flyback. The solid -line curves of Fig. 3 show the way
in which voltage and current vary during this half cycle for the ideal case of zero damping and Fig. 4
shows their variations for a degree of damping such
that the overshoot is 331%. By overshoot is meant
the ratio of the magnitude of the first negative
current maximum to the initial current. In Fig. 3
the voltage wave is sinusoidal and the current cosinusoidal ; in Fig. 4 they are damped sine and
cosine waves.

The E.H.T. Rectifier
Now let us consider the action of the e.h.t. rectifier
V2 in Figs 1 and 2. We assume that the reservoir
capacitor Cr is charged to a voltage VHT. Let the
voltage across the resonant circuit be v and its

maximum value be Vm. Then as long as y is less
than VHT, the diode V2 is non -conductive and
v varies in accordance with the normal laws of the
tuned circuit alone. It follows the voltage curve of
Fig. 3 or 4. This happens until the point A is reached,
at which y and VHT are equal. The diode then
conducts.
As the diode is assumed to be ideal and as VHT
is assumed to be constant, so far as short-term variations are concerned, the voltage across the circuit is
now clamped at VHT and cannot rise further. The
top of the free voltage curve is thus cut -off. If the
voltage is constant the capacitance C can draw no
more current and R draws a constant current VHT /R.
The current in L, less that drawn by R, thus flows
through V2 into Cr.
In reality, if current flows into Cr the voltage
across it must rise, and therefore C must take some
current. However, we are assuming that Cr is so
large that the voltage rise across it is negligible.
If the voltage is constant the rate of change of
current in L must be constant, and so the current
must fall linearily with time. This is shown by the
portion AB in the curves of Figs 3 and 4. This
process goes on until the current in L has fallen to
the value needed by R at the voltage VHT, This is
zero in Fig 3 and a finite value in Fig 4. There is
then no surplus current to flow through V2.
After this C starts to discharge and supplies current
to L and R and so the voltage falls, cutting off the
diode. The reservoir capacitance cannot, of course,
discharge to supply them for V2 cannot pass reverse
current. After the point B, therefore, we are left
with a free resonant circuit and the response can be
calculated as one having C charged to VHT and a
current in L equal to VH, /R as initial conditions.
Because energy has been abstracted from the
circuit during the conductive period of the diode
there is this much less energy left in the circuit to
be transferred to the magnetic field in the negative
quarter cycle. The result is that the overshoot is
less than it would be if the e.h.t. circuit were absent
This is plainly shown by the dotted curves of Fig 3.
The effect of the e.h.t. circuit is thus to damp the
resonant circuit.
The current through V2 has the triangular waveform shown in Figs 3 and 4. It has an amplitude

-

The mean
VHT /R and flows for a period t2.
current during 2 is one -half the amplitude and the
quantity of electricity passed to C, is the product
of this mean current and its duration t2. In the
equilibrium condition this must equal the quantity
of electricity withdrawn from C by the demands
of the cathode -ray tube during one complete scanning
cycle of duration T. This is the interval between the
iI

start of successive fly -backs and is 98.77 sec for

the present transmissions. This mean current is
designated i HT Except when a voltage -multiplying
rectifier is used the load current iHT is the same as
the tube current iT and the circuit voltage VH, is
equal to the tube voltage V,.
It is now easy to see how a variation of tube current
affects the e.h.t. voltage. If iH, increases a greater
quantity of electricity must be passed through V2
to Cr. There fore the peak current i1 VHT /R or
the conduction time 2 or both must be greater. In
practice both increase, for diode conduction must
start earlier to permit an increased current to flow.
It can start earlier, however, only if VHT falls. With
the lower voltage R draws less current and so the
time of diode cut-off is a little later.
Increasing the tube current thus inevitably means
a fall of VHT. Conversely, decreasing the current
causes the voltage to rise to a maximum of V. at
zero current. If it is necessary for the tube current
to vary from zero to some maximum value the e.h.t.
voltage will vary from Vm to some minimum value.
What this is depends only on the conduction time t2
corresponding to the minimum permissible voltage.
If the regulation is to be good it is necessary to
choose this minimum voltage very close to Vm.
Unfortunately, this means that there is relatively
little current in L at this time. If the peak current
through V2 is to be sufficient, therefore, it is necessary
to start with a large value ie of initial current. All
this means, in effect, is that for good regulation it is
necessary for the volt-amperes of the deflection
circuit to be large compared with the power drawn
from the e.h.t. circuit, which is not a very surprising

-

conclusion.
(To be continued)

CLUB NEWS
Birmingham. -Members of the Slade Radio Society are
visiting Elmdon Airport on august 18th, and a d.f. test
will be held by the club on August zoth. At the meeting
on September 1st two members will give their experiences
in constructing and operating the " View Master" television
receiver.
Sec.: C. N. Smart, Ito, Woolmore Road,
Erdington, Birmingham, 23.
Brighton. -At the meeting of the Brighton and District
Radio Club (G3EVE) on August 8th in the Eagle Inn,
Gloucester Road, at 7.30, F. How, G3DEU, will describe
and demonstrate an amateur communications receiver for
a.c. /d.c. operation.
Sec.: L. F. Hobden, 17, Hartington
Road, Brighton. '
Coventry. -A lecture on a.c. theory-one of series in preparation for the radio amateurs' examination -will be given
to the Coventry Amateur Radio Society (G2ASF) on August
14th. Meetings are held on alternate Mondays at the B.T.H.
Social Club, Holyhead Road, at 7.45. Sec.: K. G. Lines,
(G3FOH), 142 Shorncliffe Road, Coventry.
Warrington. -Provisional arrangements for the inter -club
" top band " telephony contest to be held in the area on
September 24th provide for operating periods from 3 to 5
and from 7 to 10 p m.
Watford. -Meetings of the Watford and District Radio and
Television Society are held on the first and third Tuesdays
in each month at the " Cookery Nook," The Parade,
Watford
There will nit be a meeting on August 15th.
Sec.: R. W. Bailey (G2QB), 32. Cassiobury Drive, Watford.
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Standing Waves on

R.F. Cables

When Travelling Waves Interfere With Each Other
By " CATHODE RAY "

THE introduction to this story appeared last
month, so I had better begin by recapitulating.
We saw how r.f. cable, such as that used to
connect television aerials to receivers or transmitters,

is (neglecting loss resistance) electrically equivalent
to a chain of series inductances and parallel capaci-

-

too V.. The net outgoing power is therefore 400
too = 30o W, the same as is being absorbed by the
load.
That is as far as we got, with a sinister hint that
there were complications in store when we came to
consider the current and voltage, owing to the
phase lag introduced by the cable.
Let S stand for the speed of the waves along the
cable, in metres per second. In one second, they
would travel S metres (if the cable were long enough).
In the period of one cycle, which is t/f of a second,
obviously they travel S/f metres, which is one wavelength, denoted as usual by A. So points on the
cable S/f metres (or one wavelength) apart have a
phase difference between them of one whole cycle or
Along cables with air -spaced conductors,
36o°.
S is very nearly equal to 30o million -the speed of
free electromagnetic waves-but the higher permittivity of solid spacing reduces S, so that A along
such a cable is shorter than in space. If, for example,
is 50 Mc /s, A is 200/50 = 4
S is 200 million, and
metres, compared with 6 metres in space.

tances, in which these components are infinitesimally
small and infinitely numerous ; and that on this
basis it is quite easy to discover the main facts about
such cables. One of these facts is the existence of a
continuously growing phase lag along it ; which
means that if a.c. is put in at one end by a generator
(such as a receiving aerial or a transmitter) it takes
time to reach the other. Another important fact
is that at first, while the current is on its way, the
cable appears to the generator to be a resistance
having the value vL/C, where L and C are respectively the inductance and capacitance of any
length. This is the so- called characteristic resistance,
denoted by R0. Since Ro is a resistance, the current
everywhere along the line is in phase with the
voltage. If the far end of the cable is closed by a
load resistance R equal to R0, the ratio of voltage
Stationary Wave Pattern
(V) to current (I) arriving there satisfies Ohm's
Law, and the power is completely absorbed. But
The one place where we already know the relative
if R is greater than R0, the voltage rises, and in so
and reflected voltage and
doing drives part of the current back towards the phases of the original
the point of reflection -the
generator. The ratio of the surplus voltage (v) to current waves is at When,
as in Fig. t, R is greater
the cable.
the reflected current (i) must of necessity equal load end ofthe
of the reflected
in
direction
reversal
R0,
than
that
R0 and from this we calculated
current is equivalent to its being exactly opposite in
i
v _R -R0
phase to the original (arriving) current that is to
V R + R0
I
say, the amount going on into the load is less than
(Although we didn't actually consider what would the original. The reflected voltage is also opposite
happen if R was less than R0, this eventuality is in phase to the original, but as it adds to the back
covered if we assume that i and v can be negative. voltage due to the resistance it increases the voltage
across the load.
A negative current going backwards is the same as
Now let us move towards the generator end,
an increase in the forward current.)
As an example of all this we assumed the values examining conditions as we go along. We start
shown here in Fig. a. The 400 -V generator with with t A, 30o V at the load end. At a distance of
too -a internal resistance, connected to a too -LI quarter of a wavelength (A /4) the original and recable, sends 2 A down it at zoo V. Arriving at the flected waves ire spaced apart by half a wavelength
other end, this power finds
a 300- û load, which does
R=300f1
R0= loofl
not agree with zoo V, 2 A.
By the time the current
through it has reached r A
the voltage across it has
risen to 30o V, giving a
i .1A
I
2A
r oo-V surplus back pressure
v-IOOV
V - 200V
I-i-IA
to return the surplus i A
p - IooW
P = 400W
V+v-300V
along the line. So roo
P -p - 300 W
watts is returned to the
generator, and is totally
Fig. t. Numerical example of a cable or feeder line joining a generator (shown
accepted by it because
inside the dotted line) to a resistive load. I, V and P are the original current, voltage
the generator resistance is
and power travelling towards the load, and i, y and p the current, voltage and power
reflected by it.
the right value for r A at

f

;

;
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STANDING WAVE CURRENT

X/8

AT

=224A

I=2A

Left : Fig. 2. Stationary distribution of r.m.s. current and voltage near the load end, under the conditions
in Fig. s. Right : Fig. 3. Vector diagram for calculating current at odd multiples of A/8 from the load.end specified
in Fig. 2.

(A/2)-that being the total return journey to and
from the load -and by 18o° in phase. So at that
point the two currents are in phase, giving a total

-

of 3 A, and the voltage is zoo
roo = roo V.
Moving along another A /4, we are A/z from the load,
and the phase difference is 36o °. So at that point
we get back to the same conditions as at the load
I A, 30o V. Another A/4 brings us to a 3 -A, Too -V
point. And so on, all the way. The reflected current

-

and voltage alternately add to and subtract from the
zoo V travelling from generator to load. At
intermediate points there are phase differences
other than 180° or 36o°, so the net current and
voltage vary in the wavelike manner shown in Fig. 2.
These are not travelling waves, like those causing
them they are a stationary pattern of steady r.m.s.
values, such as would be indicated by meters
connected at points along the line. So, not unnaturally, they are called standing waves. Incidentally
they are not sine waves. If they were, the values
at A/8 intervals would be the same as if there were
no reflected wave but at those points the phase
differences are 90° or 270° and, as Fig. 3 shows, the
reflected wave raises the value from 2 A to 2.24 A
and the voltage in the same ratio.
2 A,

;

;

;

-

Matching and Efficiency
The ratio of maximum to minimum current or
voltage is called the standing wave ratio. In this
example it is 3 /I. It is a thing that can be measured,
by running a suitable voltmeter along the line.
Obviously, it is a good way of finding out how
nearly the load matches the line. If there is a
perfect match (R = R0) the standing wave ratio is
I. At the other extreme, if the end of the line is
left open (R = co) or short -circuited (R = o), the
whole of the power is reflected, so that at certain
points, A/2 apart, the current or voltage is completely
cancelled out, and the s.w.r. is w.
From our previous calculations of the amount
reflected it can easily be deduced that the s.w.r.
in general is equal to R /Ro.
And so we come at last to the generator again.
Clearly the state of things there will depend on the
length of the cable, in A units. Fig. 2 shows that if
it happens to be an exact number of half -wavelengths
the current and voltage will be the same as at the
generator
A, 30o V. Since the generator e.m.f.
is 400 V, that means a drop of loo V in the interna'

-r

resistance (Too 0), which is right for a current of
I A. So far as the generator is concerned it is now
feeding a load of 30o S2, just as if it were connected
direct to R. So the original input resistance of the
line -loo 0 -is raised to 30o 0 directly the reflected
wave reaches_ the generator. The original " error "
in the amount of power issued is exactly corrected.
Even this " error " is right, really because a temporary over -issue was necessary to fill up the line
with waves of energy. I don't know what you think,
but this always strikes me as a very pretty example
of how natural laws always win, even when we think
we have caught them out.
But what if the cable length is not an exact multiple
of A/2 ? Suppose we knock off A /4, so that the
generator connects at a 3 -A, iio -V point ? The cable
will then look to the generator like a. 100/3 = 33.3-0
resistance. If such a load resistance were connected
directly to the generator, the total resistance in
circuit would be 133.3 0, the current would be
400/133.3 = 3 A, the terminal voltage would be
40o x 33.3/133.3 = loo, and the power into the
load would be 3 X roo = 30o W. Which all agrees
perfectly with the cable figures. So again everything
is completely legal ; there isn't a loose end anywhere.
At intermediate cable lengths the current at the
generator is not in phase with the voltage, so the
input impedance includes reactance as well as
resistance ; but the outgoing power is still the same,
and everything sorts itself out.
This does not mean that the exact cable length
is unimportant. At a A/2 point the power lost in
the generator is 12 x loo = Too W. But at an odd
A/4 point it is 32 X loo = 90o W. Rather a difference
in the efficiency At the A/2 point it is 300/400 =
75 %; at the A/4 point it i3 300/5200 = 25 %. If the
load resistance were a perfect match to the lineloo 0-the power supplied would be a maximum400 W-but the efficiency would be only 5o %. So
it might well be considered better to arrange for a
deliberate mismatch and get 30o W for a loss of
Too W rather than 400 W for a loss of 400 W. But
the great advantage of working under matched
conditions is that the exact length of cable doesn't
matter, and the frequency can be varied without
upsetting things. For instance, suppose the cable
is 25 wavelengths long, and operated under Soo -W,
75% efficiency conditions. If the frequency increased by I %, the cable would then be 251 wavelengths long and the efficiency would fall to 25 %, if
.

;

!
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indeed the generator managed to survive its load
falling from 3O0 S2 to 33.3 SZ and its dissipation
going up from Too W to 9O0 W. So in such a case
it would be better to use Soo-SZ cable, so as to have fio
standing waves.
Reverting to Fig. 2, suppose we knock off the
300 - SZ load and the A/4 length of cable nearest it,
and substitute a 33.3 -52 load. This fits the 3 -A,
Too -V conditions at the point where it is connected,
and the generator will not know what we have done.
The input end of the line still looks like a 300 -0
resistance. What we have done, therefore, is to
take advantage of the peculiarities of standing waves
for the purpose of feeding a 33.3-0 load under 300-SZ
conditions. The cable is acting as a 3 r transformer as well as a transmission line. Hut there is no
need to have standing waves along the whole of it.
Fig. 2 shows that a single A/4 section is enough. A
r% change of frequency will not cause an appreciable difference in the working conditions over such
a short length. For the rest of the distance 300 -SI
cable should be used.
From our study of Fig. 2 the principle of the
quarter -wave transformer just described should be
clear. A load resistance of 3 R0 at one end is transformed to R0/3 at the other. If we multiply these
end values together we get Ró . The same result
would be obtained no matter what load resistance
was used. Call it R, and the resistance to which it is
transformed at the other end R'. Then R' R = R02,
so the required Ro is VR' R. To make a 2,000 -S1
load look like 8o LI, then, what we want is a quarter wave length of line having a characteristic resistance
equal to v'8o x 2,000 = 400 û.
:

current i doubling 1. At a Ai4 distance, V is quarter
of a cycle earlier and y is quarter of a cycle later, so
they add up to double, as at (h), where the situation
is reversed. The diagram for half -way between, at
(c), where the resultants or net voltage
A /8, is like
and current are shown dotted. The thing to note is
that they are exactly at right angles to one another,
which is what happens with a pure reactance.
And the current is lagging the voltage, which means
the reactance is inductive. If you draw the vector
diagram for other intermediate points you will find
that they all indicate pure inductive reactances,
but that the value varies from o to m as you move
from the shorted end. Similarly an open -circuited
piece of cable not exceeding A/4 in length gives every
possible value of capacitive reactance.
These
" stubs " are very much used in feeder systems for
cancelling unwanted reactances.
Loss Resistance
One could go on ad lib about the various practical
devices and dodges based on standing -wave phenomena, but let us give some attention to one aspect
of the matter we have conveniently ignored hitherto
the loss resistance. Part of it is contributed by the
actual resistance of the wires or tubes, but of course
the usual sources of r.f. loss such as dielectric loss

-

(a)

I

Reactances Made Here
But what if the load includes some reactance ?
This can be brought within the foregoing scheme,
because a mixed impedance can always be represented
as a pure resistance in parallel with a pure reactance.
And the reactance can always be cancelled out by
connecting in parallel an equal reactance of the
opposite kind.
This is where we can be very cunning, taking
advantage of the fact that lengths of line other than
multiples of A/4 are reactive. I have already pointed
out that if they are either open- or short-circuited
they are bound to be pure reactances, because there
is nowhere for power to be dissipated. Suppose we
short- circuit the end of our Too -SZ cable with 2 A
at 200 V coming along it. No voltage can be established across a short- circuit to oppose the arriving
200 V, so the whole of it occupies itself by driving
-2 A in the opposite direction. Now 2 A arriving
and -2 A going is equivalent to 4 A arriving, so
that is the current flowing through the short circuit.
The reflected wave is equal to the original wave,
and at the shorted end the voltages cancel out and
the currents double. At a distance of A/4 the opposite
takes place the voltage is 400 and the current is
o; so the input impedance of a quarter -wave " hairpin " is infinitely great (or, in practice, very large).
In fact, it can be used as an insulator for that particular frequency, notwithstanding that its d.c.
resistance is negligible.
These facts can be shown with vector diagrams,
as in Fig. 4. The condition at the end is at (a), with
the reflected voltage y cancelling V, and the reflected
;

WIRELESS WORLD, AUGUST

Fig. 4. Relative phases of
the arriving and reflected
voltages and currents at (a)
a short-circuited end, (b) at
a distance of A /4, and (c) at
a distance of A/8. The resultant currents and voltages
(where there are any, as
shown dotted at (c)) are invariably at right -angles to
one another, indicating pure
reactance.

v

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. The full line represents the constant signal level
along a loss -free perfectly matched cable, and the dotted
curve shows the exponential fall -off due to uniformly
distributed lots.
PERFECT CABLE
VOLTAGE,

'LOSSY" CABLE

CURRENT
OR POWER

00

DISTANCE ALONG CABLE FROM GENERATOR
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and radiation can be represented in an inclusive
resistance figure. Fortunately, the cable has to be
very bad before loss resistance makes much difference
to R0, except perhaps to throw in a little reactance.
But although the loss resistance of reasonably good
cables can usually be ignored in connection with
Re, it does not follow that it can be ignored altogether.
Its most important effect is to take a rake-off from
the power flowing along it. This is usually expressed
in db per ioo feet. If, say, zo% of the power (approx.

APPENDIX

=
=
V=
=
v
=
i
=
E
r

e.m.f. of generator

internal resistance of generator
voltage across }line, in the original wave
current in
rise in voltage due to mismatch at load end
current returned to line by v
Ro = characteristic resistance of line
R = load resistance
p
= standing-wave ratio
R1 = input resistance of quarter -wavelength line terminated by R.
Line losses are neglected, and the authority for statements (i) -(4) below is Ohm's Law. It may be helpful
to take another look at Fig. t.
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v

=
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db) is absorbed in the first loo feet, the sccond
too feet absorbs zo% of that, or 16% of the original,
and so on, giving an exponential die -away curve,
like the dotted line in Fig. 5, compared with the
straight and level line representing a theoretical
perfect cable. The reflected waves, if any, also
decline in this way, so that if the cable is long their
effect by the time they reach the generator may be a
good deal less than in the foregoing theoretical
calculations.
Another simplifying assumption we have been
making is that the resistance of the generator is
equal to R0, so that reflected waves are completely
accepted by it. The generator resistance affects the
reflected wave just as the load resistance affected
the original wave ; so if it is not equal to Ro part of
the reflected wave will be reflected again ; part of
that will be reflected at the load, and so on. If there
is a big mismatch ratio at both ends, and the line
is low -loss, and of such a length as to bring all the
travelling waves more or less into phase with one
another, very large voltages and currents can build
up at A/2 intervals. If a transmitting aerial becomes
disconnected in a gale, the first symptom may be
sparking across the line due to this build -up. The
phenomenon is analogous to the signal magnification
obtained with a low -loss tuned circuit.
It is very easy to get the idea that mismatching
at the generator end would alter the standing wave
ratio. But this is quite wrong. The waves reflected
at the generator travel down the line towards the
load at the same speed as the original waves ; and,
depending on their phase, have the effect of increasing
or reducing the total voltage and current going in
that direction. But the same thing could be done
by altering the generator voltage, and nobody who
has studied the thing at all would imagine that doing
so would alter the proportion reflected by the load.
So the standing wave ratio still depends only on
R /Ro, except of course in so far as it is reduced
towards the generator end by line loss, which causes
the reflected wave to become weaker in proportion
to the original wave.
Lastly, for the benefit of readers who disapprove
of the " it can be shown " style of these two articles,
I hay., provided an appendix (left) setting out the
calculations in full.
I

+

v

-i

+

v)

and

Ro

Ro

R

R

R2
=--Ro,andRo

I+i=Ro(I-i)

R
(7)
Quarter -wave Transformer

NEW TEST RECORDS
ASERIES of special recordings, pressed in material with
low intrinsic background noise, has been issued by
the British Sound Recording Association for test and
demonstration purposes. The subjects are as follows:
PRroo. History of the gramophone, a concise summary by Leo Watts.
PRIoi. Unaccompanied violin, without distracting
rhythmical pattern or melody, for judging quality of reproduction at high frequencies
PRI02. Unaccompanied bass viol (bowed and plucked
strings) for low- frequency tests.
PRio3. Test frequency record with bands at r kc /s
intervals from io kc /s to r kc /s, 50o c /s, zoo c /s, loo c/s
and 5o c/ s, each of 12 seconds' duration, preceded and
followed by 2o- second loo c/s reference bands.
Enquiries should be addressed to the Hon. Librarian,
B.S.R.A., 9, Stanton Road, West Wimbledon, London,
S. W.20.
WIRELESS WORLD, AUGUST 1950
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Scaiuin' Circuit

Line -Scan Current Generator
By P. R. J. COURT, Grad.I.E.E. (Pye, Ltd.)

ONE of the major advances in the design of
domestic television receivers in recent years
has been the introduction of a.c. / d.c. technique, thus permitting the elimination of the bulky
and expensive mains transformer. This is now almost
universal practice, together with the technique of
deriving e.h.t. for the c.r. tube from the line- scanning
circuit.
For the line time base to function satisfactorily
with the limited h.t. voltage imposed by a.c. /d.c.
operation, and at the same time to supply e.h.t., it
is generally necessary to use an energy- recovery stage
employing an " efficiency diode " (or triode). The
diode converts some of the energy stored in the inductance of the deflection system after the trace
period, into useful deflection power. It contributes
approximately the first 20 per cent to 4o per cent
of the trace current, the actual proportion being a
function of the losses of the system. The theoretical
limit for an ideal system with no losses, is 5o per cent.
In order to realize maximum efficiency and
optimum linearity, the output valve should be " cut
off " for the period during which the efficiency diode
is operating. When the diode portion of the trace
is complete, the output valve is arranged to start

conducting, and supply the remainder of the trace
current.
Although such circuits have already been treated
very fully by other writers,'. 2 it is of advantage at
this point to describe briefly the operation of a simple
sawtooth- driven line- scanning circuit, employing an
efficiency diode, as in Fig. i.
A positive -going sawtooth voltage, generated by
some external oscillator, is applied to the grid of
the output pentode V, which works into a load consisting mainly of the deflector-coil inductance, reflected back via the output transformer T. V, is
biased so that the first part of the sawtooth waveform, which corresponds to the diode portion of the
trace current, is beyond " cut -off." This is illustrated

magnetic energy causes a free oscillation to ensue,
at the natural resonant frequency of the system, the
first half -cycle of which provides the current retrace.
The deflector -coil current reverses, reaching a maximum value in the opposite direction, determined by
the Q factor of the resonant circuit.
At this point, the free oscillation is halted by the
action of the efficiency diode V2, the anode of which
is driven positively as the second half -cycle commences. The diode then presents a low impedance
in parallel with the deflection system, through which
the current decays exponentially. It is this decay
of current, the greater part of which approximates
to a linear change, which provides the first part of
the trace. As it approaches the minimum value, the
output valve takes control once more, supplying the
balance of the trace current. Fig. z (b) shov..s the
approximate current relationships in the deflection
system.
Corresponding to the linear rise of deflection
current, a steady positive voltage is developed across
the major inductive component of the deflector-coil
impedance, plus a small sawtooth voltage due to the
minor resistive component. During the current retrace, a large amplitude negative pulse of approximately semi -sinusoidal form occurs. The deflector coil voltage waveform is shown in Fig. 2 (c).
The diode conducts during the trace period,
developing a steady automatic bias across its bypassed cathode -load resistance R, the voltage being
approximately equal to the anode potential during
the mean trace period. It is, of course, cut off during
the retrace period.
The average diode conduction is controlled by the
value of the cathode -load resistance. Ideally it is
Simple sawtooth- driven line -scanning circuit
employing an efficiency diode to start the deflection.
Fig. z.

in Fig. 2 (a).

The anode current, and hence the current in the
L2, increases linearly at a rate
deflector coils
governed by the linear rise of grid voltage. Under
these conditions, the pentode is working as a
" constant -current " generator, the current rise being
substantially independent of the load impedance. The
current increases until the grid is rapidly returned
beyond cut-off by the sawtooth flyback. The stored

L

(Parts 1 and II),
W. Friend, "Television Deflection Circuits
R.G.A. Review. Vol. VIII. No 1, March. 1947
O. H. Schade, " Magnetic Deflection Circuits tor ('.thode -ray tubes.
R.GA Review. Vol. VIII. No. 3, September, 1947.
fficiency Deflection and
O. H. Schade "Characteristics of High
High- voltage Supply Systems for Kinescopes,' R.G.A. Review.
Vol. XI No I. March, 1950.
A
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oV
GRID BASE

(a)

CUT -OFF

DEFLECTION CURRENT

}DUE TO OUTPUT
VALVE CONDUCTION
DEFLECTION CURRENT
DUE TO EFFICIENCY
DIODE CONDUCTION

(c)

O

i

-y

TIME

2.
(a) Sawtooth driving
voltage in relation to grid base.
(b) Current relationships in the
deflection system of Fig. r.
(c) Voltage waveform appearing
across the deflection system.

Fig.

Right : Fig. 3. Basic circuit of a
self -driven
line-output
stage.

necessary to control the instantaneous conduction
during the trace period, otherwise the diode will tend
to maintain a constant voltage across the deflection
system; i.e., to eliminate the sawtooth component
which must be present if the current waveform is
to be acceptably linear. Better results are obtainable
with a triode rectifier (for example the 6AS7G, which
was specially developed for this purpose), the conduction of which is readily controlled by the application of a suitable waveform to its grid. If, for
reasons of economy, it is necessary to employ a diode,
a compromise may be made by inserting a controlling
Fig. 4.

Basic diagram of the new scanning circuit.
+

H.T.

DEFLECTOR
COILS

voltage in series with it. The voltage may be
developed by the output valve and transferred by a
suitable impedance network to the cathode of the
diode. By suitably adjusting the magnitude and
phase of the controlling voltage, the linearity of the
trace may be adjusted to the optimum. The circuit
of Fig. 7 employs a diode controlled in this manner.
For economic reasons, it is clearly advantageous
to dispense with the separate sawtooth generator
needed for the arrangement of Fig. i and to employ
a self- driven circuit. The omission of a separate
oscillator valve and its associated components contributes materially towards reducing the overall cost
of the television receiver, and if this can be achieved
without sacrifice of performance, the economy is
entirely justified.
The design of a self- driven line- scanning circuit is
attended with three additional problems which must
be overcome if its performance is to be not inferior to
that of a conventional separately -driven circuit.
With the latter, it is a relatively simple matter to
achieve the desired balance between diode and output valve conduction. For example, it is apparent
from Figs. r and 2 (a) that the instant at which
V, starts to conduct may be readily controlled by a
simple adjustment of its bias and / or the amplitude of
the applied sawtooth waveform. In the case of a
self-driven circuit however, this constitutes an
important design problem.
Self- driving Operation
In general, the self- oscillating type of line- output
stage is arranged as a switching device, as in Fig. 3.
L represents the inductance of the deflector coils
reflected back via the output transformer. R represents the total circuit resistance including the internal
resistance of the valve, while S represents the valve
acting as a switch. When S is closed the current
through L rises exponentially in accordance with the
expression
:

-

i

=I (I- a-tR /c)

For the current rise to be substantially linear, the
time constant of the circuit, L / R, must be long compared with t, the time duration of one scanning cycle.
The limiting factor is R, which consists mainly of
valve resistance, and which should clearly be as low
as possible. This imposes rather severe limitations
upon the choice of valves which may be satisfactorily
used in such a circuit, unless considerable non linearity is tolerable.
The tendency for the controls to be interdependent
(i.e., amplitude control affecting frequency, etc.) is
a difficulty common to all self- driven circuits. It is
very desirable that this disadvantage should not be
present in a commercial receiver, for in the hands of
a non -technical viewer, the setting up of such controls
can be very exasperating.
The circuit described below is a self- driven line scanning output stage, for use in conjunction with an
efficiency diode, which overcomes all of the problems
outlined above, and which has a performance at
least equal to that of an equivalent, separately driven
circuit.*
The basic circuit of the time base is shown in
Fig. 4. The oscillatory circuit is between the screen
and control grids of the output pentode V1. The
turns ratio of the oscillator transformer T, is approximately 1 I. This transformer has a low Q at its
;

*

Patent Application No. 11409/49.
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oV
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1

natural resonant frequency, which is in the region
of 4o to 5o kc / s. V2 is the efficiency diode.
The operation of the circuit may best be understood from a study of Fig. 5, which shows the voltage
waveforms encountered in the oscillatory circuit,
commencing at the point where the grid approaches
the potential at which the valve starts to conduct
(point W along the time axis). The screen -grid
current will cause that electrode to go more negative,
while the voltage across the transformer secondary
will consequently become more positive and so on.
The valve will thus rapidly reach an unstable limiting
condition, with the screen grid at a low potential, and
the voltage across the transformer secondary highly
positive.
The control grid will endeavour to follow the positive excursion of the secondary of
but due to grid
current flow, will have a low impedance represented
by R'. R and R' form a potential divider,
where R >R', so that the grid potential. will remain
almost constant at slightly above zero volts during
the positive excursion of the transformer secondary.
With the grid slightly positive, the primary circuit
appears as an inductance, Lp (the primary inductance
of T2), in series with a resistance, Ri (the internal
screen -cathode resistance of the valve), and the voltages developed across the windings of T2 will decay
at a rate controlled by the primary " time -constant,"
1,5/121. (R1 will actually vary during this period, so
the term time-constant is perhaps a misnomer.) The
screen -grid potential will rise, and the secondary
potential will fall. The control grid potential will
also fall, only very much more slowly dise to the
effect of R R'.
A condition is reached when the grid potential falls
below zero volts, and the grid impedance R' becomes
very high. The screen -grid current then rapidly falls
to zero, and a large positive potential appears across
th3 primary of T2, the rate of rise being controlled
by the resonant frequency of the transformer. Correspondingly, a large negative potential is developed
across the secondary. The grid is able to follow the
negative excursion of the secondary, because it now
has a high impedance, and the valve is thus cut off.
These voltages actually represent the first halfcycle of a heavily damped oscillatión which follows
from the instant of cut -off. The return function is
rather complex, being partly sinusoidal, modified by
the heavy damping across the windings due to the
low circuit Q. As the grid voltage enters the conducting region, the waveform flattens off as the
additional damping of the output valve comes into
play.
A condition is finally
DEFLECTOR
tH.T.
COILS
reached when the output
valve takes control once
more, and the operation
repeats itself (point Y).
The complete cycle, so
far as the actual scan is
concerned, is from X to Z,
with the valve cut off from
X to Y, and conducting
from Y to Z.
The relative durations
of the periods of conduction and cut -off are
governed by a number of
including
factors,
the
negative bias due to the

T

-

(d)

toLI.oV

--

TIME

Fig. 5. Voltage waveforms encountered in the oscillatory circuit of Fig. 4. At (a) is shown the voltage
at the screen -grid (that is, across the primary of
T2), at (b) the secondary voltage of T2, at (c) the
grid voltage and at (d) the voltage across R. This
last is the difference between the voltages of (b) and (c).

Fig. 6. Method of controlling amplitude and frequency by inductances, and of applying sync pulses.
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+ Eli
d.c. component of the grid
Fig. 7. Complete circuit, with refinements, as
current flowing through
used in Pye LV3o series of television receivers.
+N.T.
R, and the turns ratio of
the oscillator transformer
T..
DEFLECTOR
By a suitable adjustCOILS
ment of these factors, the
AMPLITUDE
valve conduction
time
CONTROL
may be made exactly correct to suit the losses of a
r
particular deflection sys- FREQUENCY
tem, and a satisfactory CONTROL
balance made between the
portion of the trace supplied by the output valve
and that furnished by the
PL38
4
diode.
EYSI
It will be seen from
Fig. 5 (a) that during the
'h PZ 30
conduction-time of
the
screen -grid
potential
Ir
is rising. This has a very
desirable effect upon the
LCONTROLY
r `-1
anode current, compensatT ri
ing to a large extent for
the non -linear rise of current which would otherîYNC
wise occur. This lineariztransformer. This may be achieved either by varying
ing effect of the screen- grid waveform consider
ably eases the impedance requirements for the out- an air gap in the magnetic circuit or, preferably, by
put valve and permits the use of almost any type of varying an inductance in parallel with one of the
windings. The variable inductance may be made of
line output pentode or tetrode.
Any other irregularities in the scanning waveform smaller and more practicable proportions, if it is conare reduced by the action of the efficiency diode, and nected across a separate small winding arranged on
the sawtooth current delivered to the deflector coils the oscillator transformer, as in Fig. 6. The variable
is linear within 5 per cent. A fair impression of the
inductance may be a simple wave -wound coil with
degree of linearity can be obtained from Fig. 8, which
adjustable dust -iron core.
is a photograph of a familiar test pattern displayed
The scan amplitude is preferably controlled by
on the screen of a receiver incorporating the circuit.
means of a variable inductance in series with the
deflector coils as in Fig. 6. The two inductances may
be made of identical construction. As the oscillatory
More Efficient
circuit is apart from the anode, variation of amplitude
The repetition frequency is governed mainly by in the anode circuit has no appreciable effect upon the
the ' time constant " of the circuit during the con- frequency.
Synchronizing is effected by feeding negative -going
duction period, and control of frequency is effected
pulses into the grid circuit as shown in Fig. 6. These
by varying the inductance of the windings of this
initiate the negative grid excursions at points X and
Z in Fig. 5.
It is found that this type of scanning circuit is
Fig. 8. Photograph of a test pattern on the screen of
about 25 per cent more efficient than an ordinary
a television receiver incorporating the new scanning
sawtooth-driven output stage, using identical power
circuit, indicating the degree of linearity obtained.
valves and energy recovery circuits, due to the fact
that the grid is slightly positive during the entire
conduction time of the valve ; the circuit is therefore
particularly suitable for use in an a.c. /d.c. television
receiver, where the h.t. voltage is limited.
The bias voltage developed by the efficiency diode
may be used to boost the h.t. supply to the output
valve by any of the usual methods, and e.h.t. may
be derived from the flyback voltage developed across
the scanning output transformer in the conventional
manner.
Fig. 7 shows the complete circuit, including refinements such as h.t. boost for the output valve, flyback
e.h.t. supply, and a linearity control as used in the
Pye LV3o series of television receivers.
Acknowledgment : The author would like to thank
L. Lax, D. Ing. A.M.I.E.E., (Pye, Ld.) for his
valuable technical advice during the development of
the circuit.
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WORLD OF WIRELESS
Another Frequency Conference + Radar Volunteers
Radio or Cable? + Wrotham Television Station?
Frequency Allocations
AGIGANTIC task faces the delegates attending the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference which, opening at the
Hague on 1st September, will be
attended by representatives of the
64 member countries of the International Telecommunication Union.
They have to complete and approve
frequency allocation plans for the
majority of services -aeronautical,
maritime, broadcasting, etc. -in the
various bands throughout the
spectrum.
The Atlantic City Conference of
1947 divided the spectrum between
the various services and made provisions for the setting up of planning bodies to prepare schemes for
the allocation of frequencies within
these bands to individual countries
or users. It was originally intended
that the task of the Hague Conference would, in general, be limited to
approving these plans, but it now
appears that in some cases completely new schemes will have to be
drawn up at the Conference.
With some services it is possible
for allocations to be made on a
regional basis, but with h.f. broadcasting (extending from 5.95 to
z6.IMc /s), for instance, it has to
be global. A plan has, however,
been drawn up on a. frequency sharing and time-sharing basis as a
result of conferences held in Mexico,
Florence and Rapallo. One of the
main difficulties, however, with this
and other such plans, and especially
that for the fixed services, is that
they are based not on present
needs but on anticipated requirements for some years to come.
It should be painted out that the
Conference will not be considering
the European medium- and long wave broadcasting bands, which
were, of course, covered by the
Copenhagen Conference.

Radar Reporting
THE formation of a Radar Report-1

ing Unit, with its headquarters

in London, is announced by the
Air Ministry. This Unit, which will
be known as No. 3700 (County of
London) R.R.U., is being raised as
part of the R.A.F. Control and Reporting System, and will be concerned with the operation and maintenance of " Chain Home " radar

stations.
Men and women living in London and the Home Counties with
some technical knowledge of radar,
and especially members of the
Radar Association, who are pre-

pared to devote a few hours a week
to training, are invited to call at,
or write to, the Unit's headquarters
at 77, Hallam Street, London, W.I.
The commanding officer is Group
Capt. E. Fennessy, O.B.E., director
of the Decca Navigator Co., whose
wartime service was largely devoted
to the development and operational
problems of radar navigational aids.
He will hold the R.Aux.A.F. rank
of Wing Commander.

Extending Television
THE site has now been chosen for
the last of the chain of five

high - power
television
stations.
The transmitter to serve the Bristol
Channel area will be erected at St.
Nicholas, near Cardiff, Glam, and
will be linked to the London studios
by cable.
The laying of a co -axial cable
between Birmingham and Manchester, where it is to be extended to
Holme Moss, has led to the rumour
that future stations will not be
linked by radio. The fact is that a
co -axial cable linking Birmingham
and Manchester was planned ny the
Post Office for telecommunications,
and it was therefore decided to add
the necessary circuits to provide the
television link. It is understood
that the link between Holme Moss
and the Scottish transmitter will
be by radio.

New London Station?
WHEN originally announcing the
plan for extending the television service, London was included
in the chain of high -power stations.
By comparison with the Sutton
Coldfield station, and those planned
for Holme Moss, Kirk o'Shotts and
Cardiff, the Alexandra Palace transmitter is of low power. This fact
has prompted the South Coast Televiewers' Association to start a campaign for a new high -power trans-

mitter for London. The proposal is
that the station erected at
Wrotham, Kent, for experimental
e.h.f. transmissions on both a.m.
and f.m., should be equipped for
television. The 47o -foot mast, which
is similar to that in use at Sutton
Coldfield, is over 1,200 feet above
sea. level.

It is also stressed by the campaigners that the B.B.C.'s lease of
the Alexandra Palace expires in
1956, by which time part of the new
White City studio centre will be in
use, but that will not solve the
transmitter problem for which no
provision is made in the White City
plans.

The fact that Wrotham was
recently used to provide the radio
link between Southend and London
for a television programme adds
weight to the argument that the
proposed station could readily be
linked by e.h.f. radio with the
studio centre.

Training Servicemen
WITH the object of assessing the

need for service technicians
in the television areas a census of
servicemen on the staffs of dealers
is being undertaken by the British

Radio Equipment Manufacturers'
Association. Having assessed the
need, suitable action can then be
taken by the association to stimulate the provision of training facilities.
Meanwhile the R.I.C., in cooperation with the Ministry of Education, is organizing a short course
at the Regent Street Polytechnic for
full -time and part-time teachers of
radio and television servicing in
technical colleges -64 of which run
courses at present. The lectures,
which have been arranged with a
view to increasing teachers' background knowledge of the industry,
will be given mostly by well -known
The
members of the industry.
course will also include visits to factories and manufacturers' training
centres.

PERSONALITIES
Frederick E. Terman, Dean of Engineering at the Stanford University,
U.S.A., and author of a number of
books including " Radio Engineering,"
has been awarded the Medal of Honour
of the American I.R.E. " for his many
contributions to the radio and electronics industry as teacher, author,
scientist and administrator."
J. H. D. Ridley has been appointed
head of the B.B.C.'s Engineering
Secretariat, the section dealing mainly
with the control of expenditure in the
Engineering Division, in succession to
F. Williams, now Superintendent Engineer (Studios).
F. Butler, B.Sc.(Hons.), M.Brit.I.R.E., has been appointed in sucto
Whitehead,
cession
J.
W.
M.Brit.I.R.E., as examiner in radio
transmission by the British Institution
They are both
of Radio Engineers.
known to readers of Wireless World.
E. T. A. Rapson, M.Sc., M.Brit.I.R.E., has been appointed by the
Brit.I.R.E. as examiner in mathematics
which is to be a compulsory subject for
graduateship from May, 1951. Since
1933 he has been on the staff of the
Southall Technical College, first as head
of the radio engineering department and
for the past five years as head of the
combined radio and electrical engineering departments.

OBITUARY
Alfred Clark, who was one of the
founders of the group of companies
controlled by Electric and Musical Industries, died on June 16th at the age
291
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He was an American by birth
and commenced his career in the
organization set up by Edison to start
the American gramophone industry in
189o.
From 1900 until his retirement
in 1946 he held responsible positions in
the Gramophone Co. (H.M.V.), being
chairman or managing director for 38
years. He became a British subject
of 76.

in 1928.

IN BRIEF
Broadcast Receiving Licences current
in Great Britain and Northern Ireland
at the end of May totalled 12,219.250,
including 386,750 television licences.
Australian Television.-Approval has
been given by the Australian Government for the provision of an experimental 625 -line television station in
Sydney preparatory to establishing a
television service in the Commonwealth.
It is understood that the
Government has approved in principle

the participation of private enterprise
in the development of television.
Increased Power. -The maximum
power (150 kW) permitted under the
Copenhagen Plan for the medium -wave
(1,088kc /s) B.B.C. Home Service
transmitter at Droitwich is now being
used instead of 6o kW as heretofore.
The power of the Norwich transmitter
radiating the same service has also
been increased; from 2.5 to 7.5 kW.
The permitted power for Norwich is
20 kW.
The transmitter now being
used at Droitwich is that which, prior
to the introduction of the Copenhagen
Plan, radiated the Light Programme on
1,50o metres.
Scientific Instruments. -During the
annual exhibition organized by the
Scientific Instrument Manufacturers'
Association, which is being held from
September 5th to 8th at the Examination Hall, Queen Square, London,
W.C.i, a series of technical papers
covering the development and use of
a variety of scientific instruments will
be read. Details of the lectures and
tickets for admission are obtainable
from the Scientific Instrument Manufacturers' Association, 17, Princes Gate,
London, S.W.7.
I.E.E. Council. -As a result of the
ballot for the vacancies occurring on
the Council of the I.E.E. on the 30th
September, the following members of
the Radio Section have been elected
to serve:- Sir Archibald J. Gill
(Engineer -in -Chief G.P.O.), President;
Harold Bishop (Chief Engineer 'B.B.C.),
Vice -President; C. E. Strong (Standard
Telecommunication Laboratories) and
Dr. R. A. Smith (Telecommunications
Research Establishment),
ordinary
members.
Committee of the I.E.E. Radio Section for the coming session, which
begins in October, is announced by the
Institution. The new Chairman is
C. F. Booth (Staff Engineer -in- Chargc
of G.P.O. Radio Development Branch);
Vice- Chairian, Dr. E. C. S. Megaw
(Engineer -in-Charge of Radar Research
at the Admiralty Signal and Radar
Establishment); ordinary members,
E. C. Cherry (City & Guilds of London
Institute), C. W. Oatley (Engineering
Cambridge University)
Laboratory,
who for the past few months has filled
the vacancy caused by Dr. Booker's
resignation, M. J. L. Pulling (B.B.C.
Senior Supt. Engineer, Television) and
P. H. Spagnoletti (Koister- Brandes
Ltd.).

Fellowship of the American Institute
of Radio Engineers has been awarded to
Prof. Willis Jackson, head of the
Electrical Engineering Dept. of the
Imperial College of Science and Technology " for his service as an educator
and his many contributions to the
literature in both the radio and elec-

trical fields." It has also been awarded
to Rudolph Kompfner " for his research in electron tube theory and particularly for his original contributions
to the concepts of the travelling -wave
amplifier." It was on this subject that
he contributed to Wireless World in
1947.

Evening Classes. -Five courses of
evening study for amateurs are to
be held during the coming autumn and
winter at the Literary Institute, Cranbrook Road, Ilford, Essex, by an
arrangement between the R.S.G.B. and
the Essex County Council education
authority. The syllabus includes a sixmonths' course in preparation for the

Examination
Amateur's
(Wednesdays); refresher courses for
newly licensed amateurs (Mondays and
Tuesdays); a course covering television
receiving technique (Mondays), and a
class for morse and operating procedure. The fee for each of the courses
is 5s for students living in the administrative area of the Essex County
Council and 7s 6d for others. Applications must be made in the first instance
to C. H. L. Edwards (G8TL), to,
Chepstow Crescent, Ilford, who is a
member of the R.S.G.B. Council.
Development of a multiple aerial
system for television and e.h.f. broadcasting for erection at the top of the
Empire State Building in New York
is being undertaken by R.C.A.
The
plan provides for the erection of five
television aerials and three f.m. aerials
on a 199ft column, bringing the overall
height to I,45oft above street level.
Tests will be undertaken to ascertain
the effects of simultaneous transmissions from all the aerials.
The
television aerials will transmit in the
6o, 70, 8o, s8o and zoo-Mc/ s bands.
Raw Materials. -We hope readers
will forgive us for referring to our basic
raw material-paper -but the annual
report of the Waste Paper Recovery
Association stresses that the recovery of
waste paper
prime contributor to the
supply of paper- making raw materials
-is a " permanent national need."
During the war the paper salvaged rose
to 61 per cent of the total paper consumed, whereas last year it dropped
to 29 per cent.
Interference Suppression. -The British
Automobile Association has asked its
920,000 members to " help in eleminating interference with television by fitting suppressors as soon as possible."
The Association adds that the effect on
the engine is almost negligible.
Plastics Exhibition. -The date and
further details of the British Plastics
Exhibition and Convention to be held
at Olympia, London, next year, are
announced by our associate journal
British Plastics, which is organizing the
show. The date is 6th to 16th June.
The exhibitors will he British and
Commonwealth firms who produce,
mould or make plastics materials or
supply raw materials or equipment to
the plastics industry. The Convention
will include lectures for technicians and
the chemical and consumer industries,
as well as lectures on such subjects as
the use of plastics in the home.
Ra dio

-a

BUSINESS NOTES
Decca Marine Radar, Type 159A, has
been granted the Ministry of Trans poit's Certificate of Type Approval.
Among the zoo ships fitted with this
equipment since its introduction last
September is the South -Eastern Gas
Board's new collier Mitcham, on which
the scanner had to be fitted to a special
mast permitting it to be lowered when
the vessel passed under the Thames
bridges.
Ediswan exhibited for the first time
their new Mark II 8- channel electroencephalograph at the technical exhibition held in connection with the Sixth
International Congress of Radiology
held in London in July. A feature of
the model is the new design of movingcoil pen recorder.
Tannoy. -The assets, undertaking
and goodwill of Tannoy Products have
been acquired by Sound Rentals, Ltd.,
who have previously installed and
rented Tannoy equipment. Guy R.
Fountain, the founder of Tannoy, is
chairman and governing director of the
organization which will operate under
the title Tannoy Products (Sound
Rentals, Ltd.). The address is Canterbury Grove, West Norwood, London,
S.E.27 (Tel.: Gipsy Hill 1131).
Midlands television service depot has
been opened by A. C. Cossor, Ltd., in
Baker Street, Handsworth, Birmingham, 21. The manager is R. G. Colby.
It is planned to inaugurate a training
school for television servicemen in the
near future. The depot will not handle
repairs to broadcast receivers, which
will continue to be dealt with at the
company's main service depot at 31,
Corsica Street, London, N.5.
Philco -Thorn Agreement.-Under an
arrangement recently made between
Thorn Electrical Industries and the
Philco Corporation of Philadelphia,
radio and television sets will be manufactured in this country by Thorn to
designs provided by Philco (Overseas),
Ltd., who will distribute them.
Aerialite, Ltd., have brought into
service vehicles equipped for undertaking field -strength tests, specially in
television " fringe " areas, and for
demonstrating television aerials.
G.E.C. -Three changes in the staff
of the Radio Department, of which
M. M. Macqueen is manager, are
announced by the G.E.C. W. A. C.
Maskell, who has been assistant
manager for four years, is now deputy
manager, R. G. E. Mayo is now
assistant manager (broadcasting) and
A.
E. Potton, assistant manager
(batteries).
Marconi's W.T. Co. announce that
R. P. Raikes has been appointed
Publicity Manager in succession to the
late W. G. Richards.
Ediswan announce the appointment
of R. K. Cox as manager of its
Sheffield district office.
Belling & Lee have acquired a factory on the Netherton Trading Estate,
Liverpool, for the manufacture of
television aerials.
Aerial Installation Company, of
which V. E. Hands, late of the B.B.C.
Engineering Division, is director, has
been formed to provide an aerial erection service in East Anglia. The
address is Harvey's Yard, Rawstorn
Road, Colchester, Essex (Tel.: Colchester 3288)
.
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ELECTRONIC

CIRCUITRY

SELECTIONS FROM A DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
By J.

1%IcG.

SOWERBY

(Cinema- Television, Ltd./

Reducing Drift in D.C. Amplifiers-1
THE interpretation of the letters " D.C." in
the heading does not yet seem to be universally agreed. By some it is taken to mean
" direct current," and by others " direct coupled,"
while others use both interpretations indiscriminately.
However, all such amplifiers are intended to accept
signal inputs down to zero frequency, and thus
differ from the ordinary audio amplifier in which the
amplification begins to fall off below some low
frequency -generally in the region of 5o c /s.
The need to amplify signals well below 5o c/s arises
in all sorts of applications as, for example, when it is
required to record the variation of daylight falling
on a photocell, or when studying the vibrations of a
large mechanical structure such as a bridge or road.
In such applications the signals may be so low in
frequency as to be stated in cycles per hour or cycles
per minute, rather than cycles per second. At the
.

same time the same amplifier may also be called upon
to amplify signals up to or exceeding io kc /s in some
applications. In such cases it is only safe to assume
the worst and build an amplifier capable of accepting
zero frequency if necessary.
It is an unfortunate fact that all straightforward
d.c. amplifiers suffer from " drift," or a more or less
slow change in output even when no input is applied.
The magnitude of this drift varies with different
circuits, and a few of the well established anti -drift
arrangements will he discussed here. As the subject
is a large one and space is limited, it will only be
possible to touch on a few major points, and there can
be no pretence of completeness.
The way in which drift arises can be seen by considering the triode amplifier stage of Fig. I. The valve
is supplied with grid bias by a suitable battery and
with h.t. by another (both assumed of perfectly
constant voltage). An anode load Ra is provided
and the voltage drop across it, due to the anode
current Ia, is la Ra. The resistors R1, R2 are chosen
so that the p.d. across R1 is the same as that across
Ra when no input is applied. It follows that initially
there is zero p.d. across the output terminals I, 2.
When an input signal is applied, an amplified version
of the instantaneous input p.d. appears across
I, 2 ; to which a c.r.t., a further amplifier stage,
a microammeter, etc., may be connected. Provided
the resistors remain perfectly constant in value there
is perhaps no very obvious reason why the p.d
across I, 2 should not remain zero in the absence of
any input. Unfortunately it does not, and more or
less slow fluctuations of p.d. are found at the output,
and these are termed drift. This difficulty does
not arise if the stage is used as an audio amplifier
because the output is then taken from the terminals
3, 4 coupled through the time constant CR. This time
constant rarely exceeds one second, so that any slow
changes at the anode are not transmitted to terminals

It is the requirement to extend the frequency
response to zero frequency, and the consequent need
to dispense with C, that leads to drift being observed
in d.c. amplifiers.
The drift may arise from a number of causes such
as changes in the resistors with temperature and /or
time, and changes in potential of the sources of supply.
With sufficient care, drift from these causes can be
almost eliminated, as constantan or manganin resistors can be used, and modern voltage stabilizers can
be very stable indeed. Probably the most prolific
source of drift is changes of temperature and /or
emission of the cathode. The filament or heater
could, of course, be supplied from a stabilized source,
but high -current low- voltage stabilizers tend to be
rather uneconomical unless a number of similar
d.c. amplifiers are to be used simultaneously -as in
multi -channel vibration recording, for example.
For this reason a good deal of work has been done at
various times and places, aimed at reducing the drift
experienced with fluctuating cathode temperature or
emission by the use of special circuits. In the best
apparatus, or when the gain of the d.c. amplifier is
very great, these circuits are often used together with
a stabilized heater supply.
It was pointed outs some years ago that the cathode
fluctuations of a practical valve can be represented
by assuming it perfect -as far as its cathode is
concerned-and inserting a fictitious generator
Over a
(v in Fig. 1) in series with its cathode lead.
reasonable range about the rated heater supply
voltage, the value of y is nearly proportional to the
applied heater voltage. In Fig. I the heater i' operated
directly from the a.c. mains via a transformer, so
that mains fluctuations will produce proportional
fluctuations in the heater supply potential. The
3, 4.

Fig.

1.

Simple amplifier arranged for d.c. output.

Miller, S. E.

Electronics, Nov. 1941, p. 27.
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magnitude of the effect is considerable, and in Fig. 1
it might well be found that v = o.z volt for a iopercent change in mains supply potential -this being
a typical figure which varies somewhat from valve
to valve. In Fig. I, v appears directly between
grid and cathode, and so a mains supply change
of to percent is equivalent to a change of input of
oar volt. As this is subject to the full amplification
of the valve (say 3o) the drift at the output reaches
the not inconsiderable figure of 3 volts. If a second
stage with the sanie amplification were added the
drift at the output would be 90 volts, in an amplifier
with an overall amplification of only goo. Such
drift is rarely tolerable, but by the use of special
circuits the effect can be markedly reduced.

Bridge Circuits
Probably the simplest -and historically the first2method of attacking this difficulty is by the use of
a. second valve to form the bridge circuit of Fig. 2.
In this arrangement V1 corresponds to the valve of
Fig. 1, and Va is a similar dummy valve. If the
anode currents in the two valves are equal, and if
the anode loads are equal, there will be zero p.d.
across 1,2 in the absence of any input. If now the
heater potential changes slightly, a small voltage v
will be introduced into the cathode lead of V1, and
a small voltage v' into that of V2 in consequence
;

,NPUT

G.B

T

Fig. 2.

Using a dummy valve (V2) to form a bridge.

Fig. 3.

Cathode -coupled double valve as a bridge.

the anode currents of the two valves will change.
If v = v' the changes in the anode currents will be
the same in the two valves and the p.d. across 1,2
will remain unchanged. If, however, v and y' are
unequal, the potential arising across 1,2 will be that
corresponding to an input signal of (v
v'). As
v and v' are unlikely to differ by more than zo percent,
the circuit reduces the effect of cathode fluctuations
by a factor of at least five.
By adjusting the operating conditions of the two
valves this result could be improved, but another
difficulty arises owing to the use of two separate
valves having separate heater -cathode assemblies.
With two such assemblies, there is no guarantee that
the thermal time constants will be equal, so that a
sudden small change in heater potential can lead to
a transient drift lasting seconds or minutes. This
may ultimately dwindle to zero as v and v' become
equal after a period, but the transient drift that takes
place during this equalizing process is nearly as
troublesome as a steady change. The difficulty can
be partially eliminated by the use of a double triode
where two separate triodes are placed in the same
envelope. Much better still is the use of a double
valve arranged round a genuinely common cathode.
There are few such valves available, but good results
have been obtained with the American types 6SC7
and 12SC7. Not only does the common cathode
ensure equal thermal time constants in the two valves,
but also increases the likelihood of equality between
With such valves the effect of heater
v and y'.
fluctuations can usually be reduced by a factor of zo
(or more, although this may necessitate selection of
valves).

-

Single -ended Output
A similar anti -drift circuit is the cathode -coupled
phase splitter shown in Fig. 3. In this circuit a
stabilized negative supply, E2, is provided to which
the common cathode is connected through a large
resistance Rk. When an input is applied, a nearly
balanced push -pull output is obtained at the terminals
1,2. Like the previous circuit, that of Fig. 3 is a
form of bridge, and if y = y', the pad. between 1,2
is not affected by heater fluctuations. If v and v'
are unequal, the pad. produced at 1,2 is that which
v') volts were applied at
would be obtained if (v
the input. In a common -cathode valve, v and y'
are not likely to differ by more than 5 percent in
practice, and the amplification between input and

-

output is
At, 2

Where
E,

,

H.T.

1

N.

ra
Ra

:

= frRa
ra +Ra
= amplification factor
= anode resistance

- Rai = Ras

1

of one

J section.

So far the performance of the circuit in Fig.
same as that in Fig. z.

3

is the

It has

been pointed out,' however, that the circuit
also discriminates against heater fluctuations
even when a single -ended output is taken between
terminals 1,3 or 2,3, provided v = v'. The reason
for this can be seen in the following way. The total
cathode current of the valve is approximately
E2 /Rk if E2 is large compared with the grid base
of the valve. If the heater supply voltage is changed
it gives rise to an equivalent voltage v in the cathode
lead, and this merely adds to E2, so that the cathode
in Fig.

.i
T

NEGATIVE
SUPPLY

Brentano, J. C., and Inglebv, P. J. Sri. Inst., Vol. 18, p. Rl (1939)
and earlier references to work by J.C.B. given therein.
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current increases to (E2
If Ea = SooV,
v) /Rk.
and v = o. i V (likely values) the cathode current
changes by only o.i percent. Analysis shows that
the factor by which the effect of heater fluctuations
is reduced, as compared with the circuit of Fig. 5,
lies between g7aRk and (i
gmRk), where g , is the
mutual conductance of one triode. If-as is usually
the case-v is not quite equal to v' then, as before,
it is as if (v v') were applied to the input. The
amplification when used single -ended is about half

-

that for the push -pull case, so that the expression
above now becomes
At, .;

^ Ar

:

/.
.t

2(Ya

Ra

+

Ra)

This circuit is particularly useful, as it can he used
as a single -ended or push -pull stage and in addition
to the signal input grid, a second grid is available
for zero setting or the injection of negative feedback.
;

(To be concluded)

Si1011'l'-WAVE CONDITIONS
June in Retrospect : Forecast for August

44
40

40

By T. W. BENNINGTON

36

36

(Engineering Division, B.B.C.)
=

DURING June the average maximum usable frequencies
for these latitudes decreased considerably during the
day-time, and increased slightly by night. This is in
accordance with the normal seasonal trend, which should,
now that the summer solstice has been passed, undergo
a reversal.
Day -time working frequencies for long -distance communication continued relatively low, though not perhaps
so low as might have been expected. The higher shortwave frequencies, whilst they were seldom or never
usable in east -west directions, continued to be well
received over north -south paths. For example amateurs
on the 28 -Mc /s band, whilst not receivable from North
America, came in well from South America and Africa,
and the 26 -Mc /s broadcasting band continued to give
good service in many distant localities to the south,
south -east and south -west of this country. Medium high
frequencies were usable over a large part of the day and
the lowest frequency necessary for night -time working
was of the order of 12 Mc /s.
Medium-distance communication by way of Sporadic E
continued to be very prevalent, and the 28 -Mc /s
amateurs made almost daily use of this phenomenon for
" short skip " contacts with practically every country in
Europe. Sporadic E was also responsible for the London
television on 45.5 Mc /s being heard in Czechoslovakia
and other of the more distant countries of Europe and for
Swedish and Russian v.h.f. stations being frequently
receivable in this country.
Sunspot activity was, on the average, much lower than
The sunspot number for
during the previous month.
June was about 99, as compared with 122 for the same
month of last year.
June was an exceptionally " quiet " month, the only
severe ionospheric storm occurring on 24th -25th. Minor
storms took place on end, 6th, 9th -loth and 29 -30th.
Forecast.-During August day -time m.u.fs should increase a little and those for night -time decrease somewhat, as compared with those for July.
Working frequencies for long-distance communication
should, however, still he relatively low by day and high
by night, and long- distance propagation on the higher
short-wave frequencies is likely to be rare, except over
Medium high frequencies should
north -south paths.
remain usable for a large proportion of the total time,
and frequencies below 55 Mc /s should seldom be really
necessary at night.
Medium -distance communication will be by way of
the regular E and F, layers for a considerable part of the
day, and relatively high frequencies, having regard to
the distance, should be usable both by day and night.
Sporadic E should continue to be prevalent- though
somewhat less so than during the past two months-and
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BELOW WHICH COMMUNICATION SHOULD BE POSSIBLE
ON ALL UNDISTURBED DAYS
PREDICTED AVERAGE MAXIMUM USABLE FREQUENCY
SHOULD BE POSSIBLE
FREQUENCY BELOW WHICH COMMUNICATION
FOR 25% OF THE TOTAL TIME
FREQUENCY

medium -distance communication by way of it should
frequently be possible on the higher frequencies. Ionospheric storms are not usually prevalent in August.
The curves indicate the highest frequencies likely to be
usable over four long- distance circuits during the month.

MECRANO-ELECTRONIC
TRANSDUCER
AUTHORITY has been given for the importation of a
limited stock of R.C.A. Type 5734 triode transducer
valves. This valve, in which the anode is formed by
a shaft projecting through a flexible metal window in the
end of the tube, is a device for translating small mechanical displacements into current or voltage variations. \'kith
an anode load of 75,0000 the sensitivity is 4o volts per
degree of deflection the mechanical resonance of the
free cantilever structure inside the valve is 12 kc /s.
It is intended that the valves should be used by research
organizations and colleges, and many applications are
being found for them in surgery, as well as in optics and
vibration studies. Enquiries should be addressed to
R.C.A. Photophone, 36, Woodstock Grove, London,
;

W.02.
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From Television Aerial to Receiver
Relation Between Field Strength and Receiver Sensitivity
By F.

R.

W. STRAFFORD, A.M.I.E.E.

(Belling

THE B.B.C. has published%a contour maps of
television field strengths covering the area
served by the Alexandra Palace transmitter.
In fact, field strengths have been recorded beyond
the normal service, but good care has been takr n
to indicate that reception in such districts may b:

variable and /or uncertain.
The published field strengths for a given locality are'
average that is to say, a continuous record of field
strength in a particular location has been taken, and a
mean is drawn through the chart. Also, the field
strength is corrected to that which will obtain at a
height of 3o feet from the ground to the centre of a
dipole. The meaning of field -strength figures in terms
of receiver sensitivity depends on the type of aerial
and the length and kind of feeder used for connecting
to it and it is not always clear how the one can be
interpreted in terms of the other. A simple formula
connecting the two can be derived and in what follows it will be assumed that the field strength given
in the final empirical formula is that obtaining at a
height of 3o feet. Generally, outdoor television aerials
are installed at a greater height, but as the variation
of field strength with height is by no means linear in
built up areas it is hopeless to introduce an appropriate correction factor.
;

The Simple Dipole
Experience has shown that, generally, the formula
provides a somewhat lower figure than that obtained
by measurement this is all to the good, however.
The simple conventional dipole consists of a cylindrical conductor nearly one half -wave in length at the
operating frequency. Its length is great compared
with its diameter and it is split at the centre, the e.m.f.
generated between the tips being transferred, by
means of a low impedance feeder. to the receiver.
Although we visualize tuned circuits as combinations
of coils and capacitors in the strictly physical sense
in which we know them, the dipole is a sort of tuned
circuit in which the inductance, capacitance and
resistance is distributed as indicated in Fig. I, this
immediately suggests transmission -line theory to the
reader and, indeed, the dipole is a special form of
transmission line possessing high characteristic impedance and radiation loss.
Vroviding the electromagnetic field is uniform,
and its electric vector lies parallel to the axis of the
dipole, the magnitude of the e.m.f. generated between
the inner tips of the aerial can easily be calculated to a
close degree of approximation. That this is so is
confirmed by various experiments details of which
need not be given here.
;

B.B.C. Leaflet 1E /r2 and Map R.H. 5298M

&

Lee, Ltd.)

It will be noted from Fig. 2, that the current and
voltage induced in the dipole are distributed in
amplitude somewhat as shown by the dotted curves.
One would expect this, because it would be surprising
to find current at the outer tips. On the other hand
one would expect these tips to be " hot " in the
voltage sense.
If, by some miracle, the current distribution
could be maintained constant throughout the length
of the dipole then a field of E volts per metre would
obviously generate an e.m.f. equal to the field strength
multiplied by the length of the dipole. For the half wave dipole the generated e.m.f. would be given by
:

EA
2

..

..

..

..

(I)

wavelength A (of course) being given in metres.
Now, if the diameter of a half -wave dipole is quite
small compared with its length, the classical theory
shows that the current and voltage distribution are
almost exactly sinusoidal in amplitude over its length.
Therefore, the e.m.f. generated must be the mean
value of this sine curve which is given by
:

I

e

=-

sin

B.

dB

2

=-

0

..

(2)

7F

Hence, the e.m.f. generated in the dipole, in terms

of the incident field strength, is obtained by multiplying equations (I) and (2) which gives :
eD

=

-

EA

..

..

..

IT

..

(3)

Now this is the open- circuit e.m.f. which would
exist between the adjacent points at the centre of the
dipole if it could be cut and the parts separated

without altering the current. The dipole, however,
must be terminated by a resistance equal to the
resistance (at the centre) of the dipole and, as is well
known from elementary theory, the voltage will then
fall to half the value when matched for maximum
power transfer.
The matched output from the dipole is that which
will obtain when a resistive load of about 73 ohms is
connected across the inner tips (Fig. 3).
This provides the basic formula
em

=

-

EA

:

..

..

..

(4)
2n
Now, the aerial physicist must not be too unkind
to the writer at this stage. This article is directed to
the practical engineer who uses formulae without
always possessing the ability to derive them from
first principles. The writer has thought over several
ways of " putting it over," and the foregoing treatment, while lacking rigour and the inclusion of all the
variables -and there are many -gives a close first
approximation, and a derivation which should make
fairly simple reading.
A more rigorous analysis leading to Equ. (3) is
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TABLE I

TABLE 2

Type of Aerial

KA

V

0.5

Dipole
H

1.0

3- element Yagi
4- element Yagi

1.8
2.5

3.0

given in the Appendix. This, as before, assumes
sinusoidal current distribution through the aerial,
and a uniform field.
Equation (4) provides the first approximation to the
correctly terminated output from a half-wave dipole.
Two factors KA and KF must he included to allow
for the type of aerial employed and the losses introduced by the length of feeder inserted between
the dipole and the receiver. It must be assumed
that the characteristic impedance of the feeder is
chosen to match the radiation resistance of the dipole
and the input resistance of the receiver. A figure of
75 to 8o ohms is usually taken. When an "H" type
aerial with ,1/4 spacing is employed, the radiation
resistance is lower, and is of the order of 5o ohms. If
the spacing is reduced to A /to the radiation resistance
may be as low as to ohms. Providing the matching
precautions are taken the formula is still valid -indeed
moderate mismatching does not have a great effect.
The value of KA is given in Table
for certain
popular outdoor television aerials of half -wave
dimensions.
The feeder attenuation factor KF is obtained by
taking the manufacturers' attenuation loss in db
per too ft at the television frequency and adjusting
it, pro rata, for the length employed. KF is given in
Table 2 in terms of the db loss for the type and length
of feeder employed.
The final formula for estimating the e.m.t. at the

cb Loss
0.5

0.95

db Loss
3.0

0.71

1.0
1.5

0.90

3.5

0.67

0.85

4.0

0.63

2.0
2.5

0.80

4.5

0.60

0.75

5.0

KE

db Loss

KE

056

I

¡

KE

7.0

0.50
0.45

8.0

0.40

9.0

0.35
0.32

6.0
I

10.0

input of a receiver matched throughout to the aerial
via a feeder is
EAKAKE...
:

eR

=

(5)

.

27t

Example: Given a field strength of Zoo µV /m, and
' H ' aerial, and 75 ft of feeder whose loss is 4 db per
too ft, we work as follows
KA (Table I) = I.8
:

= 0.71
6.67 metres (London vision).
200 X 6.67 X 1.8 X 0.71
then ea =
2n
= 270 microvolts (slide rule).
A field strength of loo N.V /m would provide an
input e.m.f. of 135 microvolts and so on.
The reader may be assured that if he uses this
formula and, in addition, knows the sensitivity of
his receiver for peak white picture, he will be able to
decide the type of aerial and permissible feeder loss
having regard to the local field strength.
Naturally, the results will be more accurate when
the site is free from surrounding buildings, trees,
etc.
The B.B.0 field - strength contours cannot
include every contingency, and there will be badly
sited cases where the formula fails because the field
strength differs very considerably from that given
on the map.
Fig. 2. Voltage and current
distribution along a simple
half -wave dipole.
KF (Table 2)
A

=

aj

Z

1'

.1,

Fig. 3.
dipole.

"Match d "

APPENDIX2
X

The total effective e.m.f. induced in an earthed vertical
wire of height h on the assumption of a uniform vertically polarized electromagnetic field is given by :
A
E
sinh P(h -x). dx
E`
sinh Ph fo
Ph

= tanh
P

..

..

(1.o)

In the above formula E is the field strength and P is the

Fig. t. The dipole is an incompact tuned circuit in
which L, C and R are distributed.

''An Experimental and Analytical Investigatio' of Earthed Receiving
Aerials," by F. M. Colebrook, J. Instn elect. Engrs, July 5932, Vol. 75,
No. 427.
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propagation constant of the wire in terms of ordinary
transmission -line theory.
Now P is of the form a + jb and may be written as

P = a +

a

only) we obtain from Equ. (r .o).

E.z

-

4

tanh $ (a + j

-

ee

so

that

by

simpli..cation we

(quarter -wave element
)

(1.1)

`\

In these circumstances a is negligibly small cómpared

arrive at

Ea
n
tanh j
4
j2

-

EA

In the special case where h =
ee

21r

with

..

21r

(I.2)

This is the effective e.m.f. generated in a quarter wavelength wire with respect to earth. A half -wave
dipole is obviously two of these elements in series, since
the mid -point is at earth potential.
Hence, the open circuit effective e.m.f. at the centre of a
half -wave dipole is double that given by equation (5.2),
which is EA/Tr and agrees with Equation (3) in the text.

Black Screen Television
New Pye Receivers
improvement in the ratio of the picture brightness

to external light.

Normally, the " blackest " black is the white face

of the c.r. tube and a true black is obtainable only
when viewing in darkness. With ambient lighting
the " black " is the tube face and it only appears
black in contrast to the brightness of the whiter parts
of the picture. When the dark screen is used the
tube face is effectually darkened and the blacks in

Chassis of Pye LV3o receiver showing the " dark
screen " attached to the mask of the C.R. tube.

IN

order to improve the contrast of television pictures under conditions of high ambient lighting,
the new Pye receivers are provided with a grey coloured screen in front of the cathode -ray tube. This
screen is of tinted plastic material and has a 5o per
cent light transmission. Because of the loss of light
in it the picture produced by the tube must be twice
as bright as usual for the same final brightness.
The improved contrast comes about because room
lighting must pass through the screen twice. It must
pass through it to reach the c.r. tube and be reflected
from its face, and it then passes through it, again
with the picture. Therefore, only 25 per cent of the
externally incident light appears and there is a 2 : i

the picture are improved.
The receivers incorporating this screen have a 9 -in
tube operating at about 6.8 kV. For the line time
base a single -valve generator is used* and it is completely screened to reduce radiation. The frame
time base is more conventional, but its two valves are
combined as a triode-pentode. A permanent magnet
is used for focusing and has a simple adjustment. For
picture-centring two other magnets fitted between
the focus magnet and the deflector coils, are employed. This is an unusual arrangement which
permits very simple adjustment.
The receiver proper is a straight set and separate
r.f. chassis are available for the London and Birmingham areas. Four-circuit filter -type couplings are
used and are claimed to give unusually high selectivity. There are only two panel controls, Brightness and Sound Volume. As a table model (LV3o)
the set costs 39 gns, and as a console (LV3oC) 45 gns,
including purchase tax ; in both cases the cabinets
are of wood.
See page 287.

NEW BOOK
Home Built F.M. Receiver. By K. R. Sturley, Ph.D.,
M.I.E.E. Pp. 85 +ix; figs. 57. Electronic Engineering, 28, Essex Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Price
4s 6d.
EXPERIMENTERS and music lovers with a flair for
building electrical reproducing equipment will find
this book a valuable guide if they should contemplate
assembling an f.m. receiver for the forthcoming 90 -Mc /s
transmissions from Wrotham. It is essentially practical,
hut as frequency modulation is new to broadcasting in
this country, some space is devoted in the early chapters
to explaining how f.m. differs from a.m. and the new
problems it creates in the design of a receiver.
The set described isbuilt in unit form, an ideal arrange.
A

ment since individual units can so easily be modified, or
changed, to a new design should the need arise.
A
separate chapter is devoted to each unit.
Basically the set consists of an r.f. stage, frequency
changer with separate oscillator, automatic frequency
control, four i.f. stages (including two limiters), FosterSeeley discriminator and a high -quality audio amplifier.
It is a.c. operated.
As an aid to aligning the i.f. amplifier and discriminator a small oscillator covering 8 to 9Mc /s is described.
The procedure is quite adequately explained.
The book is well illustrated with photographs, circuits
and practical wiring diagrams.
H. B. D.
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M.K.S. system of Units
Discussion at the I.E.E.
ALTHOUGH the m.k.s. system of units was
adopted internationally no less than 15 years
ago, many of the people who are (or ought to
be) concerned seem to have only a very hazy idea
of what it is all about. Very briefly, it is a system
designed to put an end to the confusing mixture of
three systems of electrical and magnetic units : the
c.g.s. electrostatic and electromagnetic systems, and
the practical system that includes the familiar volts,
watts, farads, etc. By substituting the metre for
the centimetre and the kilogramme for the gramme
in the c.g.s. systems, and making an appropriate
choice of a fourth quantity, a single absolute system
of units is established which has the great advantage
of including all the existing practical units and of
rendering the two c.g.s. systems redundant.
Notwithstanding international adoption of the
m.k.s. system, there is still room for local discussion
of such matters as how it should be brought into use,
or indeed whether it should. be brought into use at all.
And apart from that, one important question was
left open -the question of whether the m.k.s. system
should be employed in its rationalized or its unrationalized forms.

Rationalization
The object of rationalization is to make the
appearances of 47T in fundamental formula correspond
more closely to their geometry. It is a question
that has to be settled before one can seriously go
ahead with the m.k.s. system at all, because it affects
the size of the units of magnetic field strength and
magnetomotive force and a few others, as well as
the so -called permeability and permittivity of free
space. So it was not before time that the whole
subject was laid open for discussion by the Institution
of Electrical Engineers, on the basis of four short
papers read on 3oth March.
The first paper was devoted to the system itself,
with the pros and cons of rationalization confined to
a more or less objective appendix. The other three
papers frankly advocated rationalization.
In spite of this lead it was rather surprising-considering the reluctance of even such people as
engineers to alter the habits of a lifetime -that not
one of the many who took part in the discussion
offered any real resistance to the new system, or
even to the more debatable rationalization. Some
accepted it without enthusiasm, but they accepted it.
Since the m.k.s. system has hardly made any headway
yet in British text-books, another surprise was to
hear so many professors and lecturers claiming to
have taught it for a considerable time. American
text-books, on the other hand, have gone over almost
entirely to m.k.s., with a majority in favour of
rationalization. The contrast here may be due not
so much to British conservatism as to difficulties and
delays in the British publishing trade.

Almost the only objections that can be raised
against the m.k.s. system are that certain c.g.s.
units, notably gauss and oersteds, are so well established that they will be difficult to displace ; and
that in some situations the m.k.s. units are of awkward
sizes. Thus, designers of small radio equipment may
find it inconvenient to think of flux densities per
square metre
and in the fundamental Coulomb
formula for the force between charged bodies, the
force set up by unit charges (each t coulomb) unit
distance apart (1 metre) amounts to about a million
tons.
It was generally conceded, however, that
such criticisms are nothing to the inconveniences of
the mixed systems, and though physicists will
probably cling to the c.g.s. system, so that engineers
(especially in electronics) will not be able to be
entirely ignorant of it, the basing of electrical
engineering courses from the outset on the m.k.s.
system is both practicable and desirable. The last
of the four papers dealt particularly with this aspect,
and proposed a teaching sequence.
With regard to rationalization, its more logical
relationship to the geometry of electromagnetic
relationships was brought out in the papers and
discussion. Tables of fundamental formula were
shown in rationalized and unrationalized forms. The
two crucial ones appeared to be the inverse- square
law (referred to above), into which rationalization
introduces a 47r, and the m.m.f. formula, from which
it removes a 47r so that the official unit of m.m.f.
becomes what engineers have long unofficially used
the ampere -turn. Whereas the former is of theoretical
interest, the latter is in everyday practical use in both
light and heavy electrical engineering ; so that apart
from considerations of logic there is little doubt as to
which system renders 47r the less inconvenient.
Dr. Booker's 1946 I.E.E. paper emphasizing the
value and appropriateness of the rationalized m.k.s
system in electromagnetic wave theory was referred
to by several authors and speakers.
;

-

The Fourth Quantity
There was some difference of opinion as to whether
or the coulomb was the fourth quantity defining
the m.k.s. system, though µo has official recognition.
It was pointed out that the name " permeability of
free space " for µo is misleading and ought to be
displaced by some such name as " magnetic space
constant " ; and similarly for K ---the permittivity or
" dielectric constant."
If this discussion was at all representative, it
showed electrical engineers to be overwhelmingly in
favour of the rationalized m.k.s. system. The moral
would seem to be that all concerned (ard especially
those in the magnet industry) should familiarize
themselves with it as rapidly as possible, so as to
reduce to a minimum the dura tion of the charging over period.
L0
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UNBIASEDI

The Radiokelemeter
NEXT spring we shall he cele-

brating two momentous events,
namely this journal's fortieth birthday and the opening of the Festival
of Britain. The Government has
asked everybody to do something
rut of the ordinary in honour of the
Festival and I think that Wireless
World ought to comply with the
wishes of Whitehall. i suggest that
this journal should use its influnce to rescue the racing world from
the thorough mess into which it has
been plunged by the introduction of
the photo -finish camera.
Before the introduction of this
h ;ghly controversial device nobody
thought of disputing the judge's
word, but such uncertainty exists
nowadays that many a welsher has
given the crowd a totally unnecessary run for its non -existent money.
f am not, of course, trying to suggest
that these cameras are
inaccurate, for the opposite is the
case.
it is, however, common
knowledge that in many cases the
photo is difficult to interpret and
has led to a lot of genuine ill- feeling
culminating in the unprecedented
act of the judge, at the Sundown
Park meeting in June. of calling
noon the stewards to help him to
" read " the photograph.
Now I feel sure that by the adoption of radio principles this vital
problem of " \Vots won? " could be
solved, and the camera relegated to
the Science Museum; but it is not
an easy problem to tackle. It
would be simple enough if the
Jockey Club would permit us to fit
each horse with I.F.F. which would
he automatically touched -off as the
leading horse thrust its nose through
an e.h.f. beam positioned horizontally across the track in line with
the winning post.
But the Jockey Club is not likely
to permit any horse -borne apparatus. We have until next April to

By FREE GRID
get the problem solved,
but at present I can only
suggest the erection of a
bridge across the track,
level with the winning
post. On this could he
mounted a series of

radar transmitters, orator each horse, radiating
vertically downwards.
Obviously the nose of

each horse as it passed
would cause a split%ic ro- second shortening of the " there -andhack " beam between
its respective transmitter and the
ground. Unfortunately, however,
horses don't run with neat spacing
between them and often finish with
a klstron -like bunching.
Horse horne I.F.F., therefore, seems the
only solution, and i have already
sounded a well -known jockey as to
the attitude of his club in the matter
but he treated me with such unseemly levity that I was left wondering if there was not some vital
point which I had overlooked.
Your help is earnestly requested,
as the radiokelemeter must be ready
by April for the first Newmarket
meeting of 1951.

Radiotelearchics
AREADER writing from wildest
\Vestmorland, says i have shown
myself to be a complete back number in demanding that manufacturers supply us with a simple
radiotelearchic unit for the fireside
operation of our receivers.
From the documentary evidence
which my correspondent -who has
helped me on a former occasion
has sent me, it appears that an
apology is due from me to at least
one well- known radio manufacturer
who marketed such a device before
the war. Unfortunately the Editor
is as adamant as the B.B.C. about
advertizing. Perhaps it will he
sufficient if I say that the set which
featured this magic unit was one to
which, so its makers used to allege,
people were always going home to.
No doubt the war was responsible
for causing the unit to go into temporary oblivion, but surely it is
about time for it to reappear.

-

Information Please
BEING

Unseemly levity.

a married man words have
always had a snake -like
fascination for me and it is hard to
get away from them; in fact I don't
think 1 want to do so, my sentiments being much the same as those
of the sailor when an eminent medi-

" Words, words, words."
cal dipsopractor offered to cure hint
permanently of his desire for a

pint.
But to return to words; sonic
time ago I set out to find the origin
of the termination " trop " which
we and the nuclear physicists use
such a lot in words like magnetron
and cyclotron. I felt sure that it
was not merely the hindquarters of
" electron," lopped off and put to
other uses, and I sought your aid.
By the kindly help of one of you I
found that I was quite right in my
surmise.
The word I'm now tracking is
" radio." Its origin is, of course,
fairly obvious even to those of you
who played noughts and crosses
when you ought to have been reading about the radii or rods of light
which used to emanate from the
heads of the ancient classical deities.
\Vhat I seek to know is when the
word radio was first used as a
synonym for wireless.
It was
firmly established at the time of the
Berlin conference in 1903 but it
was, of course, shamelessly stolen
from the X -ray people who used it
before Marconi filed his first patent.
Can any of you tell me who stole it
and when?
This brings me to the word
" radiogram," which we older wireless men often self- righteously allege
was deliberately filched, by the
makers of radio -gramophones, from
the radio -telegraphic world where it
had long been established as the
recognized abbreviation for radio telegram. Maybe this was so, but
it sloes not alter the fact that we in
our turn stole it from the X -ray
people who coined it to describe the
first crude X -ray pictures they
made. Nowadays, I believe, they
use the totally incorrect word radiograph, being led astray by the evil
example set by the photographic
world which, with the exception of
the well -known publication
" Photograms of the Year," employs the misbegotten noun ( ?)
" photograph."
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LETTERS

TO

EDITOR

THE

AYwKERE

ANYTIM

The Editor does not necessarily endorse the

opinions expressed by his correspondents.

Preferred Valves
a remedy for the confused
valve situation in this country, I would like to commend to all
radio trade organizations the excellent example set by the Scientific
Instrument Manufacturers' Association in preparing a short list of
preferred types for use in all new
designs of instruments. This body,
at least, has seen the advantage of
restricting the variety of valves in
circulation when it comes to capturing the world's markets, and the list
contains no more than 230 types
with only two main bases, international octal for normal-sized
valves and B7G for miniatures.
If more lists of this type were in
force, the commercial competition
between manufacturers (which is
responsible for the present position)
would perhaps turn towards producing only the limited number of
preferred types, but at keener and
keener prices. Classification would
become a dream and there would be
no further need of those vast
encyclopædias that announce with
evident satisfaction that they contain sixty thousand valve characteristics and have more to follow.
But perhaps this is all heresy and
bad for business?
JAMES FRANKLIN.
London, S.W.4.
AS

Pickups and Hum

.

a mere amateur I hesitate to
cross swords with the professionals on the question of liability
of ribbon and moving -coil pick -ups
to hum pick -up, but the explanation
is, I think, so simple that it may
have been overlooked by the
experts. More than anything else,
hum pick -up depends on the alternating magnetic field in which the
coil is situated. In the moving-coil,
unlike either the moving -iron or the
ribbon, the coil is virtually completely screened by the magnet and
polepieces. Proof that this is, in
fact, the reason for the coil's
superiority in this respect is obtained by removing the polepieces
from the magnet with the coil left
in position the hum then becomes
comparable with -or even worse
than -that of the ribbon.
N. M. REDDINGTON.
Barnstaple, Devon.
AS

;

Tungsten Carbide
CONCERNING B. E. Berry's
letter in the June Wireless
World on the suitability of tungsten

carbide for gramophone record reproduction, I should like to add to
this controversy by stating my own
experiences on the matter.
I agree with Mr. Berry's statement that pitting due to faulty
sintering should be observed during
the polishing operation on the
needle, and rejected at that stage,
but I have found that no matter
how carefully this operation is
carried out it is impossible to obtain
a finish equal to that of corundum.
It would appear logical that if hard
metal -like substances were equal in
finish to corundum, instrument and
watchmaking concerns would have
switched to bearings of this material long ago. It can be pressed to
the required shape say, of a cup or
" V " jewel, leaving only the final
grinding and polishing operation to
be done. With sapphire, on the
other hand, we have to begin by
slitting plates from irregular pearshaped boules between this first
operation and the last much waste
of material occurs, but it is still
used for the simple reason that next
to diamond there is nothing better.
E. R. WALLWORK.
Colton and Company
(Lapidaries), Ltd.,
London, S.W.r8.
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PORTANE

SOUND EQUIPMENT

Portable Model

B

65 (open)

Can you provide a public address
system at a moment's notice ?
With a B65 it is simple-just
place the equipment in a suitable
position and switch on. Incorporated within an easily portable
case are the amplifier complete

;

with loudspeaker, rotary transformer, 6 -volt unspillable accumulator and microphone with
cable. Power output is approximately 5 watts. The equipment
is a most useful outfit for political
meetings, religious gatherings,
auctioneers, etc., and numerous
other applications where no
electric supply mains are available.
Price complete £29 10 0

Low -Power Broadcasting

DESPITE the introduction of new
frequencies, there are still a
number of areas in the U.K. where
reception of either the B.B.C. Home
An external speaker can be attached if
desired.
or Light Programme is unsatisfactory. Typical examples of such
areas are East Anglia, and parts of
the South Coast.
Concurrently with the expansion
of the Television Service, surely the
B.B.C. can undertake the straight forward task of providing an
adequate sound coverage for the
whole country.
I say straightforward, as the development of low
power, synchronized, and remotely
controlled transmitters removes any
question of technical or manpower
difficulties being put forward as
reasons for inactivity.
Portable Battery Mains Amplifier B 619
Mention of these low-power transOperates on tz -volt battery or, by means
mitters leads -me to question
of separate plug -in adaptor unit, on A.C.
whether the present policy of enmains. Power output approximately
t6 watts.
deavouring to cover relatively large
areas
by
single,
high -power, Full details of these models and others in the large
medium -wave sets is the most adTrix range of equipment available on request.
vantageous from the Home listener's Send for latest catalogues and price list.
point of view. Black spots, or
THE TRIX ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
should I say, " black areas " are
-5 Maple Place, Tottenham Court Road,
bound to occur, and large sections
London, W.I.
'Phone Museum 5811
of the community may be without
Grams & Cables
" Trixadio, Wesdo, London.
a service in the event of local power
failures or faults on the transmitter.
AMPLIFIERS MICROPHONES LOUDSPEAKERS
1

:

:
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
In addition, there is also the point

that transmitters on high -power
probably cause just as much interference to Continental programmes,
as similar Continental transmissions
cause to us here in the British Isles.
Would it be asking too much to
suggest that the Government and
the B.B.C. examine the possibilities
of future replacement and development programmes being based on
the lower- powered transmitter; i.e.,
of not more than 20 -kW output, not
only in this country, but also in all
the countries of Western Union?
The implementation of such a plan
would cost money, but it is better
to have really good interference -free
broadcasting services, covering the
whole country, and pay extra for
them, than allow the present unsatisfactory trend to continue unchecked.
P. A. WORSNOP.
Thorpe -le- Soken, Essex.

Bridge Modifications
constructing the Wide
Range R -C Bridge described
by H. E. Styles in your March
number, I found that I did not
possess a single-pole, 6 -way, rotary
switch but had several 2 -pole, 6 -way
switches. In order to make the
fullest use of the switch I made the
small modification to the original
circuit shown in the accompanying
drawing and I think this may be of
some interest to your readers.
The advantage of this modification is that it enables resistors and
capacitors to be measured on the
same scale without reversing any
external switch.
In my own instrument I use a
single scale calibrated in " factors "
by which the value of the standard
resistor or capacitor is multiplied or
divided, according to which position switch W is in, to obtain the
value of the unknown component.
WHEN

continued

.

Positions of switch W are simply
marked x and _ on the panel.
This modification necessitates two
switch positions for matching an
external '; standard " but I find internal standards as shown in the circuit diagram quite adequate to
cover all ordinary requirements.
The instrument, either modified
or unmodified, works extremely well
and, given good ears and a quiet
room, is capable of giving very
accurate results.
J. A. L. GORRINGE.
Chesham Bois, Bucks.

Curious Effect
noticed a similar effect to
the one mentioned by A. F.
Davidson (W.W., May, 1950). My
television receiver is built around the
Wireless World time base and I use
a 12 -in tetrode tube.
Recently, about fifteen minutes
after switching off, I noticed a
steady flash of light on the screen
at the bottom left -hand corner. I
checked e.h.t. and power supplies
to confirm that no voltages were
applied to the tube. To make
doubly sure I disconnected the set
from the mains, also aerial and
earth, but the streak persisted.
Suddenly the streak moved and I
found it was caused by my hand
moving near the tube face. This
gave me a clue to the cause. The
Perspex " screen which I use in
front of the tube had attained a high
electrostatic charge -in fact, sparks
could be drawn from the screen.
Rubbing the " Perspex " with a
cloth caused the streak to jump
violently and lengthen to more than
two inches. Eventually quite a
bright flash covering a large area of
the screen occurred and the effect
could be produced no longer.
Apparently the charged " Perspex " induced an opposite charge
on the tube front face and the electron movement in
one particular part
of the screen was
kn
sufficiently violent
NnM/w
or intense to excite
A
the
screen
to
luminosity. I have
never noticed the
effect during a
programme
h e
beam current and
screen
brilliance
would
probably
mask any flashes
due to electroX
static charge.
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would

be

to
interesting
know if Mr. Davidson is using a
similar type of
protective screen.
Probably the surface

of

glass

is

sufficiently hygroscopic to prevent
the accumulation of a high charge
under normal circumstances ; thus
the effect may rarely be produced
by a glass screen.
D. W. E. WHEELE.
Grantham, Lincs.

Slow Starters
IN his article in the June

Wireless
World, Free Grid refers to a
radio- operated remote control unit
for armchair adjustment of radio
sets.
While I should not like to discourage the manufacture of such an
original accessory, I believe that the
listener of to-day is oppressed by a
greater evil than the lack of remote
control.
I refer to the infuriating half
minute that we have to endure while
an a.c. set ' ` warms up." Many is
the time that I have missed the time
signal or the announcement of the
title of a piece of music due to this
defect.
The mind of the listening public
has to be half a minute in advance
of true time.
Could not the efforts of manufacturers be diverted a little to research
into methods of improving upon
this half-minute?
PHILIP A. C. MORRIS.
Manchester, 13.

Superhet Radiation
IT

seems that radio listeners in the
North of England are fated to
a particular form of radio interference superheterodyne local oscillator radiation.
This now makes itself apparent
when a neighbouring receiver with
i.f. of, say, 46okc / s, is tuned to the
692 -kc / s transmission.
The local
oscillator operates on 1,152kc /s
which, when radiated, effectively
heterodynes the 1,151 -kc /s North
transmission.
comOne remedy is obvious
pletely re -align the offending receiver
with the i.f. about 470 kc /s, making
the heterodyne whistle II kc / s, not
usually troublesome. But further
troubles rear their heads when the
neighbour, with carefully re- aligned
receiver, listens to the 692 -kc / s
transmission and decides that he
likes the reproduction best with the
radio a little off tune!
Suggestion to radio designers:
screened oscillator circuits and r.f.
stages.
H. R. McDERMOTT.
Branch Secretary, Radio and
Television Retailers' Association.
Darlington, Yorks.
:

:

Williamson Amplifier
THERE seems to be a greater risk

of h.f. instability in the output stage of a Williamson amplifier
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when using 6L6's, and I would suggest to builders who suspect this
fault, to try neutralizing the stage.
In my own case, a pair of 4 -144F
ceramics cross -connected directly
between pins 5 on one holder and 3
on the other transformed an uncertain 4 watts into a rock- steady 15.
But test your condensers on a
megger before fitting, or the cure
will be much worse than the disease.
H. C. MANNING.
Lisburn,
Northern Ireland.

ONLY BULGIN IS
GOOD ENOUGH
FOR OVER 25 YEARS
THE CHOICE

CRITICS

OF

LIST NO. P.215 standard Jack plugs, to

MANUFACTURERS'
LITERATURE
Portable Wire Recorder, the " Wiramphone," is marketed by Geo. C. F.
Kauderer, Muiden, Holland, and described in an illustrated leaflet in

B.S.666, for use with all jacks to same B.S. With
highly polished moulded bakelite type Cap head, internal terminals (6.B.A. binder -head)
and ample space for cord -strain anchorage.
Polished nickel -plated electrodes.
)I

-eig LIST NO. D.54 etc., Signal Lamp

fittings for

English.

Yachtsman's Receiver; descriptive
leaflets of the Eddystone " 720," made
by Stratton & Co.
" Pioneering in Space," a review of
research and development since r9z2,
by the Radio Division, Standard Telephones and Cables, New Southgate,
London, N.ri.
Television Test Gear; descriptive
catalogue from Marconi Instruments,
Ltd., St. Albans, Herts.
Iron Dust Cores in " Caslite," a
brochure containing design information
from the Plessey Co., Ltd., Ilford,
Essex.
R.F. High -Voltage Units catalogued
in a set of technical leaflets from Hazlehurst Designs, 186 Brompton Road,
Knightsbridge, London, S.W.3.
Switches for mains voltages catalogued in a booklet from Arcolectric
Switches, Ltd., Central Avenue, West
Molesey, Surrey.
Electronic Instruments, test gear and
laboratory apparatus described in leaflets from Labgear, Ltd., Willow Place,

Cambridge.
" Asbestos Textiles and the Electrical
Industry," a well- illustrated booklet on
the various forms and uses of asbestos,
from Turner Brothers Asbestos Co. Ltd.,
Rochdale.
Industrial Battery Chargers described
in an illustrated catalogue from G.E.C.,
Magnet House, Kingsway, London,
W.C.z.
Television Pre -amplifier; a technical
specification from Rainbow Radio
Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Mincing Lane
and Mill Lane, Blackburn, Lancs.
Communication Receiver Type CCr5o
described in a technical specification
from Hamtune Communication Receivers, ro Elm Street, Wellingborough,

Northants.
" The Home Constructors' Handbook," containing eleven circuit diagrams, price lists and a catalogue, can
be obtained from Roding Laboratories
(Electronics), yo Lord Avenue, Ilford,
Essex, price is 6d.
Williamson Amplifier and other products described in a brochure from
Radio Trades Manufacturing Co.
(Ealing) Ltd., 141 Little Ealing Lane,
London, W.5.
Capacitor Price List, issued in May,
1950, by Claude Lyons Ltd., 18o -18z
Tottenham Court Road, W.', cancels
all previous lists.

200- 250V.'

:

'

0.5W. Indicator -neons,

by Osram, Philips, Siemens, Ediswan, etc. Specify voltage,
and S.E.S. or S.B.C. (double- contact)
Cap and holder. Fixes by 1 1132in.
hole to panels D 5116in. thick.
For
neons : -Red, Orange or Clear transparent lenses are recommended.
(Full

colour range available).

L IST NO. K.334 etc. Engraved legended knobs for T V.
and like uses.
Highly polished, normally in dark
chocolate brown ; BRIGHTNESS or CONTRAST or
FOCUS or VOLUME or SWITCH.
Fix to standard
" }in. e " shafts (0.247ín. -0.249ín. e), fitted with
hardened -steel 4 B.A. grub- screw. Legend fitted gold matt. Also moulded in black.

8'

LIST NO. D.9 Signal Lamp Fitting for 10 -12
mm. a M.E.S. -cap bulbs, and fitting to> lin. panels
by fin. a hole, NOW IMPROVED in design and
fitted two rear 6 B.A. binder -head screw terminals.
Case now ' dead '
Full range of translucent o'
transparent lenses, in all usual colours. Bezel
normally black, moulded; also supplied (" D.9 /M ")
in polished metal, nickel -plated, or chromium
to order.
LIST NO. P.184 new miniature 6pole plug and socket for mains
connections, etc.
Plug (normally
' dead ') fixes to apparatus, Socket

(normally

' live,'

fully insulant-

shrouded) connects to cable and
supply.
Normally Black- moulded,
highly polished. With Ag.- plated
pins and sockets ; for soldered
cable- and wiring- connections. Plug
fixes by tin.e hole, to panels up to

lin. thick.

*

SEND

FOR

ILLUSTRATED

PRICE

I¡-

CATALOGUE
POST FREE

(W.W.

180)

*

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., BYE-PASS RD., BARKING, ESSEX
Telephone
RJPpleway 3474 (5 lines)
:

;

ULGIN
.
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RANDOM RADIATiONS
By " DIALLIST "

Scra -a -tch
THE B.B.C. justly prides itself
both on the technical excellence of
its recording department and on the
vastness of its library of gramophone records. Having spent many
interesting hours in the company of
members of its recording staff and
having read not a few of the excellent papers they have written on
their own pet subject, I know what
a high standard they strive to maintain and how critical they are of
shortcomings. That's why I don't
understand how it is that there is
not far stricter vetting of the
records used to fill in the gaps that
occur when programme items pan
out at something less than their
scheduled time. To say that the
reproduction from some of these is
appalling is to speak over-kindly ;
one's candid opinion of it can
hardly be expressed on the chaste
pages of Wireless World.

Missing Link

?

can't

help feeling that
there must be a lack of liaison
between the engineers of the recording (and reproducing) department
and those who are entrusted with
the choice of records. It is of
little use to design the best possible
reproducing gear if it is to be fed
with worn -out disks. To overhaul
the whole library of records might
be a task too big to be considered;
but couldn't each day's quota of
stand -by records be critically tested
before being passed to the people
responsible for using them ?
If
something of-- the kind is already
done, then, either, the tests are not
sufficiently
thorough,
or the
standards by which records are
judged are not very exacting. If
worn or otherwise faulty records
were ruthlessly
scrapped and
replaced by new ones all would soon
be well.
One

Some Time to Wait
the other day I
heard the question: " When are
you going to get a television set? "
put by one man to another. The
answer was: " When the proIN THE TRAIN

grammes go on all day, when it's in
colour and when sets cost half what
they do now." Somehow, I can't

regard any of these conditions as
likely to be realized in the immediate future. I sincerely hope that
television never will " go on all
day," for nobody would ever get
any work done! I'm sure that
receivers costing under ¿2o won't
come along, unless some entirely
new
technique is
developed.
Colour television certainly will
arrive and it may do so fairly soon.
In America the F.C.C. turned down
both the 4- channel system and that
using a revolving disk with coloured
" windows " in the receiver. It also
laid down that to be acceptable a
colour system should (1) give a good
monochrome image on an existing
receiver, (z)' `enable a full -colour
image to be received with reasonably inexpensive gear and(3) occupy
a channel no wider than that needed
by a monochrome system. It is
reported that a method based on a
form of pulse modulation has been
perfected; but the F.C.C.'s judgment upon it will not be published
for a month or two.

International Television
THE OFFER of

the Radio Industry

Council to install at its own expense
temporary apparatus suitable for
providing a television link between
this country and France is a noble
one and it is to be hoped that the
P.M.G. will see his way to accepting it. It was announced some
time ago that the authorities of both

countries had agreed to the
exchange of television programmes
the snag which has so far hindered
progress seems to have been the
cost of the cross-channel link, which
would have fallen on our G.P.O.
and the French P.T.T. Nov that
the R.I.C. has offered to foot the
bill for a temporary link one trusts
that all may be plain sailing. Not
the least of the advantages of
putting up a temporary link is that
it would enable a thorough try-out
of the exchange system to be made,
only if it were found completely
satisfactory would ways and means
of erecting a permanent link need
to be considered.
;

Mutual Benefit
Both we and the French have, I
believe, much to gain from television programme exchanges. On
our part, we could expect an
increase in the number of those
"actual event " items which are the
life-blood of television.
France
stands to benefit even more than
Britain. Getting French television
going has proved a very sticky
business so far ; on the one hand the
prezent rather scrappy programmes
can't be improved or extended until
there are more viewers to justify the
expense; on the other, there won't
be any rapid increase in the number
of viewers unless the fare provided
is more satisfactory.
Programme
exchanges with us would enable this

" WIRELESS WORLD " PUBLICATIONS
Net

SHORT WAVE RADIO AND THE IONOSPHERE.
T. W.
Bennington
RADIO VALVE DATA. Characteristics of 1,600 Receiving
Valves

...

...

...

...

...

RADIO DATA CHARTS, by R. T. Beatty, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.,
Fifth Edition-revised by J. McG. Sowerby, B.A., M.I.E.E.
WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING. By R. Keen, M.B.E.,
B.Eng.(Hons.), Fourth Edition
GUIDE TO BROADCASTING STATIONS. Fifth Edition
BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO STUDENTS, by F. M.
Colebrook, B.Sc., D.I.C., A.C.G.I. Second Edition. ...
...
WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER : Articles on design olahigh-quality
...
Amplifier ...
...
SUPERHETERODYNE TELEVISION UNIT. An alternative
(long- range) unit for use with the equipment described in
...
...
...
...
Television Receiver Construction ...
A

By

Price

post

10/6

10/10

3/6

3/9

7/6

7/11

45/-

45/9

1/6

1/7

10/6 10/10

3/6

3/9

2/6

2/9

complete list of books is available on application

Obtainable from all leading booksellers or from
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
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ELECTRICAL

TESTING
This instrument, which is an up-to-date
example of current instrument practice,
has been developed to meet the growing
demand for an instrument of laboratory
sensitivity built in a robust and portable
form, for use in conjunction with elec-

INSTRUMENTS

tronic and other apparatus where it is
imperative that the instrument should
present a negligible loading factor upon
the circuit under test.

The instrument consists basically of a
balanced bridge voltmeter. It incor-

porates many unique features and a

wide set of ranges so that in operation
it is as simple to use as a normal multi range testmeter.
The instrument gives 56 ranges of
readings as follows :2.5mV.
to 250V.
(Input
Resistance 11.0 megohms.)
25mV.
to
10,000V.
(Input
Resistance 110.0 megohms.)
D.C. CURRENT: 0.25µA. co 1 Amp. (250mV.
D.C.

VOLTS :

drop on all ranges).
A.C. VOLTS : 0-1V. to 2,500V. R.M.S. up to
2 Mc/s. With diode probe external
0.1V.

to

250V.

R.M.S.Usefu

measurements can be made up to

200 Mc/s, the applied voltage being
limited to 100V. above 50 Mc/s.
A.C. OUTPUT POWER : 5mW. to S watts in 6

different load resistances from 5 to
5,000 ohms.

DECIBELS : -10db. to + 20db.
Size

:

121in.

x

Weight :

9in.

x

Skin.

1241bs.

The instrument operates on

A.C.

mains, 100 - 130V. and 200 - 260V.
50 -60 c s.

PRICE

£35

Zero level

50 mW.
CAPACITANCE : .0001µF. to 50µF.
RESISTANCE : 0.2 ohms to 10 megohms.
INSULATION : 0.1 megohm to 1,000 megohms.

The thermionic circuit gives delicate galvanometer
sensitivity to a robust moving coil movement, which

it is almost impossible to damage by overload.

Fully descriptive pamphlet
available on application.

The instrument is quickly set up for any of the
various tests to be undertaken, a single range
selector switch automatically removing from the
circuit any voltages and controls which are not
required for the test in question.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers

9h' AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
WINDER HOUSE DOUGLAS STREET LONDON S.W.1

CO..I.TD.
Telephone: VICTORIA 3404/9

A
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UNBREAKABLE
RUBBER MOULDED
PLUG

VDULDED PLASTIC
SOCKET

BERYLLIUM

COPPER CONTACTS

PAINT ON
Er COMPANY LTD

NORTHAMPTON

KINGSTHORPE

"the pickup
with
three
411101
heads"... For Standard
Green Spot with .001" radius sapphire for microgroove recordings
Red Spot with .0025" radius sapphire for modern standard recordings
Yellow Spot with .003" radius sapphire for older standard recordings

These pickup heads are fitted with an easily replaceable
armature system complete with a semi -permanent
sapphire. Armature mass 20 milligrams.

Extremely low mass at needle point (4/5 m.g. only),
allowing for reduction in downward pressure to 10/12
grams for standard recordings, and 5/7 grams for
microgroove recordings.

The

finest

Pickup

on

the

market at a competitive price

and

Microgroove

Recordings

Prices : With one Head £4 0 0 plus £1 14 8 Purchase
Extra Heads each £2 10 0 plus £1
8 Purchase

Tax.
Tax.

1

Spare Armature System with Sapphire

14/8

including Tax.

Telephone
A

Hipperholme 69169

ionnoisseur
PRODUCT

Manufactured by A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD. WELL GREEN LANE, BRIGHOUSE, YORKS.
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Mullard
REVIEW OF NEW AND CURRENT VALVES

MULLARD MINIATURES. The Mullard range of miniature valves on the B7G (7 -pin button) base includes both mains

("E") and battery ("D") types, and meets most requirements for miniature telecommunication receivers, industrial
electronic equipment and light -weight miniature measuring instruments. The present range includes the following :DK91 Vari-mu Heptode Frequency Changer (1R5)
EY91 Half -wave Rectifier
EC91 V.H.F. Grounded -grid Triode
DF91 Vari-mu R.F. or I.F. Pentode (1T4)
EF91 High Slope, Sharp Cut-off R.F. Pentode (6AM6) DF92 Sharp Cut-off R.F. Pentode
EF92 Vari-mu, R.F. or I.F. Pentode
DAF91 Single Diode Pentode (1S5)
EAC91 Diode Triode for frequency -changing up to DL92 Output Pentode (3S4) (0.27W Output)
300 Mc/s
EB91 Screened Double Diode (6AL5) (separate DL93 A.F. or R.F. Output Pentode (3A4)
DL94 Output Pentode (3Y:4) (0.27W Output)
cathodes)
DA90 R.F. Diode (1A3)
EL91 Output Pentode (6AM5) (1.4W Output)
ECC91 V.H.F. Double Triode (6J6) (physical common DCC90 R.F. Double Triode (3A5)
cathode)
2D21 Gas -filled Tetrode (Vh= 6.3V)

,Mullard range of all -glass photocells finds a
A RANGE OF FMK, STRIAL PHOi
particularly wide range of applications in industry and research. The types with caesium/silveroxide cathodes (type C), have a high sensitivity to incandescent light and near infra -red radiation

and are particularly recommended for applications where a high output is required. For colour
No.

Type

Cathode Surface

Base

20CV
20CG
90CV
90CG

Vacuum
Gas -filled
Vacuum
Gas -filled
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Gas -filled

C

B8G
B8G
B7G
B7G
B8G
B7G

20AV
90AV
58CV
S8CG

C
C
C

A
A
C
C

Wire -In
Wire -in

Sensitivity

(µA/I)
25
150

20
125

matching and photometric applications,
photocells with caesium/antimony
cathodes (type A) are available, with a
particularly high sensitivity to daylight

and radiation throughout the visible

45
45

colour spectrum. The end -view photo-

15

where conservation of space is of utmost importance.

85

cell 58CV, is intended for use in compact photometric units

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS

MULLARD DISC -SEAL TRIODES FOR U.H.F.

For applications such as

U.H.F. links, local oscillators,

and wide band applications
such as multi -channel com-

munication systems, radar
altimeters, etc., the use of
frequencies up to 1500Mc/s or

even 3000Mc/s is often required. The Mullard Disc -Seal

ME1001

...
...
Heater Voltage (V)
Heater Current (A)
...
...
...
Max. Anode Voltage (V)
Max. Anode Dissipation (W) ...
...
Max. Anode Current (mA)
Max. Peak Anode Current (mA)
...
...
Power Output (W)

6.3

0.4
350
10

50
150

0.5

(at 3000 Mc/s)
3.5

(at 500 Mc/s)
Mutual Conductance (mA/V) ...
...
Amplification Factor ...

6

30

ME1003
6.3
1.0

500
25
200
500
6

(at 1500 Mc/s)
20

(at 430 Mc/s)
20
30

Triodes have been designed
specifically for such purposes.

In the ME1001, adequate
cooling and low inductance are combined in the
design of the anode and grid discs to give an anode

dissipation of 10 watts and an upper frequency

If

you require full technical data on any of the valves

described in this review, please check this form, pin to your
letter heading and post to the address below.

limit (as an oscillator) of 3750-3500Mc/s (8-8.5cm).
The ME1003 is basically similar in design to the
ME1001, but the larger electrodes permit an anode

Miniatures
Industrial Photocells Disc -Seal Triodes for 15.H.F.

dissipation of 25 watts. However, the larger
clearances necessary to obtain this value, limit
the upper frequency to 2500Mc/s.

Signature

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON,W.C.2
MV116
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SOUND SEVINIXCE.

It's so simple!
Recording with a magnetic recorder
is simplicity itself.

The portable unit shown will record
continuously for one hour and recordings may be played over on
the machine as often as desired or
erased and the wire used again and
again for further recordings.

IMPORTANT!

Portable

Wire Recorder

(Wirek)

A new TAPE RECORDER
will be available shortly

SIMON SOUND SERVICE
Recorder House, 48 SO George Street, Portman Square, London, W.I, England
Cables Simsale, London

Telegrams: Simsa'e, Wesdo, London

Telephone: Welbeck 2371 (4 lines)

Sit back and enjoy the NEW-

R.A.

TUNING
UNIT

`CONCERT MASTER'!

A really fine
design
with
high
lasting

This latest high fidelity amplifier
has all the features which you

performance.
R.F. stage on
all wave -bands.

Of impeccable
performance, it is of compact size
and includes a detachable control
panel which is quite unique. It
have asked for.

High
fidelity
superhet
or
T.R.F.performance.

Suit-

able for any amplifier.

contains no valves, and has no H.T.
or L.T. voltages. It is instantly
removed by snap fasteners and
makes the amplifier eminently

10 gns.,
guarantee)

Price

(2 years'

plus E21618 tax.

THE K.I. AMPLIFIER

suitable for fitting into a cabinet,
the main

amplifier being placed

its six feet
cable can be placed just where you want it. This last
word in amplifier design will take high or low output pickups and has provision for radio and microphone inputs.

at the bottom and the control head on

write for your copy of our fully illustrated catalogue today!

THE TRICORNE
SPEAKER

CHAMBER
For optimum acou-

PRICE

E29.10.0
TWO YEARS' GUARANTEE
DEFERRED TERMS AVAILABLE
ON ALL MODELS

Phone :

A seven -valve amplifier especially designed for
the light -weight high-fidelity type pick-up.
Independent bass and treble controls. Price
complete, 17 gns., or in kit form, 13 gns.
Blueprint available separately 2/6.

WEStern
3350

Our equipment con also be seen at

Webb's Radio, Soho St., W.I.
University Recording Co.,

stic

performance
with any good 12 -in.
speaker.
Labyrinth
construction, walnut
veneered and cross braced.
Price II

gns. plus

AMPLIFIERS
(SALES) LTD.

20/- deposit (return-

able) for crate.

16

Burleigh

28

Belmont Street,

Place,

Cambridge.

Ernest Buchan,

Aberdeen.

Farmer & Co., 83 George St.,
Luton.

Signal Shop,
51 St. Mary Street, Bridgwater.

KENSINGTON HIGH STREET
LONDON
W.8
FOR THE UTMOST REALISM FROM RECORDS & RADIO

181
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samomo.MIIIN

iCea, -4
t PAPS:
,44C.COSIOPLI/,

COSSOR

..1111.

MODEL 1035

The unique Double Beam Tube enables the traces of two
related phenomena to be examined simultaneously. Signals
are normally fed through the Amplifiers. Calibrated YI,

Double Beam

Y2 and X Shifts give measurement of applied Signal

Voltages and Time. The Time Base operates repetitively
or by external trigger with positive or negative sync. selection. A Camera Model 1428 may be fitted for photographic
recording.

OSCILLOGRAPH

Enquiries should be addressed to :

A. C. COSSOR LIMITED, INSTRUMENT DIVISION, HIGIIDURY GROVE, LONDON, N.S.
Telephone: CANonbury 1234

AUGUST, 1950
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Full details and C.I.F. prices direct
from

W. J. GROOM & CO. LTD.
22

FENCHURCH ST., LONDON, E.C.3

Advertisement of

AMBASSADOR RADIO

BRIGHOUSE, YORKS, ENGLAND
411111=111

g&ory0-144.ekriapartioe

FREQUENCY
An

instrument

suitable

for

frequency

measurements up to 20,000 c/s or for high
speed revolution counting up to I,2oo,000

No load need be imposed on the
is that the meter will work with a great

r.p.m.

equipment being tested and one advantage

mEAsuREm ENT

variety of pick-ups.

Accuracy is + I % of full scale deflection
and provision is made for quickly checking
the calibration.
Pamphlet 20 gives further details.
Ranges

0-200, 0-2000, 0-20,000 c.ps. or up
to 1,200,000 r.p.m.

± t % of full scale deflection and
unaffected by input wave fo.rm or
supply within wide limits.
Calibration A simple self checking, calibration
Check
device is provided.

Accuracy

Input

Input signal voltage may be any

Signal
Supplies

value from o. t volts to zo volts peak.

A.C. mains operated.

AIRMEC LABORATORIES LTD
HIGH WYCOMBE BUCKINGHAMSHIRE ENGLAND

TEL: 1LIGN WYCOMBE' 2060

CABLE'S: A/BEING' HMS WYCOMBE'

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
A LW
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IFERRANTI)

The Ferranti Neostron is a cold cathode tetrode filled with neon, designed for use as a
stroboscopic light source, a flashing indicator, or an electronic relay.
The discharge in the anode is started by initiating a glow discharge between the screen and grid
electrodes, the screen being at a fixed positive bias, a negative impulse being applied to the grid.
Operating Characteristics
Max. Anode Voltage
Normal Anode Voltage
Mean Anode Current
Peak Anode Current
Max. Operating Frequency
Anode Connection
Gas Filling

NSP1
400
300
40-100* mA
250 Amps.

250 c.p.s.
in base
Neon

NSPT
650
600

40-100* mA
250 Amps.
250 c.p.s.

Top cap
Neon

ASP!
400
300
40-100* mA

250 Amps.
300 c.p.s.
in base
Argon

*.Dependent upon frequency of operation

All types can be supplied with English 4 pin or American 4 pin bases.

FERRANTI LTD ELECTRONICS DEPT. MOSTON MANCHESTER 10
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Recognised as the Most Reliable Valveholders

MCMURDO
Moulded
Valveholders
BI IA-Sub Magna!
Ref. No. S.P.I I U moulded in Phenol -Formaldehyde with moulded -in metal mounting plate
A.P.I I U
Alkathene
99
99
PP
99
99
OP

A.A.I I U

..

Alkathene with integral Alkathene mounting flange

THE McMURDO INSTRUMENT COMPANY LTD., VICTORIA WORKS, ASHTEAD, SURREY ASHTEAD 3401

YOU CAN MAGNETICALLY RECORD
using your Gramophone Motor as a Drive

Necessary parts, also usable later for a more
ambitious job, plans available, 1 Spool Diamond Magnetic
Recording Tape and 1 take-up spool, 2 Corner Brackets, 1 Roller,
1 Record -playback Head Kit, 1 Friction Clutch, 1 Dual-purpose Supersonic Oscillator and Two stage Preamplifier and your Radio Chassis. Set of parts £7 . 15 .0, or items supplied separately.
Also Constructional Data for Wire and Tape Recorders 5s.

PARK RADIO OF MANOR PARK, 676/8, 783 Romford Road, London, E.12
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GENERATOR.
Here is a tried and proven general purpose
sub -standard Signal Generator which is essentially simple to

FREQUENCY RANGES

One special feature of the B4 is the accuracy of the
R.F. output over the entire frequency range, achieved by

00 kc s-70 Mc/s

use.

the use of a crystal voltmeter and the subsequent elimination

of all circuits having poor frequency characteristics. £48

MODEL A
in

MODEL B
30 kc s-30 Mc is
in

Others of the many advantages of the B4 are described in Folder No. S/11/T, a
copy of which will gladly be sent on request.

six bands

six bands

Output accuracy of
both models is
I db
-

LTD
ADVANCE COMPONENTS
LARkswood 4366/7/8
BACK RD, SHERNHALL ST, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON

E.17. 'Phone :

AUGUST, 1950
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RECTIFIERS.
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/
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WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD., 82, YORK WAY, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1

for Research and Industry

Model 26 LABORATORY

VALVE VOLTMETER
This instrument sets

an entirely new standard of performance

THE

in

TRIMMER
KIT

z5ov.

which no Amateur or
fessional
Engineer

operated

afford

without.

to

and

has

an

upper frequency limit
of zoo Mc/s. Four
resistance
ranges

Pro-

Radio or Television
can

mains

valve voltmeters. It
measures d.c. and a.c.
voltages from o.2 to

extending up to Soo

be

megohms and a decibel range are included.

The meter is a six

Contains

* 1 End Trimmer
* 1 Side Trimmer

* 1 Yaxley Switch
Contact Adjuster
* 1 Low Capacity Trimmer
* 1 Screwdriver

I Set of Feeler Gauges
I Set of six Box Spanners

from 1 to 8 B.A.

* 1 Set of four Spanners
from 0 to 8 B.A.

inch movement with a
mirror scale.

* Accuracy on all voltage ranges conforms to B.S. 89: 1937

for First Grade moving coil meters-a performance which
has not hitherto been claimed for any valve voltmeter.

In durable black crackle finish metal case.
Order from:

J & S.NEWMAN Ltd,

100 Hampstead Road,

N.W.I.

Tel. Euston 5175

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS LTD
17, PARADISE ROAD. RICHMOND SURREY ENGLAND
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PROBLEM:

Secure knobs to a spindle without use of grub screws.
SOLUTION:

SCA and SCB Type 'Knob to Shaft' Clips hold
moulded knobs securely under firm spring tension.
No unsightly grub screws-expensive tapping operations and threaded inserts eliminated.

THAT'S FIXED THAT- FASTER, CHEAPER, BETTER
Here's another type of Spire fastener that is saving time and money. There is
a Spire for almost any assembly job and it is amazing how much time and
money they save. Why don't you see what Spire, fastest thing in fastenings,
can do to help you? Write direct to us.

r

SPEED NUTS

Regd.

Enquiries to :

Simmonds Aerocessories Ltd., Byron House, 7-8-9, St. James's Street, London, S.W.1
HEAD OFFICE & WORKS: TREFOREST, GLAMORGAN. ALSO BIRMINGHAM, STOCKHOLM & MELBOURNE
19S
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ONDON CENT -RA

RADIO STORES
GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS

-From stock

Nl

4 -VALVE SUPERHET

PRODUCED IN

UTILITY RECEIVER
Not merely a " stand-by " btf

3 SIZES

a really good set.

Every one guaranteed to be in
working order.
Medium waveband only.

Four valves, P.M. Speaker, com-

plete in pine wood cabinet size
131 x 12 x 61in. In good condition. A.C. mains 200/250 volts.
Price
Carr. and pkg. 5/-

23.19.6

Telescopic Mountings offer the most convenient means of obtaining complete
accessibility of rack mounted equipment
as each chassis can be withdrawn com-

pletely clear of its framework for easy

Manufactured by Standard Electric
All in perfect condition. Suitable
for broadcasting and recording.

Coil (Dynamic). Omnidirectional. No energising necessary. High Fidelity. Coil Imped-

Moving

81155 10 -VALVE COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS.
These sets are as new. Freq
range 7.5 me/s, 75 kc/s in five

wavebands.

Complete

with

speaker transformer. Is of the type

for A.C. mains

used

by many leading

bodies,

such as the B B.C. and G.P.O. for

reproduction, with
sealed dust -proof cover. Guaranteed provided cover is not removed.
high fidelity

(See illustration July
issue.)

24.17.6

CATALOGUE

59, Brompton Road,
LONDON, S. W. 3
Phone KENS NGTON

Power Pack and Loud Speaker

THEN

216.10.0

200-250 v.

o

(See July issuefor illustration.)

RECEIVER ONLY as new
(Carr. & pkg. 10/6).

H. DAVIS

C.

10

closed in metal case. Every receiver
is aerial tested.
Complete with

well in conjunction with an ordinary

Technical & Sales Agent

FOR

ILLUSTRATED

valves, including magic eye. En-

ance 15 ohm and will work very

MEDIUM 4%

examination.
WRITE

BALL MICROPHONE

LIGHT

PROOUCT

\iPe"

110.

id

MANUFACTURERS
HALLAM, SLEIGH L CHESTON LTP
WHINEY WORMS BIRMINGHAM 4

ESTABLISHED 1898
one Aston Cross 0914

FREE with each receiver ! Complete
circuit, description and modifica-

HEAVY

4201

Grams Superfine Booningh

tions for civil use, reprinted from
W.W." July, 1946.

As we are still maintaining large
stocks please refer to previous
issues.

WALKIE-TALKIE (Transmitter and
Receiver) CHASSIS, Type 38 Mk. II

In perfect working order, Complete

BRAND NEW ACCUMULATORS
Complete in strong case (as illustrated July issue) British made.

6v 85a. Size 12 x 9 x Tin. Weight
451b. 53/10!-. Carriage and pkg.,

with four ARP12, one ATP4
valves, one pair throat mikes,

one pair light -weight headphones
and aerial. In metal case. Free
wiring diagram.
Carr. and

Less

batteries,

You are
offering

£3.8.6

Pkg. 2,0.

PHILIPS 6 -VALVE COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

*PEAK
PERFORMANCE
the
THE IDEAL MICROPHONE

FOR P.A. WORK,

BROADCASTING AND
16-50, 200-550 and 800-2,500 metres. R/F, F/C, 2 IF's D.D.T. Pentode
Output. Spin -wheel tuning. In black metal case with built-in speaker.
Complete with power pack A.C. 300-250 v. Can also be supplied with
12 v. D.C. power pack if required. BRAND NEW-

217.10.0

EX -GOVT.
PI.EASE NOTE

We do not issue lists or catalogues.
Carriage charges relate to British Isles only.

RECORDING
Here is a wide range high fidelity moving coil type Microphone which
combines good sensitivity with a level response curve. Equally suitable for
Auditorium or Outdoor Work, and its use can confidently be advised for
Amateur as well as Professional use. Housed in modern streamlined die cast
alloy case of great strength and finished in hammered metallic lacquer with
chromium plated grille. Delivery from stock. List price £8.8.0
Dimensions 3" diam. 3k" back to front, Net weight 2 lb. Frequency
response 60-9,000 c.p.s. Output impedance 15 ohms. Fitting 5/16"
B.S.F. Connection 2 -pin plug.

23, LISLE ST. (GERrerd 2969) LONDON, W.C.2
Closed Thurs. 1 p.m.

Open all day Sat. and weekdays 9 a.m.-0 p.m.

GANP.A EQUIPMENT

Grampian Reproducers Ltd., Hampton Road, Hanwortht Middx.
'Phone: Feltham 2657.
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QUALITY has always been the basis of Dubilier Nitrogol Capacitors are again a prime necessity.
ytechnical supremacy and in the television field Comprehensive catalogues giving detailed information
too, this factor has confirmed Dubilier's lead in of capacitors and technical service are available upon
the international field.

Thus it is natural that only components of tested
quality and worth will satisfy television engineers.
Experience has proved that Dubilier Nitrogol
Capacitors, acknowledged by technicians throughout
the world for their reliability, are best suited to the
manufacturer of television apparatus.
In such applications as radar, amplifiers, undersea

request.

DUBILIE
CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.

cable repeaters and industrial electronic applications,
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3
'Phone: Acorn 2241 (5 lines). 'Grams: Hivoltcon, Wesphone, London. Cables: Hivoltcon, London. Marconi International Code
D38A
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For the RECORD...
THIS is not an easy advertisement to write, so let us come

to the point and be done with it.

R. & A. was started in 193o by
an engineer who already had over

20 years' practical experience behind
him-i6 of them in precision engineering,

and 7 years in the design and quantity
production' of radio.

On that firm basis, the new company was
established to manufacture

reproducers and

transformers for the radio equipment industry,
AND NOTHING ELSE.

Control and policy have since

remained unaltered, and a number of the original

employees are still with the company.
These facts suggest that over the years R. & A. must have
accumulated a fair knowledge and understanding of equipment makers' problems-and a somewhat better than " fair '
knowledge of loudspeaker manufacturing technique.
All this experience is at the disposal of radio and television

Rei

manufacturers at home and abroad. As an introduction to it, will
you please write for latest leaflets on the current range?

REPRODUCERS AND AMPLIFIERS LIMITED

WOLVERHAMPTON
Telephone : Wolverhampton 22241

SpHEK
I(

)

ENGLAND
T legrams : Audio, Wolverhampton

TELEVISION
ADAPTOR UNIT
TYPE S.C. " 88 "

Adaptor Unit
S.C. -88"

TRANSMITTING

eliminates
costly
troublesome
conversions
LONDON "-DESIGNED TELEFOR SUTTON COLDFIEL.D
RECEPTION - PERFECT SOUND AND VISION

IT ADAPTS THE
VISION

RECEIVER

Small and compact, the unit, embodying power -pack,
and all the necessary " works," is simply fitted between
aerial and set. Set itself is entirely untouched, and in its
original state-thus retaining its full"design-efficiency.'
Of particular interest to" Fringe viewers. Real saving
of time, trouble and cost.
Full details supplied.

Price 6 Gns. nett

Manufacturers :

SPHERE RADIO

LIMITED

HEATH LANE. WEST BROMWICH, ENGLAND

Type CEL
13i" long (excluding spindle). 8" wide. 71." high.
Air gap, .218" Range of max. capacities, 100-1000pF.

MICA TRIMMERS to AIR DIELECTRIC
HIGH -VOLTAGE .7/zarzanu&ing azioaciecte
SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS.LTD.
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD.ENFIELD,MIDDX.
Phalle In field 207/.1 Grams: Capacity. In field.

AUGUST, 1950
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SUPR EMACY

DIRECT

RECOR

Below are just a few of the many outstanding features which have
made the LED Recording Machine the considered choice of the
discriminating professional sound recordist.
(i) WIDELY SPACED PILLAR SUPPORTS

for cutterhead arm eliminate side play.

(2) VIBRATION -FREE DRIVING MECHANISM reduces background noise to the
minimum.
(3) CAST LIGHT ALLOY TURNTABLE

WITH GUNMETAL RIM assures maxi-

mum moment of inertia for minimum

actual weight.
(4) FINE ADJUSTMENT OF CUTTER ANGLE
compensates for smaller length variations
of cutters.

(5) ROBUST LIGHT ALLOY MOUNTING
PLATE with generous turntable bearing
ensures stability.

(6) PRECISION

GROUND

STAINLESS

STEEL LEADSCREW provides really

accurate tracking.
(7) RIGID CAST LIGHT ALLOY CUTTER HEAD ARM supported at both ends to
ensure consistent stability.
(8) PATENTED
EI.ECTRO - MAGNETIC
CUTTERHEAD with built-in equaliser,
possessing exceptionally stable characteristics.
(9) AUTOMATIC FRICTION BRAKE ensures
accurate turntable speed when reproducing.
(to) SINGLE LEVER CONTROL automatically

engages tracking mechanism as cutter is
lowered.

Full details and technical data on request.

MSS RECORDING COMPANY LTD
POYLE CLOSE COLNBROOK BUCKINGHAMS,HIRE TELEPHONE COLNBROOK 87E 115

AUGUST, 1950
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This
PRE -AMPLIFIER.
TELEVISION
valve pre -amplifier is extremely
Ex -Govt.
It makes an amazing
sensitive and stable.
improvement in both vision and sound reception in all fringe areas. Now available for both
I

London (type A) and Birmingham (type

QUALITY SUPERHET

B).

By courtesy of the General Electric Co. Ltd. Kingsway,

Very small dimensions. Length 4in. Width 34, in.
Chassis depth !fin. Overall depth to top of
valve 4f in.
Fitted with EFSO valve. Ready for use. Power
requirements 6.3 v. LT 200,275 v. HT. Coax Input and Output sockets.

London ,we have pleasure in introducing anew pre -tuned
superhet, as described in their technical publication TP4.

This receiver is the ideal unit for use with amplifiers
such as the "Williamson" where reception conditions
are unfavourable to a "straight" type of receiver.

Ideal for " The Viewmaster," "The Inexpensive Television Set,"

Electronic Engineering Televisor and any commercial set with suitable
power supply. Unique value, 15/-i. (Post 1/-). Tested and Guaranteed.

RADAR INDICATORS.

Type

VE.

Grey Enamel case. L., 24in. D., 23in.
W., 1 in. Contains 16 valves, 65N7 (7),

wi,

Outstanding Features

I

807 (3), VRI50 (2), 2X2, 5U4G, 6AG7,
6SL7. Oil filled condensers 10 mfd. 600 v.

Four pre -selected wavelengths. 3 medium.

(3), 6 mfd. (2),

.1 5,000 v. (2), Potmeters
(16), Small Electric Motors (2). Transformer
Input 115 v. 60 c. Output 3,890 v..0023 a.
Another ditto Output 6.3 v. 10 a. 6.3 v.
0.6 a. 5 v. CT. 3 a. 850 v. CT. 0.142 a. Filter
chokes (2), 10 h. 2 a. 77 ohms also a very
large quantity of precision resistors and

Two positions of selectivity.
& 16 kc/s.

Very efficient 9 kc. whistle rejector, giving approx-

7in. CR tube mounting and

condensers.

long.

I

Bandwidth 6 kc/s.

imately 4CDB rejection.

focussing coils (no tube).
Double deck
chassis which slides in and out of outer case. Brand New and unused.
Ideal for conversion to transmitter or TV. An outstanding bargain,
E12/10, carriage. paid.

Variable switched bass and treble controls.

Ample gain for lightweight pick-ups.

RADIO SET SCR 291 A COM-

PRISING : Federal U.S.A. 110 v.
50 60 cycles Communication Receiver.
BC1147A.
13
valves, comprising
6SK7 (4), 651-17, 6SA7, 615, 61-16,

Very low overall distortion.
Price:

6517, 65Q7, 6K6, or 6V6, 5U4G,

VRI50.
4 wavebands 1.5-3.1 mcs.,
3.1-6.6 mcs., 6.6-14 mcs., 14-30 mcs.
I.F. frequency 455 kcs. Front panel

Elli. 0. 0.

DELIVERY 7 - /4 DAYS.

I9in. x I4in., rack mounted. CONTROLS.-Waveband switch, match-

Purchase Tax: E3. 15. 0.
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO.,

ing, tuning, A.F. gain, I.F. selectivity
(band width), BFO, BFO On, Off,

" Rodevco House "
116 Blackheath Road, Greenwich, S.E.IO

AVC sensitivity, power on/off.
Built-in loudspeaker.
manual.
self entirely
section
is
Receiver

powered. A supersensitive receiver

Telegrams RODEVCO, GREEN, LONDON.

Auxiliary
the highest class.
Power Pack Control, Panel PN-

of

110 v. 50/60 cycles. 4 valves
2X.2, 5U4G, 6L6,
stabiliser.
6AG7, VRI50. 6 Potmeters, 6 toggle
All
switches, 3 indicator lights.
circuits fully fused. 0-50 ma. meter.
Unit self-contained. Rack mounted. Size I 9in. x 10fin. Ideal for operat31A.
and

ing your transmitter.

Magneto Operated Telephone Circuit

J) -)NO

PN32A. Handset and mag-handle on front panel. Size I9in. x 5f in.
(The XYL can call you for meals with the phone). Whole equipment in
magnificent cabinet type rack 32in. high, 20in. deep, 22in. wide. 318 Brand new, unused. In original
page instruction book included.
unopened packing. Securely packed in wooden container with fall away front and rear, making set very quickly operative. Make your
Ham Shack a real radio station with one of these magnificent equipments.

(ORIGINAL COST APPROX. E250.

17 only available.

WIII5rit5s

Our price,

E30 each, carr. paid.)

WITH

CANADIAN No. 58 MARK I TRANSRECEIVER. 35-50 metres.

16 section rod aerial. Operates from 180 v. dry battery which is included together with an extra one as spare. Range 5-10 miles. Greatly
exceeded wi,h wire aerial. 5 valves in receiver 3 in transmitter. Size
I2in. x 7in. x Sin. Weight 18 lb. Supplied with 2 sets headphones and
microphones. Brand new. Unused. Carriage paid. 10 gns.
Q -MAX B4'4040 w. TRANSMITTER. Shop soiled. Full guarantee
List price £75. 2 only to clear, £50 each. Full details on application.

THE

OSMOR

R.F. UNITS, TYPE 24. New condition. Complete with 3 valves.
20-30 mcs. Tunes to 5 spot frequencies, 14 -. Carriage 1j4.

TYPE 87 POWER UNIT, Input 12 v. Output 265 v. 65 ma. 6.5 v.

2.5 a. Incorporates beautiful rotary generator in neat case Elfin. L.
6-1 in. H. 44 in. W., 5/- each. Post 1;4.
CONDENSERS. Brand new waxed tubular, 50 for 10/-. (25 .1 mfd
1,000 v. 25 .25 500 v.). Post paid.

EF50 CERAMIC VALVE HOLDERS, 5/- dozen. Post 6d.
PAMPHONIC PA SPEAKERS. 10in. in handsome maroon metal
cabinet. In original makers packing (not surplus), 55/- each. Less than

As specified for con-

version of the Type
25 unit of the

TR.1196, and for
modernization
of

war -time utility re-

ceivers and others.

PROMPT DELIVERY AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED AS ALWAYS.

2fd. stamped envelope must accompany all enquiries.

Lists

T.R.F.

The OSMOR
Q
does not " whistle

Coilpack
while it

performance in every way. And
saves time, money and hours of wasted effort puzzling
over complicated wiring circuits. Just 5 connections,
it

5 minutes work and the job is done-and well done !

Available

H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.
Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House
Estd. 1935

55 COUNTY ROAD, WALTON, LIVERPOOL, 4
Tel. Aintree 1445

SUPERHET and

works" but gives you perfect

cost.

1155 RECEIVERS. Brand new in Transit Case. Aerial tested, £711916.
Carriage 10;-,

Tr COI PACKS

Staff Calf Signs, G3DGL, G3DLV
14141

Send stamp for FREE new circuits, lists of Coils,
Coilpacks, Dials and all Radio Components, etc.
* New wavelength scales for Type A dials 8/- each.
OSMOR
RADIO
PRODUCTS
LTD., (Dept. W.9)
BRIDGE VIEW WORKS, BOROUGH HILL, CROYDON, SURREY.
Telephone: Croydon 1220.
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For

VALVES

SPECIAL
PURPOSES

meetwat
crifwm°:e:

20A2

cTHERAP/000
eiAiroobosept

Indirectly Heated Gas Filled Tetrode for

Use as a Grid Controlled Rectifier
RATING:
Heater Voltage (volts)
Heater Current (amps)
...
Approximate Arc Voltage Drop (volts) ...
Max. Peak Forward Anode Voltage (volts)
Max. Peak Inverse Anode Voltage (volts) ...
Max. Shield Grid Voltage (volts) ...
Max. Control Grid Voltage (volts) ...
Max. Peak Cathode Current (mA)
Max. Mean Cathode Current (mA)
Control Grid Series Resistance (M.ohms)

... 6.3
... 1.0
... 9.0
... 600
... 1300
... -50
... -50
... 1250
... 250
.01 to 1

BASE:-I08
LIST PRICE :- £2.12.6 (Provisional)
DIMENSIONS:
Maximum Overall Length (mm)
Maximum Diameter (mm)
Maximum Seated Height (mm)

110
40
97

All maximum ratings are absolute values, not design centres.

MAZDA
RADIO

VALVES

AND

CATHODE

IMPORTANT: Cathode and Heater
should normally be tied externally.

If left free the Heater to Cathode
RAY

TUBES

Voltage must never exceed 25 volts

peak. The heater must be switched

on for 15 seconds before anode
voltage is applied.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
R5i 88
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CAPACI OR.

9

9

W99 MIDGETMOLDSEAL

for the

METALLISED PAPER
CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE :

tightest

20%

(Closer tolerances are available)

TEMPERATURE RANGE:

- 40° C. to + 71° C.

of

INSULATION RESISTANCE :

Not less than 20,000
SELF HEALING

T.1[(1.11/.1C

megohms,

CO EN11i'lliS
SIZE A -h"

SIZE B

"

.1"

TRULY MINIATURE.

There are more than two hundred Type W99
Capacitors piled on this standard match box! Another new development
by Hunts to meet the increasing needs of designers and manufacturers

Actual
photograph

for a quality capacitor for use in light weight, compact equipment
employing miniature valves and for T.V. equipment.
Wkg. Voltage
150 D.C.

350 D.C.

Cap. //F.
0.004 to 0.01
0.02 to 0.04
0.001 to 0.003
0.004 to 0.01

Size

Wkg. Voltage

A

600 D.C.

B

A

300 A.C.

B

Cap. µF.
2.5pF to 0.0005
0.001 to 0.002
0.00005 to 0.001
0.002

Full details of all Hunt's types, samples and advice on any

REGISTERED

Size

2%

A
B

-Nc

TRAD

B

MARK

CAPACITORS
THE TRADE MARK OF RELIABILITY

capacitor application, gladly supplied on request.
DRY ELECTROLYTICS METALLISED PAPER . FOIL AND PAPER . STACKED AND SILVERED MICAS ETC.

A. H. HUNT LTD., WANDSWORTH, LONDON, S.W.I8 TELEPHONE : BATTERSEA 3131

ICS

HOME STUDY
backs radio experience with

CELESTION

sound technical knowledge

The Foremost Name in
Sound Reproduction.

MANY men who wished to link their radio experience with
a sound technological background have received successful
instruction by means of an ICS Course. Its value has been
proved not only to amateurs but to men who already have a
professional

interest

in

radio

and

television engineering,

including those taking qualifying examinations. It is invaluable, also, to students who wish to prepare themselves for
a job in this field.
Courses of instruction covering radio
and, if necessary, television, include the following :

Complete Radio Engineering Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales Advanced Short -Wave Radio
Elementary Electronics, Radar and Radio
Television Technology
And the following Radio Examinw'ons :

British Institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanics, R.A.F.
Write today for our FREE " Radio " booklet which fully

describes the above ICS Courses and the facilities for the
complete study of Radio and'or Television technology. The
ICS Advisory Department will also give free and impartial
advice on the need of and the means of instruction.

ESTD. 1901

MODEL P44.
Overall Diameter 12-,V
Voice Coil Impedance
ohms

3.0

Magnet Pole Diameter

12"

Flux Density (Gauss) 10,000

The General Public should
please order through their
Local Dealers.

Total Gap Flux (Maxwells)
60,000

Manufacturers are invited

to write for details of the
full range of Celestion
speakers.

Peak Power Capacity

IOW

c9fltyzatay-nag

CELESTION

SUMMER ROAD
THAMES DITTON, SURREY

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Telephone : EMBERBROOK 3402-5

Dept. W.L.I3, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
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Where excellent quality reproduction is essential
. . the Metrocick
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.

AUDIO AMPLIFIER
is the instrument to use
This instrument is designed to give excellent quality reproduction with the added advantages of being a self-contained unit, portable and attractive in appearance. Thus it will
prove ideal for Public Address work, educational authorities and similar organisations.

SPECIFICATION.
200/2s0V so c/s single-phase ; consumption approximately
17o VA for full output.
Input:
Gramophone o 2V for full output. Microphone oo2V for
full output. The two circuits can be mixed as required.
Impedance: 7 ohms, r c ohms and 45 ohms.
Output :
20 watts with negligible distortion.
Tone Control : Continuously variable.
Response :
± 1 dbfrom 3o to I c000 c/s at zero position of tone control.

Supply :

Controls :
Dimensions :
Finish :

These are recessed to avoid damage and are illuminated
when in operation.
r 81" x 8-1" X or.
The instrument is housed in an attractive steel case, stove
enamelled in cream or blue as desired. A leather carrying
handle is fitted.

METROPOLITAN -VICKERS ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER 17
R/E903
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TELE-RADIO (1943) LTD.

D. COHEN

TO BUYERS, DESIGNERS and PROTOTYPE
CONSTRUCTORS

Radio and Television
Components

Since our inception we have specialised in saving

you the headaches of obtaining those components which have been rather scarce and in
short supply.

We are maintaining that " Service " in offering
you the largest range of Welwyn high stability

resistors, Oak switches-made up to your

requirements-precision resistors accurate to
Close tolerance
Matched valves.
°,/.
condensers and a general range of fine quality
components which we believe will enable you
to cut down the paper work and obtain most
of your needs under the one roof.
I

Our prompt postal service is always at your disposal.
Cash with order or C.O.D.
SHOP HOURS

Monday 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Thursday 9 a.m.-I p.m.
LINE AND FRAME COIL ASSEMBLY. Frame coils wound but
not fitted (full instructions supplied). High impedance frame, matching
5-I. Low impedance line (as illustrated), 7/6.

PERMANENT MAGNET FOCUS ASSEMBLY, with variable

OUR ONLY ADDRESS :

177, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.
TELEPHONE : PADdington 6116/5606.

adjustment, 8/-.

I2in. WHITE RUBBER MASK, with TRIPLEX glass, 15/-.

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL

comprising 5 -valve Superhet
chassis with transformer cut-out, size 131in. x 6in. x 2in. with L.M. & S.
scale Tin. x Sin. Backplate, two supporting brackets, drive drum,
pointer, two -speed spindle, .0005 twin gang condenser, set of 6 iron
cored long, medium and short wave coils. Mains trans., input 205/245 v.,
H.T. 280 v., 6 v. 3 amp., 4 v. 3 amp. Auto -wound, 22/6.

WAVE CHANGE SWITCHES. 3 pole 2 -way and 4 pole 5 -way, 1/2
4 pole 4 -way, 1/9 ;

I

Why you should use ...

;

pole 12 -way, 2/6 ; 2 pole 12 -way, 3/6.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS.

All these set out below are manu-

facturers' surplus, and not made down to a price.
Primaries 200-250 v., 50 cycle. Post and packing in each case If- extra.
Semi -shrouded, drop -through 280/01280 80 mA., 5 v.2 amp., 6 v. 3 amp.,
15/-.

Semi -shrouded, drop -through 280/01280, 80 mA., 4 v. 6 amp., 4 v. 2 amp.
This trans. has 110-250 volt input, and could be used as an Auto -Trans.
approx. 80 watts, 12/6.
Drop -through type 350/0/350, 70 mA., 6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 13/6.
Drop -through or upright mounting, Auto -wound H.T. 280 v. at 360 mA.,
4 v. 3 amp. (separate winding), 6 v. 3 amp., 10/6.
Auto-transformer-very small dimensions -110-250 v. input. 70 v.
2 amp., and tapping for dial lamp, 5/-.

HEATER TRANSFORMERS. Primaries 230-250 v., 6 v. 11 amp., 6/,
2, 4 or 6 v. 2 amp., 7/6. Post and packing on each 9d.

VOLUME CONTROLS. L/S, with switch, I, 4, I and 2 meg., 3/3.
20, 25 and 50k, 3/.. Post and packing 3d. each extra.

LINE CORD. 3 -way .3 amp., 180 ohm per yard, 10d.

METAL BRAIDED WIRE, with P.V.C. outer insulation, per yard 6d.
CO -AXIAL FEEDER, 80 ohm, per yard 8d.

I Maximum "Wetting" Capacity.
2 Accelerated Fluidity.

6 Residue sets hard, is noncorrosive, and of high dielectric

strength.

3 Moderate soldering bit temperatures.

7 No harmful fume deposits.
8 Continuous, unvarying

4 Mechanical bonding and perfect
Electrical conductivity ensured.
Minimum amount of solder used

per joint.

core.

9 Even distribution of activator
in core.
10 Approved by Air Ministry and
General Post Office.

Supplied in a wide range of Gauges and Alloys on lb and 7 lb reels, works
coils, or as required. Prices on application.
I

POST ORDERS ONLY

Sole Manufacturers :

67, RALEIGH AVENUE,
HAYES, MIDDX.

89, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

H. J. Enthoven & Sons, Ltd.
Phone: Mansion House 4533. Works: Rotherhithe, Croydon, Derbyshire
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The closest approach

to the original sound in
speech and music reproduction
THE ACOUSTICAL Q.U.A.D. AMPLIFIER will provide a standard
of reproduction notably in advance of any equipment ever offered to
the public. Besides being capable of amplifying a PERFECT programme input with the highest degree of accuracy yet achieved, it
is also capable of providing the nearest approach to the original sound
which it is possible to obtain from ANY practical programme source.
Two developments are described on this page. Full details of the
complete equipment will be sent on request.
1.

The provision of low audio distortion
together with a high margin of hand-

ling capacity for component frequencies
beyond the operating range.
In audio amplifiers, feedback is normally used
to reduce harmonic distortiOn in the operating

Similarly, intermodulation products within
the operating range are reduced in like proportion.
In all feedback circuits however, frequency comrange.

ponents well beyond the operating range are not
attenuated by the feedback and are therefore presented to the input at a level greatly in excess of their
original value. These frequency components are
significant in practical applications of music reproduction.
In the Q.U.A.D. amplifier a very low distortion
content for audio frequencies is obtained, yet without incurring modulation distortion by possible
conversion of very low beats produced by choral
singing, strong unison playing, etc.
2.

The

inherent quality

of the

programme.

In all programmes from radio, records, etc.,
there is to a greater or lesser extent a distortion
component which rises with frequency-tracing
distortion, phase effects at the microphone, discontinuity, etc. Since this distortion increase is

continuous, a point is reached where the extreme
frequencies (if any) are adding little to the musical
content of the programme yet the distortion products are becoming distressingly audible.
In most demonstrations of high quality equipment this is more or less covered by the fact that
nearly all high quality loudspeakers tail off at high
frequencies in some random manner more or less
suitable to the recording or programme picked for

The introduction of very wide
range loudspeakers and the progress towards a
closer approach to the original sound makes it
essential to control the harmonic range in a more
demonstration.

scientific manner.
It is obvious that for the highest possible quality,

the rate or slope of harmonic attenuation is related
to the rate at which the inherent programme distortion increases with frequency range.
The Q.U.A.D. Quality Control Unit incorporates
the development of a low pass filter the slope of

which can be continually varied from todb per

octave up to toodb per octave. Its point of insertion
in the harmonic frequency range is switchable and
covers all practical requirements.

This development in turn enables the bass and
treble controls to be designed more accurately to
fulfil their true function of correction rather than
compromise, since they are no longer required to
contend with harmonic and similar programme
distortions.

Acoustical Q.U.A.D. amplifier and
quality control unit complete
.

(The Quality control unit

.

is available

a; a separate unit for use only with
existing QAr2/1) amplifiers.)

COUSTICA L

MANUFACTURING CO LTD

HUNTINGDON HUNTS

TEL :361
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NEW!

Heavy Duty
VIBRATOR

Wanimoow Iwo
10000
Moaotm
MAO&

..LAN

Introducing, after a lengthy period of research, a
"big brother" to the popular standard
WIMBLEDON Vibrators. It has all their desirable qualities, but is produced specially for
heavy work. Note these advantages. 1. Carefully designed and tested.
2. Made throughout from selected high grade
materials.

3. Will give satisfactory service over a long
period.
4.

Reliable in operation under rated condi-

tions of use.
Available in both SYNCHRONOUS and NON SYNCHRONOUS Types; POWER UNITS to suit.
Write for illustrated leaflet to

WIIM1311.1EIDONI
ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED
GARTH ROAD LOWER MORDEN SURREY TEL.: DERWENT 4814-5010

CRC 4

New Wharfedale Microgroove
Equaliser and L.S. tone control unit
Inserted in a Loudspeaker circuit this new tone control
unit gives a falling characteristic of about 3 D.B. per

octave at 500 C.P.S. upwards. The unit, a tapped
inductance with a six -position switch, is ideal for
matching Microgroove recording characteristics or for
use as a scratch filter on worn records. It is recommended for speakers of 2-16 ohm impedance up to
30 watts.
Microgroove Equaliser and L.S. Tone

Control Unit. Dimensions : 7in. x
Weight : 21b.
41 in. x 41 in.

CONSTANT VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLY UNITS
MODEL 101-C
Output: 250/400y. 0.250mA max,
Stability : Better than 0.1%.
Output Impedance: Less than I ohm.
Output Ripple: Less than 2mV. R.M.S.
Mains Supply: 200i 250y. 45-60c/s.
Regulation down to zero load.

Price

6oz. 50,

MODEL
MG I
.

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS
BRADFORD ROAD, IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKS

DETAILS ON REQUEST.

ALL -POWER TRANSFORMERS LTD.
CHERTSEY ROAD, BYFLEET, SURREY
Tel

:

Byfleet 3224 5.

tIli(itis I, 1910
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An

achievement

of some magnitude in
diminutives

The new

.c.e.C. GERMANIUM CRYSTAL
(MUCH ENLARGED)
POINT OF CONTACT

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL

(CEMENTED)

Germanium Crystal
Rectifiers
TWO COLOURS

Designed for soldering
into circuits
1. Provides a high frequency
requiring no heating power.
2. Very small in physical size.

F-

RED END

-I INCH APPROX
2
(12.7 m/m)

Diode

3. Of low forward and high reverse
impedance.
4. Extremely low shunt capacitance only IPF.
5. So constructed as to give a unit of high
stability and consistency.

6. Outstanding in its property to resist
severe mechanical shock or vibration.
7. Indefinitely long life.

The General Electric Company Ltd. welcomes,
consideration to
enquiries to meet specialised requirements and
specific circuit applications.
Write and ask
and will give sympathetic

for particulars of types available to Osram
Valve and Electronics Dept., Magnet House,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

L
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET

HOUSE, KINGSVVAT. W.C.2
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Quality
TELCON'S LATEST MAGNETIC
DEVELOPMENT

Sets, Chassis and Components
NEW

PM FOCUSSING UNIT

H
.0
R
ALLOY

*10

Rear operated shift controls.
Remote focussing control, worked through
gears by key extending beyond cap of
CR tube.

Alcomax Ill magnet.
Tube supporting plate for solid fixing
concentric with neck of tube.
Type PM1.5A for tetrodes andPM230A6fio:

,,,:..oe

C

itow a4,aeZtaee
'

Television

Price

triodes.

readereXe'egi

For further details ask for Technical
Publication No. 44.

B (Ki,oGAuss)

" H.C.R."

SCANNING UNITS

ALLOY TYPICAL

for aluminised CR tubes, for

circuit see Technical Publication No.38 A

D.C. HYSTERESIS

10KV. RF. E.H.T. UNITS:

LOOr

TELEVISION

10

RECEIVERS and

COMPLETE

SETS

in SINGLE CHASSIS FORM, all with ALUMINISED
Circuit booklet 1/6 post free.

CR TUBES.

HAYNES RADIO LTD. EnQf

daYlx.

H

H

3

2

2

3
(OERSTEDS)

5

Saturation 15,600 Gauss
Remanence 14,800 Gauss
Coercivity about 0.2. Oersteds

THE

PYROBIT
NEON MAINS TESTER

10

WITH SCREWDRIVER
5

B (KILOGAUSS)

The magnetic properties of this alloy
make it suitable for mechanical
magnetic amplifiers and
special forms of reactors.

rectifiers,

PC°4
1864

Founded

Qt1
Full technical details on request from
THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE £0. LTD.
AD -untied 1864

Heed Offki 22 OLD BROAD ST LONDON, E C 2 '4500EVATtfeteWnft7104
Fogtorfes to TELCON WORKS, GREENWICH, S E 10 Tel':AGreen,rt711329/

For all voltages
from 60 to
440
Incorporating the
most sensitive neon
tube possible.
Indicating - Polarity,
Potential High Frequency,
Aerial Radiation, etc., etc.

Send now for full details, prices
and terms.

Sole Makers :
THE IICRU ELECTRIC TOOL MFG. CO. LTD.

123, Hyde Road, Manchester, 12
Tel. Ardwick 4284

AUGUST, 1950
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e verything

when we designed and built the B50 and 851

Microphones we thought of everything.

Asymmetrical physical design for easy use in

either hand ... press -to -speak switch which can be locked in the

'ON ' position by rotating with thumb or forefinger ... die-cast aluminium case finished in hard-

wearing plastic enamel ... comprehensive range of switching arrangements to suit most possible demands

colour -coded by disc indicator on each instrument ... two types-B50 with dynamic insert

which can safely be used under tropical and marine conditions, and where utmost reliability is essential, and

B51 with crystal insert where high output is essential

Both types

can confidently be specified for use with mobile

equipment and transmitters for speech

frequencies.

Ahd, of course VITAVOX

inherent quality is incorporated in both.

MICROPHONES
LOUDSPEAKERS
Vitavpx Limited, Westmoreland Road, London, N.W.9, England.
Telegrams: Vitavox, Hyde, London.
Cablegrams: Vitavox, London, England.

Telephone: COLindale 8671-2-3.

AUGUST, 1950
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have

a5ked 4°I1

.. and here it is !
From the moment that we released the Magnavista
Console Lens with bronzed, wrought -iron stand,
we have been asked for a companion table model.
Here it is This elegant stand carries the incomparable Magnavista Lens, which can be tilted and
elevated to fit perfectly any type of receiver.
!

Available for 9", 10" or

12" receivers.

Type A3, 9" Lens
Type C/2, 10" or 12" Lens

£6
.

6

0

E6 16

6

The only Television Lens
computed by optical experts
METRO PEX LTD., 38, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.I, and King's Heath Station, Birmingham

High Fidelity Reproduction.
The S. G. Brown Type
" K " Moving Coil headphones, with the following
outstanding characteristics,
supply that High Fidelity

FOR T -V AERIALS

Reproductiondemanded for

the

aluminium alloy
which combines great strength with
lightness, is ideally suitable for
television aerials. It is of good
appearance, withstands wind and
DURALUMIN,

DX work, monitoring and
laboratory purposes, etc.
CHARACTERISTICS.
D.C. RESISTANCE, 47 Ohms.
IMPEDANCE 52 Ohms. at 1,000

weather, will not rust and is nonmagnetic.

Moreover,

c.p.s.
SENSITIVITY, 1.2 x 10-' Watts
at 1ks. -.0002 Dynefcm'

DURALUMIN

is easily workable without the aid'

Descriptive Literature on request

of special tools.

Our range of non-ferrous metals
covers every requirement in the
wireless field, whether it be aluminium alloys, brass or copper, and is

PRICE

IYPE"K;

available in a variety of forms
including extruded rods and sections,
tubes, sheet, strip and wire.

£5.5.0 PER PAIR

Your Local Dealer can supply

details of other S. G. Brown Headphones (prices
from 30,r- to 77,6) write for illustrated Brochure " W.W. "
For

HEADPHONES WHICH UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE
Telephone.

Watford

JAMES BOOTH & COMPANY LIMITED
ARGYLE STREET WORKS ' BIRMINGHAM 7

7241.

SHAKESPEARE
w.x

STREET,

WATFORD,

HERTS.

AUGUST, 1950
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INSIDE INFORMATION

aloat the sieik4 llzat is ,s,oaebt
We agree that there are cheaper
toggle switches than the
Cutler -Hammer types made by British
3

amp.

N.S.F. - but there are none better.
If super -reliability is the yardstick by
which you choose a switch then

this is the switch for you.

NOTE THESE
C -H FEATURES

Self-aligning"wiping" moving
contact.

Spring -leaf fixed contacts.

Long coil spr

.

One-piece moulded case.

Welded terminal plates.
Isolated toggle lever.
Insulated terminal bridge.
Quick make and break
mechanism.
Nominal rating 3 amps. 250 volts-suitable for
A.C. and D.C. service.
single and

double pole

Available in a wide range of
types operated by lever,

plunger, slider or trigger, with screw or solder -lug
terminals.

Other

Enquiries invited.
British

N.S.F.

products

include .

Oak'

Rotary, Push-button and Slider switches ; Carbon and
wire -wound

potentiometers

(or Television

and

Radio

applications.

NSF CO. LTD
YORKS
K EIGHLEY
B RITISH

CUTLER'HAMMER

Phone : Keighiey 4221 5.

APPLIANCE SWITCHES

Grams : ENESEF, Keighley,

LONDON OFFICE : 9 Strafford Place, W.1.

Phone : Mayfair 4234.

Licensees of Igranic Electric Co. Ltd. for the above products of Cutler -Hammer Inc.
Milwaukee, U.S.A.
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ACCELERATION of
production -line speed
means economy . . . .
Wherever heat applications
are specified in production
lines, consult Radiant Heating Ltd. Our special gas
equipment can give opti-

by the

mum speed together with
precision and economy ...

fizicun.
Servograph

Write to:

RADIANT HEATING LTD
for advice on heating problems
9 BARNSBURY PARK, N.I.

SERVOGRAPH OPERATES DIRECTLY
FROM VERY LIGHT CURRENT
SOURCES, consuming but a few Micro -watts
for full scale deflection. Its working principle
is unique and sets up a new high standard
of accuracy and robustness for graphical
recording meters. SERVOGRAPH's accuracy
is to BSS.89 for Grade I Indicating
Instruments-because its servo -driven pen
arm removes all load from the instrument
movement, admits a robust and trouble -free
pen, and maintains this accuracy with full
or empty ink reservoir. Needing no levelling
it operates correctly in any position and can
be connected directly to tachometers,
thermo-couples, resistance thermometers, CO,
indicators, pH meters and so on, repeating
their accuracy on the chart. Equally useful,
too, as an ammeter, voltmeter, etc., it may
embody a moving iron, moving coil,
dynamometer or electrostatic movement.
Please write for technical leaflets

100/M.

.W .z

+SECOND EDITION NOW OUT! 248 PAGES!

SOUND REPRODUCTION
By G. A. Briggs
REVISED & ENLARGED, WITH

10 NEW CHAPTERS AND 193
ILLUSTRATIONS INCLUDING
75 ENTIRELY NEW DIAGRAMS.

Greatly enlarged, this fascinating
work contains all the principal
features from the first edition,
additional pages on Cabinet Design,
Disc
Recording, Needles and
Grooves, Pick-ups and Micro -

grooves and new chapters on the
following :EXPONENTIAL HORNS & MULTIPLE SPEAKERS.
CABINET
LINING.
QUESTIONS
AND
ANSWERS.
AIR
LOADING.
CROSSOVER
NETWORKS.

Movements available
from 56 micro -amps. or

DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS. MAGNETIC RECORDING. RIBBON

15 millivolts upwards.

SPEAKERS. NEEDLE INSPECTION. SAPPHIRE, TUNGSTEN
AND DIAMOND.

OBTAINABLE
DEALERS,
OR
DIRECT

FIELDEN (ELECTRONICS) LTD.
PASTON ROAD . WYTHENSHAWE : MANCHESTER

FIELDEN ELECTRONICS (AUSTRALIA) PTY. LTD,
409 COLLINS STREET

:

MELBOURNE

:

AUSTRALIA

Specialists In. Industrial Electronic Equipment

Phone : NORth 1677;'8.

FROM
RADIO
BOOKSELLERS
THE
FROM

PUBLISHERS:

Wharkdale

BOUND FULL
REXINE

10'6 (IIt)
LOUDSPEAKERS
By G. A. Briggs
3rd Edn. (4th Impression)

NOW READY!

The Why and How
of Good Production
88 PAGES
36 ILLUSTRATIONS

5,_( 5/3
\ Post

Free/

Enjoyment of these books is
enhanced by the occasional
rashes
of
humour
now
expected from Mr. Briggs

WIRELESS WORKS
BRADFORD ROAD, IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKS.
Telephone

Idle 461.

Telegrams: " Wharf del, Idle, Bradford."
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PREMIER TELEVISOR KITS
FOR

THE LONDON OR BIRMINGHAM

FREQUENCIES

USING 9" OR 12" MAGNETIC CR TUBES

£19. 19. 0.
(Carriage & Packing I 5, )

including all parts, valves and loud
speaker, but excluding CR TUBE
CIRCUIT

The Vision Receiver consists of 4 R.F. stages
(EF54's) which are followed by a Diode Detector and Noise Limiter (61-16) which is directly
coupled to the Video valve (EF54).
Complete Kit with valves, L3;16:0.
Carriage and packing 2/6.

The Sound Receiver comprises 3 R.F stages
(651-17's) followed by a Double Diode Triode
(6Q7), which acts as Detector and L.F. Amplifier. A Noise Limiter (EA50) is also incorporated. The output valve (6V6) drives a 10in.
P.M. Moving Coil Speaker with closed field
magnet, which is included in the Time Base Kit.
Complete Kit with valves, L3/110.
Carriage and packing 2 6.

DETAILS
The Time Bases employ blocking oscillators
on both line (651-17 and 807), and Frame (VRI37
and 6V6). E.H.T. (non -lethal) is taken from the
Line Output Transformer through a voltage
doubler employing two valves (VUIII). The
Sync separators are 6H6 and 6V6.
Permanent Magnet Focusing.
Complete Kit with valves, 48/5/6.
Carriage and packing 5/-.

The Power Supply is from a double wound
transformer completely isolating the
receiver from the mains. The H.T. Rectifier is a
mains

5U4G.

"MAGNETIC"
CONSTRUCTION 31

Complete Kit with valves, 44/16/6,
Carriage and packing 51-.

BOOK

EACH KIT OR INDIVIDUAL PART AVAILABLE SEPARATELY

FOR THE LONDON OR BIRMINGHAM FREQUENCIES

USING VCR97 TUBE
As is usual in all Premier Kits, every single item down
to the last Bolt and Nut is supplied. All chassis are
punched and layout diagrams and theoretical circuits
are included.
Five Easy to Assemble Kits are supplied
VISION RECEIVER with valves, carriage 216

43 13

6

riage 2/6

42 14

SOUND RECEIVER with valves, carTIME BASE with valves, carriage 216

POWER SUPPLY UNIT with valves,
carriage 5/ -

7. 17. 0.
(including Tube)
Any of these Kits may be

purchased
in fact, any single part can be
separately
supplied. A complete priced list of all
;

42

7

6
6

46

3

0

42 18

6

parts will be found in the instruction book.

TUBE ASSEMBLY, carriage and packing
2/6

20 Valves are used, the coils are all wound
and every part is tested. All you need to
build a complete Television Receiver is a

This unit includes the VCR97 Tube, Tube Fittings

and Socket and a 6in. P.M. Moving Coil Speaker with
closed field for Television. The instruction book costs
2 6, but is credited if a Kit for the complete Televisor

screwdriver, a pair of pliers, a soldering
iron and the ability to read a theoretical
diagram.

is purchased.

The following sensitivity figures prove that the Premier Televisor Kits are

capable of reception at greater distances than any other standard commercial
kit or receiver whether T.R.F. or Superhet.

VISION RECEIVER

A well -made walnut finish PEDESTAL
CABINET is available from stock at
L5/1010, plus 7'6 carriage and packing.
Working models can be seen during

transmitting hours at our Fleet Street
and Edgware Road branches.

Sensitivity ...

...

Sound Rejection ...
Adjacent Sound Rejection

...
...

250v for 15 v. peak to peak measured at the
Anode of the Video Valve.
Better than 40 db.
Midland Model. Better than 50 db.

SOUND RECEIVER
Sensitivity ...

20ji.v.

Vision Reiection better than 50 db.

When ordering Televisor Kits

PLEASE STATE IF THE LONDON OR BIRMINGHAM MODEL IS REQUIRED

Our NEW SUMMER CATALOGUE-Now ready-Price 6d.

BRANCHES AT

207, EDGWARE RD., W.2 Phone :

AMBassador 4033

AND AT 152-153, FLEET STREET, E.C.4 Phone: CENtral 2833
'Phone: AMHurst 4723
All POST ORDERS co 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, LONDON, E.5
Terms of Business: Cash with order or C.O.D. over LI. Send 2d. Stamp for list.

EDGWARE ROAD IS OPEN UNTIL 6 p.m. ON SATURDAYS
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YOU

B.C.C. V.H.F.

\

TELEPHONE DASH
RADIO
THE
\ THE
CK UNDER
TU
CAN

RADIO TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
The

B.C.C. Mobile
Radio -Telephone
illustrated
here
will give two-way
communication with the Fixed Station

up to a distance of 25 miles or with the
portable Pack -set up to 5 miles.
This B.C.C. equipment sets a new standard
in V.H.F. Communications Technique and

has been approved by the G.P.O. The
complete range consists of:
Fixed Stations
Mobiles ...

...Models LIII & Hill

Pack Sets ...

...Models L45V & 1-145V

...Models L67 & H67

Hand Portables ...Models L45AV & H45AV

This equipment can be supplied to cover
any spot frequency in the 75-100 Mc/s or
150-185 Mc/s bands.

I liin. x 8in. x 4in. (30cm. x 21 cm..< 10 cm.)
Power Pack 8in. x Sfin. x 3}in. (21 cm. x I4cm. x 8cm.)
Weight T/ft 151 lbs. (7kg.), Power Pack 9+ lbs. (4.2kg.)

THESESize T/R.

H°16

E5

The Transceiver is easily installed below the instrument panel
with the small power pack in any convenient place. The remarkably low
battery drain permits connection of the set to the car batteries, obviat-

FE4114

ing the cost and weight of auxiliary accumulators or larger dynamo.

All enquiries to:MARCONI'S WIRELESS
TELEGRAPH CO. Ltd.,
Chelmsford,

Essex.

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LTD. Gordon Avenue, Stanmore, Middlesex. Tel. GRlmsdyke 1455

sainL

PLAN YOUR
CAREER
RADIO - TELEVISION
and other INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC subjects

,Vyn

ELEMENTARY &
ADVANCED COURSES
DAYTIME

Principles and Practice of Radio -1 year.
Telecommunication Engineering -2 years.
Electronic Engineering -3 years (including one
year's practical training in
Factories) leading to C & G full Technological Certificate.

Marine and Air Radio Officers' Course (for
P.111 .G. Licence).

HOME STUDY
Television
Industrial Electronics
Physics.

10 PEMBRIDGE SQUARE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.2

Telephone: BAYswater 5131/2.

and absorption of Carbon -dioxide from the atmosphere. Fitted Delco silent running
induction motor (no radio interference) and enclosed in handsome circular howling
131in. diameter with grille in front and louvres at the side. Operation 200/250 v.
A.C. For wall or ceiling mounting, no hole required. Consumption 40 watts. Colours:
Ivory, Bronze, Blue or Green (give second choice). These units bear a list price of
18/15/-. We now offer a limited number brand new, at only 35/. each (des. 2/6).
(We also have some of these Kleenairs for 110 v. A.C.).

EXTRACTOR FANS (Air Conditioning & Engineering, Ltd.). Operat:on 200/250 v.
A.C., with excellent induction motor. Efficient Pin. impeller, in 12in. square mounting! rame with rubber cushion. Colour Ivory only. Air displacement 30,000 cub. f t.
per hour, silent running. These units bear a list price of 59/10/.. We now offer a
limited number, brand new, at only 52/6 (des. 2/6). Early application for above two
items is advised.
DELCO INDUCTION MOTORS (Shaded Pole). A few of these, very slightly soiled
at a fraction of list price. Dia. 3fin.,length 311n. External end of rotor is provided
with metalstrap instead of shaft. For 110 V. A.C. or two in series for 200/240 v. A.C.
Price 11/8each, two for 241-, post paid. Also HooverShaded Pole Motors,200/250 v.
A.C. with double -ended shaft, f rame 31in. a 31in., 1,200 r.p.m., 29/6 (des. 1/-)
AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS (Carbon Pile). Automatically holds supply
at any voltage between 180 and 230 v. A.C. Loading up to 500 watts. Contained in
ventilated steel case 61 in. x 71in. x 101in. high, with terminal panel and pre-set
control knob on top. Easy to install -diagram supplied. Idealf or television and lab.
work. Brazed new, 57/8 (des. 4/6).
LONDE% A.C. RELAYS. 220/250 v. A.C. coil. Type L.F. (unmounted). With
2 change -over and one make 4 amp. switches, 19/6. Also Londex low -capacity
Aerial change -over type, operation 110 and 230 v. A.C. 2 -pole c.o. at 4 amps, mounted
on baseboard Olin. x 4in., 15/6 (des. either l/-). We have a large number of miniature
Londex and other relays -details on request.
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS, 200/220 v. 50 c. Fitted spindles,
for hours, minutes and seconds hands, single -hole mount, silent running, supplied,
smtie.)d.ust cover and flex, ready for use, 27/8. Set of three hands for 5/71n. dial,

2/-(des.

14 v. 1.5 amp., 12/6. 14 v. 4 a., 25/-. 28 v. 3 a., 27/8. 42 v. 4 a., 37:6. 14 v. 6 a.,
29/8. 110 v. 500 m.a. (half -wave), 18/6. (Pour of these wiz provide mains voltage

rectification and deliver full -wave rectified D.C. approx. 220 v. 1 amp.). Price of four,

22 2/6 (des. 2/-). Very special offer of Funnel Cooled Industrial type High Duty

Selenium full -wave Rectifiers. D.C. delivery 30 v. 20 amps., or 60 v. 10 amps, either
72/8. (These are listed at £8 each). A pair in bridge will supply 30 v. 50 amps..
£7 the pair (des. 2/6). Also same type, pair in bridge to supply 60 V. 20 amps.,
pair. Or to supply 120 v. 10 amps., 27 pair. Four in bridge to supply 240 v.10 amps.,
£13 the four (des. 5/-).
SOLENOIDS. Powerful model exerting approx. 40 lb. pull. Pot 3}in. x 21In. with rock
lig arm mounted on 5in. bracket, 12/24 v. D.C., MS (des. 14.).
(PUBLIC ADDRESS SPEAKERS. Brand new G.E.C. 10 watt Pressure Unit (15 ohms

gi

Write for FREE BOOKLET to Dept: 16

E.M.I.INSTITUTES

and entirely satisfactory, as is to be expected with our merchandise. All prices
nett.
KLEENAIR AIR CONDITIONING UNITS. For elimination of dust, smoke, odour

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. (All full -wave unless otherwise stated) D.C. delivery up to

also

Radio
Maths.

M.R. SUPPLIES Ltd -

This month we are able to offer some exclusive and remarkable bargains. Notwithstanding the sensational nature of some of these offers the material is new, perfect

Associated with

" H.M.V."

coil -line transformer incorporated) with 30in. all metal Projector Horn, 25/17/8

MARCONIPHONE
COLUMBIA

STEEL TRIPODS for all P.A. speakers, eat. to lift. very strong and rigid, 66/..

ETC.

(carriage paid England). Or with 4610.011 metalExponential Horn. £8/15/ -(carriage
paid).
(des. England 5/-).

M. R. SUPPLIES Ltd., 68, New Oxford Street, London W.C.1
E.1669

Telephone: MUSeum 2958
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SOMETHING TO MAKE
THIS month why not make an electronic
timer, a device which can be put to dozens
of uses, i.e., if you are interested in photography it can be used to control time exposures or enlargings, etc. The instrument
can be set to any length of time from parts
of seconds up to 3 minutes ; after the pre-set
period the timer will switch other apparatus
on or off. Circuit diagrams and instructions.
2/3d. Complete Kit of Parts including valves,

mains transformers, power pack, large and
small condensers, sensitive relay, pot meters,
metal chassis, etc., 59/6d., post free.

MOVING COIL UNITS.
perfect
THESE
speakers in miniature.
The illustration of the
3 main parts shows speech
coil, dust cover and
permanent magnet. The
ate

front is fitted with protective grill and the dia-

meter of the front is
skin. and the depth is
Puke 4/9d. each.

Note-these can also be used as microphones.
We can also supply a suitable matching
transformer at 3/6d.

SALFORD SIGNAL GENERATOR.
a precision laboratory instrument
THIS
withisa particularly fine attenuator and

R.F. meter, internally modulated and with
built-in power pack for working direct from
A.G. mains. Frequency range is 5.5 to 55
me/s. Limited quantity only, price £1z/to/each plus partly returnable packing case and
carriage charge of to/-.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP.
communications

receiver

is the
THIS
type No. R.1155 which is one of the

finest communication sets ever made. Designed by leading engineers and made by one
of our famous Companies, this receives will
undoubtedly give you years of good listening.
Most readers will know it fairly well. The
receiver covers the broadcast bands, long waves

and medium waves, and short waves up to
20 MC/S. It contains to valves and really
brings the stations in. August prices : i6i
for a good complete receiver ; £7/10/- for
same grade receiver tested and re -aligned;
18/I5/- for unused receiver; or £9/i5/- for
unused receiver tested and re -aligned. All
plus partly returnable packing case deposit
and carriage charge of 10/-.
BELLOWS COUPLING.
ki(KNOS:Al

THIS is a coupling unit for tin. spindles
which opens and closes rather like a
bellows or concertina. It is very useful where
two spindles are out of alignment, and where
the device to be controlled screws in and out

TRANSMITTING VALVES

is the VT3r. a
THEtransmitting
valve illustrated
tetrode with an R.F. output
of 25o watts. The overall size of this valve
is i4iin. long by 6iin. across the bulb. We are

able to offer this American made valve at
18/6 which is only a fraction of original cost.
So this is your chance to do some experi-

menting or to make that special piece of
equipment.
Its heater is rated at t2 v. 8 a.
We have many other transmitting valves
in stock at equally interesting prices, we
list a few below and invite your enquiries
for any not listed :803 Tetrode 125 watts, htr. toy. 5a., 1o/ 8o5 Triode 125 watts, htr. toy. 3)a., to/ 813 Tetrode too watts. htr. toy. 5a., 35/DET5 Triode 25 watts, htr. 4v. 2a., 12/6
RK28A. See 803 above.

TZ4o Triode 40 watts, htr. 7.5v. 2.5a., 27/6
DET25 Triode 36 watts, htr.16v. 1.25a., 15/TZo5/2o Tiiode 40 watts, htr. 6v. r.ta., 15/807 Tetrode, 3o watts htr. 6.3v. .9a., 5/6
6L6 Tetrode 52.5 watts, htr. 6.3v. .9a., 8/9
6J6tdbl Tiiode 3.5 watts, htr.
no/6
351 Triode 50 Watts, htr. 5v. 48., 25/,

A.C. mains. Veil, heavy duty
solid silver contacts. Price 1/6,
15/- doz.

POST

types.

Office

Upright mounting
prices as follows : sensi-

tive types with coil resistances of 2,000 ohms

and over with

I

pr. of

contacts 7/6, with 2 pr. of
contacts, 8/-, then 6d.
extra pet pair of con-

RECTIFYING VALVES (MERCURY).
VU2 9600 m.A. @ 4,000v. htr. 4v. 9a., 7'6.

1,000 ohms and over
with I pr. of contacts,
4/6 extra contact as above.
Low, voltage types coil

866A 250 m.A. @ to,ocov. htr. 2.5v. 5a., to/6
872 1250 m.A. @ to,000v. htr. 5 v. 7.5a., 17/6
RZ.1/150 150 m.A. @ I,000v. htr. 4v. 4a., 151VU5o81,coo m.A. /a/ 8,000v. htr. 4W. 3a., 15/GU2I 3,500 m.A. @ I i,000v. htr. 4v. t 1 a., 45/-

Medium sensitivity type

resistances of too ohms
and over with I pr. of
contacts, 3/6 extra contacts as above.

OTHER TYPES WITH OUTPUTS UP TO
5 AMPS.

RECEIVING VALVES.

WE carry a full range of all types ancient
and modem, send for special list, or if
in a hurry ask us to send your valves C.O.D.
We also stock Tungar Rectifiers, Voltage
Regulators, Photo Cells, Magnetrons, Clystrons, Thyratrons, etc.. etc. Send us your
enquiries.

EQUIP YOUR LABORATORY.
TN the service room or the laboratory,
A you have often needed cur sent at various
odd voltages. We can supply a transformer
which unmodified will give, 2, 4, 6, 8, to or
12v or by adding one additional winding of 5
turns which can be done without dismantling
(there is plenty of room between the winding
and the laminations) any voltage between
and 13 may be obtained. Over 10 amps may be
drawn from this transformer at these voltages.
Price 12/6 each.

PLUG & SOCKET.

TOTALLY
enclosed,

in bakelite, this
relay has a 24v.
coil but can of
course be re-

wound for mains
operation.
Its
contacts are suitable for breaking
20 amps. Price,
4/6, 48/- doz.

IMPULSE OPERATED RELAYS.
sometimes known as Selector
THIS
is toB.
It consists of a solenoid,
Switch

the armature of which is connected to a

interest. Price 3/6 each.

so amps so this can be used for lighting or
power. Price z/6 per pair.

SERVICE DATA.

RELAYS.

THIS brass cased plug and socket is extremely robust and ideal for P.A. or
Ideal also for taking power to
units as it insulates the ends of the wires.

Contacts are quite suitable for carrying up to

AMERICAN

made
with
heavy duty contacts.
Sensitive

type which closes

approximately
12/6. Non 4
sensitive type for
closing
on
1224v, 4/6.
at

ratchet wheel so that each time the solenoid
is energised the ratchet wheel moves round one
notch. Secondary switches are built-in which
permit : continuous running, inching, following a foul position switch and undoubtedly
a host of other operations. Articles have
speared in journals showing how these may be

operated by radio impulses and thus control
models. Price 3j9 each, 36/- per dozen.

OUR BARGAIN CORNER.
IT will pay you to find time to call upon
Our
us at our Ruislip Show -rooms.
" Bargain Corner " is particularly popular as
there are truly bargains to be picked up. For

instance last month we had H.R.O. receivers
at only 30/- each, not complete, of course, but
undoubtedly real bargains. Our premises are

very close to Ruislip Manor Underground

Station. We close Wednesday afternoon, but
are open until 5.3o p.m. on Saturday.
Good stock of
add x /-. Postable ite ms can be sent C.O.D. additional charge approx. t /-

Orders under £2 add 1/6, under
all items at time of going to press. List 6d.

aji0

small rectifier these will dose off

tacts.

TYPES.

outside work.

is Li. Post free.

CONTACTOR for breaking
25 amps, coil voltage is 24v
D.C., but with a ie-wind or a

PLEASE INQUIRE ABOUT OTHER

CRYSTAL DIODES.
THE simple crystal set which will operate
without batteries is definitely coming
back into popularity again. The new germanium crystal diodes are ideal for these receivers
and are probably the cause of this new

American T.R.F. and superhet receivers
" all dry " etc., which have been imported
into this Country. Names include Sparton,
Emmetson, Admiral, Crossley, R.C.A. Victor,
etc. Each sheet gives circuit diagrams and
component values, alignment procedure,
etc., etc. Price for the folder of too sheets

light weight,
sensitive
for

tacts, adjustable pressure.
Price 13/6.

such as in slug tuning. Price 1/ti.

nUR folder No.
consists of zoo data
%.-1 sheets covering most of the popular

EXTRA
extra

high speed or radio control
work, weight only x f oz.,
closes on 2 m.A., solid,
platinum change -over con-

Telephone: Ruislip 578o

"--ZPRECISION EMAIL -NI' (2) ELECTRON HOUSE, Windmill Hill, RUISLIP MANOR, MIDDX.
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THE PROVEN
LONG-DISTANCE

AERIAL

keiteit meek

TYPE

FA22

frAared 4.4,0144it
'de

ktto ~dm a

#60414

katfrati4.
onto

itektereol,

iheloeszet

f4/1/40

STABILITY RADIO COMPONENTS LTD.
COMMERCE ESTATE, WOODFORD AVENUE,
LONDON, E.18.
BUCKHURST 6501 2

Specia ly designed for long-distance reception. In actual

tests greater signal strength has been received than
from any standard aerial, due to the fact that the FA22
is an engineered array which can be safely erected in
the most exposed positions and has many other unique
features. The special TELECRAFT pole -mounting device
gives perfect balance, together with easy rigid fixing at
almost any point. All connections guaranteed waterproof. Mast clamp is adjustable to fit any mast W-3"
diameter. No extra struts are necessary as the unit
provides its own ' Cantilever ' supports.

AERIAL COMPLETE
less Mast & Lashings -

- -

£5 .12 . 6

LONDON AND MIDLAND FREQUENCY
LB Adjustable lashing, 22 6. tin. or din. Mast, 30 - per pr.

Dealers Report GOOD RECEPTION
from these areas with this Aerial
LEEDS

SWINDON

HASTINGS

BURNLEY
LIVERPOOL

IPSWICH

WORTHING

MONMOUTH

COLWYN BAY
LLANDUDNO

DOVER
MARGATE
ROSS -ON -WYE
WELSHPOOL
DEAL
FOLKESTONE

SWANSEA
BRISTOL
BRIGHTON
BATH

SOUTHWOLD
DONCASTER
ETC., ETC.

ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT IT or in case of difficulty write to :HEAD OFFICE & SALES:

TELECRAFT
LIMITED

the Manufacture and Design of TV
Aerials since 1937

QUADRANT RD., THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
THOrnton Heath 2985
Depots

built to specification-W.W., August 1949
The fidelity of reproduction given by the Williamson
Amplifier is now an accepted standard throughout
the world. This high standard is made possible by
the following important features.
Specially designed output transformer.

Low phase shift.
Heavy feedback, which includes the output
transformer and all the valves.

These features make possible

BRISTOL, BIRMINGHAM, WORTHING

:

Low linear distortion, with less than 0.1

per

cent, harmonic content.

Low intermodulation distortion.

CHICHESTER
PORTSMOUTH
PETERBOROUGH

DEFINITE PROOF THAT THE FA22 IS A TV AERIAL
OF OUTSTANDING MERIT

Specialists in

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIERS

PRICES:
from LI9 19

Amplifiers
Pre -Amplifiers.
Tuners

.

01 No
from E8 0 Of tax
from E10 10 0 Plus tax

Full details from the manufacturers :

GOODSELL LTD
40, GARDNER STREET, BRIGHTON, SUSSEX
Telephone: 26735

Demonstrations at :-

HOLLEY'S RADIO STORES, CAMBERWELL
H.P. Terms Available
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GOO
AUDIOM Loudspeakers
MIST (RED TRADE M.,

The unrivalled series of medium and heavy
duty P.M. reproducers.

AL/5 CABINET
LOUDSPEAKER
incorporating
Goodmans 12" Audiom 6o.
Finish: natural polished
seasoned mahogany.
Size : z7" x 57" x

List Price : Lir 5s.
Connection: two-way moulded plug and socket.
Available with transformer, Z2. tos. extra.

Meet us at the

Heavy duty

RADIO SHOW
Sept. 6-16.

multi -ratio

transformer
Model MR/T4

Stand 85.

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Lancelot

Road, Wembley, Middlesex.

Telephone:

Wembley

1200

(8

lines).

Telegrams:

Goodaxiom, Wembley

Simple
and

Reliable
IN areas where the cost of installation and maintenance
of line communications is prohibitive, the Redifon
GR. 49D comes into its own. Many hundreds have already
been supplied for small communities, oilfields, forestry

workings and similar assignments. Equally suitable for
static or mobile installations, the set is a complete transmitting

and receiving station and can be used for point-to-point or
ground -to -air services with both C.W. and R.T. facilities.
Radio Telephony operation is as simple as using an ordinary
dial telephone, and the fully tropicalised design ensures low
operating costs and complete reliability under the most
adverse climatic conditions. Contact Redifon for full details.

1cott,c,,,,0

RedR!dfa,ion
Radio Communications Division

REDIFON LIMITED, BROOMHILL ROAD, WANDSWORTH, S.W.18
DESIGNERS & MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO COMMUNICATIONS & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT.

Phone: VANdyke 5691
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DiaVrant oy courtesy of
McGraw Hitt PisbY. Co. Ins

for balanced and unbalanced measurement at frequencies between 1 Mc/s and 100 Mc/s.

Kerr
PHONE: MALDEN 2202

THE WAYNE KERR LABORATORIES LIMITED, NEW MALDEN, SURREY.

The Revolutionary

GOLDRING
Headmaster

OKERIN

HYPERF1DELITY

PICK-UP
With an interchangeable Pickup Head for every type of record.

Supplied in attractive Display
Carton complete with Gold ring Tonaliser and Transformer

Gold ring Products include :
PICK-UPS, PICK-UP HEADS,
POINT
JEWEL
SAPPHIRE
NEEDLES,AND RADIOGRAM
ACCESSORIES.

- COMPOUNDS
Electrical Engineers know the variety

of uses for which Okerin waxes are
produced.

We are constantly meeting the special
need for industrial purposes and this
service is at your disposal. Just let

us know your requirements.
Telephone :

Write for full Descriptive Lists and Technical Information.

ERWIN SCHARF
49-51a DE BEAUVOIR ROAD, LONDON, N.1
Telephone :

- WAXES
- DI-JELLS

CLISSOLD 3434

Temple Bar 5927

ASTOR, BOISSELIER & LAWRENCE LTD.
Sales Dept. :

Norfolk House, Norfolk St.. Strand, W.C.2
Works & Laboratories : West Drayton, Middlesex
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/".

FOR

"LONG-PLAYING"
GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT
Call and hear 33; r.p.m. apparatus at Webb's,
giving high-fidelity reproduction with almost

non-existent surface noise-a revelation in
general realism.
tri)POiE

4101/0TO MODE[.
By the introduction of this pole mounted
type the manifold advantages of the fam-

ous 'Antex'-stronger signals, reduction
in interference and its highly directional
properties-are brought to the outlying
Simple in design, simple to instal,
the ' Antex ' is essentially a trouble -free
areas.

aerial.

The impedance is 70-80 ohms; forward
gain 5.0 db (approx. 2 db greater than a
normal ' H ' array); front/ back ratio
22.0 db; weight 111b.
MODEL XP ' ANTEX ' for London Area.
MODEL XP :B ANTEX for Birmingham Area.

Complete with pole mounting fitting

Retail Price £2. 3. 0.
The Electrical and Mechanical Design is fully protected. Pat. No. 630795 & Prov. Pat. 12178/99 &

Reg. Des. 859630.
LVOV LASHING TIPS

CONNOISSEUR DUAL -SPEED MOTOR.
A precision -made mechanism, giving either 78 or 331 r.p.m. at the turn
of a switch. A.C. operated zoo/250 volts, 113.15 0. Plus P.T. £5,'19 2

CONNOISSEUR "SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT" PICK-UP.
Has three interchangeable heads for Standard, Microgroove and older
standard recordings. Low downward pressure of to/tt grams for
standard recordings, and 5/7 grams for microgroove.
Price of Pick-up with One Head £4'0-0. Plus Purchase Tax £111418
Extra heads cost each 82/1010. Plus Purchase Tax £1/1,8.
Transformer 15/-.
" COSMOCORD GP.20 " PICK-UP.
A high fidelity crystal pick-up taking interchangeable heads for standard
and microgroove work. Output 0.5 volts at 1,000 c.p.s. Permanent
sapphire. Has automatic bass boost allowing direct fitment to domestic
radio.

Price with one head, 22110'0. Plus Purchase Tax £1/1/5.
Alternative head, standard or microgroove, costs £I-10/0, plus 13'4
Purchase Tax. Pressure automatically adjusted by changing the head,
being

z 't4 grams for standard, and 6 to grams for microgroove.

DECCA " 3370 " DUAL -SPEED HIGH FIDELITY PLAYING
DESK.
Built in strong wood case, covered leather cloth with carrying handle.
Size 15f x 131 x 6f in. high. Robust constant speed induction motor
giving both 331 and 78 r.p.m. Two interchangeable 3 -pin plug-in
pick-up heads with sapphire styli : for 33i and 78 r.p.m. records. Differ-

ence in weight of heads provides automatic weight compensation.
Spring balanced arm.
Price £11 14'5. Plus Purchase Tax £5 1 7.

DECCA " 33A " OPEN TYPE PLAYING DESK.
Robust, constant speed 331 r.p.m. motor, rubber covered turntable.
Lightweight pick-up with spring balanced plastic arm, replaceable
crystal capsule with sapphire stylus.
Price 88'412. Plus Purchase Tax 2213/10.

DECCA " 33B " PLAYING DESK WITH LID.
Same specification as " 33A " for motor and pick-up. Fitted in leather
cloth covered wood case with lid.
Price £8'8 8. Plus Purchase Tax £3 13 0.
\Via 110itN1044 PPS

DECCA " 33C " PLAYING DESK WITH LID.
As model 33B " but fitted with "Decca ffr " lightweight pick-up,
either type " C " 850 ohms impedance, or type " D 4,200 ohms
impedance.

Price £8,'8 G.

Plus Purchase Tax £3/13/0.

DECCA " LONG-PLAYING " HEADS.
For fitment to existing standard type " Decca ffr " pick-ups. Supplied
with a compensating counter -weight. Type " C " 850 ohms, and type
" D " 4,200 ohms.
Both types, price i2/8/0. Plus Purchase Tax 21 /0/11.

ANTIFERENCE LIMITED
67 BRYANSTON STREET LONDONWI

Webb's Radio, 14, Soho St., Oxford St., London, W.1.
Phone: GERrard 2089.

Shop Hours: 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.

Sats 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
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CLYDESDALE

Bargains in Ex -Service Radio and Electronic Equipment
THAT "SHARP CHANNEL" Q5'er

BC -453 (and equivalent ARC -5 series) Command Receiver is quite effective and justi.
fiably popular as a sharp channel I.F. system to follow any ccnventional communication
receiver having an I.F. of 190 to 550 kcis. The receiver operates with an I.F, of 85 kc/s
Except for rewiring the hearer circuit (24 volt as is) to conform with the supply available.
no further major modifications need to be done.

The BC -453 makes a n excellent car radio for M.W. reception,. nd can be readily modified by

installing the CARLTON COIL UNIT, price 1016d. from us, correcting the valve heater
circuit to conform with supply available, and installinz a speaker and HT Vibro-pack.
OGEE
CARRIAGE
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY
PRICE
diagram supplied with each unit.

63/-

ISO WATT RIG COMPONENTS OR V.F.O.
with a PA assembly capable of handling 150 watts.

Unit,

consisting

Brand New.
Hybrid Unit MI -7182 by RCA.

for

the

Bridge consisting of four arms (3!600 ohm.
and I/variable).
When the bridge is in balance, no signals are
inter -transferred Frequency range 300-3,000

supply

L.T

one

of

4a.

rectifier,

etc., at 3.25-0-3.25v. 8a. winding supplying the
6.3v. circuit of a built-in modulator, suitable
for swinging a transmitter carrier of 100w. input,
plus an outlet for the supply of an external

cycles.

II x

x 61 in.

Finished Dove grey complete with instruction book and circuit.
CLYDESDALE'S

transmitter. A 200-0-200v. 50 mla fully smoothed
supply for bias needs a second transformer (H.T.)
500-0-500v. 200 m /a. (twice) rectified and smooth-

45/-

PRICE ONLY

ed, one supply for the internal modulator, the

Order direct from :-

second supply is carried to an outlet for external
Valves include : 3/6C5, 2/807 and 2/AV!
use.
PRICECLYDESDALE'S
ONLY

An extremely versatile

This uni-. is electrically similar to an A.C.

A complete 110 to 250 volt cycle A.G. Mains

transformer - 3/4v.

19in. Rack Mounting A.G. Mains Power

Unit type 3.
A complete A.G. Mains power supply with

CLYDESDALE'S efl /.1 /6 CARRIAGE
"%Pi Sit
PAID
PRICE ONLY

CARRIAGE
PAID

A.C. Mains Power Unit with Built-in Modulator. For WiS 36 Transmitter.
Power

47/6

40 m/a. and 6.3v. 3a.
power pack.

x 84in. with handles.

19/6

PRICE ONLY

Originally intended for a 26v. heater supply, but
can be very simply altered for standard input.
CARRIAGE
CLY DESDALE
PAID
PRICE ONLY'S
Circuits supplied with each unit.

Double choke smoothing with paper conOutput 200VDC
densers and 5Z4 rectifier

Numerous components include a double spiced 125 Pf. PA variable with
S.M. drive plus a 150 Pf. variable condensers with micro -drive Tapped

CLYDESDALE'S

: I

variable input voltage tappings, switched
0-2001210/220/240/250 and fitted with 0-300
VDC. and 0 -ISO mia. Meters in H.T. output
circuits.

Ex-U.S. Tuning Range " E " constitutes a basis for a 7 Mc:s ECO :cage

tank coils and low loss switches.
Enclosed in a black crackled case 12 x

5 Valve Superhet Feeder.
Type 78 Superhet " feeder " receiver unit
with a frequency range of 2.4 to 5 and 5.8 to
13 Mcjs in two switched bands. This receiver
can be easily modified for use with a Mains
power unit.
FEATURES : Built in 100 kc is crystal subratio frequency calibrated
standard. 53
drive. Dessynn trimmer control provides a
15 KO remote variable tuning control.
Illuminated dial etc.

CLYDESDALE O. Dy

£12/10/0 CARRIAGE
P

E S T R. E CE .Ts
2G BIL AR ISDGGOW

Vial our Branches in Scotland, E ,dand and Northern Ireland

Phone: South 27061.,

BAFFLETTE

Extension Loudspeakers
Superior Quality.

Superior Appearance.

,

Greater Reliability.
Better Value.
Advance Design.

SPA%

MINOR

41,9,

52'6

BABY

39'6

MAJOR

A,:ents
Rego! 7;adedlo.4

65f With Transformers a

108511111

MHO

TYPES.

OHMS

THE LOWEST EVER

A1

74

CAPACITANCE OR

A2

74

ATTENUATION

IMMEDIATE
DELIVER/1J
SPECIALISTS IN A/911:4CM
ARTICULATED CABLES JINCE/92.9

TRANSRADIO
LTD
C 0 N MN ACTORS TO nw. GOVERNMENT
1385 CROMWELL ROAD. LONDON.SWI

ENGLAND

A34 73

BMW
TYPES.

Cl
P.C.1

C11

C2
C22

C3
C33
C44

!MEN

LOADING

d"n,,4',7,. Ca
1.7 OR 0.36
1.3

0.6

MAC INPID,

0.24 0.44
1.5 0.88

We

OHMS.

7.3
10.2

150 2.5

4.1

NIGH POWER

FLEXIBLE

ATTER

,,,,,i1.

6.3
6.3
5.5
5.4
4.8

few

0.36
132 3.1 0.36
173 3.2 0.36
171 2.15 0.44
184 2.8 0.44
197 1.9 0.64
220 2.4 0.64
252 2.1
1.03

BONNIE

STANDARD

a CONSOLE

D."
0.0
0.

BABY.
OTHER MODELS

496

£4 4

£6 15

0
0

shillings

extra.

All fitted with " Out of - sight "
volume

JUNIOR
DE LUXE

PRESTIGE

controls.
£4
£12

59/6

15 0
19

6

Na.10,11L.

RADIO LTD., BAFFLETTE HOUSE, BATLEY, YORKS.
VERY LOW
CAPACITANCE

who experience difficulty in obtaining
supplies should order direct stating usual wholesalers
Dealers
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INTRICATE PARTS
but not too
intricate
for

Bullers
Made in Three Principal Materials
FREQUELEX

An insulating material of Low Di -electric Loss, for Coil
Formers, Aerial Insulators, Valve Holders, etc.
PERMALEX

A High Permittivity Material.

For the construction of

Condensers of the smallest possible dimensions.
TEMPLEX

BULLERS

LOW

LOSS

CERAMICS

A Condenser material of medium permittivity.
For the
construction of Condensers having a constant capacity at
all temperatures.

BULLERS LTD., 6, Laurence Pountney Hill, London, E.C.4
Telegrams : "Bullers, Cannon, London "

Phone : Mansion House 9971 (3 lines)
Manchester Office : 196, Deansgate, Manchester

Equipment
without
Equivalent
MARCONI

TEST EQUIPMENT

without

IS

equivalent. Signal Generator TF 801A,
tor instance, has the unique feature of contact -

less waveband selection thereby eliminating
the variable factor of r.f. contact resistance. The instrument, which is
steadily growing in popularity, has a range of 10-300 Mc/s and a maximum
output of 0.2V r.m.s. at a source impedance of 750. A.C. mains operated,
it provides both wide and narrow band modulation - internal and

external - is directly calibrated in frequency and is fitted with an incremental control. Truly a distinguished example of Marconi ascendancy
in signal generator design. Full specification available on request.

Please ask for folder
"SUMMARY OF
COMMUNICATIONS TEST GEAR"

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
ST. ALBANS, HERTFORDSHIRE
Northern Officer 30 Albion Street, Hull
Office : 19 The Parade, Leamington Spa

Telephone: St. Albans 6161/5

Western Officer 76 Portview Road. Avonmouth

.

Midland

Southern Office & Showrooms: 109 Eaton Square, London, S.W.I
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RECEIVERU NITS

TYPE 25. The

Receiver section of
the TRI196 equipment.
Easily corverted to an all 6
wave receiver.
valve superhet. Supplied with the 6
brand new valves :

111144.

ROW

2
1

EF39 ;
EBC33.

2

EK32 ;

Full

I

32 -page illustrated instruction book and 8 full size working diagrams.
Price 5/, POST FREE. All components for building the Viewmaster
available from stock for immediate delivery.

PRE -AMPLIFIER for the Viewmaster, full data and circuit price
chassis with screened
1/-, post free. Kit comprises the following
valve holder, 5 condensers, 5 resistances, 2 coils and valve, price

44/10. The pre -amplifier kit less valve, 23/6. Please state London or
Midland when ordering.

LASKY'S

details and cir-

9" magnetic deflection, 6.3 volt
heater. Working E.H.T. 5,000
volts. Brilliant black and white picture,

PRICE,

22'6.

The Receiver Type
Carriage 2/6 extra.

25.

valves.

Less

flat

Carriage 26 extra.
LASKY'S PRICE, 8,'6.

LASKY'S PRICE, 79/6d.

Carriage 7/6d. extra.

EX A.M. COMMUNICATION RECEIVER TYPE RI155.

Brand

new in wood transit case. Aerial tested before despatch. Supplied complete with 10 valves. Circuit B.F.O., A.V.C., R.F., A.M.P., 2 I.F. stages,
:

magic eye, etc. 5 Frequency ranges : 18.5-7.5 Mc/s ; 7.5-3.0 Mc/s ; 1500600 KO ; 500-200 Kc/s ; 200-75 Kc,s. Full modification data and circuit
details supplied free with each receiver.
LASKY'S PRICE, E12/10/..
Carriage in wood case, 7j6 extra,

Complete kit of parts, including output valve and rectifier for building
power pack and output stage for the RI 155 Receiver, as described in the

data

and

connections

Insurance and carriage per passenger train
10/- extra. Supplied complete with suitable
square white mask and safety glass as illustrated. These cathode ray tubes are supplied

I

:

Full

LASKY'S SPECIAL PRICE VI/6

I

I

face.

supplied with each tube.

RADAR INDICATOR UNITS. BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL
WOOD TRANSIT CASE. Contains 2 cathode ray tubes, ein.VCR517, and
3in.-VCRI39A. Also the following valves : 3 SP6I ;
DI. Dozens of components, including 7 pot/meters,
1615 ; 3 EA50 ;
resistances, condensers, etc. Enclosed in metal cabinet, size I2in. x 9in.
x I 9in. Weight 40Ibs.

FIRST

ARE

AGAIN !
Special Buy.
TYPE 6501 CATHODE
RAY TUBES.

store soiled.

LASKY'S

I

:

cuits supp'ied free
with each unit. These
units are slightly

',tiler(

Rewurrkeel Art

EF3o ;

THE VIEWMASTER. The television set you can build at home,
from stardard parts. London or Midland versions. Send today for

in their original cardboard cartons. Make
no mistake, they are genuine black and
white television cathode ray tubes, and
are not Government surplus.
SPECIAL OFFER. 2 VU I II E.H.T. Rectifiers. Two for 7/-. Post and
packing, 1/6.

INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION.

surplus

Ex -Government

Using

equipment. Data book No. 4. Revised and enlarged edition.

PRICE 2'6 PER COPY.

SPECIAL OFFER
TUBES.

Brand

Post Free.

Ex -GOVT. CATHODE RAY

VCR.97

new, fully guaranteed.

LASKY'S PRICE 22 6.

Carriage and Insurance 7 6 extra.

modification instructions. PRICE 56/- complete. Carriage Free.

ANTENNA ROD SECTIONS. Each rod is steel heavily coppe
The above power pack and output stage, fully assembled in black crackle
plated, 12in. long. Any number of rods can be fitted together.
steel case ready for use. PRICE, 79/6 complete. Carriage 51- extra.
LASKY'S PRICE 2/6 PER DOZEN. POST FREE.
The RI155, as above. Only slightly store soiled. PRICE, L10/10/-.
SPECIAL OFFER 3 DOZEN FOR 6/, POST FREE.
Carriage 7/6.
Send 21d. stamp for a copy of our current stock list of Ex -Government and new radio and radar equipment, The Lasky's Radio Bulletin.

370,

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.9

(Opposite Paddington Hospital)

Hours : Monday to Saturday, 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Telephone: CUNningham 1979
Thursday, Half dry.

BRIERLEY
RIBBON" AND -ARMATURE"
PICKUPS

TELEVISION
I A2figrACEOV
No adverse effect.

P444 (plug-in).

In stocks.

P445 (screw -in).

?it in a second.
A.F. BULGIN &co.yro
BYE PASS ROAD,

ESSEX

BARKING.

RIPpIetudy 3474-97._

THE USE OF BRIERLEY PICKUPS AND 2 -SPEED

TURNTABLE WITH L.P. DISCS
The characteristics of BRIERLEY PICKUPS due to the
uncompromising pursuit of extremely low mass of the moving
parts with the associated greatly extended frequency
response, are particularly essential on L.P. discs where the
top resonances of all pickups is unavoidably about an octave
lower than on normal shellac pressings.
" REPRODUCTION OF RECORDS-I " deals with the
correct use of low output wide range pickups giving precise
constructional and assembly details of essential associated
equipment.
Obtainable from your local bookseller, radio shop or direct.
Price 3 6.

By post, 3 I I.

We apologise to those who earlier in the year had to wait
for their copy of this booklet ; delivery is now by return.
J.

H. BRIERLEY (GRAMOPHONES & RECORDINGS) LTD.
6, TITHEBARN STREET, LIVERPOOL, 2

.ociackt 0/
Q2tectidy & Qe&ihi4/4;

1

MAINS TRANSFORMERS-

A. F. TRANSFORMER

SWITCHE4
CHOHES

THERMAL DELAY
SMOOTHING

_]

POWER RESISTANCES
e Map 4
i1/0013,117.1

/422 -/426

CAMBRIDGE Rouv wootsviGti S1113
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One of our eccentricities is that we are concerned to give

factory for about three months when "sound on vision"

Ultra T V Dealers as much help as possible in installing and
servicing Ultra T V receivers. We take the view that accidents
can happen. Components can fail. No T V that has ever been
made has been immune from trouble of some kind or another.
But 90 per cent of the dculty in coping with breakdowns is
diagnosing what has gone wrong. That is why we have always

appeared, due to one particular valve becoming microphonic,
which when replaced, overcame the trouble. After about three
months, however, the same trouble appeared again. The reply

we gave on the 'phone, and printed in " T V GEN" , was that
the set was in use where signal strength was exceptionally
strong, and we thought, therefore, that the variable
sensitivity control probably was set at, or near,
the high attenuation end of its travel, making

taken so much trouble in the preparation of
servicing information for the benefit of Ultra
TV dealers. This information not only takes
the form of Service Sheets that are available
immediately sets are in production, but also
includes, for example, the issue, monthly, of a
publication we call " T V .GEN," which gives

ULTRA
eccentricities
NUMBER ONE

the cathode and the suppressor grid of the
valve in question some So volts above earth,
which tends to produce microphony. Hence, in
areas of very high signal strength a suitable
aerial attenuator should be used; so that

up-to-the-minute "gen" which will help Ultra television

the variable

Dealers' servicemen.

adjustment and set at a position which does not "encourage"

A feature of recent issues of "T V GEN" has been extracts
from the log books of the fellows in our Service Department
who deal with telephone enquiries. For example, one of our
Dealers recently 'phoned us on a matter that was troubling

microphony.

sensitivity control can be used for normal

Such "eccentricities" as this help to give Ultra TV
Dealers confidence in our products, and in turn, they can
give the very best advice and service to both potential
and actual owners of Ultra radio and television products.

him. A particular Ultra T V set had been perfectly satis-

ULTRA ELECTRIC LIMITED
WESTERN AVENUE

ALNICO

ALCOMAX

ACTON

W.3.

HYCOMAX

This Photo Electric Exposure Meter made by
The Pullin Optical Co. Ltd.
incorporates a Sintered
Alcomax II Magnet.

ACr°

511Es°

°4Gl*tt

MUREX LTD. RAINHAM ESSEX ENGLAND
LONDON SALES OFFICE

Telephone

CENTRAL HOUSE UPPER WOBURN PLACE W.C.I

.

Rotnhorn. Essex 140

Telephone: EUSton 8165

Where small complex shapes
with high magnetic efficiency and
stability are required sintered
permanent magnets are essential.
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FOR THE DISCRIMINATING PA MAN
PORTABLE BATTERY MAINS AMPLIFIER BM40
An attractive appearance and unique construction combined with first-rate performance give
this instrument a hallmark of distinction. Peak
power 4o watts, 3o watts undistorted. Designed
for both A.G. Mains and tz-volt battery operaProvision for independent electronic
mixing of two microphones and one gramophone
channel. Built-in vibrator. Special tone control
circuit, with independent bass boost and
cut, and treble boost and cut.
These and many other features make the BM4o
the most up-to-date amplifier available.
List price £45.
tion.

MOBILE CAMPAIGN OUTFIT MAIS

An ideal equipment for mobile applications,
giving crisp, clear messages. The outfit comprises : 15 watt amplifier for either 6 volts or
12 volts operation ; hand microphone type
M.C.B., and co -axial weatherproof loudspeaker.

A gramophone input and battery -saver switch
are incorporated.
List price £42.

30 WATT PORTABLE AMPLIFIER PA30/B

A 3o watt amplifier for public address men.
Inputs for moving coil or ribbon microphones

and gramophone. Tone control. Illuminated
panel and output signal level indicator. Outputs :
7.5, 15 ohms and too volt line. Operates from

zoo/25o volts A.C. mains, or tz-volt battery

when used with battery adaptor unit type LT3o.
An ideal equipment for P.A. vans, general
installations and outdoor requirements. Supplied
in a handsome portable case.
List price : PA3o/B Amplifier, £35.

LT3o Battery Adaptor, in xos.

1111111166,......1
BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS LIMITED
CLAREMONT WORKS, OLD HILL. STAFFS.

TEL.: CRADLEY HEATH 6212/3

U11'11133 Thi
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Important trends in valve design
MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LIMITED have pleasure in

introducing a new series of advertisements which will describe

important trends in the design of receiving valves.

Special
emphasis will be laid upon television, and forthcoming announce-

ments will deal with basic developments from the Mullard
laboratories. In this connection it is undoubtedly correct to say
that the successful penetration of world markets by British Television Manufacturers is largely dependent upon valve and tube
technique.

Mullard have borne this vital factor in mind in their development programmes, and are already able to offer setmakers valves
specifically designed for efficient television reception under all
conditions and by any system. This, coupled with the established
Mullard network of overseas distribution, will enable exporters
to attack new markets with considerable advantage.
Once again, Mullard invite readers of the " Wireless World" to
apply for reprints of this important series of advertisements, the
first of which will appear in the September issue. Requests should
be made to the address below.

Mullard

VALVES AND TUBES FOR
RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LIMITED, Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

MVM 13

WIRELESS WORLD
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FIRST
TYPE 8D5

Noval Based Low

Microphony Pentode Amplifier
Type 8D5 fulfils the long outstanding requirement for a low
microphony single ended valve of small overall dimensions.
The outcome of 18 months' intensive development and
experimental work, this valve exhibits the lowest hum and
microphony factor commercially attainable in a miniature
type at the present time.
Type 8D5 is primarily designed for use in the early stages of
high gain A.F. amplifiers. By virtue of its thorough screening
and the careful choice of base connections employed, it is
also suitable for R.F. amplification up to 30 Mcrs.

Bulb diameter, Fn. max.

Seated height, I- in. max.

CHARACTERISTICS
Heater Voltage

Heater Current
Anode Voltage
Screen Voltage
Mutual Conductance
Anode Impedance

...

6.3 volts

0.15 amp.
300 volts max.
125 volts max.
... 1.25 mA V
...
2.3 meg.

INTER ELECTRODE CAPACITANCES
Input ...

...

Output
Control Grid to Anode

0.01 pF..maPx..

4.040 pF.F

Application Notes
Although the valve may be used successfully
when mounted in any position, it will retain its
characteristics better when the axis is vertical.
Residual hum is caused by capacitances between
pins and between contacts in the socket ; it is of

the order of 20 µV when the grid input impedance
is 2 megohms and a P.T.F.E. socket is employed.

If no " hum-dinger " is used, the heater lead
connected to pin No. 4 should be earthed,
together with connections to pins I, 6 and 9.

11111mAil
WRITE NOW TO DEPT. 4530
for data sheet on the above valve.

TECHNICAL ADVICE SERVICE

STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES LIMITED, FOOTSCRAY,,S1DCUP, KENT.
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NEW TRUE

[0

INTERCHANGEABLE ON THE

FIDELITY PICK-UP

Long-playing micro -groove records are here. And so is

SOME CHARACTERISTICS

It is

Output P. at t,000 c.p.s.-5 to 20

the GP.i9LP Head, specially made for them.

GP -I9 HEAD

interchangeable with the Standard GP.19 Head on the
famous GP.2o Pick -Up. The man with a GP,2o and
these two heads is equipped for the finest possible

times greater than comparable
magnetic types.
Range 30-10,000 c.p.s.

reproduction from any record-standard
groove, 78 or 334 r.p.m.

Output iv. at 1,000 c.p.s.
Response is flat from 3o c.p.s. to
3,000 c.p.s. with a rising characteristic above this frequency.
Needle pressure 7 grams.

..

GP -20

Complete pick-up with Standard Head

GP-20LP

Complete pick-up with Long Playing Head

GP -I9

Standard Head as fitted to GP -20

GP-I9LP Long Playing Head as fitted to GP-20LP

or micro-

.. a 10

0

Low needle pressure -14 grms.virtually eliminates record wear.
GP-I9LP HEAD

BOTH HEADS

(plus 2115 P.T.)

Automatic bass -boost without ad-

f2 10 0
(plus 21;5 P.T.)
.. El 10 0
(plus 13/4 P.T.)

Can be fitted to domestic radios.
Needle talk and motor rumble

.

.

.

LI

10

0

(plus 13/4 P.T.)

COSMOCORD LIMITED

ditional equalisers.
negligible.

Unbreakable and non -hygroscopic
crystal element.
Permanent sapphire stylus eliminates needle change.

ENFIELD

MIDDLESEX
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THE "BELLING -LEE" PAGE
Providing technical information, service and advice in relation
to our products and the suppression of electrical interference
THE BANDWIDTH OF

width, including aerial and feeder,
at say 3 Mc/s for a r db. drop.

TELEVISION AERIALS

But supposing the signal is weak,

often ask us for data concerning the

and there is a lot of interference
present ; in the circumstances the

vision aerials.
This question

picture is poor.
Reducing bandwidths throughout
the receiver and aerial will lose the

Dealers and Service Engineers

eye will tell the brain that the

bandwidths of our range of telefalls

into

the

" How long is a piece of string ? "

category.
It is very natural for this question
to be asked, however, because

satisfactory television picture resolution is intimately bound up
with it.

During the last war bandwidth
was an all important parameter in
radar technique, particularly for
accurate target ranging, where the

shape of the leading edge of the
received pulse had to be maintained within close limits.
Furthermore, aerials, feeders and
input circuits were lavishly designed with little regard for expense.

In these circumstances controlled
and repeatable bandwidths were
achieved.

When one asks the question
" What is the bandwidth of your
L.7oo aerial ? " they should say
" I have your model L.7oo aerial.
It is connected by 57ft. 4iin. of
L.600 feeder to such and such a
make of receiver ; what is its

bandwidth ?"
In other words the bandwidth of
an, aerial depends upon the following 1.n.rameters :I. The intrinsic bandwidth of the

aerial, with its active dipole
short circuited at the centre.
(To some extent dependent

upon height above ground.)
2. The length and characteristics

of the feeder to which it

is

couplers and an electrostatic probe,

and thirdly an admittance bridge

of special design.
Having measured the impedance

we have a technical foundation

curve something like

facturers standardise input circuit
and impedances-then we can say

We must now decide what the

upon which accurate bandwidths

bandwidth should be.

Since the curve is a smooth one

it could be Yi,

Y2,

Y3, or any

other Y. Of course if it were
possible to obtain an impedance
"

response as in Figure (2) (and it is
not), then the bandwidth would be
simply Yo.

Bandwidth must be tied up with
amplitude therefore, and it is
customary to define bandwidths

as that which obtains when the
response of the resonant curve

falls to

1

devised originally (we believe) by
Bruckmann ; there is the Impedo
meter, which is a short section o
low loss line using two directiona

aerial
systems
can
be
established.
In the meantime we can say with
of

confidence that any television receiver capable of resolving 3 MO
will do so when connected to any

television aerial
correctly installed.
It is not every maker who claims
that his receiver is capable of
" Belling -Lee "

resolving 3 Mc/s even under ideal
conditions.

(3 db.) of its maximum

A/2

value.

So far so good, but an inspection

of the impedance curve for the

value of Y for a 3 db. drop in

amplitude is just not the frequency

response of the aerial, and this is

where so many make a fundamental
error.

It would be true if the voltage

response is sharper (i.e., the bandwidth is less) than the impedance

the input circuit of the
There is the slotted line method
across

When legislation puts a stop to

that shown in Figure (i).

resonance

receiver by at least three methods.

receiver.

We can take a complete installa-

present moment.

interference ; when high definition
receivers are a reality ; when manu-

tion and measure the impedance

3. The magnitude and phase of
the input, impedance of the

Let us therefore not worry too
much about bandwidth at the

variation with frequency we proceed to plot it on graph paper and
obtain a somewhat flat sort of

developed in the aerial was independent of frequency, but this is
not true of the dipole.
The voltage developed in it, for a
constant field strength, falls off as
the frequency is varied about the

connected.

3 Mc/s bars, but the improvement
in signal-to-noise ratio will delight
the eye as many can well testify.

resonant value, so that the true

The above illustration is of the

curve would indicate.

" Belling -Lee "

any degree of reliable accuracy, the
overall response bristles with
technical difficulties.
It is true to say that each
installation would have to be
separately assessed.
Having given the bandwidth for

The list price of the elements,
crcssarm and support is £9 . 3 . 6,
but this is sold only complete with
I4 -foot metal mast and cap.

The problem of determining, to

3 db. loss for a particular installation what does this mean in terms
of picture resolution ?

If the receiver is really capable
of resolving in perfect black and
white, the 3 Mc/s bars on the test

card, one might be somewhat fussy
about maintaining the input band-

' Multirod '
distance television aerial.

long

List number :
L698 (London)
L699 (Midland) £43 . 18 . 0.
Chimney lashings extra.
L68o/R Double lashings and
brackets £2 . 11 . 6.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD.. ENFIELD. MIDDX., ENGLAND
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53 Ranges with Rotary Switch Selection

The

WESTON
S.75
Multi -Range

Test Set

This uniquely comprehensive Test Set has 53 ranges for
measuring AC and DC current and voltage, resistance and
insulation. It is completely self-contained, with internal
batteries to provide power for the ohms ranges and selfcontained power pack for insulation measurement at 500 v.
Selection is carried out by two 20 -position switches. A fully
protective safety device is fitted and is operative for forward
or reverse overload. The 150 division 6" scale is uniformly
divided and is fitted with an anti -parallax mirror. The set
is enclosed in a handsome bakelite case and fully complies
with B.S.S. No. 89 covering first grade instruments. Full
details of this, and other Weston electrical measuring instruments will gladly be supplied on request.

SANGAMO WESTON LIMITED
ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX
TELEPHONE: ENFIELD 3484 (6 LINES) AND 1242 (4 LINES:
TELEGRAMS: SANWEST, ENFIELD
AREA DEPOTS:
201 St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.
Milburn House, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
22 Booth Street, Manchester.
33 Princess Street, Wolverhampton.

Central 6208
Newcastle 26867
Central 7904
Wolverhampton 21912

AUGUST, 1950
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IGH
(I)

UALTIFY

REP ODUCTION
"FIFTY and THIRTY WATT" CINEMA AMPLIFIERS
as illustrated for single or double P.E.C. input with
separate adjustable bias. Full range of tone controls to
suit

all needs with built-in Exciter Supply if required.

PRICES range from 34,1 gns. to 42.1 gns.
TYPE C.P. 20A AMPLIFIER
For AC Mains and 12 volt working giving 15 watts output,
ha,', switch change -over from AC to DC and " Stand-by"
positions. Consumes only 51 amperes from 12 volt battery.
Fitted with mu -metal shielded microphone transformer for
15 ohm microphone, provision for crystal or moving iron

pick-up with tone control for bass and top. Outputs for
7.5 and 15 ohms. Complete in steel case with valves.

PRICE £28 0 . 0.
FOUR -WAY ELECTRONIC MIXER
This unit has 4 built-in balanced and screened microphone
transformers, normally of 50-30 ohms impedance. It has
5 valves and selenium rectifier supplied by its own builtin screened power pack consumption 20 watts. Suitable
for recording and dubbing, or large P.A. Installations
since it

will drive up to six of our 50 watts amplifiers

whose base dimensions it matches. The standard model has an output impedance of
20,000 ohms or less and any impedance can be supplied to order.
PRICE £24 0 . 0.

OTHER MODELS IN OUR RANGE OF AMPLIFIERS
PRICE 361 gns.
" SUPER -FIFTY WATT "
"THIRTY WATT"
301 gns.
251- gns.
"10-15 WATT RECORD REPRODUCER "
-

in well ventilated steel cases with
recessed controls, as illustrated.

These are fitted

Full details upon request.
EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED.

%'ORTEXION LIMITED, 257.261 THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19
Telephones : LIB 2814 and 6242-3

Telegrams : " Vortexior, , Wimb1F, London.'

AUGUST, 1950
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CERAMIC SWITCHES
For applications where only the best is good enough.
Stators and rotors of Frequentite "R " ceramic. All
contact members of silver alloy.

Wright and Veaire Limited
I38, SLOANE ST.

LONDON S.W.1 TEL SLOANE 221415

FACTORY: SOUTH SHIELDS. CO. DURHAM

THEY SANG THE PRAISES OF THE io INCH *

WOW

freesest a

c/2"/e---ifrfikikiN
Concentric Duplex
HIGH FIDELITY REPRODUCER
Similar in construction to our highly successful 10" Concentric

Duplex, it combines the same high quality with large power
handling capacity, achieved by a very high flux density magnet, and
special cone material (made from newly -developed long fibre pulp)

which enables a resonant point of below 50 c.p.s. to be obtained.
The all -metal high frequency diaphragm and speech coil gives
rigidity of construction and maximum driving efficiency. This rear
assembly is totally protected by a bakelite and perspex housing.
Full details of both 10" and 12" models on request.
SPECIFICATION

OF 12":

Series Gap magnet of Alcomax 3.

Flux in LF gap 14,000 gauss on lr pole

HF
17,000 gauss
Power handling capacity, 15 watts. Frequency range
30-17,000 c.p.s. Fundamental bass resonance, 45 c.p.s.

The " WIRELESS WORLD " said :

"The makers' claim of a frequency range of
5o to 14,000 cis can be substantiated . .

PRICE

surprisingly good quality for a to in. diaphragm."

ft

gives a clean and full-bodied bass response of

Complete with cross -over
network and transformer,
Without transformer,

L15 - 15 - 0
L 14 - 14 - 0

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LIMITED MANSFIELD NOTTS

AUGUST, 1950
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
" I can most certainly say at this stage that the workmanship and finish are of a quality
which I have never before encountered in the radio industry, despite the fact that my
association with the industry in one capacity or another extends back over 27 years.
think you are to be congratulated all the more on this achievement in view of the increasing
tendency nowadays towards inferior workmanship and design."
Part of a letter from a purchaser who is a very well-known engineer
and whose identity is known to the Editor of " Wireless World."

UNDER CHASSIS VIEW OF THE TL/12 POWER AMPLIFIER
LEAK equipment is built to laboratory standards in materials and workmanship by experienced men.
TL/I2 TRIPLE LOOP FEEDBACK AMPLIFIER Price L25.15.0

RC/PA REMOTE CONTROL PRE -AMPLIFIER Price L6.15.0

The high standard of workmanship of the TL/ I 2 amplifier is apparent on inspection.

Our claimed per-

formance figures are substantiated by a NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY REPORT on tests they have
made of the TL/12. We were the first manufacturers to publish such a report (August 1949), just as

we were the first manufacturers to market amplifiers with a distortion content as low as 0.1% (see
" Brit. I.R.E. Journal " advertisement, Sept. 1945).
These amplifiers are the choice of many distinguished audio engineers for high quality reproduction
in their own homes.

APPLY TO YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR FREE I6 -PAGE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET W/TL/I2

OR WRITE TO US.

H. J. LEAK & CO. LTD. (Est.1934)
BRUNEL ROAD, WESTWAY FACTORY ESTATE, ACTON, W.3.
Phone: SHEpherds Bush 1173/4.

Telegrams: Sinusoidal, Ealux, London.

Foreign: Sinusoidal, London.
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LAWRENCES

NOT JUST A FEW BARS BUT A

High vacuum type, with high response
In visible region. Great sensithity, low noise level, freedom from distortion, low
dark current and small size. Ideal for Film Scanning, Colortinetric measurement,
Spectography, Astronomical Measurements, Alpha Particle Counting and Facsimile
Transmission, etc. Equivalent to Type 27311. Complete with special 11 pin holder
and circuit, new, 27/6.
EDDYSTONE RECEIVER TYPE 640. This renowned communication set tunes
1.7.32 me/s., embodies latest features, crystal gate B.F.O., etc. Electrical Band.
spread, Flywheel Tuning ,Illuminated Dial. For A.C. Mains. Used only a fewhours,
and as quite new. A bargain £20.
STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE TFI44G. For A.C. 230v.
PHOTO -MULTIPLIER CELLS TYPE 931A.

COMPLETE INTERLACED PATTERN!

rrHERE are cheaper Pattern

* In one large firm
of Television Service Engineers, the
introduction of the
Murphy T.P.G. 11
enabled the time
taken on diagnosis,

1 Generators than the Murphy
T.P.G. 11 but their performance
is limited. You pay more for the
and re -alignMurphy because it gives you the repair
ment to to cut by
first essential -THE COMPLETE half !
SYNCHRONISING WAVEFORM
AS USED IN THE B.B.C. TRANSMISSION -necessary for the
correct alignment of Television
receivers.

Far better to pay the extra cost and have
a Murphy T.P.G. 11 with a pattern which

checks EVERYTHING rather than

a

cheaper unit which gives an oversimplified
pattern with many deficiencies.
The

Murphy is cheaper in the end -and a lot
more satisfactory!

THERE IS NO
SUBSTITUTE FOR
THE

MURPHY
TV
PATTERN
GENERATOR

(TPG 11)

F. LIVINGSTON HOGG
SPECIALIST IN HIGH GRADE INSTRUMENTS
FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

Turret Coil Range Switching. 65keis5 me/s. Internal or External Modulation.
with depth control Precision Output Attenuator and Multiplier, 1 microvolt
.-2MARCONI

1 volt. 41 in. OutputiKeter. A lab oratory instrument, suitable f or the most exacting
requirements. Size 25in. x 10in. x 12in. As new, guaranteed perfect. £70.
NEW TRANSFORMERS. Type 901142. Primary: 0-190-210-230-250v. 50.60 c/s.
Sees.: 5-0-5v. 5a.,5 -0-5v. 5 a. Potted, 41n. cube terminal panel. In maker's cartons

Also Power Transformers. Primary as above. Secs.: 400-350-0-350-400v.
150 ma., 6.3v. 6a. C.T., 5v. 3 a. Screened, fully shrouded drop-thru. type. No
better transformer is made. In maker's cartons, 35/-.
NEW CENTIMETRIC COMPONENTS for 1, 3 and 10 cm. bands. Magnetrons,
Klyetrons, Gas Gaps, Launching Sections, Waveguide sections. Full details on
request.
13/6.

NEW RADAR UNITS TYPE AM-5A/APS4, with Cathode Ray Indicator ID] 1/APS4.

Superbly constructed American eqpt. containing: three 6J6, two 6V6, one 3FP7,
etc. In maker's cartons, 56/-.

MARCONI WAVEMETERS TYPE 094. A V.H.F. instrument of the highest quality.

Tuning range 170-430 mc/s., silver plated R.F. components. H.R.O. type tuning
dial. Complete with Calibration Charts, Plugs, in fitted transit cases. New and
perfect. £7.
INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSORS. Fitted in Aerial Lead-in to set. Small unit in
screening can, lin. x lIla. x 21 in.,3/9. AerlalLightning Arrestors,highly efficient.
Sealed in evacuated glass tube resembling a valve. With insulated holder 3/6.
MISCELLANEOUS CLEARANCE BARGAINS. Whip Aerials, Of t., 3/-; ditto Auto
Type, with base insulator, 6/6. Antenna Tuning Units, with relay and meter,
8/6. Air Blowers 24v.

Lampsfor TX. 316.

MotorsA.C.Sync.,11.S.A.type KC22, 115v. 8.5 w.,withgearbox
Plugs, Aerial, 78 set, 1/2. Jones
Plugs and Sockets, various, 1/6 Pair. Receivers R1125 7/6. Receivers BC923A
V. Command Receivers 1126/ARCS and R27/ARCS 4243. I.F.F. Sets Type
ABK1 25/-. Rheostats 1,100 ohm .4 a., panel mounting, 12/6.
Experienced export shippers. All prices include V.K. carriage. Terms C.W.O.
Satisfaction guaranteed, or money immediately refunded.
final 2 r. p.m., t orque 100 in/ oz., very small,

65, BARNSBURY STREET, LONDON, N.1.
For further details and appointments for
demonstrations Telephone TUDor 5277.

T hyratrons, Type 2050, gasfdled, octal, 7/6. G.E. Chokes,

potted iin 100 m/a, 7,'6. Condensers .03 mfd. 5 kV., can, 2/6 ; 1 mfd. 3 kV., can,
3/6; 4 mid. 2 kV., can, 3/6; 30 mfd. 450 v. miniature, can, 3/ - ; 1,000 mid. 25v.
can, 119. Control boxes No. 19 set, 2/6 ; ditto SCR274N. 7/6; ditto I.F.F. BC9661
ABM, 3/6. Dynamotors Type 33, 642-200v., 4/9. Headsets DLR 5/-. Headsets
moving coil, with M.O. Mice, 8/6.
Switches 5/-. Dummy Load

LAWRENCES
61, BYROM STREET, LIVERPOOL,

3.

Telephone: CENtral 4430.

GARLAND RADIO

VALVES!! VALVES!!

AMPLIFIER KIT ACIII : This popular amplifier kit has now been

RECEIVING, TRANSMITTING,
MAGNETRONS, KLYSTRONS,

incl. rectifier. Push-pull c utput up to 10 watts (2 x 6V6G) to 352
or 150. speaker (state which). Supply available for tuner unit etc.
280 v.30 mA. approx. High and Low Gain inputs. Separate Bass and
Treble controls. Partridge output transformer. Negative feedback.
Complete kit, with circuits and instructions, £7.
" VIEWMASTER '" TELEVISOR : Instructions, 5:-. Components
supplied separately (any individual component supplied) Cr in kits
as follows : Whiteley, 125:- ; TCC London, 135/-; TCC Midland,
140'- ; Westinghouse, 62/6 ; Morganite (incl. V/C's), Londcn, 35:9 ;
Midland, 35/- ; Plessey, 112/6 ; Colvern, 19/3 ; Wearite Coils, London,
22,-, Midland 30r,
" ELECTRONIC " TELEVISOR : London Handbook, 2/6 ;
Wiring Diagram 2'6 ; Midland Handbook and wiring diagram, 416 ;
Chassis with valveholders, coilformers, etc., mounted, vision 22/6 ;

CATHODE-RAY TUBES, PHOTOCELLS,
ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES
& GREAT VARIETIES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES FROM
STOCK
WRITE OR 'PHONE:-

supplied to many of the leading schools and colleges, as well as a host
of private users. For operation from A.C. mains 200/250 v. 7 valves

sound 18,9 (please specify London or Midland) ; TfBase 17/6 ; P/Unit,
25,'-; Gantries, etc., 9,- ; Coils and Chokes, London 1$.- ; Midland
17/6 ; Focus Coil, 30/- ; Scanning Coils 25/6 ; Line Output Transformer 25/6 ; Mains Transformer, 90/- ; 4 Kv. Transformer, 67.6 ;
5 Kv. Transformer 72/6 ; 5H Choke 18,6 ; 10H Choke I3'-. All the
above are designer -approved components.

SPECIAL OFFER OF AC'DC TRF PACK, all brand new goods.

S

S (ZrF

Ctill

Drilled chassis, 3 octal valvehelders
twin -gang .0005 mfd. ceramic
insulation; two trimmers ; 5k/i volume control with switch valves
KTW6I, 6SH7, 25A6G : metal rectifier
Sin. P.M. loudspeaker ;
output transformer ; L.F. choke ; 8-16 mfd. electrolytic
and 3
yds. 3 -way .3 amp. linecord. The lot, with free circuit of TRF receiver,
:

;

;

;

1:EREON IC
.t)1.1311°1411rCed SIENEGI:AER1:&:SESTOCKIST

95 STRODES CRESCENT
STAINES - MIDDLESEX
TELEPHONE :
STAINES 3971
PROBABLY THE LARGEST ACTUAL

STOCKIST IN ENGLAND

WHOLESALE & EXPORT ONLY

for 55'-, This offer is for one month only.
I9in. RACK -MOUNTING AMPLIFIER A1104, with power pack
and local control panels. As an amplifier or modulator, 15 watts
(MHL4 into two PX25's push-pull) with 1000 cps. local oscillator for
C.W. Power pack has 500-0-500 v. 120 mA, 3 x 4 v. Ct, x 10 v., transformer ; double choke, each section 2CH 150 mA, input choke, 200 mA.
2fin. meter, etc. Local control panel has 12 v. IA. bridge rectifier,
transformers, etc. Push-pull input and output transformers on ampli1

fier. Supplied less valves. Callers only, E3'10,'-.

RACKS, for above or ether equipment, I9in. x 5ft. bin. Collect or

carriage forward, 61.

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS : Output up to 24 v. I A. 151-.
ALADDIN COIL -FORMERS, Type F804. Complete with Iron -dust
cores, 5d. each, 4,6 per dcz., 48 - per gross, L12 per 1,000.
PLEASE ADD POST OR CARRIAGE TO ALL ITEMS.

GARLAND BROS.

Chesham House, Deptford Broadway, London, S.E.8.
Telephone : TlDeway 4412/3.

WIRELESS WORLD
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NT2

4 E.

QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS

The NT2 is a very

615

mm

small

MAX

diode of wide application: e.g. in counters,
storage circuits, .ow
current stabilisers and
so on.

The Police "999- emergency call system depends for its
successful operation on instantaneous radio communication
between Police headquarters and the fleet of patrol cars.

Radio

equipment in the patrol cars is used under the most arduous
conditions but it must be available for instant use 24 hours in
the day.
No wonder then that more and more Police authorities
throughout the country are using G.E.C. quartz crystals in their
radio equipment.

is

giving a clear bright

For all your

quartz crystal requirements be sure to specify G.E.C.
Quick delivery service for urgent requirements for experimental or replacement purposes.

Write for our leaflet

cathode

moreover an
ideal indicator tube
It

Pioneering research and experience in making over a million

units, ensure a product of the highest quality.

cold

indication with currents as low as 0.3mA.

QC.4904.

RATINGS

Nominal strike voltage ..

80 V.

Nominal maintaining voltage at
60 V.

0.5 mA.

Maximum power dissipation
gar.
01,510.

0.06 W.

Maximum current for continuous
operation ..

wort

n.IFEMB otrGiana=
co,1171E6311111=13111111
MANI IN in.,.

0

.

4

I mA.

S(NNY44
C
THE SCIENTIFIC

-1117PE

VALVE
BRITISH

MADE

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
PEEL WORKS, SILK STREET. SALFORD 3. LANCS.
A

Subsidiary

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

of

LTD..

OF ENGLAND

GREENHILL CRESCENT
HARROW -ON -THE -HILL, MIDDX.
Telephone : HARrow 2655
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Department W.W.

18, TOTTENHAM

COURT ROAD,
LONDON, W.1.
Phone :

MUSeum 2453, 4539

SHOP HOURS : Mondays to Fridays 9-5.30,

Saturdays 9-I.

FULL MAIL ORDER FACILITIES

RELAYS
(ex -Ministry)

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, FULLY INTERLEAVED,
SCREENED AND IMPREGNATED. ALL PRIMARIES ARE
Half Shrouded.
HSM63 (Midget). Output 250/0/250v. 60 m/a. 6.3v. at 3 amps.

200'250 v.

Sv. at 2 amps
HS63. Output 25C/0/250v. 60 m/a. 6.3v. at 3 amps. 5v. at 2 amps
HS40. Windings as above. 4v. at 4 amps. 4v. at 2 amps

15;15/6
15;6

HS2. 150,01250v. 80 m/a
HS30. 300/0/300v. 80 ma
HS3. 350/0/350v. 80 m'a
HS2 X. 250;0/250v. 100 rn/a
HS75. 275/0/275v. 100 Ma
HS30 X. 300/0/300v. 100 m/a
HS3X. 350/0/350v. 100 m/a

17/6
17/6
17/6
19/6
19/6
19/6
19/6

Output

Fully Shrouded
Output
FSM63 (Midget). Output 250/0:250v. 60 m a. 6.3 v. at 3 amps.
5v. at 2 amps
F52. 250,;0/250v. 80 m/a
FS30. 300/0/300v. 80 raja
FS3. 350,01350v. 80 rnia
FS2X. 250,0/250v. 100 nth.
FS7S. 275/0/275v. 100 m;a..
FS30 X. 300/0/300v. 100 mla
FS3X. 350/0/350v. 100 m/a
All the above have 6.3-4-0v. at 4 amps., 5-4-0v. at 2 amps.

15/6
19/6
19/6
19,6
21/6
21,6
2116

21/6

Output, 425/0/425v. 200 m/a. 6.3v. 4 amps. C.T. 6.3v.

P.O. 600 and 3,000

FS43.

types

F30X.

4 amps. C.T. 5v. 3 amps.

Fully shrouded

42/6

Output, 450/0/450v. 250 m'a. 6.3v. 2 amps. C.T. 6.3v

FS50.

Fully shrouded

4 amps. C.T. 5v. 3 amps.

62,6

Output, 303/0/300v. 80 m/a. 6.3v. 7 amps. 5v. 2 amps

Framed, Flying leads

26/6

Output, 350/0/350v. 250 m/a. 6.3v. 6 amps. 4v. 8 amps ,
59/6
Fully shrouded
FS160X. Output 350/01350v. 160 m/a., 6.3v. 6 amps., 6.3v
F35X.

4v. 3 amps., 0-2-6.3v. 2 amps.

AS FOLLOWS

D.C. COIL RESISTANCE : 10 ohms to

42,000 ohms, also
double - wound coils.
Special coils wound to
spec. in quantities.

CONTACTS : Make
(M) Break (B) Changeover (C) in twin silver,

I

57/6

24/6
25/9

C.W.O. (add If- in C for carriage), all orders over £2 carriage paid.
Trade enquiries invited.

bination to 8 sets.

676 GT. HORTON RD., BRADFORD, YORKS.

G2AK

H. ASHWORTH (Dept. W.W.)

"You're

CERTAIN to get

it at ARTHURS !

Vibrator Packs, 12 v. input. Output 300 v. at 100 mA, fully smoothed,
19;6, plus

37/6

heavy duty, and twin
platinum in any com-

".:;:1,:rignts"

G2AK

3 amps., 5v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
FS43 X. Output, 42510/425v. 250 m/a. 6.3v. 6 amps. 6.3v. 6 amps
Sv. 3 amps. Fully shroude 1
HS6. Output, 25010/250v. 100 ma. 6.3v. 6 amps. C.T. 5v. 3 amps
For receiver R1355. Half shrouded
HS150. Output, 350/0/350v. 150 m/a. 6.3v. 3 amps. C.T. 5v
3 amps. Half shrouded
The above have inputs of 200/250v.

6 post.

Vibrator Packs, 6 v. input.

Output 180 v. at 40 mA, complete with
all smoothing (metal rectifiers), 19/6 each, plus I/6 post.
Tub. Condensers, .01 5 kv, 1/6 ; .02 8 kv, 2;-, plus post 6d.
Special for AR -88 Users. Matching speakers, 2.5 ohms, black crackle
case, E3 15s., carr. paid.
AR88 Spare Crystals for D model only, 455 kc/s., 15/. each.
Power Transformers. 320;320 130 mA, 6.3 v. 5 a. C.T., 5 v. 3 a.
Primary 200 250 v. 50 c. Drop through type, 22/6, post 1/6.
Special Offer. Four 807 valves for El.
H.T. Dry Batteries. These are heavy duty 157 v. plus 5.2 v. in hermetic sealed metal cases.
x 41in. x 4in. Weight
lb. These
I

I I

are special mercury type batteries and are first-class value at 86,
plus I/6 postage.

Moving Coil Hand Microphones, with switch, 3/11 each.
Transformer, for above, 2/- each.
500 Micro -amp Meters, scaled 0-600, 5/- each.
70 Ohm 4 -in. Dia. Co -Ax. Cable, 8d. per yard. Postage 1/6 any
length.

70 Ohm Twin Feeder Cable (not screened), 5d. per yard. 300 Ohm

Twin Ribbon Feeder, 5d. per yard. Postage 1,6 any length.
H.R. Headphones, brand new, 8'6 per pair, plus V- postage.
Moving Coil Headphones, with Mov.ng Coil Hand Microphone,
6'-, postage 1/..

Coils, etc.-Denco T.R.F. L. & M.W., 6i6 pair.

All other Denco
products in stock. Douglas D5 dual -range coil with circuits, S
Osmor coil packs from 33/-. Wearite " P " coils, 3/-. Midget 1.F.s.

* VALVES : We have probably the largest stock of
Send your enquiries.
valves in the country.
AVO METERS IN STOCK
Avo Model 7

119

Avo Model 7, high resistance

I

E19

Avo Model 40
Valve Tester
Test Bridge
Avo Minor, AC/DC model
Electronic Test Meter
Signal Generator
Valve Characteristic Meter

[17

I

116

I

El 1
E8
E35

I

£25
£40

TAYLORS METERS. List on request.
DECCA PICK-UPS
F3 IS
DECCA HEAD
E2 19
ADAPTOR for Garrard
3
COSSOR
DOUBLE
BEAM
vALVE
OSCILLOSCOPE
485 10
LATEST - ,s

mANUA-

Mullard - 51- ea.
Mazda

-

I

- ea.

Brimar Teletube

& Radio -

Post 4d. each extra

5

2

8
0

" Viewmaster
Television Kks its stock
for Birmingham and London areas. Please
state which required.

LONDON'S OLDEST LEADING
RADIO DEALERS

16/6 pair (465 kc/s.).

Speakers.-24in., 12/11

;

13 11

;

8in., 15/- ;

10in.,

EST.
1919

PLEASE PR/NT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

CHAS. H. YOUNG, G2AK
All Callers to

110 DALE END, BIRMINGHAM
Phone :

Mail Orders to

CENTRAL 1635.

102 HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM
Phone : MIDLAND 3254.

PROPS:

ARTHUR GRAY.

LTD.
orTeciamshs vii1C:.oprder

Our Only Address : Gray House, 150,152 Charing Cross 1211.,.
TEMple Bar 5833,4 and 4765
London, W.C.2

ELECTRICAL, TELEVISION & RADIO ENGINEERS.
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SIZE
RANGE

5"

21"

31"

251LA

10/IA

lOrtA

to
50A

50A

to
50A

PRICE
soitA

200,A
lmA

61 51 -

55 45 35 -

93 83 73 -

41-

All sizes available with
MIRROR SCALE

1st Grade Accuracy

SENSITIVE PANEL MOUNTING METERS
For particulars of these and our full range of measuring instruments write to :-

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS RADLETT

Offer

UNIVERSITY
RADIO
Guaranteed Used Equipment at Attractive

G.E.C. 30160 -watt Amplifier,
mic. and gram. inputs. Output
imp. 2.5;600 ohms, 200;250 v.
AC. Perfect

Howard Communication
ceiver,

10

0

New condition

Taylor Valve Tester, Type 45A,
complete and as new

plete and as new

460, complete

421

0

0

E10

0

0

Ell

10

0

E32 10
E9

0

0

0

Complete
G.E.C. Miniscope.
E13 0
and as new
Advance Signal Generator,
model type E 150 kc,60 megs
E14 10
As new

0

I

0

Wavemeters 1191, complete and
perfect

One only.
Player.

and

15

ohms.

Valves,

Hunt's Capacity and
new

ance Bridge, CRB. Perfect
Taylor Signal Generator, model
659.

As new

Taylor Capacitance and Resistance Bridge, Model I 10A. As
new

0

Cossor Double Beam Oscillo-

E10 10

each

TI154 Transmitters.

complete with valves

Portable Wire Recorder

E20

0

0

E9

0

0

17

10

0

465

0

3

by

In perfect condition complete with microphone
and wire
UTAH, U S.A.

E8

IS

0

10

0

Garrard Two -speed Gram.
Motor, 33 and 78 r.p.m

LIO 10

0

Weston

t8

Perfect

Meter,

model

E10 10

0

E16 10

0

LI 1

0

o.p.m.,

new

Weston Meter, model E772, as

with Pickup. New condition

ES

10

0

Evershed's 500 v. Bridge Meg-

E5 10

0

E35

In good condition

0

complete with
valve analysing adaptors.
As
1.000

Universal Avo Minor. As new
Taylor Junior Universal Test
As new

E10 10

E772,

above, less adaptors. As new

scope.

0

As new,

0

scope.

0

transit

10

Cossor Double Beam Oscillo0

in

47

Meter, 120A

As

Brand new

cases

Collaro AC DC Gram. Motor

Perfect E12 10
Resist-

ance Bridge, model CRB.

new

R1155's.

E70

PLEASE SEND, BRING OR PHONE FOR OFFER

0

Unit, complete with tracking

gear and cutting head.

Eddystone 640 Communication
Receivers. Complete and as

6Q7,

6SN7, two 6V6's P.P., 5Z4 rect.,
AC 200, 250volts. Built on heavy
A
gauge aluminium chassis.
real quality job ideally suited for
use with radio feeder unit. New
and guaranteed

£18 10

Spring Drive Disc Recording

0

treble controls, output imp. 2.5

0

Deccalian Record

E28 10

neg. feedback, separate bass and

E7 10

As new

Connoisseur playback pick-up
and 8in. speaker, less amplifier.
In absolutely new condition

University 10 -watt quality Amplifiers, two inputs, high gain,

Hunt's Capacity and Resist-

0

0

mains

WE NEED GOOD USED EQUIPME NT URGENTLY.
Marconi U.H.F. Signal Gener/22 10
ator, type TF5I7E. Perfect

0

£2)
model

operated, complete with valves and perfect ...

Radiovision Commander Communication Receiver, comPeto Scott Trophy 8 Communication Receivers. Perfect

model

Max Transmitter,

B4:40,

Taylor Valve Tester, Type 45,
complete and as new

GI

Prices

Portable Disc Recording Units
by B.S.R., type DR33C, fitted

Re-

and perfect
E17

Hallicrafter 5.38 Communication Receivers, AC/DC 1101
230 v.

Telephone : RADlett 5674-5-6

i-IERTS

0

E27 10

0
0

10

ger, with built-in resistance box
412 10
As new
Evershed's 500 v. Megger, in
aluminium case. New condition E10 0

Evershed's Wee Megger,
leather case.

Perfect

0
0

in

E8 10

0

ALL S.A.E. INcUIR.ES WELCOMED.
WE HAVE OTHER EQUIPMENT ARRIVING DAILY :
CASH OR CHcOUE WIT i-i ORDERS. ALL ITEMS LISTED ARE CARRIAGE PAK., UP 10 5/ MILE,

22 LISLE

STREET,

LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2

'Phone GERrard 4447 and 8582.

Hours 9 to 6.

Thursdays 9 to I.
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THE FIDELIA

Features include variable selectivity, infinite impedance detector, electronic bass and treble con-

APOLOGIES
We apologise for an error which occurred
in the details given for our Output transformer type 2836 in the Williamson Amplifier booklet. There is a choice of seven
output impedances by series parallel
connection. These are:- 1.25, 2.8, 5, 7.8,

VALVE

trols, triode output stage; 3 wave -bands 16-50,

7RA DIO-

controls operate on grains, suitable for light
weight p.u. Price 217/216., Also 9 -valve luxury
model, 221.161-. "Preciton " 5 valve chassis,

CHASSIS

190-550 and 1,000-2,000 metres. Audio amplifier
response 30-18,000 cycles; base, treble and volume

11247/6. 5 7.8 watt amplifier £16/16/ -

GRAM

11.3, 15.3 and 20 ohms.

This incidentally is the component that has aroused so much
interest in the U.S.A.
By the way, there is now an improved version type 2B36B
leakage reactance under 15m/hys. Primary inductance is still
100 hys minimum, price 901-.

Guaranteed

12

months

Data sheets on request

(SAVAGE'lliDEITIZES;)
SAVAGE TRANSFORMERS LTD.

IsMnInImmousillIM TELEPHONE

NURSTEED ROAD, DEVIZES. WILTS.

18 Broad Rd., Willingdon,

DEVIZES SN.

Eastbourne, Sussex

PRATTS RADIO

1070 Harrow Road, London, N.W.10
SCRUBBS LANE,

3 SPEEDS - 334 - 45 - 78 rpm.
4,INTERCHANGEABLE HEADS
for Microgroove or Standard Records

..

-"17---

MODEL AC10E £8 18. 6

Tel. LADbroke 1734
AMPLIFIERS. College general purpose units. Model
ACIOE 10 watt 4 valve unit.
Neg. feedback.
Separate
mike stage, separate inputs
for mike and gram with twin
faders. Tone control. Cornpiece in case with chrome
handle, E8/18,6.
5,'- extra.)

Model ACI8E, 6 valve unit with output of 18} watts.

(Carriage
Push-pull

output with feedback over 3 stages. Separate mike stage. Inputs as
ACIOE. Complete with case and chrome handles, E13/19/6 (carr. pd.).
Model U10E, 6 valve unit for DC/AC mains. Spec. as ACI8E. 10 watts
output wish feedback over 3 stages. Separate mike stage, El 1!11/0
(carr. 5/- ex.). All above have outputs
to match 3, 8 or 15 ohms Speaker, and
are ready for immediate use. Finish blue
stove enamel. Input volts average,
mike .003 v., gram. .3 v. No preModel ACBC
amplifier required.
record/radio amplifier. Chassis model.
5 valves P.P. output with feedback over
3 stages. Output 8-10 watts. Supplies
H.T. and L.T. for tuning unit. Output to
MODEL AC4C 99 6
3, 8 and 15 ohm speaker, £9/18,6 (carr.
pd.). Model AC4C, AC or U4C AC/DC. 3 valve chassis units. 4
watts output to 3 ohms, £4/19/6 (carr. 2/6). 3 waveband superhet
tuning unit available. Price 89/13110 tax paid. Stamp for amplifier
list. Above are as supplied to clubs, schools, hospitals, etc.
SPEAKERS. Truvox
17/6 ; I2in., 37/6 ; Stentorian,
15/6 ; Sin., 17/6
Plessey, Sin., 9/6 ; 8in., 11/9 ; 10in., 17/6; Rola
mains en., 61in., '700 ohm field, 10/-; Goodmans 8in., 16/6 ; I2in.,
130/. (all less o/transfr.).
TRANSFORMERS. E.H.T. 2.5 Kv. 4 v., 4 v. C.T. Input 200/20/40 v.
(for VCR97), 27/8 (tested 15 Kv.). 2 x 350 v. 80 mA., 0, 4, 5 v. ; 0-4,
6.3 v., 21/6. Filament, input 230 v., output 6.3 v. If A., 5i6. Output
6V6 to 3 ohms, 3/11
Ultra midget 154/354, 3/11 ; 6V6 P/P. to 3, 8,

AUTOCHANGE UNITS

for 10" or 12' Mixed Records

I

the NEW
Interested
Inter
Playing, Unbreakable
RECORDS
Long -Playing,
in

motors
MICROGROOVE the nevv
of
changers
for details s 8( auto

--record
now

playeravailable

becoming

;

p ONE
921

riS30
largo sEals,rit
GTCQS C38YI G2121

RADIOMENDERS LIMITED
FOR SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS AND REWINDS
We specialise in

AMATEURS' WINDINGS, TRANSFORMERS

ALL TYPES, CHOKES, PICK-UP COILS,

INSTRUMENT COILS, Etc.
Highest workmanship

Good Delivery

RADIOMENDERS, LTD.
Television & Radio Apparatus, Transformer & Coilwinders.

123-5-7 Parchmoro Road,
THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
LIV 2261.

Trade enquiries invited.

Established 16 years.

15 ohms, 18/-.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS. 2 gang .0005, 4/3 ; 3 gang, 6/9, with

ft. and shaft 21in. Presets. Ceramic 50 pt.' 4d. ; 100 500 pf., 1/3.
CONDENSERS. B.I. 5001550 v. Clbld. Blocks, 8 mfd., 313 ; 8 + 8,
4,9 ; 8
16, 6,-. Hunts 8 mfd., 2/3 ; 16 mfd., 3/6 , 16 + 8, 3/9
(all 450 v.). T.C.C. 25 mfd. 25 v., 1/- ; 25 mfd. 12 v., 8d.
Open 10-6. Callers welcome. Nearest Tube Kensal Green. All Goods
New and Unused. C.O.D. or C.W.O. Post free over LI

SUPACOILS OFFER
A complete range of High Q variable iron dust cored coils

in

wavelengths 10-30, 16-50, 30-75, 75-200, 190-550 and 800-2,000

metres; Aerial, H.F. or Oscillator
3/- ea.
MODEL 30 famous 3 waveband superhet Coil Packs, aligned

MODEL 40 Coil Packs-similar with R.F. stage aligned

29!9 ea.ne
57/6 ea.

MODEL 30 TUNING UNIT consisting of 30 Coil Pack, pair

of " M.M." I.F. Transformers, matched 2 -gang and attractive
dial. Components aligned together as a unit and sealed
54/9 inc.
Plessey, E18/6/8;
Richard Allan (in de luxe cabinet)
827 19 0

RECORD CHANGERS. Collaro, £10/15/-;

COMPONENTS. Speakers, pickups, chassis, dials, resistances,
condensers, etc., in stock, or special components obtained to
order.

FREE. A copy of the enormously successful Home Constructor's
Handbook, which contains eleven tested circuit diagrams, useful
data, hints on construction and servicing and a complete resistance colour code, will be forwarded FREE with orders of 20.- or
more, or a copy can be obtained for I;6 only from

SIJPACOILS
(Mail Order OfHee)
98, Creenwav Avenue, Landon, EAT

WIRELESS WORLD
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MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

PREMIER MIDGET RADIO KIT

ALL NEW AND PERFECT.

CATHODE RAY TUBES.
CV. Ho.
254
579
600
601
602
718

Includes an attractive walnut or cream plastic cabinet
12in. x 5in. x
The valve line-up is 6E7, 68H7 and beam power output

Redesigned to cover the short, medium and long wave Millis (16-50, 190-540, 1,000-2000 metres) A.C. valve
line-up, 658, 6K7, 6Q7, CV1510. Beam power output.

SEP'

A.C./D.C. valve line-up is the same excepting output valve 830E
Is 11A6. Both use metal rectifiers and are for use on 878
200-250v. mains.
In cream or walnut cabinet as illustrated. Illuminated
dial. .An attractive and powerful receiver.
805

Complete kit of parts with Valves, Speaker, Cabinet and
point-to-point diagrams.
Please state if A.C. or A.C./D.C.
26.19.6 inc. P.T.
la required.

803
705A

3.5
12
51

VCR511
VCR516A
VOR521
VCR522
VOR517
5211

6
5
3

EMI4/1

5.25

8kr.

Expmtl.
Expmtl.

40/ -

2kv.
2kv.
1.5kv.
7kv.
2kv.

Ikv.
2kv.

3kv.
4kv.
1200v.
4kv.

Mag.

31w.

3kv.

4kv.
3kv.
4kv.
5kv.
4kv.

E.S.
H.S.

Mag.
B.S.
E.S.

E.S.
E.S.
E. B.

TV.

1400

E.S.
E.S.

E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.

3.5
1.75

Mag.
E.G.

E.S.
E.S.

Mag.

9

Price

E.S.

E.S.
E.S.
E.6
E.S.

5.25
11.5
6.25
11.75

O.K. for

E.B.

E.S.
B.S.
B.S.
Mag.

12

E.H.T.

nag.

ES.

3

5.25

Dan.

E.S.
B.S.
B.S.

E.S.
E.S.
B.S.
E.S.
B.S.

2

VCR112
VCR131
VCR138
VOR140
ACES
ACES

Expmtl.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yee
Yes
Yes
Yes

30/2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
1/6
12/6
2/6
12/6
2/6
1/6

10/25/-

27/8
15/-

20/.

27/8

15/
151-

Exptptl.

15i80/10/90/.
15/15r40/-

Expmtl.

go/.

No

No
No

800v.
2kv.

Yes

800v.
4kv.

Expmtl.

2kr.

E.S. Mag.

Yes
Yes
Yes

Rail. pkg
and
Insce

10/.

17/6

6

10/.
10/.

40/5/-

1/6
1/6
1/6
2/6
1j6
2/6

151-

Yes
Yes
Yee

20/27/6
17/6
20/..

TRANSMITTING AND SPECIAL PURPOSE VALVES
10/-

868A
872.A

5
5
3
5

5111
2API

817
1112
1181
1138
1140
1379
1381
1384
1395

860

2.73

3API
5FP7

(CV1510) in the A.C. model and 6E7, 6017 and 12A6 in 1511
the A.C./D.C. model. Both use metal rectifiers and one 1516
for use on 200-250 volt mains. The dial is illuminated and 1521
the receiver presents an attractive appearance. Medium 1593
and long waveband coverage. Complete kit of parts with 1791
valves, speaker, cabinet and point-to-point diagrams 2880
Please state if A.C. or A.C./D.C.
24.19.6 inc. P.T. 3776
is required.

NEW 3 -BAND MIDGET SUPERHET KIT

E.B.
E.B.
R.S.

9

50PI
5BPI

741
790

Redesigned and easier than ever to build.

Focus

Dia. in
inches

CiviPn No.

as

10/5/10/10/10/-

....
..

....

843

....
..

713A

.. .
100TH ..
807

101101-

.

....
..

10/5/-

1616 ....
8012 ....

10/ -

9002

....

9003 ....
9004 ....
..

2E22

6/6
10)10/12/6

GDT4C ..

Dan....
307A
327A
958A
956

3/6
3/6
10/7/6

..

708A

7/6

3B24

6/6
6/6
6/6
2(010/2/6
3/6

xTu.o ..

201-

10/-

..
V869 ....

5/5/-

1621 ....

15/2/6
3/6
6(6
6/6

..

..

....

0V1510

..
EHTT(OV19)....
VS68(0V1068) ..

20/20/6/6

v/sowums .. 40/7/8
1717(CfV1113V1)
..
5/PT25H(17048)
5/VII133A(OV54) ..
6/6
ADI(CV1314) ..
6/8
8/8
DQP4OV3141.) ..
717A(0373594) ..
6/6
REIS(CV1197) ..
5/EL26607T19/

HY114B(CV3505)

MR300/E(0V3558) 15/U19(0W187i
NS210V1199)

616

5/.

0V137(Klystron)..

0U50(0V1072) ..

7/6
3/6
6/8

..

1626(0171755)

BL6340V1102> ..
01

1,1906(0V20)71(CV1262)

Elamn0V76>

6/6
40/-

.
.

931.A.

2/6

Base

6

6/6

152-153, FLEET STREET, E.C.4. Phone: CENtral 2833 -and at -207 EDGWARE RD., W.2. Phone: AMBassador 4033
All post orders to 167 Lower Clapton Road, London, E.S.
207, Edgware Road is open until 6 p.m. on Saturdays.
Terms of Business Cash with order or C.O.D. over LI. Send 2d. stamp for list.

MO-S STOCKTAKING SALE
All items FREE carriage paid home.

LOFT TV

List price 25/

AERIALS.
21I/6
primOur

AERIAL RODS. 48 sections

12in. copperplated

EKCO

TA94

tubing for aerial erection - push fit section 0/0
to section.

Fitted

receiver

Complete with valves.

Condition new.

17/6

DUAL -GANGED VOLUME CONTROLS,

end. Length :If t.

2/-

jack Plug

POTENTIOMETER KIT. 30 assorted wire 2/6 wound
and carbon controls. Values from 1 ohm/ 1 0/..

ALTERNATORS.

Type 112, 80 v. 1,200-2,400 c is,
1,200 0.24 v. D.C. excitation.

BRAND NEW

ALTERNATORS, MOTOR. 24 v. D.C. input
200-250 v. 50 cis, output 80 watts. Completely &A
endorsed, with starter switch, and metered output. sww

AMPLIFIERS A1134A. Complete with valves
Or less valves 5

4 -valve

covering range 6-9 me/e. Battery operated. IF 465 kcis.

Morgan, 50,000 ohms per section.
Same type, but 4 gang, 3/6.

3 -WAY PATCH CORDS.

sorb.

10/ -

POWER UNITS 280. Complete with 6 valves2m.VtUallre33gfiCVem54eiel. 5U40,3,d lneVwRi6.5,tr7aLltacysw;e4. 27/6

megohms. The lot

50 OHM 25 WATT WIRE WOUND
RESISTORS ,,th

Complete with

Slider.

2 clips.

2/6

Brand new 70/-

Or as new 55, -.

R3515 RECEIVERS.
transit cases.

13,.d '" in 23-10-0

With 1 170120,
2 VR63, 1 6V6, 1 807, 3 CV57, 1 VU508, 24 v. Blower
Motor suitable for conversion for A.C. mains. In case
Brand New in cartons 17/11
19in. x 12in. x 9in.
(Callers only.)

CRYSTAL DIODES (CV 226). First
permanent crystal detector. BRAND NEW in
lead cartons.

"F" VOLTAGE REGULATORS

-

class

3/.

for voltage

and current control of 34 v. D.C. generators with protection against overload.
unit (twin carbon pile).

Capacity 30 watts each
Brand new ONLY

in/.

amp
Ice

2/4

B.P.L. 17 RANGE UNIVERSAL TEST
Brand new.

Unrepeatable

Formerly 810-10-0.

at £6-19-6

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.
16 mfd. 450 v. Tubular can

Ernl.

Or 6 for 15/-.

TELESCOPIC AERIAL

(ex.

3/.

Dinghy).

Extends from 151n. to Ott. Ideal f or use with field

strength meters or portable receivers.

7/6

FIXED RESISTANCE 14 ohm; 7-5 amp,. C /

comprising resistance mat in lightweight cabinet.

as/

TRANSFORMER TYPE 289. A heavy duty

mains transformer with two 5 -pin amphenol rectifying
valveholders mounted and wired on heavy bakelite terminal
panel. Primary 230 v. 50 c/s. Secondaries 4 v.13/11
5.5 amps. C.T. 660 v. 150 mA.

2 -Valve Battery -Operated
MORSE OSCILLATOR

MAGNETIC KEY..

Incorporates note selector control, volume control, key and
interference jacks. Sire 9in. x 810. x 8}in. Power supply
required 11.T. 60 v., GB 41 v., L.T. 2 v. Provision for these
Inside cabinets. Complete with 2 valves, type i0/.
PM1LF and LP2.

2

pole

2 way 1/16th

break, I amp. 20 v. 2 coils each 125 ohms. Complete

endured in grey steel case.

Only

In.

Kj.
*./

H.T. supply for T1154.
Brand new. Input 12 v. Output 1.200 v.50 mA., rating 240
watts, ideal for conversion to a t.h.p. electric motor for use
on AC. or D.C. mains. Starter incorporated in each unit,
which is frilly smoothed. Enclosed in sound -proof
ONLY ...I
cabinet.

FOR MORSE TRAINING.

Pair of phones (if supplied with unit), 8/6. Heavy duty
morse key, 1/8. Valves carry 12 months guarantee.

CONDENSER PARCEL.
on/. TUBULAR
100 assorted condensers from .0001-.1 mfd. 7/11

R1132A

MODULATOR TYPE 53.

Brand nen,

100 OHM 100 WATT VITREOUS
ENAMEL RESISTORS. Clip on type.
2/6

POWER UNIT TYPE 32.

R1355 RECEIVERS.

THERMO-COUPLE METERS.

SETS.

WIRELESS SET No. 18.

Phone: AMHerst 4723.

RECEIVERS.

As new in transit Cases

HALF PRICE OFFER.
D.C. AVOMINORS in original eases.
surplus. List price 65/5/...
Ind half

BELLING.

Our pcke--

MINIATURE

AUTO -TRANSFORMERS

£3-4-6

for matching low impedance phones to high

Brand new

EARTH RODS

22-12-6
6/40 ohm co -axial cable 10 yds. for

7/22 ENAMELLED COPPER AERIAL
WIRE. 400 yd. REELS FOR ONLY
24
Per reel.

Per parcel.

impedance output, with jack and socket.

with brass terminal.

2/6

6 for 5/ -

Terms: Cash with Order

MoO S

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.
The Radio Centre,

33 Tottenham Court Road,
London, W.I. MUS. 6667-8-9
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"ADCOLA" SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

LAYS
AND

KEY

SWITCHES

Reg. Design sto3.2

Designed for Wireless Assembly and Maintenance.

LARGEST E X -GOVT. STOCK'

SUPPLIED FOR ALL VOLT RANGES FROM 6/7v. TO 230150v.

The three Adcola Models cover the requirements of the
Television, Telecommunication and Radar Engineers

IN GT . BRITAIN

and

Siemens High Speed
Types 600-3000 Relays
Also A.C. 250 volts SO cycles

Standard Model - 22/6
Standard Model - 25/A -in. dia. Detachable Bit- - - 30/ -

Uniselector Switches. Carbon Insets, Telephone Components, Plugs, Jacks,
Government Contractors
Handsets. Co -Axial Cables

JACK DA V I S

(Dept. W.)

30 PERCY STREE T, LONDON, W.I
Phones: MLISeurn 796D, LANgham 4821

Patented in England and Abroad.
Sole Manufactirers

ADCOLA
PRODUCTS LIMITED
ALLIANCE HOUSE, CAXTON STREET, WESTMINSTER,
I. ONDON, S.W.I.

firrgq1C

HALF -WAVE RECTIFIERS.
I 6v., g.a., 7/all post 6d.

;

Get this FREE Book!

la., 8/6 ; 2a., 9/10 ; 3a., 17,-;
4a., 18/- ; 6a., 22/6, post 10d.

fin.

SQUARE COOLING FINS.

FULL

BRIDGE CONNECTED FULL WAVE.

17v.
Special price, 230v. Ia., D.C., 90/-.
I .25a., 12/9 ; 2a., 16/4 ; 2.5a., 21/3 ; 3a.,
23/- 4a., 26/- ; 5a., 2716 ; all post free. 33v.

courses in all branches oi

CHASSIS valve -holders, 3 Point

RADIO, A. M. Brit.

VISION

General Wireless Courses.

PANEL CHASSIS

We definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS-NO FEE"

cores.

It you're earning less than fro a week, this
enlightening book is for you. Write for your
copy today. It will be sent FREE and

9in. C.R. TUBE SUPPORT for
mounting on top of Gantry As-

No wiring alterations. Philips & Tungar.
2-12v. 4-5a. Charger Kit, 230 A.C. Vent. Case,
Ammeter, E5/101-, del.

sembly.

without obligation.

pin. CREAM MASKS.

Wholesale & Retail

anti

I .R .E . , City &
Guilds, Special Television, Servicing, Sound
Film Projection, Short
Wave, High Frequency, and

ASSEMBLY, fitted with screens,
valve -holders formers and dust

VALVE CHARGER REPLACEMENTS.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
5, SHAKESPEARE RD., FINCHLEY, N.3
Phone : FINchley 2188

Between King's Cross and Angel

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
3886 SHAKESPEARE HOUSE
3.7119 STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W,1

1 KW TRANSMITTERS. Two
3000's output. (1 \
iteration. 3.5 Mc. to ill Mc.
HALLICRAFTERS BC.610 (or HT 413) operating over 2 Mc. to 18 Mc. and modified

VENTEX CABINETS

for It and 28 Mc. Crystal and VFO on all bands, complete with speech amplifier
antena tuning unit, exc iter units and coils f or all bands, set of 36 x -tale specially made

for RI:Jill) and new valves.
RCA TRANSMITTERS. Type ET.433.B. 2 Mc. to 20 Mc. 350 W. C/ W. 250 W. BIT.
Two 813's output. Crystal controlled and modified for VFO. With separate speech
amplifier.
80W TRANSCEIVERS. Very compact, weight 131b. 829 output, 2 Me. to 8 Mc. or

have become the accepted standard for first
quality 12 in. loudspeakers.
Type 1275 ... 12 gns. Type 1255

TELEVISION

cores.

post 1/ 6.

08 Pentonville Rd.

All Steel CADMIUM PLATED

ASSEMBLY, fitted with screens.
valve -holders, formers and dust

12a., 132/- ; 20a., 152/- ; 54v. 6a.,
10a.,
10a., 114/- ; 72v. 6a., 120/- ;
100v. 6a., 168/- ;
10a., 202/6, all

T. W. PEARCE (Est. 18 yrs.)
66 GREAT PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.C.1

lull details of our up-tothe-minute home study

SOUND PANEL CHASSIS

122/-; 10a., 138/-; IOOv. 10a., 200/-, all p. 1/4.
BRIDGE
INDUSTRIAL
FUNNeL
COOL. 17v. 12a., 80/- ; 20a., 921- ; 30a.,
10a.
;
50a., 198/- ;
33v. 6a., 73/- ;
;

VISION
DRIVE
TUNING SCALE

and single socket and all necessary
cut-outs.

17v. 6a., 36/2 ; 10a., 441- ; 12a., 76/- ; 20a.,
84/-; 33v. Ca., 68/-; 10a., 751.); 12a., 132/-; 20L.,
148/-; 54v. 6a., 95/-; 10a., 106/-; 72v. 6a.,

I44 -

fied at home for a highly paid key -appointment in
the vast Radio and Television Industry. In 176
pages of intensely interesting matter. it includes

POWER AND TIME BASE

BRIDGE CONNECTED HEAVY DUTY
in. SQUARE COOLING FINS.

;

reveals how you can
become technically -quali-

New 3 colour scale Copenhagen
plan now available for immediate delivery.

'
la., 19/6
; la., 22,6 ; 1.5a., 29/6 ; 2a., 32/6 ; 3a.,
37/6 ; 4a., 45/6 ; Sa., 46/6 ; all post 10d. 54v.
I.5a., 41/- ; 2a., 50/- ; 3a., 57/- ; 5a., 70/- ; 72v.
I .5a., 53/- ; 2a., 64j- ; IOOv. I.5a., 76/-; all p.1/-.

;

OPPORTUNITIES"

F. V. D.

I6v. 5a., 22/6 ; 10a., 24/6 ; 30v. 5a., 37j- ; 8a.,
;
8a., 57/-,
all post 1/-.

40/6: 48v. 2.5a., 27/6 ; 5a., 50/6

97 -

"ENGINEERING

TELEVISION

30v. la., 12/6 ; 2a., 14/8 ; 4a., 261- ; 6a., 38/6 ;
37/6 ; 6a., 54/- ;
43v. la., 16/6 ; 2a., 21.- ;
100v. 2a., 36!6
4a., 69 - ; 6a., 100/-, all p. II-.

HALF -WAVE HEAVY DUTY,

Tele. MACaulay 4272.

OPPORTUNITIES
IN RADIO

NEW S.T.C. SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.

Largest L.T. range in Great tirizain. Current
products.
NOT surplus. E.H.T. H4/200,
W.W. Televisor, 29/6, H4/100 VR97, 19/6,
post free.

assure thorough Minting.

-,',in. dia. Bit.
in. dia. Bit.

14 gns.

4 Mc. to 16 Mc. Phone and key. High class superhet receivers. Complete with
power pack for 110/220 V.A.C. and two rotary convertors ior 12 V. battery supply,

two sets of aerials/dipole and counterpoise aerial/microphone, spare key, headphones

Fit our FULLY COMPENSATED VOLUME
CONTROL. Essential for high quality reproduction at low volume levels.

.d set of spare valves.
AUTOMATIC HIGH SPEED TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT "BOEHME " (U.S.A.)

Up to 4,000 signs per minute on line or wireless.
AR.88 D's,
82.28'18.27. HRO'S with 5 or 9 coils.
METAL RECTIFIERS TYPE 7B. Max DC. output at 36 V. 56 amps. Supply voltage
200/250 v. Brand new, in original cases.
All above items in excellent wrirkingeondition. Working demonstration upon request.
Tx Valves: 803, 805, 807, 913, 814, 829, 861 866A, 872A. 6L6 met. and many others.
Large stock of transmitting condensers, crystals, and other components. Alignment
and repair of communication receivers and all other amateur equipment undertaken.

A range of High Quality Tuners and Amplifiers with an advanced specification will
shortly be available.

S.A.E. for details.

C. T. CHAPMAN (Reproducers) Ltd

PLAxman
3217

RILEY WORKS, RILEY STREET, CHELSEA, S.W.10
Daily demonstrations at Webb's Radio.

Transmitter Div.:

P.C.A. RADIO

The Arches, Cambridge Drove,

London,W.6. Tel.: RIV 3279.

Receiver Div.:

170, Coldhawk Road,

London W.12. Tel SHE 4946.

WIRELESS WORLD
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NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC DE6
(Aston Cross 2440), the Midlands
specialist manufacturers of high fidelity sound
reproduction equipment, for the world-famous
Williamson amplifier and associated access.rles
including tone control stages
loudspeaker
crossover units, distortionless contrast ex-

Rate
for 2 lines or less and 3'- for every additional
line or part thereof, average lines 6 words. Box Numbers
(Address replies Box 0000 c'o " Wireless
2 words pins
World," Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.1.) Trade
discount details available on application.
Press Day :
September 1950 issue, Friday August 4th. No responsibility

C.J.R.
VELOPMENT, Ltd.. Hubert St., Birming-

ham,

accepted for errors.

WARNING

panders and radio feeders; send for details and

Readers are warned that Government surplus
components which may be offered for sale
through our columns carry no manufacturers'
guarantee: Many of these components will have
been designed for special purposes making them
unsuitable for civilian use, or may have deteriorated as a result of the conditions under
which they have been stored
We cannot
undertake to deal with any complaints regarding

prices

artriogelliews

H RO senior Rx's, complete from £12/10. plus
carr.-R.T. & I. Service, 254. Grove Green
Rd., London, E.11. Ley. 4986.
(0053
watt im20amplifierrn
th
built-in r
input,i showroom
adicIemunonit:
stration model; price £29/10.

SPECIALISTS in the design and manufacture
of high fidelity reproducing equipment from
5-100 watts for domestic or industrial purposes.
Our new twin channel amplifier (type U.E.57).
with independent bass and treble outputs. provides the most satisfying standard of reproduction we have yet experienced. It is now being
demonstrated in our showrooms daily (we close
Thursday 1 p.m., Saturday 4.30 P.m.). and we
invite those who seek perfection from recorded
music to hear this superb instrument. We also
offer tuning units or complete chassis designed
and constructed to individual reauirements.

WODEN TRANSFORMER Co., Ltd., Mosley Rd..
Bfiston.
(551 2
ALLICRAFTER SX28A, with panoramic
adapter, all in cabinet, hardly used, 230 or
110v a.c., with full instructions: offers near

J'

£60. -Box 5276.
SALE.

receivers,

amplifiers,

r:n4trebleb°.t.vio.a..lists.-Broadcast

& Acoustic Equipment Co.. Ltd.. Tombland,

I

SCREENED
-and hermetically
sealed in oil . . . !

2 40.-

cabinet to mount amplifier and feeder unit. Box 5239.

above, and are typical of
the advantages that these

few times (less than 2 hours total) as a comparator, otherwise new and unused, £29/10: pair of
up-to-date W.S. 38 Mk. III Wafkle-Talkie trans-

transformer shown

Partridge potted transformers bring. Apart
from enhanced electrical
efficiency, their performance is cohsistently
maintained under all
climatic conditions by
reason of the permanent
hermetic oil seal.

All Partridge Precision
Components (both standard and " To Specification ") are now available
as hermetically sealed
units.

Fullest details gladly sent on request

DGE
TRANSFORMERS LTD
:.:0EBUCK ROAD, KINGSTON BY-PASS
SURREY
TOLWORTH
Telephone

waves; £12 or offers. -Box 5242.
[5675
Vortexion Super 50 -watt amplifier,
perfect condition, cost £38/10, under
guarantee Feb. 1951, acoustical radio feeder
unit, type H.R.1. cost £14 two months ago:

are the figures for the
Type HS -MU sealed

40 db at 5o c's. ! These

above, or to your requirements; R1155 circuit
and values 2/- post free.-R.T.S., Ltd.. 5, Glad-

stone Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel. Lib. 3303
TECHNICALLY far ahead of any other reproducer is the Williamson amplifier; a satisfied customer says: " After searching for 3
months and listening to many other so-called
quality amplifiers, I have at last found what
I want. The R.T.M.C, version of the Williamson is the finest product of the kind, and workmanship and parts used are unsurpassed.. This
goes for quality of reproduction, too." We have
many other letters in similar strain. There is
no doubt the Williamson amplifier will satisfy
the most critical quality enthusiast. It is the ultimate choice if you want trouble -free reproduction with super quality. Price £23/10, 7 -valve
model; £28/10, 9 -valve model (with built-in preamplifier). See previous adverts. Also " W.W.^
booklet on this famous amplifier. We are open
all day Saturday for demonstrations. Send for
details, photos (3d stamp) to R.T.M.C. (Ealing).
LtdEa . Laure6l2). House. 141. Little Ealing Lane. W.5
13674
ling 69
(

kJ converted to mains; short waves up to 18
m/c. 1.5-3.5 m/c range converted to medium

H. SCOTT Hi -Fidelity receiver, 23 valves,
.12I 2 chromed chassis, 3 speakers, 35 watts undistorted, 13-2,000 metres, continuously variable
selectivity 2-16 kcs, sep. bass control, beat osc..
appearance, performance, speaker cones, all as
new. -Offers to Box 5070.
[5659
SALE of private laboratory; communications
receiver BC 348-0 by R.C.A. New Jersey 8 valve (2 R.F.-2 I.F. crystal control), 6
waveband 203/500kc and 1.5 to 18mc. powerea

REDUCTION of field

tone controls, 2 -stage N.F.B., high gain; price
£10/15/6. -For full details of this and other
amplifiers and radio feeders address a post card
[5618
to 19. Newcomen Rd.. Wellingborough.
BUY direct from manufacturers; our radiogram chassis are truly remarkable value;

5 -valve all -wave superhet, large fully illuminated glass dial, complete with valves and
speaker aerial tested ready for installation;
price £12 inclusive, carriage paid; 2d stamp
for illustrated leaflets; trade enquiries invited.
-Bayly Bros., 46, Pavilion Drive, Leigh -on -Sea.
[5573
Essex.
SPENCER-WEST type AC/3 Birmingham or
London pre -amplifiers ensure that the very
best performance is obtained under difficult reception conditions; expressly designed and
manufactured for long-distance reception and
employed by the manufacturers themselves for
consistent reception under typical difficult conditions; descriptive leaflet. circuit, etc.. available on request.
SPENX:YER-WE&T. Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth.
CONNOISSEUR'S receiver, acclaimed by its
users as the finest receiver for the enthusiast and the only one with the following facilities: 9 -1,500 -metre, world-wide results on highly
sensitive 10 -valve receiver, comparable with any
good communication set, or by change of switch,
maximum fidelity reception of local stations on
non-superhet receiver with high quality 2-PX4
push-pull amplifier incorporating all refinements,
bass and treble tone control (boost to cut),
whistle filter and gram input, etc.; basis rebuilt
R1155; write for details or call for demonstration.
FEEDER units as above, or use with external
high -quality amplifiers; R1155 specialists, receivers repaired and re -aligned, also modified as

15705

television receiver, aerial, feeder, etc.:
London or Midlands; stabilised power pack.
full sensitivity, bandwidth, 34 valves: s.a.e. for
details; £33. -Box 5279.
15676
- AMMAR LUND super -pro, ex. cond. power
pack, two pairs Brown's phonesand, odd
speaker. -Offers to Else. ' Heorot," Laleham
'Reach. Chertsey. Surrey.
(5683
S. Army BC348K communications receiver.

complete with power units and loudspeakers; few only available.
McELROY ADAMS MFG. GROUP, Ltd., (Belli crafters), 46, Greyhound Rd.. London, W.6.

tested, only new components used; £711218.
BERNARDS. 12, Chelverton Rd., Putney, London. S.W.15. Put. 7538.
[0097
CHARLES AMPLIFIERS, Ltd., are now able
to produce amplifiers, radio units and
electronic equipment to specification; enquiries
invited for development work and for short production runs -Charles Amplifiers, Ltd., 40, Ken (0173
sal Rd., W.10.
NEW amplifier by Midland Radio Coil Products: The Symphonic Seven High Fidelity
portable, seven watts of high fidelity reproduction in highly portable form full bass and treble

amplifiers; established as the most outstanding
value in high -quality amplifiers, thanks to
faithful reproduction at unrivalled price.
these unique amplifiers are the first choice
of the enthusiast; built to satisfy the discriminating ear; bass and treble independent
controls, providing widest possible variation to
suit all recordings and varying acoustic properties of one room with another; £18 complete;
Livingstone 4879.
10019
RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS -SURPLUS
AND SECONDHAND

beck 4058.

Norwich.
1.0067
lilsiERNARDS, makers of television, radio.
for early
11.-a amplifier equipment, available
delivery; television time -base chassis and E.H.T.
supply combined, 5 valves, completely wired,

signers and manufacturers of Telrad quality

full details on request -Write. call or 'phone

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS. 36.
Marylebone High St.. London, W.1. Wel-

12-watt high quality

[5470

MELRAD ELECTRONICS, 70, Church Rd.,
Upper Norwood, London. 5.2,19. -De-

any such components purchased.

J[ALLICRAFTERS dual diversity

57

ELM bridge 6737-8

by self-contained 24/28 -volt D.C. input dyna-

motor; with instruction manual; used only a

mitter receivers by M.R.. Ltd.. 7-9 m/c, range
5-20 miles, according to terrain: in cast aluminium cases, complete with external controllers, double, sectional rod aerials, hand -set
m/c microphones and telephones, also dry batteries; again, used only a few times as comparators. otherwise new and unused; £36/10 the
pair: items may be inspected by appointment.Chesney, Redcroft, Brarahall. Cheshire. Tel.
Bramhall 1036.
(5709
NEW DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.

BATTERY chargers, 4 models 2-6-12v, 1-2-4
amp D C.; an mains voltage; also larger
types special transfoy rmers, chokes, test gear, interior car heaters, etc. -The Banner Electric
Co. Ltd.. Hoddesdon. Herts.
TANETTE d.c. to a.c. rotary converters, [2212
200i
250 volts d.c. input. 200/250 volts, 50 cycles.

output at 300 watts, new. £20;
500 watts, £23; complete with smoothing for
television and radio. -Johnson, 319, Kennington Rd.. London. S 2.11. Reliance 1412-3.
ALL types of rotating electrical machinery up
to 20kva available, including rotary converters, rotary transformers, motors, petrol and
diesel-engined generating plants, alternators
and d.c. generators. We are also in a position
to quote for power transformers; as actual
manufacturers we will be glad to quote for any
quantity for home or export.
DIESEL Electric generating plants, 3kva, 230v
with push-button remote control, starting equipment, ready for use; £195.
ROTARY transformers, input 20v d.c., outputs
6.5v d.c. and 300v d.c., permanent magnet field.
20/-; ditto, input 28v d.c. and 1.200v. 70ma
d.c. output, energised field, 35/-; ditto, input
12v d.c., output 500v, 90ma d.c., energised
1 -phase, a.c.

fields, 35/-.
PETROL electric generator plants, comprising a

J.A.P. No. 2a single cyl. engine coupled by vee
rope drive to an alternator, giving an output
of 230v. 50 cycles, 400 v.a., with screened ignition and filtering on generator, eminently suitable for operating television and radio on farms,

etc., price £40; such plants can be supplied
with various outputs, a.c. or d.c., for other
applications.
CHAS. F. WARD, Lordscroft Works, Haverhill,
Suffolk. Tel. 253.
[0039
DYNAMOS,
MOTORS,
ETC. -SURPLUS
AND SECONDHAND
AS new, electric dynamic wireless converter,
230 dc to 250 ex; offers.-Brookman, 91, College Rd., Epsom. Tel. 9320.
(5658
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ETC.-SURPLUS
DYNAMOS,
MOTORS,
AND SECONDHAND
LIGHTING plants new and used, ac and dc;
rope, press button, or remote control starting; run on petrol, some on T.V.O. (very cheap
fuel), also 1.2 and 34itip new engines; see "Wireless Workl," July, page 88; Exide and Hart 6v
100-125amp H.Batts, heavy duty £4 del. £15
for 4' also 72 and 85amp H. 110-230v double
wound (not auto), trans. lkva heavy duty, in
steel case, £4 del.; heavy duty rectifier units
115/230/1/50 input 100-120 var. de out, 2.5-3a;
bridge conn. S.T.C. rects. steel case, LIP del.;
200-250v input, 90v 8a de var. tapped output
We a meter; Westinghouse equipment, fuses,
etc., £19 del.; large Davenset 2 -circuit charger,
A. meters with resistances, overload switches,
Our 18 months' experience of solving the prob- two
input, £20 del.; special Westinghouse
lems associated with L.P. records here and in the 200-250v
200-250 input, 24v charging 26 amp condensers
U.S.A. is now crystallised into a comprehensive and choke control, full wave bridge rectifier, 3 pole on/off switch (2 aci-dc), 4 fuses, steel case;
service for you.
is superior H.duty job; transformer alone
We are now stocking the complete range of L.P. this
worth more than price asked, 512/10 del.; 1
records of se: ous music, and the associated play- battery charger by Legg, 200-250v input, charging desks. Over and above that is the quite un- ing up to 50, 2v cells at 2a, S.T.C. rect. full wave,
equalled range of Hartiey-Torner high-fidelity meter, resistance, fuses, steel case, £13 del.; see
equipment for reproducing these epoch-making displayed advert page 56; E.T.C. rectifiers;
c.w.o. pro forma invoice or c.o.d.
discs with a degree of realism which is quite terms,
PEARCE, 66, Gt. Percy St., W.C.1.
startling.
[0014
NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
You are invited to come and hear what can be
reproducer cabinets and playing desks
got from these discs when they are reproduced H1 -F1
to match: stamp. leaflets.-Cabinetware.
with real fidelity ; and we shall be happy to supply 1A, Heyes
[0090
St., Blackburn.
your needs from a single record to a complete
LOUDSPEAKERS-SURPLUS AND

COMPLETE L.P.

RECORD SERVICE

installation.

SECONDHAND

We are preparing " The reproduction of L.P.

Q.S. DX plus 7 Volgt h.c. horn, super 8 cs,

price 25/-, and existing subscribers to the catalogue

depth 14in, lined lin felt, light oak finish; cost

records " and this, together with a year's supply 5278.H.M.V. 12 p.u. acoustic QA12, cheap.-Box
[5707
of critical reviews of records, will be sent to you
210 Goodmans Axiom 22 high fidelity 20
for a subscription of 5/-. This is included as a free
0# watt loudspeaker, mounted lass reflex
supplement to our " Selected Record Catalogue," cabinet, lin thick, height min, width 223/4in,
[5671
527/10 two months ago.-Box 5241.
will get their copy in due course.
TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT
This complete service is extended to all our overtransmitter -receivers; these were forseas friends. L.P. records can safely be sent by
merly sold at £6 each, the remaining
post, and we guarantee complete satisfaction in few to be cleared at 25/-, carriage paid.
the farthest corner of the Empire.
THE STAMFORD RADIO Co., 199, Stamford
[4795
Ashton -under -Lyme. Lanes.
Send today for free catalogues and literature, and St..HALLICRAFTER
transmitters. Type HT4E
don't forget New Notes in Radio," price 24,
(BC610), complete to makers' latest specia pocket guide to high-fidelity.
fication, covering all frequencies from lmc to
30mcs, complete with speech amplifier, connecting cables, etc.; limited quantities only now
available.
PANORAMIC adaptor, Type MCA44, British made, suitable fitment to any good -class
152
communication receiver, in addition to all Hal icrafter models, immediate delivery.
RIVerside 7387 HALLICRAFTER official sole agents in U.K. including service and spares.
McELROY ADAMS MFG. GROUP, Ltd., 46,
Tel. Fulham
Greyhound Rd., London, W.6.
[5212
1802. Cables, Hallicraft, London.

T Rn

H. A. HARTLEY CO. LTD.
HAMMERSMITH ROAD
LONDON, W.6.

Southern Radio Supply Ltd.
46, Lisle Street, London, W.C.,
have now removed to
NEW PREMISES at

11, Little Newport Street,
London, W.C.2.
Five Doors from Charing Cross Road
and Leicester Square Tube Station.

Telephone Number:UNCHANGED-GERRARD 6653.

ALL GOODS
PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED
STILL AVAILABLE.

NEW TEST EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE for early delivery, two -beam
switch unit, 6 valves, self-contained power
pack, variable switching frequency, provisional
price, £10/14/6, enables two separate traces to be
displayed on standard oscilloscope.

BERNARDS. 12. Chelverton Rd., Putney, Lon[0098
don, S.W.15. Put. 7538.
LABORATORY test equipment, signal generators, oscilloscopes, frequency meter, valve
voltmeters, valve testers, meggers, etc., by Marconi, Ferris, Clough-Brengle, Collins, Cossor,
Ultra, etc.; list available-Please state requirements to:- R.T. & I. Service. 254, Grove Green
[0056
Rd., London, E.11. Ley. 4986.
OSCILLOSCOPE and Wobbulator complete,
£20; T.B. c/s 10 to 350,000 c/s X and Y plate
amplifiers, easy to handle, has outstanding performance. fully guaranteed, immediate delivery
with set of leads and booklet, " Oscilloscope
Technique "; further details from the manufacLtd., Scalby,
turers.-Erskine Laboratories,
Scarborough.

(3456

TEST EQUIPMENT-SURPLUS AND

SECONDHAND
TAYLOR 85A meter, 20,000 OPV, 90 ranges,
as new; reasonable offer.-Box 5242. [5674

2TAYLOR 240amp pattern gen., little used,
as new' £12 each.-Bradley, Hospital Drive,
Radcliffe, Notts.
[5679
AUTOMATIC voltage regulators for a.c. mains.
Ferranti 7.5kva, muving coil, frequency
compensated, undistorted output waveform,
tapped to suit any nominal supply between 200
and 250v, 1ph., 45 to 60cps. input voltage may
vary from 88% to 108% of nominal, output
100%±1/2%, complete with voltmeter, spares,

PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS:-

handbook, brand new, in original oiled paper
wrappers and export packing cases, Govt. surplus; offered at a fraction of normal cost; overseas enquiries invited-P. B. Crawshay 166,
Plxmore Way, Letchworth. Herta
f5156
SALE of private laboratory.-The following

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY

available in condition virtually as new; best

LTD.

11, Little Newport Street,
London, W.C.2.
Five

Doors

GERrard 6653.

from C HARI NG CROSS

ROAD and LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE

STATION.

apparatus,

all of recent manufacture,

is

offers accepted: Marconi standard signal generator TF 1440. 85kc to 25m/c, cost £143; Marconi circuit magnification meter T1' 329G, 50kc
to 50m/c, cost £135; Cossor double beam oscilloscope, with attachments, cost £45; Metro -Vick
S.R.2 vacuum backing pump with filters, cost
5.34/5; Metro -Vick high vacuum oil condensation
pump, type 02, cost 526/15; Edwardes & Co.
rotary vacuum pump and compressor, type IV,
cost 525/15; Philips high vacuum gauge by
Edwards, power and meter units, to 10-2, cost
546/10; Walsall multi -range test meter, model
845, new and unused, cost 514/18/6; also Rayon
multi -range test meter, ditto, cost £14/14;
items may be inspected by appointment.-Chesney. Redcroft, Bramhall, Cheshire.
Tel. and
[5710
'Grams: Bramhall 1036.

MICROGROOVE

IS HERE !
Not " shortly " and not " in the near
future ; no waiting lists but IMMEDIATE
DESPATCH (if you order promptly) of
excellent Microgroove Gramophone Units
made by famous British manufacturer, and
despatched ready to plug in. For 50 -cycle
A.G. mains of 100/130 and 200/250 volts ;
consumption approx. 12 watts. 10in, turntable revolving evenly at 334 r.p.m. Auto stop
and start. Lightweight High -Fidelity Magnetic
Pickup giving delightfully clean quality.
Output approx. 0.3 volt at 1,000 c,s., re-

quiring no pre -amplifier or input transformer

with normal amplifier or radio set.

Fre-

quency range 30-14,000 c/s. For use with
Miniature steel or sapphire stylus. Complete
with mounting accessories, tax paid, carriage
paid, 17/5/- nett. Limited quantity available,

so order now.

Also the same model but

78 r.p.m. Mount the two side by side in one
cabinet for the ideal playing desk ; costs less
than a single two -speed job, saves changing
stylii, etc., and supplied tax paid, carriage

paid, for 113/19/6 the two. Talk to us also if
you would like a Microgroove Automatic
Record Changer ; and, of course, for ALL
the high -quality equipment by Hartley Turner. Wharfedale, Gcodmans, A. C. Barker,

Vortexion, Decca, Marconiphone, etc., etc.
Meanwhile, get organised TODAY for
Microgroove-WE'RE ready

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
UNLIMITED
264-266 Old Christchurch Road,
Bournemouth, Hants

CABOT RADIO
A New Television Pre.amplifier
Model B. Has an effective gain

of 10 times, and an extremely

high signal/noise ratio. Capable
of operating at an input of 5
microV. without showing deterio-

ation of picture quality due to
its own generated noise.

Uses

Mazda 6F1 valve in an up-to-

date circuit. Bandwidth 5 mcs.
Entirely self-contained, and operates from 200-250 v. A.C. 50 c.p.s.
only. Size : App. 4in. cubed.
Available for London or Bir-

mingham frequencies from your
own dealer.

Price £5.15.0
Including 6F1 valve.
If in difficulty write direct to :

Cabot Radio Co. Ltd.,
28, Bedminster Parade,
Bristol 3
Tel: 64314
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TEST EQUIPMENT --SURPLUS AND

GOOD
NEWS
OF

BARKER
DELIVERIES

SECONDHAND

bargains in test gear and components; send
s.a.e. fi.r
s Raa.o, we., ot., Cromer.
TAYLOR Wobbulator, new condition, £10;
G.E.0 Selectest, £10; as new commercial
televis.on; pre -amp single -stage 6AM6 A.P.,

£1.-Kingsbury,
Crouch, Essex.

Providence,

Burnham -on [5677

Air AROONI, std. sig. gen., TP144G, £30; NMI 1.V1 lard scope GM3152, £30; Hickock valve
vo_tohmeter. £8' BFO, £8; Weston circuit
analyser, £10: all v. g, condition with handbooks; quantity valves. formers. components.
etc., worth £25; near offers considered, but
prefer sell lot £80, or exchange good Le ca
camera.-Box 5277.
15706
NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND
EQUIPMENT
MAGNETIC tape. Emitape type 65 on 1.200ft
spool, 25/-; paper tape. 25/-; blank recording
w/o; a,i from stock; full
trade terms available.
SOuND DISCS (SUPPLIES), Ltd.. 178. Bispham
Rd., Southp.irt, Lancs. Tel. 8153.
f5335
TNFINITE baffle corner deflectors, scientifically

1 designed acoustic chambers for 8 to 15in
speakers; lists.-Broadcast & Acoustic Equip-

ment Co., Ltd., Tombland, Norwich.
10064
TRANSFORMERS, tone control and loud
speaker filter chokes for all " W.W." circuits; special designs promptly made.-R.
Clarke, 30, Langland Crescent, S. Stanmore,
Middx. Wor. 5321.
(5976
M.F. equipment of special interest to
11A amateurs and experimenters at attractive
prices; including amplifiers, microphones, loudspeakers; Only limited quantities avallanle.-Full
details and prices front E.M.I. Sales & Service,

Ltd., Amateur Division, Head

Office, Hayes,
Middlesex.
L5714
TAPE recording panels; a precision panel com-

prising two motors, high Oddity sound and
giving tape speeds of 7',4in and 15in per sec.
suspended between ball races with heavy fly
wheel to ensure freedom from wow; no unlacing
of tape is necessary for rewind; panel finished
in black crackle, size 14inX12in: £20.
HIGH fidelity tape heads as fitted on our panels.
record -playback. £4/10; erase heads, £4/10;
standard record/playback. £1/10; erase head,
£1/10; osc. coil, 15/-; head to grid transformers,
7/6; circuits suppled with orders; trade inerase nead, high speed capstan of unique design

quiries invited.
MORECAMBE
SOUND
SERVICE,
Sealand
Works, Cross Cop, Morecambe. Tel. Heysham
570.

output plus the normal fall in
demand which always comes in summer has
enabled us to overtake the intake and we are
Increased

now pretty well level, with both the 148A
and 150 almost ex stock. NOW is the time to
get ready for the next season's good sound.
Apart from the wealth of good music of which
we can be sure, there is wide band television
sound, which is a revelation of what radio
reproduction can be when a really first-class
speaker is used.

Then we have the new Dec a

Long Playing records which combine good
recording with a silent surface almost on
par with that of acetate ; it is a joy to be able
to use the full extreme top response of the
148A and

150 without hearing the

usual

surface hiss.

NOW is the time to act. Don't wait for the
autumn when everyone is calling for speakers
and we may again be swamped by the demand.

Please write now for full details and the
special summer plan. If you really do want
and appreciate NATURAL, pleasing, satisfying
sound reproduction you must sooner or later
own a BARKER SPEAKER. Why not sooner

BARKER

NATURAL

REPRODUCERS
BCM,AADU

LONDON, W.C.I.

LRS

DEALER clearing suipia; stocks offers many

roon

GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
-SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND

AMBASSADOR table radiogram, as new, s.w.
bandspread, £39; new, gramophone, B.T.H.
p.cs-up, £8.-Box 5246.
[5692
MAGNETIC sound recording wire, stamiess
steel, temporary wooden spools, approx. 14
hours' running time at 2ft per sec.; 14/- per
spool.-A. Smart, 40, Grange Rd., Halesowen.
M.V. s.ngle record payer, connoisseur
P.cX-up, £8; 80 records 12in. 25 10in, popular classics. £6: 5 record carriers. 4 with index
cards; 22 comes " The Gramophone," £7; all in
new condition.-Box 5240.
F5670
FOR sale 1948 Fordson van equipped as
mobile recording studio, twin Simon recorders, generators, cables, mics., all almost
brand new; cost nearly £2,C00; offers.-The
Rapstone Radio & Recording Co., 44, Fountayne
[5584
Rd., Stoke Newington, London, N.16.
ONE B.S.R. direct disc recording outfit, as
new, comprising one B.S.R. disc recorder
and one B.S.R. recording amplifier (type R.1),
each in leather covered teak instrument case,
one Lustraphone microphone, one B.S.R. micro
phone transformer (type A.T.57), 50 and 600
ohm tappings, one B.S.R. de luxe telescopic
microphone stand; £150.-Cohen & Wilks, Ltd..
[5623
Derby St., Manchester, 8.
HM.V. 1604 table autoradiogramophone, list
£63, accept £40; Pamphonic 25 watt amplifier with playing desk and speaker, list £51,
accept £35; two available, also cabinets for above,

cost £17, accept £5; all new, guaranteed; television, Pye D16T, Bush T91 consoles, secondhand,
perfect order £35 each; several H.M.V. reconditioned radiogramophones; send for list.-Blyth.
[5661
5 High St., Pinner. Tel. 2666.
NEW COMPONENTS
BRAND new guaranteed goods.

MAINS transformers, fully interleaver and impregnated; primaries, 200-230-250v, 50 c/cs,
screened; drop through types. half shrouded,
260-0-260v, 70ma. 6.3v 3a, 5v 2a, 12/11; 350 0
350v 70ma, 6.3v 2a, 5v 2a. 14/1.1; 250-0-250v
100ma, 6.3v 6a, 5v 3a, for 1355 conversion, 22/9;
250-0-250v 70ma, 6.3v 2a. 5v 2a Midget, 21/2-3-

241n, 15/6; fully shrouded upright mounting
types, 350-0-350v 1.00ma, 6.3v -4v 4a, C.T. 0-4-5v
3a 21/9; Midget, 3-3-24in, 250-0-250v 6Oma,
6.3v 2a, 5v 2a, 15/6' 350-0-350v 150ma, 6.3v 4a,
5v 3a, 27/9; small filament trans., 200-230v ;n put, 0-4-6.3v 2a output, 7/6; full range of mans
trans. in stock; smoothing chokes, 6ffina. 15h.
400ohms, 4/3; 80ma 12h 350ohms, 5/3; 100ma
10h 300ohms, 5/9; 100ma 10h 100ohms, 7/6;
200ma 5h 100ohms, 7/6; Clix Int. octal valve
holders, 2/11 dos, 23/- gross; T.V. focus coils,
9/6' T.V. 9in cream masks, 7/6; electrolytics.
8mfd 450v tubulars, 1/11; 8-8mfd 450v small
cans, 2/9; 8-16mfd 450v cans, 3/3; 8-24mfd
350v cans, 2/3; Morganite vol. controls, .5 meg
with D.P. switch, long spindle, 3/9 ea. or 2/11
ea. in doz. lots; c.w.o. or c.o.d. over £1; DWI
free over £2; bargain list 3d; special lists for
trade 3d.-Radio Supply Co., 15, Queen Square,
Leeds, 2.

[0003

FOR

PROMPT & EFFICIENT SERVICE

CASH OR EASY TERMS

ARMSTRONG
ALL WAVE CHASSIS
(incl. speaker and output transformer)

Model EXP 83/3. Cash 118/17/1, or E5 with
order and 10 monthly instalments of 30/-.
Model RF 103/3. Cash £25/12/6, or L5/10iwith order and 11 mon. inst. of 40/,
Model EXP 125/2. Cash £471161-. or II 1110/ with order and 10 mon. inst. of E4,

Model EXP 119

(less

speaker).

Cash

E43/19/7, or £10 with order and 12 mon.
inst. of 62/-.
We specialise in Armstrong Chassis.
maker's advert. on page 67.

See

LEAK & GOODSELL AMPLIFIERS
AND TUNERS SUPPLIED ON
EASY TERMS

LOUDSPEAKERS
Wharfedale W.12/CS I2in. less transf. Cash
E7/10/-, or £2 with order and 6 mon. inst. of

20/,
Goodmans, the new Axiom 150 (less trans.).

Cash 18/81-, or £2 with order and 7 mon.
inst. of 20/-.

Other models supplied on similar terms,
including Hartley Turner.

COLLARO
RECORD CHANGER
R.C. SOO with crystal pick-up. Cash E10/151-,
or £3112, -with order and eight mon. inst. of LI.

All other Collaro R.C. units and Record
changers available on similar terms.

RADIOGRAM UNITS
A.C. SOS M.B. Cash price £71613 or L2/2/ -with

order and six monthly inst. of El.

Full particulars with leaflet of any of the above
on request. Kindly enclose stamp.

THE

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY
co.
Est. 1925

BALCOMBE, SUSSEX
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NEW COMPONENTS

-towards perfection
L.

P. RECORDINGS
Demand a first-class
PICK-UP I

Inserts (Cosmocord
CRYSTAL
Mic-6),Microphone
guaranteed brand new, 15/6 post

free.
RADIO -AID, Ltd., 29, Market St., Watford. Tel.
[0036
Watford 5988.

quality mains and output transformers
available in quantities large enough to be
Hi"
of interest to manufacturers.

12 Watt Mains Transformers: Primary: 110. 210
or 230 volts, 50 cycles; Sec. 1: 5v 2a; Sec. 2: 6.3v

600v C.T. 150m/a from rectifier;
Frame: 2in Stack Rola No. 6 stampings.
40 Watt Mains Transformers: Primary: 110, 210
or 230 volts 50 cycles; Sec. 1: 6.3v 2a; Sec. 2:
5v 2a; Sec. 3: 5v 2a; Sec. 4: 620v C.T. 60m/a;
Sec. 5: 950v C.T. 180m/s; Frame: 15/8in stack,
2a; Sec. 3:

M.E.A. No. 136A stampings.

12 Watt Output Transformers: Suitable for a
6v6 push-pull output stage: Sec. 1: for 600ohm
line; Sec. 2: 15ohm and 4ohm; Frame: 1'.sin
Stack Rola No. 4 laminations.
40 Watt Output Transformers: Primary: Suitable for EL.37 valves in push-pull: Sec.: 15ohm
and 4ohm; Frame: 1.1,'2in Stack Rola No. 6 laminations.

ENQUIRIES to. -A. Kershaw & Sons, Harehills
Lane. Leeds, 8. Tel. Leeds 44601, ext. 13.
Transformers. mains transformers outEHTput transformers and chokes; open or
bolted types; transformers designed to individual

iqntity.
W
WILLESDEN TRANSFORMER COMPANY. Ltd..
781. Harrow Rd., N.W.10. Ladbroke 2846.

10075

VOU are bound to try an Osmor 'Q " Coll.'. pack eventually and be delighted with the
results; why not save time and money now 7
LOWTHER DIAMOND MOVING -COIL Send
a stamp for free circuits and latest lists
coils, coilpacks, dials, etc., etc.
answers this requirement £18 plus P. Tax of
OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS, Ltd. (Dept.
W.C.A.), Borough Hill, Croydon, Surrey. (Tel.
Or second best
[0046
Croydon 1220.)

LOWTHER WHITE SAPPHIRE
MOVING COIL £7-7-0 plus P. Tax
(Lie. Pat. No. 538,058)

Pick-up Equaliser Units and De -emphasis
Units (for L.S. lead) available for control
or compensation

£6110. 1.t. trans. 230v inp., 24v 4.5a out 35/-,
rectifier for 18v at 4amp for same 37/6, Bohm
worm-drlvesliders, 5 amp 18/6 Rola 8in p.m.
spkrs. less trans. 13/6. Lustraphone m.c. mikes
52/-, 2v trickle charger trans. and rect. 12/6;
add postage; all goods new.
CHAMPION PRODUCTS, 43, Uplands Way,
[0100
London, N.21. Tel. Lab. 4457.
AC/4 Birmingham/LonSPENCER
-WEST type
unit; permits a London type
don convertor

Further details: -

THE LOWTHER MANUFACTURING CO.
(The Laboratory Production Unit)
Lowther House, St. Mark's Road,

Bromley, Kent

autos, 230/110.
TRANSFORMERS,
201b 50/-. ditto 450watt
1,200watt in metal cases

receiver to be employed for the reception of Bir-

mingham without alterations of any kind; the
first and best convertor unit emp.oying as it
does 2 separate mixed oscillators. thereby ensuring correct reception of the single sideband
Sutton Goldfield transmitter; illustrated leaflet

RAV. 5225 available on request.
SPENODR-WEST. Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth.

Improved ' High Fidelity'
Results.

Obtainable at

HOLLEY'S RADIO STORES
285, CAMBERWELL ROAD,
Phone RODNEY 4988

S.E.5

new MICROGROOVE

the
EQUIPMENT
DECCA L.P. UNITS & PICK-UPS
By

ACOUSTICAL new " QUAD "
special AMPLIFIER

LEAK AMPLIFIER PICK-UP and
TUNER
VORTEXION " STEREO-

PHONIC " & ACOS " GP20 "
PICK-UP

WILLIAMSON
TUNERS

by

AMPLIFIERS

&

GOODSELL

SOUND SALES

" TONEMASTER AMPLIFIER" & DX TUNERS
CORNER SPEAKERS by

WHARFEDALE, TANNOY and
DECCA

GOODMANS " AXIOM," W. B.
" STENTORIAN " and BARKER
SPEAKER UNITS
ARMSTRONG R.F. 103/3 and
EXP 83 3 CHASSIS
TWO -SPEED ELECTRIC
MOTORS, also
BRIGGS new Edition of " SOUND
REPRODUCTION "
Demonstrations every evening

until 6 p.m. except Thursday.

BEL television.-" Wireless World " superhet

televisor, superior components for a superior

EASY RADIO

Have you observed from our previous ads.
how you can build radios the easy way and
save money ? Our range of completely
prefabricated chassis are punched for all
These -and
our unique
components.

Construction Sheets and Tuning Units --

enable anyone to build a variety of domestic

receivers, feeder units and amplifiers with

the sure knowledge that failure is impossible!
Two examples from our range :

5 v. prefabricated chassis, size
I2in.x 9in.x2fin.

10/6

" Easy-as-A.B.C." Construction

Sheets, (A.C. or AC/DC) per
No. I Tuning Unit (comprising

3/6

modeI30 3 -waveband superhet.

coil pack, pr. " MM " I.F.T.'s,

8in. x 6in. dial and 2 -gang condenser -the whole aligned and
sealed)
...
54/9 inc.
leaving only valves and small components
(which we can supply) to complete a factory
designed receiver.
6 v. prefabricated chassis, size
I 2in. x 9in. x 2 in.
...
11/6
Construction Sheets*
3/5
No. 2 Tuning Unit (comprising
model 40 3 -waveband superhet.
coil pack with R.F. stage, pair of
" MM " 1.F.T.'s, 8in. x 6in. dial
and
3 -gang
condenser -the
whole aligned and sealed)... 86 3 inc.
leaving only valves and small components
(which we can supply) to complete a factory
designed receiver, whose performance has

been widely acclaimed second to none.
*FREE with all orders over £5.
Send 1/6 for your copy of the New " Home
Constructor's Handbook " for all the

" gen " on how to construct these, and
many other receivers and amplifiers, etc.
All standard radio lines in stock at current
prices.

Send us your enquiry or order

marking it " W.W." for special attention.
Mail Order Only.

RODING LABORATORIES

70 LORD AVENUE, ILFORD, ESSEX.

receiver. To specification: Set of 20 coils 52/6,
L M or Holme Moss line transformers, concentric formers 42/-, 6kv Westhet EHT rectifiers 48/-; 4 deflector coils mounted, 35/-; focus
coil, 37/6; P.M. focus rings, 25/-; blocking
trans.,15/-; mains trans., 77/6 and 98/-' copper
RF and sound IF strips, with valveholders and
screening boxes, assembled, 52/6; EC52 valves,
8/6; wire pots, condensers, etc.; this set can
be made for about £32 only; constructional book
2/6.
COILS: Midland VM, EE, and PW TRF coil
sets, all with video chokes. 18/6; pre -amp coils.
formers, paxolin polysterene tube, test oscillator
coil sets, iron oxide hum -free line transformers
and chokes, chassiswork and " made to
measure " coils; Williamson tuner coils, 7/6 pair;
superhet L.M.S. coils, iron cored, 2/6 ea., ditto
miniature.
TEST equipment: 2-TF 517 SSG, £35 ea.; Salford 106 5-60mc/s, incomplete. £15 ea.; 10cms
wavemeter Marconi, Puttick audio source, 2
V/voltmeters.
MANUFACTURERS, wholesale and trade enquiries invited.
BEL SOUND PRODUCTS Co., Marlborough
Yard, London Archway, N.19. Archway 5078.

54/9 only
unit,

tuning

fcoormatteiiigf
famous

LABORATORY

TEST EQUIPMENT
High Grade test equipment GUARANTEED

equal in every way to the maker's specification.

We offer only New or rebuilt instruments,
rezalibrated if and where necessary.

WAVEMETERS by R.C.A., Type TE.149.
Frequency range 200 KO. to 39 Mc/s., by
harmonics. Directly calibrated dial from 2.5
to 5 Mc's. Scale length 9 feet. Absolute
accuracy 0.02 per cent. Crystal accuracy

0.005 per cent.

Supplied with instruction
book, spare valves and components in a well
fitted transit care. Battery operated. NEW.
E14.

CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFOR-

superhet coil pack, pair I.F transformers, 2 -gang condenser and attractive dial
(8inX61n); each component individually selected
pre -aligned, sealed and the whole matched together as a unit; the superhet you build with
this unit needs no further adjustment! Or
supplied instead with the superb J.B. horizontal
Spin wheel tuner and dial assembly at 75/6.
Full details of these and our other high quality
products (coils, IFTs, mains transformers, etc.),
together with many circuits and constructional
tips, contained in the latest edition of the
Home Constructor's Handbook," price 1/6.

MERS by Advance. Type MTI43 input 190260 v.. Output 230 v. ± I per cent at 150 W.

R
spindle couplings; eye bolts; 2, 4 or SBA bolts;

Type TF373D by Marconi Instruments. Condition as new.
Also in stock we have valve voltmeters,
wavemeters up to 1000 Mc/s
Precision
attenuators, Signal generators type TF.144G,
& TF.390F Oscilloscopes type Ultra Mk. II.

Mail order office.
SUPACOILS, 98, Greenway Ave., London, E.17.
ADIO hardware in 1/- packets: 3 -pt tag
strips; mounting boards; fuse holders;

shakeproof nuts; 2, 4 or 6BA studding; Grommets: solder tags; pin tags; spade tags; tinned
copper wire 16, 18, 20 or 22swg; sleeVing 1, 13/4
or 2mm; resin cored solder; 14/36 single flex
(6 colours); single or twin screened flex; Ae/E
socket panels; voltage panels.; indicator lamps
ruby.; jack plugs.; jack sockets; 5amp plugs
BC adaptors; flex connectors; flexible couplers
grid caps, octal or standard; insulated tape
,in
insulated staples; co -ax wiring cleats
All packed 'n
Pointer knobs; plain knobs.
generous 1/- packets (* these items 1/- each),
12 packets 10/6 inc. post; 25 packets £1 post
free. Any type or assorted as you wish. See our
lists, free on request for many other items.
FRITH RADIOCRAFT, Ltd.,
Gate, Leicester.

69-71,

Church

[0026

Also MTI6I as above, except that output
is 60 W. These transformers are in new
condition.

TI NSLEY GALVANOMETERS.

Com-

plete with light source. Various sensitivities

from
2 -f 7µA, in polished wood cases.
Condition as new.

BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR.

Type I95L by Marconi Instruments. Condition absolutely as new.

UNIVERSAL IMPEDANCE BRIDGE.

Send for lists.

HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS
175, UXBR1D3E RD., HANWELL,
LONDON, W.7.
Telephone : EAL. 0779

WIRELESS WORLD
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NEW COMPONENTS
ELECTRONICS. -Write to the firm which
specialises in electronic equipment for your
requirements in relays, valves, thyratrons,
photocells, electron multipliers, special, c.r.t..
image converters, selsyns, velodynes, etc., as
well as all components.
J. McMILLAN, 5, Oaxfield Rd., Bristol, 8.
COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND
WALTON'S OF WOLVERHAMPTON.
SPECIAL Summer Clearance Bargain List now
available, prices cut by half! Send S.A.E. today to Walton's Wireless Stores, 203, Staveley
[0061
Rd., Wolverhampton.
rectifiers, various voltages at
SELENIUM
over available, state requirements.
4 amps ormetal
WILFLO PRODUCTS, 222, Gorbals St., Glasgow,
C.5.

[5708
QOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY, Ltd.. 11, Litt,e
t.3 Newport Street, London. W.C.2. See our

F0016
displayed advertisement page 58..
A LLEN & GOULD, 5, Obelisk Parade. Lewisham,, S.E.13 offer the following goods.
new and unused, unless otherwise stated: MAT resistors. 100ohm, 250w, 1/9: 350ohm,
250w, 1/6; SBC neon. 200-220v, resistor in

A WINDOW WORTH

LOOKING

INTO

Television. Receivers Type 3585 complete
with 45 me/s. strip using 5 EF50's Diode and

Cathode follower, together with a further
2 EA 50's,
EF 50, 4 SP 61's, 5VR 56,
I

VR 54, also stacks of
resistors condensers, 2 5.000 ohm relays
3VR 55,

I

VR

3,

I

and 2 1,000 ditto. These units are brand new
in sealed cases and cost only 65/10/..

Television. I.F. strips only. Ex the above
Units, complete with 6 EF 50's,
EA 50,
also brand new and unused, 62/6 each.
Ditto less valves, £2. Limited number
I

only.

Television. Units type 208a, 2 stage as
above with 2 EF 50's, ideal as sound or
vision units, 15/6 each.

Television. Brand New R 1355 Receivers,

complete with valves as used in the " Inexpensive Televisor " suitab)e for London or
Sutton Coldfield, 59/6 each,
Television. " Responser " Units 10 valve
If metre Superhet ideal for conversion for

both Sutton and London, complete with

all valves 45/- each. Limited number only.
Television. Power Packs. Ex -Admiralty.

230 volt 50 cycle input, output 2,500 volt
5 mia. 350 x 350 volt 200 rn/a. 6.3 volt
15 amps. Fully smoothed and supplied
complete with all valves 92/6 each.

Television. Coils wound on lin. x fin.
polystrene with slugs single hole fixing,
6d. each.

Television. Condensers, 1,000 pf. and 500 p1.
midget moulded mica 4d. each. High voltage types, 1,000 pf. moulded mica 5 kv.,
1/3 each. 1,000 pf. ceramic, 9 kv. 1/3 each,
Television. Diode Holders, 3d. each.
High Voltage Valve tops fully insulated,
6d. each. High voltage Sleeving 3d. per
length. High voltage Cable 1/9, 12 yards.
Television. High Voltage .1 mfd. Conden-

sers, oil filled Mansbridge type " Trouble

Free". 1 mfd. 3kv. 2/- each. .1 mfd. 4kv. 3/ each. .1 mfd. 5kv. 3/3 each.
Television. Iron cored slugs for Aladdin
formers, also for 1355 receivers, type

24, 25, 26, 27, U.H.F. units and 1155 receivers, 2d. each.

Television, or 'Scope Transformers.
Input 230 volt, 50 cycle. Output 700 volt,
20 m/a. 4 volt If amp. twice with 5,000
volt insulation test ideal for voltage doubling.

Ex -Admiralty brand new and boxed

17,6

each.

Chokes. L.F. 200 m/a. 5 henry, D.C. resistance 100 ohm., 3/6 each. 40 m/a. 25 henry
resistance 1000 ohm, 4/6 each. 100 m/a.
henry 12 ohm resistance, 3/- each.
BC 522. Transmitter modulation Transformers, limited number only 6d. each.
AR.88. Complete Switch assembly with
I

screening, for L.F. and D. models, brand
new and boxed, 17/6 each.

All these special bargains of ours go very
quickly. Don't be disappointed, send your
order now without delay.
Open all day Saturday

G. W. (RADIO)
SMITH
& CO.
LTD.
3, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
Phone : GERrard 8204.

cap, 2/-; SBC no,ders (cord -grip). 6d; Muir head slow-motion dials (as on R1224). 6/-:
mains transformers, PRI 0-200-220-240sec, 2500-250v at 80ma, 6.3v at 3amp, 5v at 2amp.
11/6; .01 MFD 5kv wkg.. 1/6; Jones P. and S.
6w 1/6. 8w 1/9, lOw 2/ -* 12w 2/6; B & L
P & S. 7-13-119, 10-p 2/-; Pye co -axial P & S.
straight 1/3, angled 1/-; Pye co -axial connections 6d; Pye T pieces. 6d; rotary transformers.
24v in, 300v 150ma and 150v 20ma out, 12/6;
rotary transformers, 14v in. 600v at 140ma
out: 17/6: switches (oak. Yaxley type, etc.).

SP 3w 6d, SP lOw 1/9. 6w parallel 6d. 5-P
1/-; toggle switches, laminated baxelite.
stripped from unused equipment, SP on -off 1/,
DP on -off 1/3. DP DT 2,-; toggle switches.
3w

black bakelite, new, SP DP 1/-, DP on -off
1/6; 21n FCD 500ua cal 0-15, 0-600v. used, tested.
surplus, 4/-, 2in 0-300v d.c, 5/6, 2in 0-50ma
d.c. 5/6. 21/4in 0-25a d.c. MI 5/-; selenium

rectifiers, heavy duty, 160v 600ma, 9/-; low resistance 'phones with headband, lead and plug.
3/3 per pair; deaf aid type phones with two spare
insets, 7/6 per pair; magnetic throat mixes,
1/9 per pair; dimmer switches for lamps or as
extension speaker volume controls, 9d; crystal
diodes, CV 102. IN 22. 3/3: volume controls
w/w .5ohm. 5ohm, 500ohm. 1k, 5k, 8z, 102, 15k,
20k, 25k, 35k, 50x; carbon 500ohm. 3k, 10k, 20k.
506. 100k, 150k, 250k, 500k, lm, 2m. 3m, at
1/9; double carbon 500/c+500k, 2/6; double w/w.

3/-; ceramic air spaced trimmers.
3/30 pF. 4d each. 3/6 per doz, 24/- per 100.
Special offer to hams: P.O. racks, 191n wideX
5ft 6in high, only 20/- each. carrige forward;
2.5k-F2.5k,

limited nuinoer, so order now
ALLEN & GOULD: 5, Ooelisk Parade, Lewisham.
S.E.13. Tel. Lee Green 4038.
15469
DEALER clearing surpius stocks offers many
bargains in test gear and components; send
s.a.e. for list.-Bryant's Radio, West St., Cromer.
113 ELAYS G.P.O. type 600 unused and boxed,
_ILL 310 plus 310 °Mils, 4 C/O, 400 pais 5.5 ohms,
4 C/O, 600 ohms, 2 C/O, all 5/- earn. -Box 5237.
UM disposal, several mains trans. by Bryce,
Portminster, Radlospares, etc.; all unused;
accept half list price; stamp detail. -Strange,
2a, Eastern Rd., London, E.11.
r0073
QERVO-CONTRAIII, equipment, Magslips, Seisyns, Velodynes, etc.-Hopton Radio, 1, Hop ton Parade, Streatham H.gh Rd., London,
S.W.16, Tel. Streatham 6165.
[0049
RELAYS (miniature) cou 14ma, 1,000 °run,
contacts 1.5amp S.P.C.O., 2/9 each; condensors (baby can) Bmf 450v, 1/- each. -K.
Packer, 76, Spencer Rd.. Harrow, Middx. [5694
" VOU'LL,probably get it at Smith's. Edgware
Everything for the construca. Rd.!
a radiogram
tor, from a 1/l0watt resistor to variety.
-Near
cabinet, lowest prices, biggest
[8005
Metropolitan Music Hall. Pad. 5891.
INDICATOR units type 184A, fitted 3in and 6in
cathode ray tubes, type A.C.R.10 and V.C.R.
511B. and 1/ vaives, viz., 6 R.52, 5 V.R.91. 3
V.R.54, 3 V.R.65, metal rectifiers, chokes. transiormers. potentiometers, resistances, condensers,
etc.,£3/10 each, carriage 10/,.
SIEENS high speed relays, 75ohm double coil,
4/6 each, 45/- per doz: tufinel jockey pulleys. 2in
diam., fitted ball race for 1/an diam. spindle. 2/each, 20/- per doz.
PERFORMANCE meters type No. 2, fitted stan-

dard mains 230 V.A.C. 50 cycle power pack,

2 V.R.91, 1 V.R.137, 1 5Z4G, 1 C.V.51, 1 V.R.92,
and other useful components, £2/5 each, carriage
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MIDGET ACCUMULATORS.

Made by famous manu-

facturers, 3AH capacity. ONLY 2/6 each or £1
dozen.

MERCURY BATTERIES, as reviewed in " Wieder.,
World" May 1948. 94v. K.T., 1.3v. L.T., 5/6 each :
94v. -63v. H.T.s, 5.2v. L.T., 7/6 each.

MIDGET MOTORS, 2/in. long,
Ilin. dia., 1/135 H.P. on 27v.,

.,

these will operate from 12v.

,:f::.

D.C., from 110v. A.C., or from

'-")

..t
----'--

the mains with a suitable drop-'
per.

9/6.

TRANSFORMERS. Modulation transformers which
may be used as mains auto -transformers (230.115v.)
handlingwhIverys
watts, 5/-. Input transformers,
heavy windings
resistance)form
emt aaipur,
which may be used as small(os
transformers

heavy duty output transformers, 319.

FIELD TELEPHONES. Of American manufacture,
with bell, ringing generator, and standard type handset, in first-class condition. Webbing cases, 37/6.
Solid leather cases, 45/-.
RECEIVER 18. Covering 6-9 mice., and complete

with 4 battery valves, circuit, connecting data, and
batteries, 25/-.
RECEIVER 2L Covering 4.2.7.5 and 18-31 mice.
and complete with 9 battery valves, circuit, connect-

ing data and super capacity all -dry battery, 42/6.
These plug into the low impedance output circuit of any receiver. Fitted with
STATIC LIMITERS.

jack -plug and socket, 3/9,

PANELS, containing two .17, 450v., one .01 350,..
one .1 600v., one 8 mid. 150v. condensers, one
L.F. choke, one valveholder, etc: these are new and

individually boxed. ONLY 1/9.

CONDENSERS (new -not stripped). Tubular, 75
mfd. -12v., 12/6 doz.;
.05
750v., 1/9 doz.;
.25 350v., 1/9 do. ; Mica: .00003 3,000v., 2/- doz. ;
.001 2,000V,, 2/- doz.: .0002 2,250v., 2/6 doz. Electrolytic: 25 mfd. 25v., 1216 doz.

BRAND NEW MS's. The ideal Television conversion unit, with 11 valves. These are in original

maker's crates, but may have discoloured metalworl,

due to long storage. OUR PRICE, 55/-, plus 7;6
Carr.

i
...
NI.

CASED SPEAKERS. In attractive,

9in dia. metal cases, with trans-

former for 3.5 or 15 ohm input.
ONLY 19/6.

3/6.

EXTRACTOR motors, complete. with fan 12v,
31/zamps D.C./16 volts A.G., new in original packing, price 17/6, postage 1/6.
G.E.C. chokes, for use with mercury vapour
electric lamps on 200/250 volts, 50 cycles supTIY,

rating 400 watts, 30/- each, special quotation
for quantities.
SOLENOIDS, fitted cantilever action, operating
voltage 10/12 volts D.C.. these are new dimensions, 3in long lin diam., price 5/6 each, post
Paid. Ditto. 31,t,in diam., 3/- each, 30/- per doz.
B.T.H. compressors, fitted cut-out at 300113. 14hp
motor would drive same, C.F.M. .368, ideal for
garage and workshop, condition as new, price
30/- each, postage paid.

NEW Rolls-Royce " Coolant " pumps with tower,
diam. approx.
inlet 214in diam, twin outlets.
aluminium casing, brass impeller, pumps approx.
500 b.h.p.. price 30/- each, carriage paid.
A large assortment of various ex-W.D. radar and
radio equipment, relays power packs, oscillograph

units, gears, photographic apparatus, available,
s.a.e. for lists.

Tel. Museum[005 7
H. F

KS 589594. New Oxford St., London, W.C.1.

One of the best known sets
for converting into a domestic receiver. With six
valves (6.3v.), pair 460 k/cs. 1.F.T.s and a host of re,,, tors, condensers, etc. ONLY 22 6.
RECEIVER TYPE 25.

RADIO EXCHANGE CO.,
9, Cauldwell Street,
BEDFORD.

Phone 5568

All goods sold es used unless otherwise stated.
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-'THE MODERN BOOK C(1.1Television Servicing.

By Heller & Shulman.

Postage 9d.

47s.

A Portable Televisor. By E. N. Bradley.
Postage 2d.

3s.

The Radio Amateur's Handbook 1950
Edition.

By A.R.R.L.

Postage 9d.
N. Bradley.

20s.

Personal Portables. By E.
2s. 6d. Postage 2d.
Cathode -Ray Osclllographs. By J. H.
Reyner. 8s. 6d. Postage 4d.
Radio Receiver Servicing and Maintenance. By E. J. G. Lewis. 8s. 6d.
Postage 6d.

The Cathode -Ray Tube Handbook.

By

Postage 3d.
The Magnetic Amplifier. By 1. H. Reyner.
15s.
Postage 6d.

S. K. Lewer.

6s.

Wireless Amplifier Manual, number 2.
3s.

Postage 2d.

Loudspeakers.

By

G.

A.

Briggs.

Ss.

Postage 3d.

Radio Valve Data, compiled by " Wireless

World." 3s. 6d.

Postage 3d.

Reference Data for Radio
By W. L. McPherson. Ss.

Engineers.

Postage 4d.
Radio Handbook, 12th edition. By Editors
Postage
Sd.
and Engineers. 25s.
Radio Receiver Design. By K. R. Sturley,
volumes 1 and 2. 28s. each. Postage 9d.
The Technique of Radio Design. By
E. E. Zepler. 25s. Postage 9d.

We have the finest selection of British and
American radio books in
Complete list on application.

the Country.

19-23 PRAED STREET
(Dept. W.8)

LONDON W.2
PADdington, 4185
,irmMISM=MIONIMMIIMMIS,

"You can rely on us"
FOR CLEAN COMPONENTS AT COMPETITIVE
PRICES

IMMEDIATE DISPATCH

MIDGET COIL -PACKS
These

are

an

miniature
where space

Coil -Pack

ideal

especially suited

is

limited.

They consist of iron -cored miniature coils
for both Aerial and Oscillator stages, built-in
Wavechange switch and midget trimmers.
They are intended for an I.F. of 465 Kc/s and
I.F. Transformers type RS/GB 465 (12/6d.
per pair) are the ideal companions for a
trouble -free superhet.

TYPE "R"
MW/LW/GRAM Ranges
800-2,000 metres.

200-550

metres,

SIZE : Length 2fin. Width Ifin. Depth Ilin.

TYPE "S"
MW/SW/GRAM
17-50 metres.

Ranges

200-550

metres,

SIZE : As Type " R."

TYPE "C"
LW/MW/SW Ranges 800-2,000 metres,
200-550 metres, 17-50 metres.
SIZE : Length 3iin. Width I fin. Depth Ifin.

TYPE " R " and " S " each 25/-. TYPE " C "
each 28/6. Post 6d.

All

coils enclosed-All iron -dust cores
adjustable.
Completely wired, only five
connections needed to external circuit.

Catalogue with Data, 3d.

RADIO SERVICING Co.
444, Wandsworth Road, London, 13.W.11
'Phone: MACaulay 4158.
77, 77A,Bus ; 28, Tram. Wandsworth Rd. S.R. Stat
Open till 8.80 p.m.

COMPONENTS-SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

RADIO CLEARANCE. Ltd.. 27, Tottenham

Court Rd.. London. W.I.
COMMUNICATION receivers B21B, made by
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., coverage
1/20mc/s (300-15 rotes.) in 4 bands, turret
switched coils, 101Ain roller dial, calibrated all
bands, a 9 -valve super with 2-RFs (ETW61's),

mixer (X65), 3-IFs (KTW63's). DET and LF
(DH63), B.F.O. (KTW63). output KT63, all

stages metered, by switching, fitted 230v 50C/s
L.T. transformer, but H.T. is required, precision
jobs, size 221/2X15X14in. supplied brand new,
complete, with circuit diagram and individual

test reports, but less valves, at £9/19/6, plus
10/- carr.

50w MODULATORS, complete with power supplies, 0 -110v -200/250v, 50e/s. 8 valves, 6C5 into
6C5's push-pull, into push-pull 807's, 3 rectifiers, paper smoothing condensers throughout,
jacks tor key, mike and line, the power unit
gives 500v 200ma (d.c. smoothed) and 6.3v 5a
in addition to supplying the modulator, complete
outfit, with circuit diagram. in metal case (21in
rack mounting panel), contained in solid oak

case, with carrying handles, no mod, transformer; 512/10, carr. paid.
SUPER mains transformers, 620-550-375-0-375550-620v, 250ma may be drawn from inner
(375v) taps. and 200ma from either of the outer
taps, simultaneously, 5v 3a twice is availaple
for the rectifiers, enclosed job. 61/2X6N.X51/2in,
weight 241b, by Parmeko, primary 230v 50c/s.

39/6. carr. paid; super chores by Parmeko, 10
henries at 650ma, res. 5011. 7inX61/2111X7in,
weight 341b, fully enclosed, 24/6. carr. paid.
PERSONAL receivers, 3 -valve T.R.F. receivers,
using I.T.4s, contained In handsome bakelite
case, with lift -up lid, size 7X61/oX5in, with ;id
closed, plastic carrying handle, frame aerial in
lid; these receivers cover the medium waveband
and operate from self-contained dry batts.;
standard types, W1435 and U2, output to a pair
of lightweight high res. phones, controls S.M.
tuning and reaction; opening lid switches sin;
supplied brand new, with valves, batteries,
phones, an ideal set for many Purposes, invalids,
hosp. patients, etc.; these receivers are not Govt.

surplus and are offered ready to Play, 53/19/6,
carr.
paid; chassis
(steel), 5 X 514 X11/9133,
drilled 4 -button
base holes,
1/9;
5)(9X
l'kln, drilled 7 -button base holes, 2/3;
Ali.. 17 X91/2X2/Ain. drilled 7 int. oct. and
square, open ends, 3/3; E.H.T. trans. 4kv,
lma, 2v 2a, secs. Pri. 230v, 50c/s, gives approx.
5,500v with usual smoothing. 29/6; smoothing
chokes. 511 200ma 10011 4/11. 61-1 200ma 10012
5/6; eiectrolytics, 8mf 450v 2/3, 8+32 450v Can
4/-, 16+8 350v Can 3/-, 15+15 450v+20mf 25v
Can 4/6, 32mf 350v Card 2/-. 32 450v Card
3/-. 60+100mf 350v Can 3/-, 16+8 double -ended
Can 450v 3/-, 25/25v 1/3, 25/50v 1/3, 50/25v
1/6, 100mf 12v 1/-, 50/12v 9d, 500mf 15v Can
2-, 30-1-30mf 450v+20mf 25V Can 4/6.
P.M. SPEAKERS; 51n, less trans.. 9/11; 61 in,
less trans.. 10/11; 10in, with trans. P.P. 4,50011,
21/-; outputs trans, 2,000/212. 2,500/212. 2,750/
212, 3,000/212, 6,000/212. 7.000/412. all at 3/-;
heavy duty. 7,000/212 3/6: 3 ratios, 7.0603,500-1,750/412 4/-; switches, standard size,
2P.4W, 3B 2/6, I.P. 10W2B 2/6, 21. 4W2B 2/6,
2P4W1B

plus additional wafer with shorting

Plate,all have rangingdle

resistors, 100
assorted, 47 valves,
180f1 Vi.w- 100k,
3w; all standard sizes; best makes 10/6, post
6d; air -spaced variables, ceramic bases, /Din
spindles. lin long, straight, 25PF 9a, 1.00PF 1/3;
preset 50PF 6d; meters, metal cased. 21n circular,
0/500 micros, 7/6, 0/15-600v req. ext. res.. 6/6:
0/20a or 0/40a. with shunt, 5/-: bakelite cased,
2'n square. 0/1nria 7/6, 0/Seas 6/-. 0/50ma
0/300v series res. supplied, 7/-, 0/20v 5/-; bakelite cased. 21/in circular. 050' micros 16/6, 0,
30ma 7/-, 0/50ma, 0/100ma, 0/200ma 8/6; desk
type, 21/oin, 0/1ma, 15/-; all meters flush mounting; visual indicators, type 1. crossover needle

2-60 micros, with common magnet, 3/-; S.M.
dials, as on R.F.26. less cursor,
3/11;
rotary power units type 104, 12v D.C.
input, output 250v 60ma, 6.5v 2.5a, P.M.
rotary, mounted on chassis
with supp.,

6/11; type 87, 24v input. output as 104, 5/11;
2 -gang condensers, .0005. cer. ins.. lin spindle.
4/6; 2 -gang. .0004, wita epicyclic fitted. 3/6;
superhet coils 1/2X131,in formers, M.W., H.F..
A.E. or Osc., L.
H.F., A.E. or Osc.. 1/6 per
coil; I.F. trap,. 465kW., c/s, iron -cored. 1/9; set of 6
coils and 'rap, 9/6: 10 -pin plugs and sockets,
with keyway. 1/6 pr.; 8 -way plugs and sockets,
with covet. 1/6 pr.; telescopic aerials, all.,
15in closed, 7ft 61n extended, 3/6; bakelite
cases, with lid, inside meas. 6X614X314in without lid, lid

lin deep with former for frame

aerial lid renuires fixing, ideal for personal sets,
meters, etc.. 8/6, post paid: lightweight headphones, high res . 2,00012. 5/6 pr.; aircraft radio
rec., type CRV 46151. 6 -valve receivers, covering 195kc/s-9,050kc/s, in
4
bands. 195560 560-1.600kc/s. 1.6-4.5mc/s. 4.5-9.05mc/s.
switched. R.F.. mixer, 3-1 F.s. det. output.
using 4-1.2SFIs. 1-48A7. 1-12A6, S.M. dial
calibrated in kc/s, size 81/oX7X16in, provision
for aerial or loop, powered from 28v, self-contained dynamotor, supplied with valves and
dynamotor. used, £5/19/6, carr, paid; mains
trans., PRI 230/250v, 50c/s. secs. 460v, 200ma,
210v, 15ma, 6.3v, 5a 14/-.
RADIO compass MN26C 12 -valve unit containinq 7 -valve rece,ver covering the broadcast
band 150/1500kc/s (2,000/200 metres) in 3
bands with 6F6 output, valves 5-6K7m's,
2-6N7m's, 2-6J5m's, 1-6L7m. 1-6B8m. 1-6F6,
powered by self-contained 28v dynamotor, good
condition: 55/19/6, carr. paid.
Ex -ADMIRALTY receiver B.21 covers 1-2Omc/s
in four bands; 9 valves, 2-RF. 31F, B.F.0., output, standard octal types: power supply required;

(Continued on next page)

A COMPLETE RANGE OF
TELEVISION COMPONENTS

Line

and
Assemblies.

Frame

Scanning

Focus Coils and P.M. Focus Units.

Line and Frame Output Transformers.

Line and Frame Oscillator Transformers.

Combined Line Output

trans-

' formers and E.H.T. Generators.

Width controls.
Video correction chokes.

Filament

transformers, E.H.T.
and
Smoothing
transformers
chokes.

Allen Components are specified for the
Electronic Engineering Home Televisor

and the range includes components
suitable for use in all of the popular
Home Constructor Sets.

ALLEN COMPONENTS LTD.
1, Shrewsbury Road, Stonebridge,
N.W.10
Telephone: Willesden 3675 and 4901.

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE ON REELS
for immediate delivery, quantities in all
gauges from 10-50 SWG, very attractively
priced, well below manufacturers' prices.

PRODUCTS & COMMERCE LTD.,
14, Dominion Street, London, E.C,2.
MET. 9542/3 & 0530.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
OFFER EX STOCK
COPPER
INSTRUMENT
WIRE.
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ.
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
Most gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL
FORMERS AND TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS.
Latest Radio Publications.

THE CRYSTAL VALVE
as used in radar receivers.
These Crystal Valves or Diodes are not
Government Surplus but brand new goods
manufactured by one of the largest and most
famous Radar Equipment Manufacturers in
the country.
3/6 each, postage 21d.
Protective Tube and Fixing Brackets, 3d. extra.
Send stamped addressed envelope for comprehensive lists. Trade supplied,

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33,

Bourne

Gardens,

London,

'Phone: Ckissold 4688

E.4.
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HENRY'S
A few items from oar current list, which will be despatched on receipt of a stamp.
VERY SPECIAL. 114/200 BHT pencil rectifier!),
brand new, 2,400 v. 3 mA, only 15/- each. ALSO.
The very latest slider pots, as used in all the latest
T.V. receivers. Bank of 4, comprising 2 of 10K, 1
each of 100 ohm, 500 ohm. Only 8/ -complete. Not

repeaaable.

835I5 IF. STRIP. A complete I.F. unit, comprising
6 SP61 I.F.stages, tuned to 13.5 Me/s, 1 EA50 diode
detector,and 1 EF36 or EF39 output or video stage.
A few modifications only are required to adapt this
unit which will give pictures of extremely good quality.
Price complete with valves,and fool -proof modification

instructions, is 45/-, plus 5/- packing and carriage.
Limited quantity only.
NO. 18 SET. RECEIVER PORTION. A four -wave
superhet receiver operating from 6-9 litc/s (33 tn50m). Valve line-up: 3 ARP12 (VP23), and AR8
(IL23DD). Requires only 120 v. H.T., 9 V. G.B.
and 2 v. L.T., in perfect condition, only 17/6, plus

1/6 packing and carriage. An absolute bargain.
Suitable brand new headphones can be supplied at
3/6 perpair.
N.B.-Each receiver is tested working, prior to despatch.

TYPE CA INDICATOR UNITS. As recommended for

es -Govt. T.V. construction. Absolutely complete

(including VOR97 with mu -metal shield, 4 EF50 and
3 EB34). Limited quantity only, at 67/6 each, plus
7/6 carriage and packing.
TYPE fIC INDICATOR UNITE. Comprising SUM
V0R138 O.R.T. with mu-metalsereen, 2 EF50, 2 E1134,

plus high voltage Condensers and resistors. In good
condition, price 45/- only.

DUAL PURPOSE MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Special

350-0-350 v. 80 mA., 6.3 v. tapped 4 V. at 8 a. 5 V.
tapped 4 V. at 2 a. Top chassis mounting, and fully
guaranteed. 18/6 only, plus 9d. post.
A.M. RECEIVER UNIT, TYPE 161. Comprising

EF54, EC52 and RL37, Coilarelay and many condensers
and resistors. The whole in metal box, size 86 x Olin.
x 3f in. New, a bargain at only 15/-, carriage paid.
RECEIVER TYPE 25. The receiver portion of the
T/R 1196. Covers 4.3-6.7 Mc/s, and makes an ideal

basis for an all -wave receiver, as per "Practical
Wireless," August issue. Complete with valves tepee
EF36(2), EF39(2), EK32 and EBC33. Supplied
complete with necessary conversion data for home use.
Only 22/6. Chassis only 8/6.
EX A.M.
84.
WAVE -FORM GENERATOR

Including 6 SF61, 4 EF36, 2 EB34 and one 0V116.

Also relays, transformers, post, condensers and resistors.

The whole contained in metal box size 114 x 11 x
8in.

In clean condition, an absolute bargain at

25/, plus 3/6 packing and carriage.

SKY ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER.

0-5 kV. panel -

mounting, 3/in. scale, brand new, 501 -each.
MIDGET I.F. UNIT IN ALUMINIUM CAN, 41in. x
21in. x lies. Comprising one valve type I.T. 4,

Midget Iron Cored I.F. Trans. 460 Kcis and eight
midget resistors and condensers. Bargain price of 2

for Et Post paid.

10 MPH. 2.000 v. W. OILFILLED AMERICAN CAPACITORS, size 46 x 46 X 4in. Porcelain terminals.

Each individually wrapped and absolutely brand
new-price only 17/6 each.

We can supply
brand new RP24 unite, converted to cover RF26
BIRMINGHAM EX -GOVT. T.V.

frequency, at 251- postpaid.
PAcHARD-BELL MICROPHONE PRE -AMPLIFIER
TYPE H. Complete with valves 6SL7GT and 281/7,
relay, etc., etc., for 28 volt, D.C. input. In metal box,
size Sin. x 4in. x 31in. Complete with leads, plugs,
switch, two 2 -way terminal blocks, and printed in-

struction and circuit manual.
carton. Only 14/6.

E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS.

In original sealed

Output 2,500 v. 5 mA.,

4 v.1.1 a., 2-0-2 v. 2 a. (for VOR97), 35/- only. Output
3,250 v., 5 mA, 6.3 v. 1 a., 2-0-2 v. 2 a. (for 5CP1),
39/6. Output 4,000 v. 10 mA., 2-0-2 v. 2 a., 48/-.
Output 5,000 v. 10 mA., 2-0-2 v. Only 60/-. All
input 230 v. and fully guaranteed.
A SIGNAL TRACER at minimum cost. An easy -to build unit that can be used for R.F., I.F. and Audio

signal tracing, without any switching or tuning.
Highly sensitive, easy -to -build, responds to signals
picked up from as ordinary receiving aerial. The
circuit is that of a high -gain, 3 -stage resistance coupled audio frequency amplifier, with a 5in. speaker
in the Output of the Power Amplifier stage.

We shall be pleased to supply a complete kit for the
construction of the above, right down to the last nut
and bolt, for the low price of £3/18/6. Concise in
struction and circuitsare supplied. If preferred, circuit

and instructions only can be supplied for 1/6 post

free. All items may be purchased separately. This is

a highly efficient irstrument, and a MUST for every
radio man.

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THAT WE ARE ONCE AGAIN ABLE

TO OFFER A RETURN OF POST
SERVICE

5 HARROW ROAD, W.2
(Opposite Edgware Road Tube)
PADdington 1008/9 & 0401
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COMPONENTS-SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND
(Continued from previous page)
supplied new iess valves; £9/19/6. plus 10/ carriage.
RADIO ILMARANCE, Ltd., 27, Tottenham Court

GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES

408 HIGH ST., LEWISHAM, LONDON, S.E.13

Rd., London: WI. Tel. Museum 9188.
2'd.: Lee Green 0309
Near Lewisham Hospital.
10015
.CAMBRIDGE vacuo-junctions, rated 5ma,
TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.
V max. 10ma output, 6.2mV 5/-; one hundred
THURSDAY
EARLY
CLOSING
assorted pls. and resisters 50/50 1/4 to 2watt
7/6; multi -coloured flex, rubber covered, 5 - EXTENSION P.M. SPEAKERS, 3fin. by
core, 12 yds 6/-. 100 yds 17/6; 40mfd 50v cond. Johnson & Phillips, will handle 1}. watts. New
4/6 dozen.
PASS114GITAM, 95, North St., Keighley. [0002 boxed, 7/6 each. Post 9d.
SURPLUS, unused, .1 350v 2/6 doz, .01 1,000v EX R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS. These
3/- doz. .05 500v 3/- doz, .1 500v 3/- doz, contain a 2/in. scale 0 to 450 Microamp meter
mica 3/- doz, 4pf, 20pf 2/- doz, amid 500v shunted to
m/amp. calibrated 0 to 10 volts
9d each; TRF coils 4/9 pair, etc.-Bargain list moving coil, complete with
mA. rectifier,
from: T. G. Howell & Co., 29, McWilliam Rd., " Mike transformer," etc., all contained
in polishBrighton, 7.
15619
ed wood box, as new, 17/6 each.
1 OV lha rects, 6v 1/ga recta, Morse keys, .01mfd, MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/250 volts
A.FW Sky, 1/- each; meter jacks, 4 -pole 2 -way input in steps of 10 volts, output 350/0/350 volts
switches, sw coils, 2X30pf trimmers, 6d each;
.01mfd 250v 411; 120ma smooth chokes 5/-; many 180 mlamps., 4 volts 4 amp., 5 volts 3 amps., 6.3
other bargains; post extra; money back guaran- voles 4 amp., 37/6 each, ditto 500/0/500 volts ISO
tee; no. c.o.d.; s.a.e. lists.
m/amps. 4 volts 4 amp., 5 volts 3 amp., 6.3 volts
ANNAKIN, 25, Ashfteld Place, Otley, Yorks.
4 amp., 42/6 each ; ditto 425/0/425 volts 180
QEYMOL1R PRODUCTS (ARBROATH). Ltd. m/amps. 6.3 volts 3 amps. twice, 5 volts 3 amps.
In Liquidation.-The assets of the above, (Will iamson Amplifier), 39/6 each ; ditto, 350/C/350
comprising electrical and radio equipment and volts 180 mlamps. 6.3 volts 8 amps. 5 volts tapped
stock, plant, tools, office furniture, unused corru- 4 volts 3 amps., 39/6 each.
gated cases and corrugated rolls (MM. and
L, W. are for sale; details may be obtained from EX R.A.F. D.C. TO D.C. MOTOR GENERAthe Official Liquidator with whom offers should TORS, 24/28 volts input 1,200 volts 72 m/amps.
I

I

be lodged.
JAMES MURRAY & Co.. C.A., 31, Albert Square,
Dundee. R. S. Graham, C.A.,Official Liquidator.
UNUSED Surplus.-Midget blower motors, 25-

output, as new, 7/6 each, post 1/6.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 230 volts A.C.

50 cycs. input 171 volts 50 amps. output, 52/6 each,

5/-, another auto wound, output 14 and
110 volt dc/ac 8/6, small panels, with two carriage
17 volts output at 30 amps., 35/- each, carriage
.17 450v, one .01 350v, one .1 600v, one 8mfd 3/6
;
another
with 2 x 4 volt 20 amp. windings,
150v tubular, one 1..F' choke, 2,000 ohms resistance, valve holder, etc., boxed, 1/6 each, 12/- 25/- each, P/1.
doz., 0005 tuning condensers 1/9, 15/- doz., 25X PRE -PAYMENT
1/SLOT ELECTRIC
25mfd tub. bias 1/- each, 9/- doz., 75mfd 15v LIGHT CHECK METERS, all electrically
working, 1/- each, 9/- doz., .05mfd 750v 9d per guaranteed, 700/550 volts 50 cycs.
ph., A.C.
doz., wanted tape or wire recorder.-Haynson, input, 24 amp. load, 27/6 each , 5 amp. load,
35/ 14, St. Mary's, Bedford. Tel. Bedford 5568.
10
amp.
load,
42/6
each
;
20
amp,
load,
each
;
SOUND TELEVISION, Aldershot.-All
each, carriage 2/- extra in quantities of one
G.C.
VI; goods listed below are post free; list ld. 2w 50/
resistors 6d; 9 hay chokes 100 m/a, 6/6; neon dozen or more a special discount of i0%.
TRANSFORMER
AUTO
bulb and holder 100v, 3/6; midget output or POWER
mike trans, 1/6; L.R. earphones 3/6; .01 5kv WOUND voltage changer tapped 0, 110, 150,
cond, 1/9; 001 micamoulds postage stamp, 4/- 190 and 230 volts at 1,600 watts, AS/5/. each,
doz; .1 350v 4/- doz; 50k v/c with switch, 3/6: carriage 3/6 ; ditto, 2,000 watts, E6/5/- each,
model 38 walkie talkies, guaranteed working on carriage 3/6 ; another tapped 0, 110, 200,230 volts
send tat receive. 59/- each, tested; sound at 350 watts, at 47/6 each, carriage 2/-.
powered phone inserts, 3/6 each.
LIGHT CHECK METERS,
SOUND TELEVISION, Co., 42, Elms Rd., Alder- ELECTRIC
[5693 quarterly type, for sub -letting garages, apartshot. Tel. 113.
electrically for
SUPREME RADIO, 746b, Romford Rd., Manor ments, etc., all
Park, London, E.12. Tel. Iii. 1260. Est. 16 200/250 volts A.C. mains SO cycs. phase, 5 amp.
yrs.-2mfd 350v TUB: cardboard cond. 6d ea., load, 17/6 each ; 10 amp, load, 20,'- ; 20 amp. load,
also 4mfd 450vw cond. 6d ea.; 4mfd screw base 25/- each ; 50 amp. load, 37/6 each ; 100 amp. load,
metal cond. 350vw 6d ea.; or, 4mfd 550vw metal 45/- each ; carriage 2/- extra on each ; special
screw base 1/- ea.; 8mfd cardboard tub: 450v 1/6 discount of 10% on quantities of one dozen or
ea., 8+16mfd 450v metal can cond. 2/3 ea.: 16+
lffinfd 450v cardboard cond. 2/9 ea.; 16mfd dry- more.
litic cond. 350vw, small can type, 1/9 on.; card- MAINS TRANSFORMERS input 200/250 volts,
ea., 50/I in steps of 10 volts, output tapped 0, 6, 12 at
board 50mfd 50vw or 25mfd 25vw conds.
also 50mfd 12V or lOmfd 25vw metal 1/- ea.; or 24 volts at 10.12 amps.. 47/- each ditto as above
11/- doz., or ass. doz.; 12mfd .50vw screw base but at 25/30 amps. output, 68/6 each.
metal cond. 6d ea.
3meg vol. controls, carbon 71/2d ea., imeg carbon MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/250 volts
vol. controls 1/- ea.. 35k(1 vol. cont. 1/6 ea., 50/I ph., in steps of 10 volts. Output 500/0/500
100kfl vol. cont. with s/p switch carbon 2/6 ea.; volts 300 m/amps., e.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 4 a.,
0.25m11 vol. cont., less switch, 2/- ea.; both long 5 v.4 a., 4 v. 4 a., at 67/6 each ; another same input,
spindle; noise suppressor units consisting of 2, outputs, 450/0/450 volts 300 m/amps., 0.3 v. 8 a.
0.lmfd cond. and iron cored choke 6d ea.. 5/- 6.3 v. 8 a., 4 v. 5 a., 5 v. 4 a., at 62/6 each.
doz.. fly -back type line trans., with provision for
CELL TESTING VOLT -METERS, moving
EY51 valve, 22/6 ea.; fully shrouded.
MAINS Trans.: 350-0-350v 80 m/a, 4v 4amp and coil, reading 3/0/3 volts by well-known makers,
4v 2amp tapped primary 14/11 ea.; E.E. mains complete with test leads, 7/6 each.
trans. 350-0-350v, 250m/a with all L.T. windings MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/250 volts,
and screen, £3/10; 5 by 250 mia choke 13/9 ea., input in steps of 10 volts, output 350/0/350 volts
10 by 80 rn/a choke 6/6 ea.; E.F.50 valve holders.
ceramic, 6d ea.; 5/6 doz.; retaining rings for 300 rn amps. 4 volts 4 amp., 5 volts 4 amp., 6.3
same 8d ea.
volts 8 amp., 6.3 volts 8 amp., 62/6 each. Smoothqv/ resistors; 1041, 22(2, 27(2, 4712, 8252, non, ing chokes 10 Henry 100 m/amps. 200 ohms D.C.
18042, 25012, 33012, 39052. 82012, 11E11, 3.91(52, 11kf1, resistance, 5/- each.
470k12 and 10mil, 1/9 doz. or ass.; 18/6 gross or MAINS VARIABLE SLIDER RESISTANCES,
ass.; 1/2w resistors, 2.2k11, 0.8kn, 161E12. 18k12,
3.31t11, 100k12, 150kf1, 2201a2, 2/- doz. or ass.; protected type, by well-known makers, 450
21/- gross only or ass. gross, 1 watt resistors, ohms, .9 amps.,22/6 each ; ditto, 1,500 ohms to
270f2, 470(1, lkft, 3.3k11, 8.2k1l, 18k11, 33k11, carry .45 amp s.22/6 each, not protected, 0.4 ohms,
561s12, 68E2, lmeg and 2meg, 4/- doz or ass. doz.; to carry 25 amps., 10/- each ; 14 ohms to carry
mica cond., ppf type, 40pf, 50 f, 60pf, 65pf,
1

I

305pf, 307pf, 500pf, 530pf, 570pf, 590pf, 700pf, 1/4 amps., 12/6 each.
1,800pf and 4,500a, all at 2/- doz or ass. doz; EX GOVERNMENT AUTO WOUND
0.01mfd 2.2kv and 0.005mfd mica tag end cond. TRANSFORMERS (as new), 1,000 watts output
0.0005mfd, 0.0003mfd and 0.001mfd 350v and 115/230 volts or vice versa, i4/10/- each, carriage
0.002mfd 500v Oct ea.,7/6 doz or ass.; tubular 5/- ; another 1,000 watts from S to 230 volts with
wire -end cond. 0.01fd lk/vw, 0.02mfd 750vw various tappings inclusive of 110, 150, 60, 90, etc.,
0.05mfd 350v and 0.1mfd 350v or 500v, 6c1 ea..
5/6 doz.; component parts for constructor tele- etc., all tapping at 1,000 watts, a/10/. each, carriage paid.
vision and radio circuits our speciality.
TERMS: c.w.o., no c.o.d.; send 6d extra for post- MAINS TRANSFORMERS; input 200/250
orders under £5. 21/2d s.a.e. all enquiries1 and volts ;n steps of 10 volts output 350/0/350 volts.
aget.
0021 300 m/amps. 4 volt 8 amp., 4 volt 4 amp., 6.3 volts
RADIO UNLIMITED, Elm Rd., Walthamstow, 6 amp. 3.6 volts 2 amp., tapped at 2 volts (elecE.17, for guaranteed spotless surplus com- tronic) at 57/6 each ; another same input as above,
ponents. Speakers: 3in 10/-, 31.4in 11/- Sin
10/-, Gin 11/- 8in 12/6, 10in 14/6; output t'rans. output 500/3S0/0/350/500 volts 250 m/amps.

stnd. pent. 3/6, heavy dty. P.P. tapped, 2, 5, 8. volts tapped at 4 volts 4 amps. twice, 6.3 volts
15ohm 12/6; condensers, all fresh stock. .1 350v
6d, .1 500v 1/-, 8mfd 500v 2/-, 16mfd 500v 3/3.
8X16 450v 3/9, 16)06 450V 3/9, 25mfd 25v 1/6,
50X50 1/9; all types in stock; order c.o.d.:
m/coil 0-40 ammeter new/boxed, 3/9; T/X valve
807, 6/3; V/control, 10K to 2 meg, long spindle.

less switch, 2/6' with sw.. 3/9; m/coll headphones, 4/6; bal/arm type with throat microphones, 4/6; throat mlcs. 1/6 pair; 100ft aerial
with 40ft cord, 4/6; Mid.get 465 1 f.t.s.. 11/ pair; hundreds other lines; s.a.e. list, or tel.
Key. 4813.

[0062

tapped at 2 volts 2 amps., 67/6 each.

EX NAVAL CATHODE RAY INDICATOR
UNITS, as new, containing loads or very useful
tempo- ents, condensers, resistances, t.-ansformers, chokes, etc., etc., weight 901b. last few
to clear, 25/. each, carriage paid.
ALL GOODS SENT ON 7 DAYS' APPROVAL

AGAINST CASH, all letters answered. We regret we have no lists available at present. We
would be pleased to quota.
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POTENTIOMETERS

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND
T ITTLEWOODS, North London's best selection
of radio and television components; pay us
a visit or post or phone your enquiries; no lists.
LITTLEWOOD & GRUNER, Ltd., 27, Ballards
[0055
Lane, Finchley, N.3. Fin. 3060.
receivers, complete with 7 coils and
Power pack, £28; Uyah wire recorder. £65;
HR.O.
Hallicrafters, S27, SX24. AR77. AR88LF and

Hammerlund Super Pro receivers from stock

at reduced prices; ex Army R107 receivers. complete and in good order. £10: rotary converters.
all voltages and wattage: 20 -watt rack mounting
amplifiers, complete with heavy duty a.c. power
pack. 200-250v, PX25 P.P. output, less valves.

4REIANct
Wire wound and Composition types,
Single, Ganged, Tandem Units.
Characteristics : linear, log, semi -log,
non -inductive, etc.
Full details from

RELIANCE
Manufacturing

Co.

(Southwark)

Ltd.

Sutherland Rd., Higham Hill, VValthamstow E.17
Telephone . LAR kswood 3245

new, 90/- each: it, transformers, 6v -50v, all
current ratings special types to order at competitive prices. we invite your enquiries; S
meters for AR88. H.R.O. Hammerlund etc..
available; mat slips in ors boxed. 3M. new.
£3/7/6 pair; Bendix 522 transmitter chassis,
including 2 832 ball coils, etc, etc. 5/6 each;
special offer of new meters. 5 m.a. 6/6 100 MA.
7/6; .5 thermo amp meters 5/6, all 2in scale:
ex Government S.T.0 ball microphones, perfect £4/17/6: 12in and 15in energised and P.M.
speakers, Rola Q12. Magnavox 66. etc.; low
resistance phones, 3/6 pr; high resistance. 7/6
or: U.S.A. m/coil. 7/6 Pr: special offer of first
grade m/coil meters. 500 ma.. 21/..in scale, flush
mounting. 7/6 each: 500 micro amps, with 2in
scale 8/6 each: 200 micro amps. 31/.,in scale.
flush mounting. 65/- each: 50 micro amps. Sin.
Projecting type, 30/- each: 1 ma. meter rectifiers. 5/- each; telescopic aerial masts, approx.
18ft, 25/- each: new hand bearing compass.
with battery compartment in handle. new 45/ each: transmitting valves, 807 8/6, 813 45/-.
723 A/B 50/-, 35T 27/6. 832 22/6. 805 25/-.
829B 30/-. 721A. 931A 724A; also available.
h.t. rectifiers, type H 176. 8/- each; Bendix receiver. type 26/ARCS. 3-6 mc/s complete with
6 valves and 28v dynamotor new, in sealed cartons. 45/- each: 20 -way rotary stud switch.
514inX51Ain 5/6 each: a.c./d.c. 1-20hp motors.
200-250v, suitable for sewing machines. 40,-:
auto transformers from 100w up to 7kw in stock:
large and comprehensive stock of relays. types

BARGAINS

SPECIAL
Govt.

Surplus,

Manufacturers'

Surplus & Bankrupt Stocks.
We can offer for immediate delivery
Resistors I8, 1/4, 1/2, I 2 & 3 Watt.
ALL VALUES
16

Foot Sectional Aerial
Carrying Bag

in Canvas

Magnifying Lens.
Rubber Mask.
Burgoyne Solder Guns.

Bakelite Accumulators. Ex Govt. S.W.
Condensers. All Types.
Meters.
Switches. Toggle and Yaxley.
Headphones. L/R and H/R.

Vibrators, 6 and I2V.
Speakers. All Types.
Volume Controls.

Output Transformers.
Chokes.

Receivers. R1155, 1355 and 184 brand new

in original cases. Dinghy Radio Transmitter SCR 578

Your enquiries are invited.

Wholesale and Export only

600-3000 and Siemens high speed uniselectors.
telephone handsets plugs. jacks, switches etc.
'to -axial cable: special offer of mains transformers, 200-250v a.c., tapped 250-0-250, 100
m.a., 6v 4amp, 5v 3amp, £1 each; special offer

Please enquire for our 12 -Page Bulletin.

200/250v A.C., 1/80hp, 1,500 r.p.m., 55/- each.
New powerful Garrard double -spring clockwork
motors, complete with 10in turntable, 35/- each.

65, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.I.

of new syn. induction electric motors (reversible) suitable for recording mechanism, etc..
New 31/2in diam. A.C. 200/250v induction motors,

RADIO MERCHANDISE Co. Ltd.
Telephone: Holborn 6377

1/100hp, suitable for models, etc., 30/- each;
postage extra on all goods.
SERVICE RADIO SPARES 4 Lisle St.. London.
W.C.2.

Tel, Ger. 1734.

[5452

NOTSCF.S

Simple self -teed speeds up

so.dering, Better work.
Saves solder.

Write for leaflet 30.3.

RUNBAKENMAKHESTER1

BRITISH SOUND RECORDING ASSOCIATION. -Membership essential to all interested in or actively engaged in sound recording,
and in high quality reproduction. Publications
available to non-members: The current issue of
the Journal. 2/9 p.f. Manual of Equipment and

Accessories, 1/2 p.f. Full information, with brochure and membership application form, may be
obtained from the Membership Secretary,
Barrie J. King. 48, Mount View Rd., North
[2119
Chingford, London, E.4.
WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC.
WANTED, any type magnetophone machine,
or parts. -Box 4131.
[5481
WANTED, Magnetophon Tons B, with spares
(amplifier not required). -Box 2665. [5074

RADIO G200 OFFERS
BATTERY CHARGERS . Input 200-250 v. 50 c/ s
single phase, or 400 v. three phase, both types rated

36 v. 50 amperes out, and using metal rectifiers.
Price only 225 each.

METAL RECTIFIERS. H.W. 250 v. 80 mA. Price
5/6 each.
Trade and Overseas Enquiries invited.

ARTHUR HOILE, Enron Street, Maidstone,

Phew 3155,

VALVES, type 813, must be genuine R.C.A.
manufacture and new, any number. -Box
[5493
set, also

4134.

WANTED. dynamometer a.c. test

oscilloscope type 339A, also L050A oscillator.
LESLIE DIXON & Co., 214, Queenstown Rd.,
[0176
Battersea, S.W.8. Macaulay 2159.
BRAND NEW WALKIE TALKIES
SERVICE Sheets wanted, also old copies Wireless World, best prices. -J. Bull, 246, High
5 valve Trans -Receivers, Type No. 38. Freq.
[5662
range 7.4-9 me/s. Complete with Phones, Throat St., Harlesden, N.W.10.
Mike, set of Aerial Rods, and instructions. WANTED AR.88s, SX.28s, BC348 (not modiGuaranteed in working order. E4/19/6. Carriage
fled) any quantity.-P.C.A. Radio, Cam216. Less accessories, E4/2/6. Carriage 1/6.
bridge Grove, London, W.6. Tel. Riv. 3279.
WANTED, all kinds of laboratory test equip36 FT. AERIAL MASTS
ment, standard signal generators, bridges,
R.A.F. Type 50. Complete kit consists of 9 Tubular
Sections. Length 4ft. Dia. 2in. Set of Pickets, oscilloscopes, " Q " meters, etc.; send price and
to: Top Plate Guys and all fittings. Brand New in details
HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS, 175, Uxbridge Rd.,
canvas carrying case, E3/15/.. Carriage 716.
[0037
Hanwell, W.7. Tel. Ealing 0779.
HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMERS
WANTED, all types of radio equipment, test
Prim. 200-240 v. 50 cy. Sec. 6.3 v. 15 amp, 15/,
instruments, radio receivers, personal

SPECIAL OFFER

Carriage 1/6. Prim. 200-240 v. 50 cy. Sec. Tapped
20 v. 14 v. 20 amps, 37/6. Carriage 2/-. Prim.
200-240 v. 50 cy. Sec. 4.2+4,2 v. 10 amp 17/6.

Carriage 2/,

BRAND NEW BATTERY RECEIVERS
Type 18. Freq. Range 6-9 me/s. Complete with
4 valves and data card, 17/6. Carriage II-.

SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES
169/171, Edgware Road, London, W.2.
Tel.: Padd. 7851.
125, Tottenham Court Road, London,
W.I. Tel.: Euston 4982.

All Mail Orders to our Edgware Road Branch
please.

HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS FOR CALLERS.

sets, television, components, etc., etc.; call,
write, send or 'phone.
MILLER'S RADIO. 38a, Newport Court,
[5221
Charing Cross Rd., London.

WANTED, surplus relays, impulse switches,

sparking plugs, 5 -way, push-button units;
any condition; large or small quantities; highest
[5579
prices paid. -Box 4660.
'WANTED speech amplifiers for BC -610 HalliVVcrafters transmitters (type BC -614-A or
B, C, D, E, or HT -5B) and microphones, type
T-50.-P.C.A. Radio, Cambridge Grove, London,
[0081
W.6. Tel. Riv. 3279.
REPAIRS AND SERVICE
-

rewound, new transMAINS
transformers
formers
to any specification.

MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; firstclass workmanship, fully guaranteed.
F.M. ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Potters Bldgs.,
Warser Gate. Nottingham. Est. 1917. Tel. 3855.

U.H.F.
TRANSMITTER - RECEIVERS
of special interest to all enthusiasts
on 420 Mc/s.

We have been fortunate to obtain
a very limited number of complete
Transmitter -Receivers Type RT-3A,'

ARN-I. These consist of an F.M.
Transmitter and Receiver (a total of
13 valves are included), each containing a built-in Power Pack for
direct operation from a 24 -volt
supply.

Black Crackle cases, slightly
store soiled. SPECIAL PRICE 79,6.
Carr. and packing paid.

Send S.A.E. today for our Special
Summer clearance list.

WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES,

STAVELEY ROAD,
WOLVERHAMPTON

203,
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" INEXPENSIVE

TELEVISION "

DATA BOOK NO. 4 just out, 2/6 post
paid.

RI355 RECEIVER. New but slightly store
soiled, 49/6 carriage paid.

Mcis
Pye " Strips.
NEW.
Less
valves, 39/6, complete with all valves, 62/6.
45

Carriage paid.

RF UNIT TYPE 25. For London frequency.

Slightly soiled.

15/. plus 1,6 post and packing.

RF UNIT TYPE 26.

Not at (resent
We can offer brand new RF24
correctly converted for either sound or
vision (Sutter Coldfield). Specify which is
required when ordering. P: iced at 27/6
available.

plus 1/6 post and packing. Note: No carriage

charge for the RI- Unit if ordered with an
RI355 Receiver.

INDICATOR UNITS TYPE 62A.

Con-

tains 12 EF50, 4 of SP6I (CVI IS), 2 of EB34,
3 of EA50, 13 pots,
VCR 97 tube. This
is the finest Indicator Unit of them all.
Unused but chassis slightly soiled. Offered
to CALLERS ONLY. P. ice (4/19/6.
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 96. Very
similar unit to the 6A series. Contains a
VCR97, 3 of EB34, 6 of VR65 (SP61), 1 VR92
diode, 14 pots and hosts of condensers and
resistors. Dimensions. 71 x
x 19 in.
I

CALLERS ONLY. 45/,

INDICATOR UNIT II6H.

A more up
to date version of the famous 6A and the
ideal Indicator Unit for TV use. The unit

65

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
LOUDSPEAKERS rewound and cones fitted,
any make, prompt service.-Model Loudspeaker Service, 34a, Bullingdon Rd., Oxford.
MAIN and output transformers rewound to
pattern or specification, return post service.
-H. Pughe, Radio Rewind Service, Brithdir,4
Nr.
Doi elly, N. Wales.
AINS transformers rewound or constructed3
to any specification; prompt delivery.Bede Transformer Co., Ltd., Bedesway, Bede
Trading Estate, Jarrow.
[3198
g
radio and amplifier repairs or
1 modifications: home built receivers aligned
and tested; quotations by return; any type
transformer or coil supplied.
BERNARDS 12 Chelverton Rd.. Putney. London. S.W.15. Put. 7538.
REPAIRS to moving coil speakers,
coils fitted, field rewound or altered;
speaker transformers, clock coils rewound; guaranteed satisfaction, prompt service.
L.S. REPAIR SERVICE, 49, Trinity Rd., Upper
Tooting, London, S.W.17. Balham 2359.
ALL types of ammeters, voltmeters, Avos, etc.,
repaired; quick, efficient service, estimates
free.-Donvin Instrument Co., 91, Princedale
Rd., London, W.11. Tel. Park 4469.
10059
ELECTRICAL measuring instruments of every
make repaired and standardised.-The Electrical Instrument Repair Service, 329, Kilburn
Lane, London, W.9. Tel. Lad. 4168.
13715
AREWIND service which duplicates or modifies as required; transformers, loudspeakers.
etc.; prompt returns.-Raidel Services, 49, Lr.
Adiscombe Rd., Croydon. Cro. 6537
REPAIRS.-E.H.T., mains and O.P. transformers, field coils and chokes; also armatures and motors; new transformers designed to
any specification; all work fully guaranteed.
WILLESDEN TRANSFOrtMEN Co., Ltd., 781.
Harrow Rd., N.W.10. Tel. No. Ladbroke 2846.
E

9cones,9

is brand new and contained in manufacturers
original wooden crate. Contents include a

" SERVICE with a smile."-Repairers of all

VCR97 tube, 4 of EF50, 3 of EB34 and numerous
useful components.
Only 64/10/-, plus

-F.R.I., Ltd., 22. Howland St., W.I. Museum

7/6 carriage.

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT FOR THE

INEXPENSIVE TELEVISOR
MAINS' TRANSFORMERS. For the
RI355, 200-250 v. input.

Outputs 250-0-250
Fully
shrouded top chassis mounting. Guaranteed
27/6 post paid.

at 130 mA, 6.3 v. at 6A, 5 v. at 3A.

TIME BASE TRANSFORMER.

350-0-

350 v. 80 mA, 6.3 v. tapped 4 v. at 3A, 5 v.
tapped 4 v. at 2 A. Top chassis mounting.
Guaranteed.

18/6 plus 9d. postage.

EHT TRANSFORMER.

For VCR97 or

VCR5I8 tubes. 2,000 v., 4 v., for tube heater,

and 4 v. tapped at 7 v. for E.H.T. rectifier.
30/-.

ALL

VALVES, CATHODE RAY TUBES,

ETC. IN STOCK AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.
ENLARGERS. Of latest design and manufacture. Oil filled plastic type. Increases

picture size to approx. 9in. with einimum

distortion. 25/. plus 1/6 postage.
CO -AXIAL CABLE. 75 ohms, new and
standard. 9d. per yard.
AERIALS. Prices from 21/-. Weatherproofed. High efficiency assured.
Our TV service is second to none. A
competent technical staff always available,
to advise and suggest.

RECEIVER UNIT 25/73. Receiver portion
of the TR1196. Valve line-up: 2 of EF39,
of EK32, of EBC33 and 2 of EF36; and one
pair of 460 Kc/s I.F. Transformers, resistors,
condensers, etc. Easily and rapidly converted
into a superfine superhet receiver. Circuit
and conversion data supplied. In very good
condition. 22/6 each, post paid.
RECEIVER R1155A. Aerial tested and perfect. C9/10/- or packed in original transit
I

I

case, 69/1916, carriage paid.

POWER PACK AND OUTPUT STAGE
FOR THE RI155. Enables this receiver

to be operated direct from A.C. mains.
plug in
£3/10/-, carriage paid.

Just

!

During this month we are clearing out
various interesting oddments at real
knock -out" prices. Make sure you
pay us a visit.

Best buy at Britain's

cBR

CHARLES BRITAIN
(RADIO) LTD.

11, UPPER SAINT MARTIN'S
LANE, LONDON, W.C.2
(3 minutes from Leicester Square Station)
Telephone: TEM 0545.

Shop hours: 9 to 6 p.m. 9 to I p.m. Thursday
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.

youle SORE to ?et- it at

t.3 types of British and American receivers;
coil rewinds; American valves, spares, line cord.
5675.

RADIO MAINTENANCE SERVICE for guaranteed rewinds and repairs; armatures, F.H.P.
motors, vac. units, portable tools, etc; good deliveries. -139, Goldhurst Terrace, N.*.6. Mai.
6133.

" STURDY " rewinds,
chokes

and

mains transformers,925
r9
fields, first-class work,

B,urnopfield,
A

prompt deliveries and satisfaction guaranteed.
-Sturdy Electric Co., Ltd., Sturdy Wror4...350
,

Newcastle -on -Tyne,

[2430

rewind service, reliable.
neat, return of post service; your television
requirements promptly executed, EHT, LHT and
heater transformers; stamp for quotations.R. E. F.. 137a, Ashton Rd., Oldham.
ALIGNMENT and repairs of communication
r3 9

receivers and all other short wave equipment; receivers and amplifiers built to specification; experimental and design work executed.
P.C.A. RADIO, Cambridge Grove, London, W.6.
Tel. Riv. 3279.
[0093
sermrevriceiew6iiilonths'i

guaoruatnptuetes,

aann,i

24-19aUngo
ns
ii.s.' etc.; all types of new transf., etc., supplied to specification; business heading or service card for trade prices.-Majestic Winding

Co., 180, Windham Rd.. Bournemouth.
METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE for rewinds. mains and E.H.T. transformers,
chokes and field coils; delivery 3-5 days; new
transformers designed and manufactured singly
or in quantities.-Metropolitan Radio Service

Company, 1021, Finchley Rd., London, N.W.11.
Tel. Speedwell 3000.

WORK WANTED
SPECIAL receivers, test gear, electronic apparatus, experimental and design work.-If you
have a problem which needs expert handling,
write in first instance to J. Mort B.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E.. BCM/HIFIDEL. London. W.C.1.
DRALTGHTING, tracing and photoprinting
services; estimates free; contractors to the
Ministry of Supply and the Admiralty for drawing and tracing work to their requirements and
specifications, sub -contracting work of this
nature undertaken.
DRAWING & TRACING, Ltd., 456a, Ewell Rd..
Tolworth, Surbiton. Tel. Elmbridge 7406. [4183
MISCELLANEOUS

SUPERB quality walnut radiogram cabinets;
stamp, leafiets.-Cabinetware, IA, Heyes
St., Blackburn.
PROCEEDINGS of the Institute of Radio Engineers for disposal; Vols. 8 to 36 incl.-

Full particulars from and offers to Catt

33,

Hempstead Rd., King's Langley, Herts.
[5682
COPPER wire for sale, 32 gauge E.D.W.S.,
36/-; .0076 P.D.S.C., 31 gauge and 35 gauge
E.D.W.S., as new.-Apply Monitor Radio & Communications Co., Stechford, Birmingham, 9.
ENGRAVING, amateurs and trade could take
the opportunity of engraving problems in the
future by getting in touch with A.G. Engraving,

Windmill Rd., London, S.W.18. Brass.
bronze erinoid, perspex dials; one knob or
[0034
repetition equally entertained.
ALLSCREWS, Ltd. for B.A. screws, nuts,
19a,

studding, grub -screws, bolts,
washers,
soldering tags,' woodscrews, etc., plain or nickel
or cadmium plated, one -gross packets or large
quantities; stamp for lists. -270a, King St,
(5426
Hammersmith, W.6. Riv. 7762.
LUORESCENT lighting, 40 watt ballast with
bi-pins and starter, 28/9; 80w ballast kit,
35/9; buy tubes locally; bench grinder 3,000rpm
shaft with 4in grindstone, 37/6; all three for
210-240v an; illustrated list -Malden Transformer Supplies, oppos. G.P.O.. George St., Richmond, uurrey.
10038
1

F

"MAINS or BATTERY PERSONAL KIT"
A complete KIT OF PARTS to build ourrew MIDGET
4 -VALVE HUPERHET PERSONAL SET, covering

MEDIUM and LONG WAVES and designed for
MAINS or BATTERY operation is now available.

This 2 -Waveband Superhet Receiver

Is designal

to operate on A.C. mains 200/240 volts, or by an
" All -Dry " Battery, either method being selected

by means of a Rotary Switch. It is no designed that
the Mains Section (size 4Iin. x lfiss, x Il)n.)
is supplied as a separate Kit, which may be added

at any time. The kit therefore can be supplied
either as an " All Dry " Battery Personal Set, or

as a Midget Receiver for Combined Battery/Mains
operation.

The circuit incorporates Delayed A.V.C. and Pre selective

Audio Feedback. A Rola

41n.

P.M.

Speaker with generous size Output Transformer
ensures excellent quality reproduction. Ready

Wound Frame Aerial, Fully aligned I.F. Trans-

formers, and a Drilled Midget Chassis are included.

Valve line up

(P.C.), I.T.4 (I.F. Amp.),
1.8.5 (Diode Det. and Audio Amp.) and 3.8.4 (Out-

put Tet.).
The Set is quite easily built from the very detailed
assembly instructions supplied, which includes a
practical component layout, with point to point
wiring, and a circuit diagram for both the Set and'
the Mains Unit.
Price of COMPLETE KIT (less Mains Unit), 28/13/9.
Price of COMPLETE MAINS UNIT KIT, 21/174
EVER READY Type B114 BATTERY, 9/7.
An attractive Walnut Finished Cabinet, size 9in, x

sm. x 511n., of the hinged lid type, suitable to
house the Combined Set is available for 13/9.
THE COMPLETE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
mentioned above can be supplied separately for
119.

A Midget T.R.F. Battery Portable "Personal " Kit. A

Complete Kit of Parts to build a midget 4 -valve All dry Battery Personal Set. Consists of Regenerative
T.R.F. Circuit employing Flat Tuned Frame Aerial,
with Denco Iron Dust Cored Coll, thereby ensuring

maximum gain for Single -Tuned Stage covering

medium Waveband.
Valve Line up IT4 (R.F. Amp.), IT4 (Detector).
185 (1st A.R.), and 284 (output) Includes latest

Rola Sin. Moving Coil Speaker, and a Chassis
already drilled and shaped. A consumption ut
only 7 mia. ensures long battery life. The Kit
is designed for a cabinet, minimum size Olin. x
4Iin. x 3in. Detailed Building Instructions, with
Practical Layout and Circuit included with Kit
make assembly easy.

Prim for Complete Kit, 23/18/9 Moe 18/7 F.T.).

Suitable unpolished Cabinet Olin. x 41m. x 3in.,
12/9. Ever Ready B114 Battery, 9/7. Building,
Distinctions, Circuit, etc., supplied separately, j/..
A Complete Kit of Parts to build a Midget " All Dry "
Battery Eliminator, giving approx. 69 volts R.T.
and 1.4 volts L.T. This Edminator is imitable for
any Personal Set requiring H.T. and L.T. voltages
indicated above (or even for sets requiring up to
90 volts). The Kit is quite easily and quickly
assembled and is housed in a Light Aluminium
Case, size 41in. x ilia. x 311n. ; it can therefore
be accommodated inside most makes of Personal
Sete. Price of Complete Kit, £1/17/8.
"Wireless World " Mide.et A.C. Rains 2 -Valve Receiver. We can supply allthe components,includhig
valves and M/Coil Speaker to build this set a s specified in the March issue at a total cost of £3. Re-

print of detailed assembly histruetions and cirrnit
supplied separately for 9d.
" Wheelies World "Midget A.C. Brains 8 -Valve Receiver,

covering Long and Medium Wavebands. We can

supply all the Components, including Drilled Chassis

Valves, Moving Coil Speaker, etc., to build this
Set, as specifted in the Feb. issue, at a total cost
of 24/510 including a reprint of the complete

Assembly Instructions and Circuit (this is available
separately for 9d.).
An attractive Walnut Finished Cabinet is now available for this VVIWorld 3 -Valve Set at 21/ -, or it can
be supplied with a complete Dial and Drive Assembly

which includes the latest Station Name Dial and
Dial Escutcheon, and a Combined Switch/Volume
Control to effect very slight modification. Inclusive Price, 35/- (Dial and Drive Assembly with
Switch/V. Control supplied separately for 1.4/-J.
Send 3d. stamp for our Comprehensive Stock List.
Hundreds of components are shown, together with
various Kits of Parts. When ordering please
cover packing and postage.

STERN RADIO LTD.,
109 & 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Telephone

Central 5814 and 2280
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INIMMINMNIMMIMEN=MI
GOVT. SURPLUS, UNUSED

CONDENSERS
of all types

-

COPPER

MISCELLANEOUS

wires enamelled, tinned. Litz, cotton,

silk covered, all gauges; BA screws, nuts,
washers, soldering tags eyelets; ebonite and
laminated bakelite panels, tubes, coil formers;
Tufnol rod; headphones, flexes, etc.; latest radio
publications, full range available; list, s.a.e.;
trade supplied.-Post Radio Supplies 33 Bourne

JONES PLUGS AND SOCKETS. We
hold a large range in stock of these items.

versity degree or the equivalent and have
litchlstrial experience.
Y in acordance with the London Burnham technical scale, which would be in the
range of from Z336-815-8603 a year. Plus
graduate and training allowance where applicable. To a suitably qualified candidate an
addition to the scale of £50 may be paid.

42/- ;

ha

stocks, a wide range of ultra -high

quality fixed paper Condensers,
from .001 µF to 8 µF. Also STOCKS

Initial increments will be paid for suitable orevlou.s teaching and/or industrial experience.
APPLICATIObl forms may be obtained by forwarding a stamped, addressed foolscap envelope
to the Secretary. South -East London Technical
College. Lewisham Way. London, S.E.4. and
should be returned not later than fourteen days
after the appearance of this notice. (876) [5681

of small, genuine MICA Condensers from .00001 (10 pf) to .01 µF
(10,000 pf). Prices are exceedingly
moderate.

LTD

[1454
Gardens, London. E.4.
SITUATIONS VACANT
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
SOUTH-EAST London Technical College.-

Applications are invited for the post of lecturer
in radio communication to commence duties in
Applicants should have a
September. 1950.

We can offer, FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY from very generous

GEE -RADIO

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
POPLAR TECHNICAL COLLEGE.-Required in
September 1950, an evens classclass instructor in
radio service work. Candi ates should possess
o service and presuitable qualifications in
ferably hold the City and Guilds Certificate in

Enquiries are invited for manufac-

turers' requirements, wholesale
and
export only for bulk
quantities, and for scheduled de-

this subject. Classes w 11 be held on. Friday
eVenings from 6.45 to 9.15. Fee per evening,
271 -.-Application forms, returnable by July
29th, 1950, from the Secretary at the College,
Poplar High St., E.14. (913)
[5721

liveries over a period, as required.

Most condensers are now available for immediate delivery.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
SOUTH EAST LONDON TECHNICAL COLLEGE.
-Applications are invited for the post of Senior
Assistant for the Radio Communication section of

Please request our 4 page bulletin CONSEVEN 01114

the department of Electrical Engineering and

Applied Physics.
APPLICANT'S should have a university degree or
its equivalent, together with industrial and
teaching experience.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
186 Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1
and 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool 3, Lancs.

; 4 -way 2/6 ; 6 -way 3/- ; 8 -way 3/6 ;
10 -way 4'. ; 12 -way 4/6.

I -way 2/

BELLING LEE PLUGS AND SOCKETS.
5 pin I/6 ; 7 -pin 1/9 ; 10 -pin 2/-.
METAL RECTIFIERS L.T. 24v. at 12 amps,

12 v. at 4 amps 18/6 ; 12 v. at I amp 7/6 ;
6v. at amp. 7.6.
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS, Type CMG22,
Osram, Brand new 18/6 each.
I

3fin. CATHODE RAY TUBE, Type
VCRI38, complete with Mu -Metal screen and

holder these tubes are Ex -Govt. but guaranteed perfect known as the Mullard E.C.R.35.
Price only 25/,
TRANSMITTING VALVES. Type 829B,
80/- ; 723 A/B, 40/. ; 93IA, 25/. ; 725A,
60/

;

2139 60/- ;

803 12/6.

each.
Brand New, 152 ohms, at 2 amps. 22/6
5K
WIRE WOUND POTENTIOMETERS, 40 watts, 5- each.

FULLY

SHROUDED

SHORT-WAVE RADIO KIT
Probably the smallest one valet Short4ave Rode receiver e
the world using standard parts with !Unthread tuning device.
"Magnificent performance ... ride testimonnis Mesh Isles
and Abroad. kilt and deigned. precision standards. complete

;

kit as only 49/6d-write today for descriptive catalogue.

JOH NSONS (RASas)

"WNW

B. & H. RADIO
EAST STREET, DARLINGTON
o'
BASS & TREBLE SEPARATOR

the use of separate
for bass and treble.
Permits adjustment of amount of
Enables

speakers

treble relative to bass and also
allows speakers of different impedance to be used. Kit of parts LI

9

6

SCRATCH FILTERS

Give marked reduction of scratch
level without serious effect on
treble response

15

0

VARIABLE SELECTIVITY I.F.
TRANSFORMERS.

465

Give 3 degrees of selectivity.

k/cs.
Per

pair

L1

0

0

WHISTLE FILTER

Completely eliminates that annoying 9 k/cs inter -station whistle.
Easily inserted in speaker leads

and suitable for any impedance

2 to 30 ohms. Gives a very sharp,
narrow cut, guaranteed better
than 40 db, with negligible inserLI 13
tion loss

6

100K

WOUND V/CONTROLS.. 25

WIRE
watts,

25 Type, 12/6 each.
RECEIVERS TYPE RI155 in good condition, E9. plus 5/- carriage.
EX U.S. GOVT. MIDGET HEADPHONES. Low resistance. New and boxed.
9/6 pair.

R.C.A. 100 K.C. CRYSTALS. 20/- each.

We have a very large selection of all types
of relays and spare coils from 100 ohms to

SALARY 6700X825-8800, plus London allow-

5,000 ohms, prices on application.

allowances where applicable.
APPLICATION forms obtainable from the Secretary (stamped addressed foolscap envelope neces-

IS, Little Newport St., London, W.C.2.

[5720
notice. (915)
RADIO (Meteorological) Mechanics.
VACANCIES exist in the Meteorological Office,
Air Ministry for Radio (Meteorological) Mechanics to maintain radio and radar equipment.
APPLICANTS must possess a knowledge of the

MARVEL

805 12/6 ;

PRECISION VARIABLE RESISTORS.

ance of £36 or £48, also degree and training

IN MINIATURE

25/- ;

4 MFD. 2,000V. PAPER CONDENSERS.
Type 131 upright mounting, size : 4fin.
2 -}in. x 4fin., I0/-each.

GEE BROS. RADIO LTD.,
Tel: GER. 6794.

sary), South East London Technical College,
Lewisham Way, S.E.4, should be returned not
this
later than

*Oohe-Ifiligro
(....)

8011

Also many other types prices on

application.

fundamental principles of radio and radar and
have had practical experience in the maintenance and use of radar equipment. including
cathode ray oscilloscopes. The duties mainly
involve the maintenance and operation of radar
equipment used in the Meteorological Office for
the determination of upper winds.
COMMENCING weekly wages £6113 25 years
or over, rising annually by 5/- to a maximum
of Z8/3 subject to provincial differentiation.
The commencing wage of £6/13 is subject to
a deduction of 3/- each year below age 25.
APPLICATIONS for appointment should be
addressed to the local Employment Exchange
or to the Air MinIstrY. 8.2.(b). Cornwall House,
Stamford St., London. S.E.1.
[5687
TELEVISION engineers for East London district; write, stating experience, salary required. driving ability, etc.-Box 4702.
[5591
S0BELL INDUSTRIES. Ltd.. require experienced televj.sion engineers with own cars.
in N. and N.W. London.-Tel. Supervisor.

Valentine 8766.
[5666
WERRANTI, Ltd., Moston Works, Manchester.
have staff vacancies in connection with longterm development work on an important radio
tele-control project.
(1) ENGINEERS and scientists; ref. R.Sc.; qualifications include a good degree in physics or engineering, and preferably experience in electromechanical and servo control work, or microwave

valve and/or circuit work; salary according to
age and experience, in the range £500-£1,000
p,a.
(2) TECHNICAL assistants; ref. R.Tech.; for
experimental work on radar, electronic circuits,
microwaves, servo control and electromechanical
devices; qualifications required: H.N.C. or its
equivalent in electrical or mechanical engineer-

ing; salary in the range 8275-R550 p.a. according
to age and experience.
(3) DESIGNER draughtsmen, draughtsmen and
junior draughtsmen; ref. R.D.; with experience
in design of precision medium and light mechanical and electromechanical devices or electronic
equipment; salary according to age and expertenee based on A.E.S.D. sates as minimum.
THE company has a staff pension scheme.
APPLICATION forms from The Staff Manager,
Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancs. Please quote
[5541
appropriate reference.
DRAUGHTSMEN, senior, required in S.W.
London district, experienced in electronic
engineering, light mechanical design and knowledge of workshop Practice an advantage.Write, giving full details, past experience, age
and salary required to Box 5247.

f5096

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL,
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE
ROD. BAR, SHEET. TUBE. STRIP, WIRE.
3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES
No Quantity too Small
6,

List

on applicationLondonsHoROLLET

& Co., Ltd. Livens%
Chesbam Place. S.W.I. Kirkby Estate.

SLOane 3463

SIMONSWOOD 3271/3

LYONS RADIO
POWER *UNITS TYPE 234A. One of the finest power

units made. Input 200-250 v. 50 cps. Outputs:
220 v. at 80 mA. (with internal switch for reduced
ELT.) and 6.3 v. at 4.5 A. Exceptionally well smoothed.

Includes 5Z4 rectifier valve. Suitable for most types
of comraunicationsreceivers. Incorporates 2Iin.meter
indicating A.O. input voltage which by means of a
panel switch shows H.T. output voltage. New and
unused supplied in makeestransit case. PRICE My,
Carriage 5b.
EMMONS= UNITS. 10 valve 11 metre onperhet
units, Ideal for conversion into a Midlands or London
television receiver. Contain 642 Hems I.F. trans-

formers, 4 Mc/s. bandwidth, 6 valves type VR65
(0761). 2.--VR92's (EA50), and 1 each of VR136
and 137, 3 tuneable slugged coils, and dozens of other
useful components. PRICE 22/6, carriage 4/6.
TRANSMITTERS, TYPE BC7711. Powered by a built-

in hand generator. Sends automatic S.O.S. on 500 Ke.
or can be manually operated. Complete with morse
tapper, valves (1 each 12E107 and 12A6), neon indicator

lamps, aerial wire, etc. Housed in waterproof oases
which are slightly dented externally but in good condition internally. PRICE mil-, carriage 4/,
AERIAL EOM. 00PPerieed steel rods late. long
can be plugged into each other to form an aerial any
desired length. PRIOR 3/- per dozen, post paid.
nlattodeetion to HAM RADIO." A splendid book
for those who have lust, or wish to, obtain a Transmitting Limnos,. PRICE WEI, post paid.

3, GOLDHAWK ROAD (Dept. M.W.)
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12
Telephone : Shepherds Bush 1729
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BATTERY.

A.G.
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VALVES

sad
UNIVERSAL

TYPES.

Service

Valves

and their Com- Post
mercial Equiva- Free

lentsEX -WAR

Complete
Lists FREE

DEPT.

CHASSIS

WITH BRAND NEW condition Valves
R5,

1T4,

:

1S4, complete with Circuit

155,

Diagrams, showing how this can be converted
to a very excellent set for Beach, Lawn,
Picnics, etc. Bargain price only 27/6. Post 1/-.
A Personal Radio for your Holidays and after.

SERVICE SHEETS -The one you require
FREE in a dozen at 1016.

EASY TERMS up to 10 months -and very

near cash price on all Taylor Meters.
FREE Catalogue, Payment Plan and Order
form.
NEW -Taylor Television Test Gear : Model
240A, 170A, 65C also on H.P.

AMPLION ALL-PURPOSE TEST -

METER
1,800 ohm per volt on
all
D.C.
ranges.

and

A.C.

10 v., 100 v. and 500
volts D.C. and A.C.

50 mA. and 500 mA.
D.C.
Resistance
up
to
200,000 ohm (3,000

ohm centre scale) with
self-contained battery.
5,000 volts range with
a separate H.T. test
prod (916 extra).
Supplied
prods.

with

test

Multicolour scale easily
readable.

E3- 17 - 6

BULGIN
the NEW NEON Test Prod, 10/,
BELLING & LEE
Television Aerials, to suit

and every location, from 25/-.

every

pocket

WIEWMASTER'

Pre -Amplifier Kit, for London or Midlands,
23/6.

Wiring Diagram, 1/,

HI V A C

Midget and Sub -Miniature Valves

Midget

Sub -Miniature

XSG, 1.5 v. & 2 v.

XW, 1.5 v.
XH, 1.5 v.
XD, 1.5 v.
XL, 1.5 v.
XLO, 1.5 v.
XP, 1.5 v.
XY ,1.5 v.
XVS only 2 v.

Each
15/6
15/6
10/6

Each
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SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO and television service engineer reouired, preferably able to drive; permanent
Position; good wages and commission.-Hendera
son. 351. Fulham Rd.. S.W.10.
[5730
EXPERIENCED radio/TV engineer, good.
comfortabLe, permanent situation available to good man. -Perkins (Leyton), Ltd., 439.
High Rd.. E.10. Ley. 3000.
[5664
ESTIMATOR required, accustomed to working
on own initiative on production radio
equipment; only experienced men need apply;
S.W. London- area. -Box 5238.
15668
TELEVISION engineer required, experienced
on well-known domestic receivers; permanent position with good prospects. -Full details to Norwest Services. Ltd., Edgware 0262.
DETAIL

draughtsmen

required,

preferably

accustomed to light electro-mechanical or
electronic equipment, or with light engineering
or instrument experiences.
APPLY, quoting Ref. CHC(102), to Personnel
Officer, The General Electric Co., Ltd., Rad.o
and Television Works, Spon St., Coventry. [5689
APPLICATIONS are invited from senior radio
deve.opment engineers who are interested
in the electrical or mechanical design of airborne radio equipment to service specifications.
WRITE quoting Ref. C.H.C.(2) to Personnel
Officer, General Electric Co.. Ltd., Radio and
Television Works, Coventry.
[5715
EXPERIENCED television and radio engineer
required by Provincial firm of high standing, within 40 miles of London; possibility of
advancement to responsible position for right
man. -Apply Box 5248.
[5697
THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON Co.,
Ltd., has a few vacancies on the design
staff for electronic engineers experienced in development work on audio -frequency. radio frequency. or radar display equipment, age
25-o0.

QUALIFICATIONS: Hons. degree or equivalent
in eng.neering, with subsequent experience in
circuit development work; salary according to
qualifications. age and experience.
APPLY, giving full particulars, to: Manager.
Electronic Engineering Dept., The British
Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.. Rugby.
[5673
SENIOR designer -draughtsmen with light
engineering,
instrument
or
electromechanical experience are required for development work on light mechanisms and/or the
mechanical design of electronic equipment to
service requirements.
APPLICANTS, preferably with practical training
and qualifications to H.N.C. standard, must be
capable of working on their own initiative.
WRITE, quoting Ref. CHC(101), to Personnel
Officer, The General Electric Co., Ltd., Radio
and Television Works, Coventry
[5690
CHIEF engineer required to take charge of
small laboratory at radio manufacturers in
N.E. London; must have good technical ability
in design of R.F. test equipment and radio components; write, giving full particulars of qualifications and experience, stating age and salary
required. -Box 5069.
[5649
VP AUTO Engineer required by rapidly expand-1.1a ing
organisation with headquarters in
Swindon; experience in the repair, aligning and
calibrating of commercial receivers and amp ifiers essential; experience of television receivers
an advantage; apply stating age, experience and
salary required to -Box 5244.
[5686
ANUMBER of senior and junior vacancies for
radio, radar, electronic. television, etc.,
development. service engineers, draughtsmen.

No other receiver in its price -class can

approach the Armstrong RFro3/Type
3 with its ro-valve circuit, highly efficient R.F. stage and its two stages of
I.F. amplification with a selectivity
better than 7 Kc/s. Among its many

refinements are the three stages of A.V.C.

negative feed -back, slide rule dial and
flywheel tuning. Wave band coverage
is from 16-5o, 195-55o and 800-z,000
metres, and mains voltage is 200-250

A.C. When the chassis is used as a

gramophone amplifier the large amount
of amplification available enables a

high quality pick-

up of the minia-

ture type to be
used without additional
tion.

amplifica-

Gns.

plus P. Tax

OTHER ARMSTRONG CHASSIS

wiremen. testers, inspectors, etc., urgently re- Model EXP83/3. An eight -stage all quired 30 television service engineers. -Write in wave radiogram chassis is designed to
confidence. Technical Employment Agency, 179.
[0103 provide quality radio and record reClapham Rd., S.W.9. (Brixton 3487).
DRAUGHTSMAN. -Vacancy West London for production for the "notyoung draughtsman with experience light
mechanisms or instruments; some electronic so -rich."
Plus P. Tax
knowledge an advantage; applicants with interest
in design of electro-mechanical products preferred; state age, full details, experience, tech- Model 12512.
The " Armstrong "

L115 .8 .8

nical training and salary required. -Box 5481.
triumph -a 14 -valve all -wave radioMARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH Co..
Ltd., Chelmsford, require experienced gram chassis with a S.W. band down
draughtsmen for (a) design of radio communi- to to.9 metres.
The chassis for the
cation and radar equipment, (b) design and
detail of light structural steel work, (c) installa- man who wants the
£33 12 0
tion drawing office; previous D.O. experience best.
essential, preferably on radio or electronic
Plus P. Tax
for (c) previous electrical layout
would be suitable. -Write, giving

XWO.75B ...

17/6

equipment;

17/6

10/6
10/6
10/6
12/6

XY1.4B
XY1.4C
XFWIO
XFY 10
XFY 11
XFY 12

qualifications and experience, ARMSTRONG
TELEVISION - MODEL
quoting reference 142, to Central Personnel SerA wide -range 2I -valve instruvices, English Electric Co., Ltd., 24-30. Gilling- T.V.20.
ham St., London, S.W.1.
(5587 ment incorporating a £52
10
ANUMBER of vacancies will arise this 12in. C.R. Tube.
Plus P. Tax
summer for draughtsmen at the Bradford

15/6

XFG I

17/6
17/6
17/6
17/6
17,6
17/6

... 1516

Order C.O.D. or remit with order.
When writing please mark envelope (WW).

BUL Ls

246
ST. 9411115 111
Telephone
ELGar 4444

experience
details of

age,

0

works of the English Electriq Company; this is
due to further expansion, and stable employment under excellent conditions is offered to
suitably experienced men; the new drawing office
will be concerned with control gear for rolling
mills and mining equipment to be manufactured
at Bradford; applications are invited from
switchgear and control gear draughtsmen; elec-

Write now for full information

ARMSTRONG

trical and mechanical draughtsmen who have
not had previous experience in this field but
THE CHASSIS PEOPLE
who have had sound electrical or mechanical
D.O. experience will also be selected; junior or
intermediate grade draughtsmen who wish to Armstrong Wireless & Television Co.
gain experience of this interesting electro
mechanical work are also invited to apply.- Ltd., Warlters Road, Holloway, London,
Write, giving full details, quoting reference 138, xi.
Tel. NORth 3213
to Central Personnel Services, English Electric
Co., Ltd., 24-30, Gillingham St., London, S.W.I.3589

/
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SUCCESSFUL
SALES!

SITUATIONS VACANT
SATISFIED DRAUGHTSMEN.-It
is necessary to expand
CUSTOMERS!
considerably Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., drawing office at Acton; all grades

pEnninE
ADIO
THE ALL SEASON SENSATION. ACCLAIMED THE COUNTRY OVER. THE INTIMATE
RECEIVER WHICH COMBINES APPEARANCE AND PERFORMANCE. HOUSED IN
A BEAUTIFUL WALNUT CABINET. EACH
SET FULLY GUARANTEED.
HEIGHT 10", WIDTH 121" DEPTH 54"

4 Valve SUPERHET

UNBEATABLE
VALUE

THE SET
THAT SELLS
ITSELF!

Ell 9 7

INC. TAX

of draughtsmen (electrical or mechanical D.O.
experience) are required for design and detail
work on radio and electronic equipment.-Write,
giving full details, quoting reference 127A. to
Central Personnel Services, English Electric Co.,
Ltd., 24-30, Gillingham St., London. S.W.1.

WHOLESALERS. ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS
AND ATTRACTIVE DISPLAY CARDS.

PENNINE AMPLIFIERS
ELLAND

ENGLAND

YORKS
TEL. ELLAND 2107

ALL BRAND NEW GOODS

-fully guaranteedAUTOCHANGERS IN STOCK

DESIGNER draughtsman required for the
design and development laboratory of an

GARRARD. RC6SA.

n0/15/,

engineering company of international repute, in

a practical experience of plastic moulds, small
special purpose machinery, press tool work and
general machine tool knowledge; apply stating
age, qualifications and experience.-Box 5071.
required; electrical
DEVELOPMENT
engineers
engineers fully
acquainted with up-to-date
electronic work and with sound mechanical
knowledge are eligible for vacancies in our
development laboratory; B.Sc., A.M.1.E.E., or
Higher National Cert. essential.-Write, stating
Personal details, qualifications, experience and
salary required, to Personnel Manager, Edison
Swan Electric Co., Ltd.. Ponders End. Enfield.
ENGLISH ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Chelmsford.
require a junior engineer for design and
development work on high power transmitting
tubes; the successful applicant will be required
to serve at least 12 months testing transmitting
valves in order to gain necessary experience.Write, giving full details, quoting reference
419A. to Central Personnel Services, English
Electric Co., 24-30, Gillingham St., London.
[5624

television engineer required by the
SENIOR
English E:ectric Co.. Ltd., to supervise
development and take general technical control
of television receiver engineering at thir Liverpool works: applicants, who should be qualified
engineers with extensive experience in this class
of work, should write, giving full details, quoting reference 447, to Central Personnel Services,
English Electric Co.. Ltd., 24-30, Gillingham
[5654
St., London, S.W.1.

THE ROVER"

WE DON'T -

supply anything Ex -Government

London; applicants must possess -Higher National
Certificate or equivalent qualifications, and have

S.W.1.

SUPPLIED ONLY THROUGH SELECTED

-

AUGUST, 1950

ELECTRONIC engineers are required by a
large aircraft company for experimental
work on a new and interesting project; applicants, who should preferably be under 35 years
of age, must have received technical education
uo to a degree standard and should be experienced either. in U.H.F. design and measuring
techniques or in instrumentation work.-Apply,
stating age, experience, and salary required. to
[5627
Box 5061
are required for
JUNIOR
electrical engineers
the development
and design of television
camera and associated equipment at Marconi s

A.C./D.C. Mixed
Records. Standard lightweight magnetic head,

GARRARD RC65A. A.C. Mixed Records.
Standard lightweight head, £15/13/6.
A.C. Non -mixed.
RC70A.

GARRARD
£10;9,1.

INTERCHANGEABLE GARRARD plugin heads for the above. Lightweight, 42/6/8.
High fidelity, 43/5/, Adaptor for RC65 and
70, 6/6.

E.M.I./MARCONI.

A.C. Auto -changer,
Non -mixed. Hi-Fi head. Complete with
transformer, £10/10(8.
COLLARO RC500. A.C. Auto -changer.
Non -mixed. Crystal or Hi-Fi head, E10 15/,

CABINETS. Unpolished for all the above
changer:. Motor boards ready cut to fit, 43/110/-

334 and 78 r.p.m. GRAM. MOTORS are
now becoming available, and we are booking
orders in STRICT ROTATION.

TAYLOR TEST GEAR
The entire range by this famous maker is
now available on hire purchase. S.A.E. for
catalogue and terms.

ALL AVO TEST GEAR NOW IN STOCK Leather cases for AVO 7, £2/2/6, post free
We are the largest actual stockists of AVO
METERS in England. S.A.E. for catalogue and
price list.

All items can be supplied C.O.D. up to 151b
in weight. Otherwise cash with order, please.
Special attention to overseas orders, which
are free of purchase tax.

MODERN ELECTRICS LTD.
164, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
Telephone : TEMple Bar 7587.

Wireless Telegraph Co.. Ltd., Chelmsford; salary
.6350-R550 p.a.; senior engineers with re-

BULLANC0.66QUEENS R°S.E.15 NEW CROSS
SHEET
EXPANDED
TUBES.
ANGLES.
BARS.
RODS,
MOULDINGS,
RIVETS

ALUMINIUM
LF:r4

ANYSIZES, CUT OR FOLDED

LOCKWOOD
makers of

Fine Cabinets

and woodwork o. every description for the Radio and allied trades

LOCKWOOD & COMPANY
Lowlands Road, Harrow, Middlesex.

Byron 3704

NOW:iii all Qualify

search or development experience in this field
also required; salary £.600-£800 p.a.-Send full TRANSFORMERS
& COILWINDERS
details, quoting reference 323A, to Central PerNEW AND REWINDS
sonnel Services, English Electric Co.,, Ltd., 24-30.
Gillingham St., London, S.W.1.
[5632
All transformers interleaved & Impregnated
TELEVISION.-An opportunity occurs for a
Tested for (I) Shorted turns. (2) Insulation
competent man to manage a distributive
at 2 K.V. minimum. E.H.T. A SPECIALITY
depot in the Midlands for a new company;
WILLIAMSON O.P. TRANSFORMER,
investment required £1,000 for one-tWrd share,
63 12 6
covering existing premises. stock, and vehicle;
E. THORNBER & SONS
J.
salary £400 p.a., plus profits; applicant should
have had some previous experience in control
MANCHESTER 16
3
DEAN
AVE
and organisation of a depot; first-class refer- CHO 3849
EST. 1925
ences required and given.-Write Box Z.835,
Willings. 362, Grays Inn Rd., London, W.C.1.
AN experienced design draughtsman is required for the Nelson Research Laboratories
of the English Electric Co., Stafford; the success-

ful applicant will be required for duties connected with special electronic valves and other
vacuum devices and it is essential that applicants should be experienced in this class of
work.-Write, giving full details quoting reference 143, to Central Personnel Services, English
Electric Co.. Ltd., 24-30, Gillingham St., London, S.W.1.

[5586

CASH WITH 0(tdErl

£8 0 0
(Subject)

LTD
BEETHOVEN
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
Chape. Lane, Sands, High Wycombe

Tel. .1152/3

Filter Coil.

1% a Speciality.

JOHN FACTOR LTD.

Middlesex.

vacancies

KIT for

Govt. surplus. Three switched inputs, negative
iced back, push-pull output,
Price Complete
tone control, steel chassis.
to the last screw
Suitable home or small hall.

MANUFACTURED OR REWOUND

WESTON, Ltd., have a vacancy in
their instrument sales correspondence sec SANGAMO
mhae vsepae eat good
altech- 9-11 EAST STREET, TORQUAY, DEVON
lion; applicantsng
nical training, with
'Phone: Torquay 2162
measuring apparatus; they should be
expressing
themselves
clearly
and
capable of
concisely both in conversation and correspondence.-Applications should be sent, in strict
confidence, to the Employment Manager. San
gamo Weston, Ltd., Cambridge Rd., Enfield
[5400
now

ELECTRONICS.-Interesting
exist in the Nelson research laboratories of
the English Electric Co., Ltd. University trained
engineers or physicists are required for design
NOME CONSTRUCTORS
electronic computing
of special circuits for
machines at Stafford and in the London area.
A complete set of components to construct a 10 Vacancies also exist in these laboratories for
watt amplifier including Woden potted mains electronic engineers with H.N.C. (Elect.).write. giving full information, quoting
transformer. 5 valves, 10 in. speaker with trans- Please
reference 305. to Central Personnel Services,
former. Components of the highest quality. No English Electric Co., Ltd.. 24-30, Gillingham

ANiniribizo

TRANSFORMERS & COILS
TO SPECIFICATION.

St.. London. S.W.1.

r5631

ENGLISH ELECTRIC VALVE Co.. Ltd..
Chelmsford. require two junior engineers
for micro wave work. Previous experience not
necessary, but applicants must hold physics or
engineering degree or exempting qualifications
from Graduate I.E.E. Also senior engineer for
work on Klystron and travelling wave tubes.
Qualifications: Engineering or physics degree or
exempting qualifications from A.M.I.E.E. and
several years' experience.-Write, giving full
particulars, quoting reference 440A, to Central
Personnel Services. English Electric Co.. Ltd..
24-30. Gillingham St., London. S.W.1. 15680

1925-1950

For 25 years we really have endeavoured
to give an unrivalled service in quality,
value and delivery; from the many letters

of appreciation we have received, we
think, with some success.
May we
reserve for you our comprehensive

25th BIRTHDAY
RADIO & TELEVISION COMPONENT

CATALOGUE
(Ready Mid August, 6d. Post paid)
Express Service.

Complete Satisfaction.

FROMCOVENTRY RADIO
Dept. W "
189, DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON

AUGUST, 1950

WIRELESS WORLD
SITUATIONS VACANT

NUSOUND PRODUCTS
136 WARDOUR ST., LONDON, W.1
Tel. GERrard 8845.
HOME BUILT TELEVISION AND AMPLIFIER
SPECIALISTS

Full Mail Order Facilities (Add Postage)

Mon. / Fri. 9-5.30 p.m. Sat., 9-1 min.
A QUALITY TRF RADIO FEEDER UNIT. The feeder

unit is a 3 -stage wide band TRF, preset to the three
main stations with single switch control and including
a gram position. Using two B7G miniature valves
and a diode output stage this makes a compact unit.
size 7in.-bin.-21in. COST £6/10/8 inc. Constructional booklet available. Price 1/8 post free. Cost to
build, approximately £3/10/-.
A PUSH-PULL 8 -WATT QUALITY AMPLIFIER.
7 valves Inc. 6Vii output. 3 stages treble and bass

bopst-2 stages treble cut.-neg. feedback. A real

quality amplifier for PP fans at the reasonable price

of 14 gni. complete. An AC/DC model will shortly be
available.
A 41 -WATT QUALITY AMPLIFIER. This is a quality
amplifier at a law cost and incorporates many features
usually only obtainable in the more expensive types.

Includes 3 -stage neg. feedback -separate bass and
treble boost controls -top cut, and pre -amp. stage.
Uses 6V6 output and a special Hi Fi output transformer. Constructional booklet for AC and AC/DC

models 1/8 post tree. Can he built for as little as

£7 (surplus valves) AC/DC model £8 (new valves).
Built and tested both models cost 10 ens., complete
with new valves. (Please send stamp for descriptive
leaflet of all our products.)
GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT. Connoisseur pickups

Standard. 13/191-; Trans..13/- ; L/weight,one head,

£5'1418; Trans., 15/-; fibre pickup, 14/3, ;
special trans., 26/-; Aces GP20, 71/3 ; Goldring
lightweight, 61/4 ; Miniature or standard sapphire,
6/8 ; ruby. 8/8 ; Connoisseur Steel 20 for 2/10 ;
Trailer Sapphire, 6/6. We stock a full range of

Wharfedale speakers. W.B. Duplex speaker, 66/6/-;
Goodnians Axiom 150 Twin Cone, E8/81- ; Goodman

/tinhorn 00, £8/15/-; Goodman Audiom 22 20 watt
twin cone. £12/13/Krum RacTLFIEfts.. Voltages equal D.C. output
volts.
S.T.C. 114/200 2.4 kv. 3.5 m/a., 29/8. S.T.C. H25/30

420 v. 150 m/a., 21/9. 8.T.C. H18/30 250 v. 60 m/a.,
15/, S.T.C. 115 11/wave 1 m/a., 2/8. Westinghouse
36EHT/100, 3.5 liv..pulqe input 6.5 kv., 26/8. 16HT56
1.76 kv. 8 m/a., 21/-. 36 ERT25 875 v., pulse input
1.8 Rv., 13/13. 14.686 240 v. R.M.S. 180 rn/a. MAX.',
21/2.
NUSOUND TRANSFORMERS. (Tapped pri. unless
otherwise stated.)
A few selectionsfrom our wide range, and we can wind

own spec., delivery 4 days. Estimates free.

350-0-330 v. 150 m/a., 6.3v. 4 a., 5 v. 3a., £2.

350-0-350 v. 100 m/a., 8.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a., or 4 v.
version. £11613.
330-0-350 v. 75 m/a.,6.3 v. 3 a.,5 v.2 a., or 4 v. version,

81/1/9.

300-0-300 v. 60 m/a.,6.3 v. 3 a.,0 v. 2 a., or 4 v. version,

21/0/3.

230-0-250 v. 60 m/a.,6.3 v. 3 a.,5 v.2 a., or 4 v. version.
18/9.
700 v. 10 m/a., 6.3 v. 1.5 a., 4 v. 1 a.,113/6.

230-0.50010 m/a., 8.3 v. 9 a., 4 v.1 a.,18/6.
6.3 v.11 a. Heatertrans. 230 pri. only, 6/9.
4 v. 2 a. Heater trans. 230 pri. only, &Q.
0 v. 6 a. C.T. Heatertrans. 230 pri. only, 15/8.
6.3 v. 3 a. C.T. Heater trans. 230 pri. only, 12/6.
12 v. 1 a. C.T. Heater trans. 230 pri. only, 8/8.
NUSOUND CHOKES.

CH4, 10 H., 150 ohms, 75 m/a., 4/8
CH3, 1011., 300 ohms, 60 mia.,4/8.

CHIO, 15 H., 250 ohms, 80 in/a., shrouded, 10/9.
CH8, 10 H., 300 ohms, 100 m/a., shrouded, 9/6.
009, 10 H., 200 ohms, 150 m/a., shrouded, 12/9.
CH2, 5 H., an ohms, 250 m/a.,shrouded, 19/6.
Television aerialscan be sent to any part of the country
(send for list). Let us quote you by return of post for
components of all types.
Our comprehensive list on TV -Radio and Gramophone
equipment. etc., is now available. Price 4d. poet tree.

MORSE CODE

RADIO Engineers required. - The General
Electric Co., Ltd., are expanding their
Radio Development Laboratory at Coventry and
a number of vacancies for Senior and Junior
Engineers exist at present and a further con-

siderable number of vacancies will occur during
the next few months in the new Laboratory.
APPLICATIONS are invited from Development
Engineers with experience of microwave radio
or radar techniques who are capable of developing equipment and components to Service Specifications.

WRITE quoting Ref. CRC (3) to Personnel
Officer, General Electric Co., Ltd., Radio and
Television Works, Coventry.
APPLICATIONS are invited

vs

APPLICATIONS are invited for the position
of technical representative in the Manchester and Northern area in connection with
the Company's manufactures of industrial electronic equipment; appropriate technical and
commercial experience with this clam of equipment is essential; the position is permanent and
the successful candidate will be required to live
in the Manchester area; car will be provided.Apply, quoting reference 356B, to Central Personnel Services, English Electric Co., Ltd., 24-30,
Gillingham St., London, S.W.1.
15642
SKILLED tradesmen wanted as Staff Sergeants
Armament Artificers in R.E.M.E. If you
have completed your apprenticeship as Electrical
Fitter, Radio technician, Instrument maker,
Toolmaker, Machinist, Motor fitter, Fitter, and
are between 20 and 35 years of age you can become a Sergeant in the Royal Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers after a brief military (not
necessary if you have previous service) and full
technical training, with promotion to Staff
Sergeant Armament Artificer after an 18 -month
technical course.
R.E.M.E. offers a variety of work including all
the latest modern equipments. Life in R.E.M.E.
offers you travel to many foreign countries and
plenty of sport and adventure.
PAY after six weeks initial military training
13/6 a day, after 18 months technical training
16/- a day.
Staff Sergeants R.E.M.E. are
eligible for promotion to warrant officer Class 1
and Commissioned rank as Assistant Electrical
and Mechanical Engineers. Marriage Allowance
of 40/- to 45/- a week. Rations and clothing
free.
MEN engage initially for 12 years, which may be
extended. After 22 years an Armament Artificer
is eligible for pension.
FULL particulars from any Recruiting Office or
write to A.G.21, The War Office, London.
[5722
APPLICATIONS are invited for the position of
technical design engineer in the F.H.P.
motor laboratory at a large electrical engineering company in the West London area' experience of F.H.P. motor design and performance
and ability to accept full responsibility of a
project from the initial design stage to factory
production is essential; applicants should possess engineering degree or equivalent qualifica-

tions; salary will be in the region of £600 to

£900 per annum, according to qualifications. Apply. giving details of age, education and job
history, to the Employment Officer, Hoover, Ltd..
Perivale, Greenford Middx.
[5691
11C).B.C. Invites applications for the following
posts in Planning and Installation Department, London. Applicants should have a University Degree in Electrical Engineering or
equivalent qualification. Studio Section: Applicants should also have a good basic knowledge
of television theory and practice. (1) Engineer
for work on development of television recording
processes, preparation of specifications for manufacture of equipment, supervision of installation
and acceptance trials and conduct of necessary
correspondence. Practical experience of cinematographic equipment for sound and picture recording and knowledge of optics, photography,
control of film processing, and mechanical
design of cameras are desirable. (2) Engineer
for planning and development of television
studios and preparation of specifications, etc.,

Practical experience of television
cameras and associated equipment and apparatus
for film scanning, etc., and/or working knowledge
of film studio practice are desirable. (3) Engineer for assistance in television work. Pracexperience of television studio or O.B.
There are Candler tical
equipment is desirable but applicants with conexperience of studio sound equipment
Morse Code Courses siderable
Radio Section: (4) Engineer for
considered.
preparation of specifications for radio and video
for
frequency
transmitters,
of installaBEGINNERS AND tion and acceptance trialssupervision
and conduct of necessary correspondence. Thorough basic knowledge
OPERATORS
of power and radio engineering is essential.
Experience in planning and installation of short
Send for this Free
wave and v.h.f. transmitters and associated
" BOOK OF FACTS " equipment desirable. Knowledge of television
theory and practice and/or transmission line and
It gives full details con- aerial technique advantageous.
Salaries for
posts (1) (2) and (4) in grade with annual incerning all Courses.
crements of £40 and maximum £890 per annum;

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.

help yourselves while supplies last. First
come, first served, so avoid disappointment
and order early.

[5725

KolsterBrandes, Ltd., Footscray, Sidcup, Kent, for
a development engineer aged 25-35 years; must
possess experience and first-class honours degree
in physics, electrical engineering or telecommunications; capable of carrying out work in connection with television development on own iniative.
-Apply in writing stating age and qualifications
to the Personnel Officer at the above address.
by

as in (1).

TRAINING

MOW kris

SALE ! SALE
To make space in our Warehouses in preparation for re -organisation we are "slaughtering "
prices of goods offered below. Help us and

salary for post (3) in grade with annual increments of £30 and maximum £6.0 per annum. -

(Room 55W), 121 Kingsway, London, W.C.2 Applications stating age, qualifications and experience and for which post application is being
Candler System Co. Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.
made to reach Engineering Establishment Officer,
Broadcasting House, London. W.1, within 7 days

R.1155

CEIVERS.

COMMUNICATIONS

RE-

This world renowned 5 waveband R.A.F. receiver is too well known for
the specification to be repeated. Every
set is guaranteed in working order, and is
aerial tested before despatch. Full conversion
details for mains use supplied. ONY 67/19,6
(carriage 12,6).

RECEIVERS TYPE 25/73. Part of the
Covers 4.3-6.7 Mc/s, and makes
an ideal basis for an all wave superhet, modification details supplied. Complete with
TR.I196.

six valves

:

2 ea. of EF36 and EF39, and

ea.

I

EK32 and EBC33. New condition. ONLY
19/6 (postage etc. 2'6).
RECEIVERS 18. Covers 6-9 mc/s and only

requires normal battery supply to operate.
Complete with 4 valves ; 3 of VP23 and
HL23DD.
New condition.
ONLY
(pcstage etc. 2;6).

I

of

15/-

BATTERY AMPLIFIERS.
Ex-R.A.F.
Originally used for inter-com, on aircraft
but ideal for use as a pre -amp. or with a

gramo. pick-up. Complete with valves QP2I
and HL2I0 in original transit cases. ONLY
19/6 (postage etc. 216).
RECEIVERS RI132A. Covers 100-124 mc/s,
but lends itself to conversion for other
frequencies. Has superb slow motion drive

and tuning scale, and 0-.5 ma. tuning meter.
Complete with
valves and only requires
I

I

normal power pack for 6.3v. valves to operate.
ONLY 5916 (carriage etc. 12/6).

TI 154 TRANSMITTING ASSEMBLY. A
vital part of the famous T1154 Transmitter
this assembly contains some beautiful transmitting condensers, pre-set tuning devices,
variable inductances, large bar and circular
knobs, etc., etc. Designed as a complete replacement unit these are BRAND NEW
IN MAKERS' CARTONS. ONLY 7/6 (carriage
3/6).

POWER UNITS TYPE 10. Ex-R.A.F.
Input 24 v. Output 6 v. 5 a., 150 v. 10 a.,

300 v. at 70-240 ma. ONLY 12/6 (carriage

5-)

AMERICAN INDICATOR UNIT APN4.

Less valves but complete with CR Tube
Ideal for conversion into a 'scope,
or worth pounds in breakdown value. In

5CPI.

perfect condition.
etc. 12 6).

ONLY 3716 (carriage

AMERICAN RADAR RECEIVER APN4.
Less valves. In addition to the receiver components this aircraft receiver contains the

power supply for the indicator. Contains

shoals of components,

including

15

valve

holders, high voltage condensers, switches,

transformers, etc., etc. Perfect condition. ONLY 17/6 (carriage etc. 5'-).
INDICATOR TYPE 62. Less valves and
CR Tube. This fine two deck unit is another
first class proposition for component value.
Contains 20 valve holders, condensers, resistcrs. potentiometers, etc., etc. ONLY 17,6
(carriage etc. 7/6).
I.F.

Cash with order and please write name
clearly.

U.E.I.

CORPORATION

RADIO CORNER

138, Grays Inn Rd., London,
W.C.1.
(Phone : Terminus 7937.)

Open until
p.m. Saturdays. We are two
minutes from High Holborn (Chancery Lane
Station) and 5 minutes from King's Cross,
I

PLEASE NOTE THAT WE SHALL BE CLOSED

FROM AUGUST 8th -14th.

AUGUST, 1950
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SITUATIONS VACANT
QUALIFIED engineer required for television
Nog aerial and transmission line development

THE

BRITISH NATIONAL
RADIO SCHOOL
NOW IN OUR ELEVENTH
YEAR AND STILL

NO B.N.R.S. STUDENT

HAS EVER FAILED
To pass his examination(s) after completing our appropriate study course!
NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS

and what we have done a thousand
times already, for others, we can do
again, for YOU !

A.M.Brit.I.R.E.

and

CITY and GUILDS Radio and
Telecommunications Exams., etc., etc.
j in specially approved cases

Six months' trial period without obligation
to continue.

Please mention this advt. and send for free
booklet and sample lesson to:STUDIES DIRECTOR

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
6E, ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON
Phone : Addiscombe 3341

BUILD YOUR OWN
BASS -REFLEX CABINET!
Finished cabinet stands lit. bin. high x 1ft.

wide x lit. deep with hole for Sin. speaker at top and

ready toretaining and polishing or painting,lacquering,

ponent division of the Plessey Co.. Ltd.
Applicants should have experience which will
enable them to handle detailed estimating for
mass production machine and light assembly
work.-State full details of experience, with
age and salary required, to Personnel Manager.
The Plessey Co., Ltd.. Ilford. Essex.
15684
THE DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT Co., Ltd..
have vacancies for electrical draughtsmen,
aircraft experience preferred but consideration
will be given to those experienced in switchgear
and associated component design who could
readily adapt themselves to aircraft installation
technique.-Apply in writing to Chief Draughtsman, The De Havilland Aircraft Co., Ltd., Hat-

[5663
field Aerodrome, Herts.
QENIOR physicist or electronic engineer is re 1.7

quired by the English Electric Valve Co..

Ltd.. Chelmsford. for research and development
work on travelling wave tubes.-Applicants with
considerable experience in this field should write.
giving full details of qualifications and experience. quoting reference 440. to Central Personnel
Services, English Electric Co., Ltd., 24-30. Gil[5625
lingham St., London. S.W.1.
SITUATIONS WANTED
RADIO engineer, aged 41, having just disposed

of own business, requires position of respon-

sibility with retailer or manufacturer; twentyfive years' experience, including eight with
E.M.I. Service, Ltd.-Tel. Hatch End 978 for

slotted vent near bottom, internal reflector. It is
etc. Scientifically designed by acoustics expert to
give superb bass response and full treble. For use with

high-qu, My amplifiers or to revolationise the tone of
the domestic radio set. Complete kit of all fin. patent
timber, materials and full instructions, 701-, or ready

built, SW, High-grade Bin. p.m. speaker unit to
1-5
ihandleooth..6,1alitdts:820i-.,

FOR

Wireless & Electrical Industries
Let us have your enquiries

M. 86 J. TOOLS CO.
I Silvermere Ave., Romtord.

Phone: 1337

black -crackle

No. L HIGH -QUALITY TUNER, specially recommended for above amplifiers and Leak, Williamson,
Charles. Rogers and other quality amplifiers. L. & M.
wave T.R.F., with infinite impedance detector,
illuminated "Airplane" dial with escutcheon and glass

virtually distortionless. Price of Complete kit And
Constructional Manual 24110/-orready built g5/10/-.

No. 2 QUALITY SUPERHET TUNER, L.M. A S. wave,
large full -vision dial assembly, spin -wheel tuning.

As kit, £7,101-; built. 28/101-.

AUTOCHANGERS : Oollaro 11049, 8 records mixed.

Marconi, 10 records unmixed, with hidi
114/618
lightweight pick-up taking miniature needles, 10 Gns.

AGENCIES
/ SALESMAN seeks first - class
agencies or representation.-Taylor, 2, Argyle
ENGINEER

polished table cabinet.
COLLAR() STANDARD MICROGRAMS. new in original
dartons. £131101-. Case with motor -board only 47/8.

appointment.

[5656
Rd., Ilford.
TECHNICAL TRAINING
CITY & Guilds (Electrical, etc.), on " No
Pass-No Fee " terms. Over 95% suc-

For full details of modern courses in all
branches of Electrical Technology send for our
176 -page handbook, free and post free.-B.1.E.T.
(Dept. 388A), 17, Stratford Place, London, W.1.
TUITION
cesses.

THE Gothic Television School specialises solely
In training in television. All tutors possess university degrees and/or corporate membership of
Professional institutions and are appointed individually to postal course students to ensure corhplete and thorough training. Principals M.B.E.,
B.Sc.,
M.Brit.I.R.E., education committee
members, etc. Courses assume no previous television knowledge and provide guaranteed training for Brit.I.R.E. and R.T.E.B. examinations.
Numerous well-known companies have adopted
the School's Basic Television Course as standard
television training for their staffs. Moderate
fees-Details from Gothic Television School, 13.
North Avenue, London, W.13.
[0051

incl. transformer and tUter network, or £41101. In

RADIOGRAM CABINETS, de luxe lob in veneered

walnut, 2ft. 91n. high x 2ft. fiin. wide x 1ft. din.

deep, £11/101-.
FULL BARGAIN CATALOGUE, Bid. DEMONSTRA-

TIONS-daily. Terms: C.W.O. or O.O.D.

NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES
ts, Kings College Road, Swiss Cottage,
London, N.W.3. Phone: PRImrose 8314

62, Hare Street, Woolwich, LEAS
Tel. WOO. 1804
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a reliable and quick

RADIO & TELEVISION REPAIR
SERVICE

REGO-FRASER

The Voigt Loudspeaker is still ahead of all others.
P.M. Unit with 22,000 line gap flux E40 ex works.

Corner Horns (in
EM

HOLLOWAY ROAD, N.7.
Principal : T. J. DRARELEY, D.Sc., Ph.D.,
F.R.I.C., F.I.R.L

Department of Radio and Musical
Instrujnent Technology.
Head of Department ;

S. A. Hurren, 0.B.E., M.C., M.Brit.

Full-time Day Course* in
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ENGINEERING

in preparation for all
recognised qualifications in this subject.
Practical laboratory and workshop
experience provided.
Prospectus free on application to Secretary. New term begins September 25th

the white) E19 10

Home demonstrations arranged in London area.

VOIGT PATENTS LTD.,

..-.......

[

[6811

ELECTRONICS

BPI
LTD.

Transformer and Coil Manufacturers to the Trade
Tele. hone CALM; 5558

A .M.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and
A
Guilds. etc., on " no pass-no fee " terms'
over 95% successes. For details of exams. and
[1377

postal course for radio trades
TELEVISION
Examination Board's diploma, also postal
courses for P.M.G. 2nd and 1st class Certifi-

D

TWIN TEST METER
PANEL
eamprisinl

-Apply British School of Telegraphy, Ltd.,

cates and Amateur Radio Transmitting licence.
179, Clapham Rd., London, S.W.9. (40 years'
experience in coaching students in wireless
telegraphy and allied subjects.)
[2586

Micoll 0-5 cn /a and Mira 040
v metres. Variable mIstanre

TILE Institute of Practical Radio Engineers

Outstanding value at

stud control. 5 -way Yaxley
switch, SP/ST Toggle switch,
3 Potentiometers etc.

have available home study courses in every
of radio and television engineering,

12/6 NV !rue

phase

specialising in the practical training of apprentices in the retail trade; enrolments limited, fees
moderate.-The Syllabus of Instructional Text
may be obtained post free from the Secretary.
I.P.R.E., Fairfield House, 20, Fairfield Rd.
Crouch End, London, N.8.
too8d

BUSINESSES FOR SALE AND WANTED
manufacturing
company
TRANSFORMER
desire to dispose of their Rewind depart-

ment; hundreds of satisfied customers retained
during past 12 years; stock and goodwill at low
price to those with proved ability to continue
this service; details to principals only.-Box
5245.

[5688

Tel: Syd 6666

CRANMER AV. EAL NG.W 13.

have done a thousand times we can do
again, for you.-See the B.N.R.S. Advt. on

don W.1.

0 or

0 ex works.

Order from

courses in all branches of engineering, building, etc., write for 176 -page handbook-free.B.I.E.T. (Dept. 387B), 17, Stratford Place, Lon-

THE NORTHERN POLYTECHNIC

10

RADIO training.-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E. Sydenham, S.E.26
Diploma; prospectus free.-Technical Col-

TELE-RADIO ENGINEERS

TO DEALERS

chassis, Woden mains and output

transformers. Price 13 ens.

[5678

lege, Hull.
[0611
CAREERS in radio, television, and electronics;
write for free brochure giving details of
1 -year, 2 -year and 3 -year day courses.
E.M.I. INSTITUTES. Dept. WW, 10, Pembldge
Sq. London. W.2. Bayswater 5131-2. (Associated with " His Master's Voice.")
[0001
AVIRELESS officer's attendance and " RadioV
certs " postal course.-Apply Manager, The
Wireless School, Manor Gdns., London, N.7.
NOTHING succeeds like success! What we

We can offer a limited number of Dealers

or Wharfedale Super 8M. with

SYMPHONY No, 1 (Amplifier) by N.B.S. I The most
versatile domesticaudio amplifier on the markettoday.
Independent control of bass, middle and top, separate
scratch-ont, negative feedback. For A.C. 200-250 v.
Input for magnetic, hi -td and crystal pickups ; 5 W.
output 3 ohms or 15 ohms. Full provision for Tuner.
Price B8119/6. Money refunded if not delighted I
SYMPHONY No. 2. Same theme as No. 1, but having
10 watts push-pull output, superb quality. 3, 7.5 and
15 ohms. Inputs for magnetic, crystal and hi- 11
pick-ups, full provision for Tuner. Built on handsome

TELEVISION.

METAL STAMPINGS

Sin.

( 5685

ESTIMATING engineer required by the com-

W.1.

ESTD. 1940

A.M.I.E.E.,t

and research for laboratory in the London area:
wide experience of S.W. aerial measurements
essential; permanent Position offered with
liberal salary to suitable candidate.-Write
Antiference, Ltd.. 67, Bryanston St.. London,

MAKE YOURSELF HEARD
4

MOBILE (6 volt) P.A. EQUIPMENT compriaing
valve, 7 watt amplifier, housed in metal carrying

case 12" 5 61- x

er fitted with control panel.

Supplied complete with Vibrator power supply.
Offered at 9 Ons. ('err. Paid

RADIO UNLIMITED,
ELM ROAD, LONDON, E.I7
Tel.: KEY 4813
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BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS,

CHARGER KITS, CHARGERS
New Goods with Full Guarantee
S.T.C. SELENIUM L.T. RECTIFIERS, up to 300 watts,

bridge, h.w. or c. tap, 200 rn/a. to 10 amp., with or
without transformer. Popular types from stock. A
few of our large stock -6 v. 0.5 amp., 4/10 ; 2 v.
0.3 amp., 3/10 ; 6 v.1 amp., 212 ; 6 v. 2 amp., 9/- ;
6 v. 4 amp.,16/6 ; 6 V. 10 atop., 22/6 ; 12 v. 1 amp.,
9/6; 12 v. 2 amp., 12/6; 12 v. 2.5 amp., 17/-,
12 v.4 amp..19i6; 12 v. 10 amp., 42/6. Highervolts
ages in stock. Add postage Sd. up to 12/6. 1/- above.
FOOLPROOF
CHARGER
JUTS. New Minor Kit as

illustrated, 12 v. 1 amp.

25 watt trans.,
etc., 42f-, post 1/4, less

rectifier,

ballast bulb, case screws,
case, 32/6, for 2 v. to 12 v.

charging. New 2 amp. kit
for 2 v., 6 v., 12 v. transformer, ballast bulb, 41n.
diam. rectifier, 38/6. or
with case as illus., 52/-.

"Automat" 2 amp. 6 v.,

12 v. chargerready for use,
55f., with 18 months' guarantee. " Automat" 2 v.,

" A PORTABLE TELEVISOR."
EIRADBOOKS proudly announce their second
First -ever publication by Edwin N. Bradley; " A
Portable Televisor " gives 56pp of complete information for building a 3M or 6in TV set for
either area, the 3M prototype measuring only
15in Xllin X 7in with powerpack, tube, speaker,
etc., all self-contained; not a hashed -up conversion but a new design with some novel features;
order your copy, price 3/- (3/2 post paid) from
-Bradbooks, Sennen, Penzance, Cornwall. Do
not forget " Personal portables," too, a mine of
information at 2/8 pp.
[5667
Publication. Send ld
BERNARDS
stamp for Radio
list now.
MASON & EON, Ltd., Wivenhoe, nr. Colchester,
Essex.

[0094

WEBB'S 1948 radio map of world, new multicolour printing, with up-to-date call signs
and fresh information on heavy art paper, 4/6.
post 6d; on linen, on rollers. 11/6, post 9d.Webb's Radio, 1-4, Soho St., W.I. Gerrard 2089.
T.P.R.E. Technical Publications; 5,000 alignment peaks for superheterodynes, 4/9 post
free; The Practical Radio Engineer, quarterly
publication of the Institute, sample copy 2/- post
free; membership and examination data, 1/ post free. -Secretary, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
[0089

Rd., London. N.8.

plus 12/6 crate and cart.

HEAVY DUTY HITS. S.T.O. 12/15 v. 4 amp. rectifier,

charger, foolproof operation, full instructions, 52/6 :
ditto but or 2 v., 6 v. 4 amps., 48/6, Post 1/4. Slider
KIt, 100 watttrans., 4 amp. rectifier, slider resistance,
high grade ammeter for 6 v., 12 v. charger, 23/15/0
ditto but 120 watt trans. and giant finned 6 amp.
rectifier, slider res., ammeter, 26, weight 18 lb. For
all radio store 1 to 20 cell 1.5 amp. kit,transformer
150 watts, 2 amp. rectifier, baretter bulb, for continuous running, 54/15/0, post 1,6 ELIMINATOR HIT for 120 v. 20/30 m/a eliminator,
20 watt trans., /20 v. 30 iota h.t. rect., 2 v. 0.5 amp.
trickle rect., 2 x 8 mfds. condensers, case, etc.. 42/ or without case 35/-, post 1/2.
SELENIUM SMALL SPACE H.T. RECTIFIERS;
250 v. 60 m/a h.w. f ora.c./d.c. sets, 7/-; 110 v. 60 m/a,
61- ; 250 v. 100 m/a bridge, 13/6 ; 350 5..0-350 v.
80 m/a c.t., 13/6. post 6d. extra.
Accumulator cell desulphater and con.
NITEAT.
dltioner, 1/6. post 4d.

CHAMPION PRODUCTS
43

Uplands Way, London, N.21. phone LAB 4'57

METERS.

A.C.,D.C. Switchboard.

LC

G.E.C. new, 0-40 amps and 0-60 volts, 35- ea.
Sin. Switchboard 300 volts and 50 amps, 35.-.

411n. I/C Switchboard 14 amps., 15.-. 14 amps.
D.C. only M.C., 25/.. Panel Meters A.C. D.C.
Thermal Ammeters 21 in. flush 0-6 amps. Ferranti,
new, 10/.. D.C.M.C. Milli -ammeters 21 in. flush
0-1 m.a., 1St-. 0-50 m.a., 200 m.a., 500 m.a., 7:6 ea.

Voltmeters D.0 M.C. 100-0-100, 7/6. Ammeters
tin. D.C.M.C. 50-0-50 amps., 5/-. 0-20 amps., 5/-.
VITAVOX H.F. HORNS. 2ft. 8in. x ft. 4in.
x 3ft. long, as new, 30/, Vitavox Units, 40/,
21 in. square mouth Horns, 25/.. Bellmouth speaker
horns, 25,-. Carriage extra.
RECEIVERS I I32A and 1326. V.H.F. I valve
superhets, 2 models identical 100/126 Mc's or
I

1

65 85 Mc/s, grey cabinet I 9in. x I I in. x 10in. Pr1ce
with valves, 65/-. Carriage 7/6.

COSSOR 339 DOUBLE BEAM OSCILLOSCOPE, rebuilt, recalibrated, tested and as new.

HAND MAGNETO GENERATORS,

CRYSTALS

of OUTSTANDING
QUALITY

TYPE "S"
Frequency range : 100 KO
to 15 Mc s. Black bakelite
case, I*" high, I.N" wide,
,t"

thick, with two -1" dia-

meter pins spaced 2-" apart.

4-

magnet type, wound armature driven by gearing
in handle, output 75 volts 25 m.a. A.C. approx.,
10;6. Carriage 2 - extra.

D.C. ELECTRO MAGNETS, weight

6 v., 12 v. 4 amp. slider charger, weight 221b.,96/5/0,

70 watt transformer, baretter for 2 v., 6 v., 12 v.

More British Bargains

10

oz.

twin coil, lift 4 lb. on 6 volts, 3 lb. on 4 volts, and
lb. on 2 volts, 5/-. Postage 6d.
S.L.S. 36, circular horsehoe Magnets I +in. dia.,

fin. thick, +in. polar gap drilled poles, weight
2 oz., lift 3 lb., 2/6 each.
DYNAMOS. New surplus machines, high current for plating work etc., 12 volts 55 amps.
3,000 r.p.m., E6/10/-. Carriage 5/-.
WINDMILL DYNAMOS. 12 volt 10/15 amp.

C.A.V. totally enclosed, 1,425 r.p.m., 40/, Carriage
5/-.

MOTORS. Croydon 1/12 H.P. A.C. 230 volts,
3,000 r.p.m., 25/-. 1/3 H.P. S.P. 230 volt new
capacitor, 1,425 r.p.m., EA. I H.P. 3 -ph. 400 volts,
E6/10,-.
Reconditioned
H.P. 230 volt A.C.
motors, 1,425 r.p.m., E4/101-. Carriage on any
motor 5/- extra.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

BROOKES CRYSTALS

214 QUEENSTOWN RD., LONDON, S.W.8

10, Stockwell St., Greenwich, London, S.E.I 0

Telephone: MACaulay 2159

Phone: GREenwich 1828. Cables: Xtals London.
Grams : Xtals Green London.

Me

0100SrParts
Qualito
THE
FLUXITE QUINS " AT WORK
"Our T.V is working O.K.

This Fight is the high spot today.
Gosh! Bruiser looks sick

It's a knockout! Look! Quick!
"You're right! Fetch the FLUXITE!"
bawled EH.
See that FLUXITE

is always by you -in
the house - garage - workshop - wherever

speedy soldering is needed. Used for over 40

THE

SERVICE ENGINEER'S
FIRST CHOICE

years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all ironmongers -in tins, 10d., 1/0 and 3/-.
r

TO CYCLISTS 1 For stronger wheels
that will remain round and true, here's
a time -tested tip. Tie the spokes where
they cross with fine wire AND SOLDER.

It's

simple - with FLUXITE - but
IMPORTANT.

The FLUXITE GUN puts FLUXITE where you want

it by a simple pressure. Price 2/6, or filled, SA

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book on the Art of "SOFT" Soldering and
for Leaflet on CASE -HARDENING STEEL and
TEMPERING TOOLS reithEL UXI T E. Price ld. each.

FLUXITE LTD (Dept. WW), BERMONDSEY
STREET, LONDON, S.E.1.

5

SOLON

Miii
ODELS

SOLON electric soldering irons have proved

ARIBA

L

HIGH QUALITY
MAGNETIC TAPE HEADS

their capacity for continuous service under
the most exacting conditions. 5 models;
240 watt oval tapered bit; 125 watt oval
tapered and round pencil bits and 63 watt
oval tapered and round pencil bits. Each
model complete with 6feet of Henley 3 -core
flexible. Nowavailablefromstock. Writ
for folder Y.ro.

are now available from stock, also TAPE
OSCILLATORS and other COMPONENTS

BOOKS (5/4 post free G.B.) & CONSTRUCTOR'S ENVELOPE (4/3 post free G.B.).
AMPLIFIER DELIVERIES ARE RAPIDLY
IMPROVING

TAPE DECKS & RECORDERS SOON !
Write for latest Price List

AUDIGRAPH LTD.
Dept. MR3, 74, Great Hampton Street.

HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM, IS

RIM
ELECTRIC

SOLDERING IRONS
W.T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.
61-53 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1
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QUARTZ
HILL & CHURCHILL LTD.

ACCURATELY and QUICKLY

BOOKSELLERS

Condensers and Transformer
Clips, in Steel or Aluminium.

Chassis, Brackets, Shrouds

Trepanner available

"SNAP" Cutter, Notcher

and Sh
Details with pleasure.
Please Quote File No. or Serial No. of your tool if

Available from stock :
Ghiraradi-" Radio Physics Course "
Transmission
Ragan-" Microwave
Circuits "
Ridenour-" Radar System Engineering "
Lawson & Uhlenbeck-" Threshold
Signals "

37/6

72/6
64/ -

42/6

Bronwell & Beam-" Theory and Application of Microwaves "

51/-

Zworykin & Morton-" Television "
Smith-" Antenna Manual "

possible.

BASS REFLEX CABINETS

21/.

Our RU12 is the best for the Axiom

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND
COMMERCIAL USE are available in

the complete range from 35 kilo-

we specialise in prompt deliveries for

17/6

(Postage extra)

(d4ra.)

For-

Our 6 page illustrated 1950 FOLDER cycles to IS megacycles.
will be ready shortly and copies reserved
Alternative mountings in standard
for our many " WM." friends. Please
ask for yours, quoting Ref. No. or date two -pin A.M. pattern 10X, International
of your original enquiry.
octal, and miniature type FT243, can be
197a Whiteaare Road supplied for most frequencies.
A. A. TOOLS ON), ASHTON-U-LYNE
Prices are fully competitive, and

56/ -

Wellman-" Elementary Radio Servicing "

UNITS

(Five sizes-l2" to 36")

DORSET

SWANAGE

CRYSTAL

12 and 22, the Barker, and Wharfedale
Golden Units.
From

urgent requirements.

WE WELCOME YOUR ENQUIRIES.

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co., Ltd.
63-71 Kingston Road,

10

Stamp for leaflets from

NEW MALDEN, SURREY
Telephone . MALden 0334

CABINETWARE

SUMMIT WKS., REYES ST. BLACKBURN

YOUR METER DAMAGED ?
Leading
Electrical
Instrument
Repairers
to

the

Industry.
Repairs by skilled craftsmen to all makes and types of
Voltmeters, Ammeters, Rieroammeters, Inultirange Test
meters, Electrioal Thermometers, Recording Instruments,
Synchronous Clocks, ate. Quick deliveries -for speedy
estimate send defective instrument by registered post to,

ASFR

I
Electrical Instrument Repairers
341 CITY ROAD, E.C.I.
Tel. Terminus 2489

ENGINEERS

MINIATURE RELAY

Whatever your age or experience,

you must read
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES ". Full detail of
the easiest way to peso
A.M.I.C.E.,
CITY & GUILDS (Electrical, etc.), DIATRIC., etc., on

176 PAGES

F eel

D.C. up to 24 volts

"NO PASS-NO FEE"

DOUBLE

Courses in all branches

CHANGE-

terms and details of

of Engineering-

Mechanical, Electrical,
Civil, Auto., Aero.,

TYPE MIN/ST

POLE

OVER

CONTACTS.

Radio, etc.,
etc. If you're earning

SIZE

les.sthanglOaweek,tell

what interests you

so write for your copy
and
of
"ENGINEERING

Ask for List
W

OPPORTUNITIES"

today-FREE I

B.I.E.T.
387 Shakespeare Ilse.,
11-19 Stratford Place,
London, W.1.

lq-ex
11"

x

LONDEX LTD
Manufacturers of Relays
207,

ANERLEY
RD.,
LONDON
SYDenham 6258-9

S.E.20.

TIMM INSTITLITE di MUSEUM goggeogy

RECONDITIONED TIMESWITCHES -

-WILCO ELECTRONICS

RECEIVERS R.I132A. Brand new, in perfect
condition, range 100 to 124 me/s., standard
19in.

rack

manual and

mounting, fitted tone control,

A.V.C., large calibrated slow

motion dial tuning meter etc., a really first
class receiver.

Our price E4/19/6.

POWER PACK, type 3, for above receiver.

Ideal for 1,000 automatic switching jobs: Shop
windows, poultry lights, heaters, radios, neons
etc. Every one guaranteed for a year. Wholesale
& Export enquiries invited. From 30/- each (key,
instructions post free).

TYPE AC/3 TELEVISION PRE -AMPLIFIER

Write: J. DONOHOE
2, UPPER NORFOLK STREET,
NTH. SHIELDS, NORTHUMBERLAND

Brand new,in perfect condition, input switched

200 to 250 volts, A.C. 50 cycle, with two

fitted D.C. voltmeter
0-300, milliampere meter 0-150, fuses, etc.
A superb job. E4/19/6.
smoothing chokes,

SPECIAL OFFER.

For above receiver
and pack, 0317/6 the pair.
PYE STRIPS, Five R.F. stages, det., and
video, Ideal for vision strip. Our price
37/6, less valves. Post 2/6.

OSCILLOSCOPE units to build your own
miniature 'scope. Case 11 x 9 x 6fin., with

3 valves, tube holder and base for VCR139A,
brill. and focus controls, shift controls. Only
16/, Carr. 1/6.

C.R. TUBES. VCRI39A, 2fin.,

15/- each,

post and pkg. 2/6. Holders for same, 2/- each.
CRYSTAL PICK UP. Rothermel Senior,
35,- each.

TRIMMING TOOLS. In Holder, 15/- set.
WIRELESS FILM RECORDERS, for
35 mm. Film. With cutting head etc. Incorporating a 230 v. Mains motor E20.

CUTTERS STYLI!, 6/- per doz.

20' LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,
CROYDON
ADD. 2027

URGENTLY WANTED

" Unquestionably the best TELEVISION
Pre -Amplifier, as a consideration of the speci-

fication and a trial will prove."

15 RECEIVERS BC -312
In good condition, preferably
not converted.

Circuit Specfiication.
Two triode stages ensuring low " noise."
1st stage neutralized, 2nd stage operating
as a low impedance load for the neutralized
stage, thereby still further reducing the

" noise," without sacrifice of gain. Self-

contained power supply to suit 200-250 v.

A.C. mains. Balanced and unbalanced socket
connections to suit all receivers.
Gain
16.5 dbs at full bandwidth. Noise factor,
6-8 dbs compared with normal pentode
valves.
improved performance is
guaranteed. Types AC/3L (London) and
AC/3B (Birmingham).

An

Box 5294

c/o " Wireless World "

Further particulars on request. See under" Classified " for further announcements.

Spencer -West, Quay Wks., Gt. Yarmouth, N'f'k

CiateNWALL Palma Lon., Paris Garden, London, S.E.1. Wireless
Printed in Great Britain for thePublishers, atm & Soon, LTD., Dorset House, Stalin ord St., London, S.E.1, by Tux
Worldoan be obtained abroad trom the( ollowine: AtalTRALIA AND NNW ZEALAND: Gordon & Got eh, Ltd. Duna : A. R. Wheeler & Co. CANADA: The Wm. Dawson Subscription
Service Ltd.; Gordon & Gotoh, Ltd 8017011 Avarua: Central News Agency. Ltd. William Dawson & Sons (S.A.), Ltd.
UNITED &Tian : The International News Co
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SILVERED
MICA
Vii;.

CONDENSERS

WIRELESS WORLD
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Some of these condensers are wax protected, some are in moulded
bakelite cases, and others are coated with synthetic enamel. This
ensures that there are types to meet not only normal requirements,

but also the demands of tropical and other severe conditions.
All combine capacitance stability, low losses and accurate tolerances,
with minimum dimensions.

The intimate contact between the silver electrode and mica
dielectric ensures a high degree of stability.
Write us about your requirements.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSERTel:CO.
LTD
ACORN 0061

RADIO DIVISION: NORTH ACTON, LONDON. W.3.
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SOME

MAKERS

OTHER MAKERS

CALL
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THE M

CALL THEM

-BUT THEY ALL AGREE THAT THEIR MANUFACTURE CALLS FOR

Ersin Multicore Solder
ghe

h

ee Odin in the7f1oild

Manufacturers all over the world
rely on Ersin Multicore Solder in the
manufacture of radio and television
components. They know that only
Ersin Multicore-with its three -core

construction-gives guaranteed flux
continuity, instantaneous

melting

and freedom from ' dry' or H.R.
joints. In addition, bccause Ersin
Multicore contains extra -active, non-

corrosive Ersin flux, joints can be
made easily on heavily oxidised
surfaces.

At

the

Company

Plessey
Limited's

Works, Ilford, where

Ersin Multicore
Solder is

used for

bridging the gap between the stator vanes

and terminals of
variable

tom'

Soldering caps and wires of radio type
tubular paper capacitors with Ersin

Illustrated are the Nominal 71b. reel (for factories)
and the Size 1 carton (for Service Engineers and
Workshops). Manufacturers are invited to write
for technical information, samples and bulk prices.

condensers.

fRS111

SIZE 1 CARTONS -51- RETAIL

Soldering capacitors at A. H. Hunt
Limited. The capacitors are heated
together with short pre-cut lengths of

Ersin Multicore.

Ersin Multicore Solder being used for
soldering condenser connections at the

factory of T.C.C., London.

Alloy

S.W.G.

60/40

14

60/40

18

CI4013

40/60

13

CI4016

40/60

16

Catalogue
Ref. No.
C16014

Tin/lead

C16018

Approx. Length
per Carton
26 feet
60 feet
22 feet
42 feet

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE STREET,
LONDON, W.I. Telephone: REGent 1411

